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PRA Archive #: AZ0014
Title: A Visit with Annea Lockwood / with interview by Charles Amirkhanian.
Description:

One of the most remarkable avant-garde composers in the world is Annea Lockwood, who was born in...
Genre: American Women -- Music and musicians
Broadcast Date: KPFA, Sept. 6, 1972.
PRA Archive #: AZ0027.06
Title: Galapagos Islands discovered: evolution of the ocean floor / Dr. John Corliss; interviewed by Laurie Garrett.
Description:

Laurie Garrett interviews Dr. John Corliss of Oregon State University, Corvalis, co-head of the...
Genre: American Women -- Science and scientists
Broadcast Date: KPFA, Apr. 11, 1977.
PRA Archive #: AZ0471.05
Title: Out of the kitchen and into the sweat shop: the story of working women in America / produced by Joanna Brouk and Toni Maher. (Episode 5 of 7)
Description:

A survey of the lives and works of Emma Goldman, Rose Schneiderman, Mother Jones, Jane Addams,....
Genre: American Women -- Activists, American Women -- Women's history, American Women -- Work and unions, American Women -- Autobiographies and Biographies
Broadcast Date: KPFA, July 16, 1979.
PRA Archive #: AZ0702
Title: Where I've been: writings by Valerie Miner and Sandy Boucher / produced by Julia Randall
Description:

Feminist authors Valerie Miner and Sandy Boucher read from their works on treks through time and...
Genre: American Women -- Authors and journalists, American Women -- Autobiographies and Biographies
Broadcast Date: KPFA, September 18, 1982
PRA Archive #: BC0460
Title: I don't like atheists very much / Madalyn Murray O'Hair
Description:

A speech and question-and-answer session by Madalyn Murray O'Hair, an atheist, and the...
Genre: American Women -- Religion
Broadcast Date: KPFT, 27 July 1971
PRA Archive #: BC0496
Title: Women living in communes.
Description:

Five U.C. Berkeley women students discuss their experiences living in communes. The discussion,....
Genre: American Women -- Radical Feminism
PRA Archive #: AZ0483
Title: On the road to the 1980 Democratic National Convention.
Description:

Actualities -- Democratic Party Convention coverage. New York, 1980 (Aug.) Includes: Ron Dellums...
Genre: American Women -- Politicians and politics
Broadcast Date: KPFA, August 1980
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PRA Archive #: AZ0136.04
Title: Latvian women / William Mandel
Description:

Interview with a 36-year old woman of white formerly-tribal Livonian minority within Latvia,

Genre: American Women -- International women
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 24 November 1977
PRA Archive #: AZ0405
Title: Soviet nuclear power plants / Helen Caldicott interviewed by William Mandel
Description:

Dr. Helen Caldicott talks of Soviet nuclear power plants, nuclear weapons, SALT II, and...

Genre: American Women -- Peace and Antinuclear activism
Broadcast Date: KPFA, March 31, 1980
PRA Archive #: AZ0426
Title: A Feminist view of St. Patrick / produced by Padraigin McGillicuddy.
Description:

In this brief program, KPFA's Padraigin McGillicuddy discusses the pre-Christian acolytes of the...

Genre: American Women -- Women's history
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 1980.
PRA Archive #: AZ0428
Title: Older men, older women / Lucy Forrest (April 22, 1980)
Description:

This program, part of KPFA's regular series for and about the elderly, is an interview by...

Genre: American Women -- International women, American Women -- Peace and Antinuclear activism
Broadcast Date: KPFA, April 22, 1980
PRA Archive #: AZ0560
Title: The murders of the children in Atlanta / produced by Damali Cruz and Khensu-Ra
Description:

The program is divided into 3 sections. It begins with a chronology of the events around the...

Genre: American Women -- Parenting and children, American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination
Broadcast Date: KPFA, April 29, 1981
PRA Archive #: AZ0627
Title: KPFA Evening News: a KPFA aircheck from Oct. 29, 1981. produced by Aileen Alfandary and Mark Mericle
Description:

The News: a KPFA aircheck from October 29, 1981 / produced by Aileen Alfandary and Mark Mericle...

Stories reported: United States economy plunge; President Reagan's approval rating;...

Previously cataloged as Women and health in Puerto Rico / Gail Anna Rivera ; interviewed by Sue...
Genre: American Women -- Peace and Antinuclear activism
Broadcast Date: KPFA, October 29, 1981
PRA Archive #: BB3234
Title: Behavior patterns in the U.S. and the Soviet Union
Description:
Anthropologist Dr. Margaret Mead, psychoanalyst Franz Alexander, and Dr. Donald A. Lowry, former...
Genre: American Women -- Science and scientists, American Women -- Peace and Antinuclear activism
Broadcast Date: WBAI, first broadcast June 8, 1960; rebroadcast January 8, 1967
PRA Archive #: BB5240
Title: Tribes of Topanga
Description:
Anthropological examination of the life and social customs among the current inhabitants of...
Genre: American Women -- Art and artists
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 26 June 1971; 5 Aug. 1971.
PRA Archive #: BC0246
Title: Abortion: women's liberation media project (Episode 5)
Description:
The fifth program of the Women's Media Project, produced by the Women's Liberation...
Genre: American Women -- Reproductive rights
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 23 May 1971.
PRA Archive #: BC0335
Title: Boys are boys and girls are girls / produced by Sebern Fisher
Description:
From the folio: Is it really true that sex roles begin at a very early age? To find out, Sebern...
Genre: American Women -- Parenting and children, American Women -- Anthropology and societal role
PRA Archive #: IZ0212
Title: The Senate investigates CIA funding in Angola / testimony by Henry Kissinger : reported by Katherine Ferguson.
Description:
The Senate Foreign Relations Committee on African Affairs questions Secretary of State Henry...
Genre: American Women -- Politicians and politics
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 29 Jan. 1976.
PRA Archive #: KZ0177
Title: Excerpt from Shoulder to shoulder / Midge McKenzie interviewed by Beverly Polokoff
Description:
Midge MacKenzie, producer of the BBC documentary on women's sufferage in England, "Shoulder to...
Genre: American Women -- Women's history, American Women -- International women
Broadcast Date: KPFK, Aug. 24, 1976.
PRA Archive #: KZ0578
Title: International women, past and present / produced by Pearl Skotnes.
Description:
A documentary celebrating the history of women in political struggle: Clara Zetkin, Rosa...
Genre: American Women -- Radical Feminism, American Women -- International women
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 8 Mar. 1978.
PRA Archive #: KZ1160
Title: Vietnam and Kampuchea / Judy Coburn interviewed by Dorothy Healey
Description:
Correspondent Judy Coburn reports on her trip to Southeast Asia and compares it with previous...
Genre: American Women -- Vietnam conflict, American Women -- Authors and journalists
Broadcast Date: KPFK, July 20, 1980.
PRA Archive #: AZ0093
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**Title:** Cuba and gays in Cuba: part two, 1977 / produced by the Fruit Punch Collective  
**Description:**  
Interview with Ricardo Galvon and Kathleen O'Connell, two members of the Venceremos Brigade...  
**Genre:** American Women -- International women, American Women -- Lesbians  
**Broadcast Date:** KPFA, July 3, 1977  
**PRA Archive #:** AZ0094

**Title:** Cuba and gays in Cuba: part one, 1976 / produced by the Fruit Punch Collective  
**Description:**  
Andy interviews Rebecca and Carlos, who have just returned from Cuba where they worked with...  
**Genre:** American Women -- International women, American Women -- Lesbians  
**Broadcast Date:** KPFA, June 21, 1976  
**PRA Archive #:** AZ0144

**Title:** Sister of the road: the autobiography of Boxcar Bertha / by Bertha Thompson; produced by the Unlearning To Not Speak Collective  
**Description:**  
This is a recording of members of the Unlearning To Not Speak Collective reading excerpts from...  
**Genre:** American Women -- Autobiographies and Biographies  
**Broadcast Date:** KPFA, September 28, 1973  
**PRA Archive #:** BB5347

**Title:** Can we find an index for the quality of life? / moderated by S. Fred Singer and Mancur Olson.  
**Description:**  
Symposium heard at the American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS) held in...  
**Genre:** American Women -- Science and scientists  
**Broadcast Date:** WBAI, 23 Jan. 1972.  
**PRA Archive #:** KZ0879

**Title:** Survival Sunday III  
**Description:**  
Actuality from the benefit concert that took place on May 25, 1980 at the Hollywood Bowl in Los...  
**Genre:** American Women -- Peace and Antinuclear activism, American Women -- Comedians, American Women -- Music and musicians  
**Broadcast Date:** KPFK, May 25, 1980.  
**PRA Archive #:** KZ0885

**Title:** Lesbian culture / produced by Helene Rosenbluth  
**Description:**  
A program on lesbian culture, starting with a radio presentation of "An Oral Herstory of...  
**Genre:** American Women -- Lesbians, American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination, American Women -- Poetry  
**Broadcast Date:** KPFK, July 1, 1979.  
**PRA Archive #:** KZ1038

**Title:** West coast women's music festival  
**Description:**  
This program presents selected highlights from the West Coast Women's Music Festival held...  
**Genre:** American Women -- Music and musicians  
**Broadcast Date:** KPFK, Mar. 4, 1981.  
**PRA Archive #:** WZ0050

**Title:** A blind blues street singer / Flora Molton : interviewed by Natalie Reuss.  
**Description:**
Interview with Flora Molton, blind blues street-singer of the Washington, D.C. area. Flora tells...

Genre: American Women -- Music and musicians
Broadcast Date: WPFW, Sept. 1976.
PRA Archive #: IZ0013
Title: A lesbian video collective. Delia Davis and Nancy Houngs interviewed by Ronald Gold (Episode 15)
Description:

Delia Davis and Nancy Houngs, members of Lesbians Organized for Video Experience (LOVE), discuss...

Genre: American Women -- Lesbians, American Women -- Art and artists
Broadcast Date: WBAI, Nov. 25, 1975.
PRA Archive #: IZ0175
Title: Gay moments in straight music / produced by Rudy Grillo.
Description:

A program on popular songs from the last seventy-five years featuring male-to-male and female-to...

Genre: American Women -- Music and musicians
Broadcast Date: WBAI, July 25, 1979.
PRA Archive #: AZ0052
Title: Open every eye / produced by Padraigin McGillicuddy
Description:

This is a documentary/collage on Ireland, quick scan past and present, from 1169 to the Easter...

Genre: American Women -- International women
Broadcast Date: KPFA, March 17, 1977
PRA Archive #: AZ0278
Title: The Big swindles / produced by David Burket and Susan Richman.
Description:

"1976 THE BIG SWINDLES" produced by David Burket and Susan Richman. A somewhat sardonic look...

Genre: American Women -- Equal Rights Amendment (ERA), American Women -- Reproductive rights
Broadcast Date: KPFA, April 9, 1979
PRA Archive #: AZ0530
Title: Women dissidents and Ms. magazine / Tanya and William Mandel
Description:

On Ms. magazine and womens' conditions in the Soviet Union. Mandel begins the program by...

Program was originally cataloged with the title Women dissidents and Ms. magazine / Tammy...

Genre: American Women -- International women, American Women -- Feminism
Broadcast Date: KPFA, November 10, 1980
PRA Archive #: KZ0118
Title: Do working girls lead a glamorous life? / produced by Susan Anderson.
Description:

Susan Anderson's documentary about the lifestyle of prostitutes. Includes interviews with...

Genre: American Women -- Sex, American Women -- Work and unions
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 7 Mar. 1977.
PRA Archive #: BB3835.02
Title: Women in the colonies. (Episode 2 of 3)
Description:
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“Pa'lante” is a radio series by the Young Lords organization, an organization of... Genre: American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination, American Women -- International women
Broadcast Date: WBAI, Mar. 1970.
PRA Archive #: BB1412
Title: Mrs. Sherri Finkbine at the Conference on Abortion and Human Rights
Description:

Mrs. Sherri Finkbine (Sherri Chessen) speaking at the Conference on Abortion and Human Rights...
Genre: American Women -- Reproductive rights
Broadcast Date: KPFA, May 10, 1966
PRA Archive #: BB1356
Title: Hal Draper's commentary on the San Francisco Examiner's attack on Women for Peace
Description:

Hal Draper, socialist activist and author comments on the San Francisco Examiner's attack on Women for Peace...
Genre: American Women -- Peace and Antinuclear activism, American Women -- Authors and journalists
Broadcast Date: KPFA, May 23 or May 24, 1962
PRA Archive #: KZ0747
Title: Ms. Schroeder goes to Washington / Patricia Schroeder interviewed by Tim Rosenfeld
Description:

Patricia Schroeder (July 30, 1940- ) was a Denver, Colorado lawyer who ran an unconventional...
PRA Archive #: AZ0808
Title: Life in the female job ghetto : service and office work / produced by Peggy Irene Bray, Maggie Geddes, and Karla Tonella.
Description:

A documentary that takes a look at women's place in the paid labor force. Features audio of...
Genre: American Women -- Work and unions, American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 15 Nov. 1980.
PRA Archive #: AZ0017
Title: Sound poetry of Lily Greenham / with interview by Charles Amirkhanian
Description:

Lily Greenham (1924-2001) has made her reputation all over Europe as one of the most effective...
Genre: American Women -- Poetry
Broadcast Date: KPFA, Oct. 11, 1972
PRA Archive #: AZ0022
Title: Timpanist Elayne Jones / produced by Charles Amirkhanian.
Description:

Charles Amirkhanian interviews timpanist Elayne Jones. She discusses her career, the problems...
Genre: American Women -- Music and musicians
Broadcast Date: KPFA, May 12, 1976.
PRA Archive #: AZ0027.02
Title: The Opening of the flu season : a look at the preparations and repercussions of the swine flu vaccination program / produced by Adi Gevins and Laurie Garrett. (Episode 2)
Description:

Examination of the preparations and repercussions of the Swine Flu vaccination program. Contains...
Genre: American Women -- Health, American Women -- Science and scientists
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PRA Archive #: AZ0027.01
Title: Environmental carcinogens / produced by Adi Gevins and Laurie Garrett (Episode 1)
Description:

Montage on the environmental origins of cancer, occupational health hazards, and the reluctance...
Genre: American Women -- Science and scientists, American Women -- Health

PRA Archive #: AZ0027.03
Title: Recombinant DNA : genetic engineering in the corporate world / produced by Adi Gevins and Laurie Garrett (Episode 3)
Description:

In this program on DNA, the thin line between research and corporate profit, public benefits and...
Genre: American Women -- Health, American Women -- Science and scientists

PRA Archive #: AZ0027.04
Title: Fraud in the sciences / produced by Adi Gevins and Laurie Garrett (Episode 4)
Description:

An examination of fraud, fudging, and stretching the truth in the sciences. Includes interviews...
Genre: American Women -- Health, American Women -- Science and scientists

Broadcast Date: KPFA, Feb. 17, 1977.
PRA Archive #: AZ0027.05
Title: A visit to the Stanford Primate Research Center / produced by Adi Gevins and Laurie Garrett
Description:

The Stanford Primate Research Center houses primates in a natural-like habitat and provides...

Previously cataloged as AZ0043.
Genre: American Women -- Science and scientists
Broadcast Date: KPFA, March 3, 1977
PRA Archive #: AZ0047
Title: Women in early Ireland : an interview / with Sharon Devlin ; produced by Padraigin McGillicuddy
Description:

This recording is an interview Padraigin McGillicuddy conducted with Sharon Devlin concerning...
Genre: American Women -- International women
Broadcast Date: KPFA, March 17, 1977
PRA Archive #: AZ0078
Title: Got the blues / produced by Avotcja Jiltoniño y Fasanmi
Description:

"Got the Blues" is the story of rape, robbery and big big business. "Got the...
Genre: American Women -- Music and musicians
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 19 May 1977
PRA Archive #: AZ0079
Title: KPFA poetry festival (1977) / recorded by Randy Thom and Doug Maisel.
Description:

Genre: American Women -- Poetry
Broadcast Date: KPFA, July 17, 1977
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PRA Archive #: AZ0080
Title: Mary Lou Williams at Keystone Korner / produced by Joan Medlin
Description:

Mary Lou Williams Trio recorded at the Keystone Korner, with Eddie Marshall on drums, Larry...

Genre: American Women -- Music and musicians
Broadcast Date: KPFA, May 2, 1977.
PRA Archive #: AZ1132.20
Title: Lois Ann Thomas / produced by Joan Medlin (Episode 20)
Description:

Lady Ann Thomas has long been performing her music for the...

Genre: American Women -- Music and musicians
Broadcast Date: KPFA, May 21, 1977
PRA Archive #: AZ0109
Title: Hedy West / produced by Joan Medlin
Description:

This episode features the music of Katrina Krimsky, a Bay Area composer, musician, and teacher....

Genre: American Women -- Music and musicians
Broadcast Date: KPFA, Mar. 8, 1977.
PRA Archive #: AZ0110
Title: Katrina Krimsky / produced by Susan Sailow
Description:

This episode features an interview with American Composer Janice Giteck and selections from her...

Genre: American Women -- Music and musicians
Broadcast Date: KPFA, July 2, 1977
PRA Archive #: AZ0111
Title: Janice Giteck / produced by April McMahon
Description:

This episode of Focus on Women Composers features harpsichord music composed by Margaret...

Genre: American Women -- Music and musicians
Broadcast Date: KPFA, January 22, 1977
PRA Archive #: AZ0113
Title: The Elizabethan Trio in performance / produced by April McMahon (Episode 24)
Description:

This episode of Focus On Women Composers presents the Elizabethan Trio, a Bay Area group which...

Genre: American Women -- Music and musicians
Broadcast Date: KPFA, December 4, 1976
PRA Archive #: AZ0027.07
Title: A condemnation of sociobiology / Dr. Seymour Washburn ; interviewed by Laurie Garrett.
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Description:

Dr. Seymour Washburn, professor of anthropology at University of California, Berkeley, attacks...

Genre: American Women -- Science and scientists, American Women -- Men's commentary and experiences
Broadcast Date: KPFA, July 11, 1977.
PRA Archive #: AZ0136.03
Title: Dr. Lily Golden-Hanga / interviewed by William Mandel
Description:

Autobiographical interview in Moscow with Dr. Lily Golden-Hanga, a Black woman born in the U.S.S...

The interview portion of this recording is the same as that found on...

Genre: American Women -- International women, American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination
Broadcast Date: KPFA, November 10, 1977
PRA Archive #: AZ0136.07
Title: Museum of Azerbaijani Literature and Arts / produced by William Mandel
Description:

Interview, done in Baku, Azerbaijan, on shore of Caspian Sea, September 1977, with two women:...

Genre: American Women -- International women
Broadcast Date: KPFA, December 8, 1977
PRA Archive #: AZ0137
Title: Esther Phillips : an interview by Angela Davis / produced by Stephanie Allen and Angela Davis.
Description:

Soul and blues singer Esther Phillips (1935-1984) talks with activist Angela Davis (1944 - )...

Genre: American Women -- Music and musicians, American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination
Broadcast Date: KPFA, Nov. 7, 1977.
PRA Archive #: AZ0138
Title: Ben Chavis and the Wilmington 10 / Elizabeth Chavis and Helen Othow interviewed by Angela Davis
Description:

Angela Davis interviews Mrs. Elizabeth Chavis and Dr. Helen Othow, the mother and sister of the...

Genre: American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination
Broadcast Date: KPFA, November 28, 1977
PRA Archive #: AZ0146
Title: Carmen McRae / interviewed by Angela Davis.
Description:

Jazz singer, composer and actress Carmen McRae (1920 - 1994) talks with activist Angela Davis (...

Genre: American Women -- Music and musicians, American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination
Broadcast Date: KPFA, Jan. 16, 1978.
PRA Archive #: AZ0147
Title: Samille Gooden interviewed by Angela Davis
Description:

Angela Davis speaks with Samille Gooden, president of local 1695 of the American Federation of...
Broadcast Date: KPFA, January 23, 1978
PRA Archive #: AZ0158
Title: *Julia* / by Lillian Hellman ; read by Helen Mickiewicz
Description:

A dramatic reading of "Julia" written by Lillian Hellman (June 20, 1905 – June 30,...
Genre: *American Women -- Authors and journalists*

Broadcast Date: KPFA, 9 Jan 1978
PRA Archive #: AZ0181
Title: *To Briggs or not to Briggs* / produced by Avotcja Jiltonilro y Fasanmi.
Description:

Panel discussion on the 1978 Briggs initiative to remove openly gay teachers and workers from...
Genre: *American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination, American Women -- Lesbians*

PRA Archive #: BB2250.03
Title: *Women speak out against fascism (Episode 3 of 12)*
Description:

A panel at the conference called by the Black Panther Party the weekend of July 18-20 in Oakland...
Genre: *American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination, American Women -- Activists, American Women -- Work and unions*

Broadcast Date: KPFA, 11 Aug. 1969
PRA Archive #: AZ0213
Title: *Madeline Duckles interviewed by William Mandel*
Description:

Interview with Madeline Duckles (May 19, 1916-Nov. 23, 2013), prominent Anti-Vietnam War Older-...
Genre: *American Women -- International women, American Women -- Peace and Antinuclear activism*

Broadcast Date: KPFA, December 11, 1978
PRA Archive #: AZ0226
Title: *Faith Petric sings folk songs / produced by Ed Schoenfeld*
Description:

Faith Petric (September 13, 1915-October 24, 2013) sings folk songs written by other musicians...
Genre: *American Women -- Music and musicians*

Broadcast Date: KPFA, circa 1976
PRA Archive #: AZ0228
Title: *Ruthie Gorton sings her own songs / produced by Ed Schoenfeld*
Description:

Ruthie Gorton is a Los Angeles based "movement singer" who has performed around the...
Genre: *American Women -- Music and musicians*

Broadcast Date: KPFA, March 25, 1977
PRA Archive #: AZ0232
Title: *Setting the stage, 1949 : enter the Cold War*
Description:

The mood of the Cold War era is explored in interviews with Jessica Mitford, Helga Lohr-Bailey,...
Genre: *American Women -- Politicians and politics*

Broadcast Date: KPFA, Mar. 1, 1979.
PRA Archive #: AZ0241
Title: *Suburban sadness / produced by Lili Francklyn and Robin Steinhardt*
Description:
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"Suburban Sadness" was produced for the year 1952 in KPFA's thirty-year...
Genre: American Women -- Anthropology and societal role
Broadcast Date: KPFA, Mar. 6, 1979.
PRA Archive #: AZ0292
Title: Wanderground: stories of the hill women / Sally Gearhart ; produced by Karla Tonella
Description:
Sally Gearhart reads from her book "The wanderground: stories of the hill women" (...}
Genre: American Women -- Authors and journalists, American Women -- Lesbians
Broadcast Date: KPFA, Apr. 22, 1979.
PRA Archive #: AZ0293
Title: Lesbians and alcoholism / produced by Karla Tonella
Description:
Host: Ann Noolen, Lesbian Task Force of the San Francisco Commission on the Status of Women....
Genre: American Women -- Lesbians
Broadcast Date: KPFA, January 22, 1979
PRA Archive #: AZ0294
Title: The lesbian underground: on being a lesbian before the women's liberation movement
Description:
Sabrina Sojourner hosts a discussion on the lesbian underground, or what it was like to be a...
Genre: American Women -- Lesbians
Broadcast Date: KPFA, Dec. 11, 1978.
PRA Archive #: AZ0295
Title: The Dinner Party / Judy Chicago interviewed by Karla Tonella
Description:
Feminist visual artist Judy Chicago, one of the founders of the Women's Building in Los...
Genre: American Women -- Art and artists
Broadcast Date: KPFA, February 1979
PRA Archive #: AZ0296
Title: Always a bridesmaid, never a groom / Robin Tyler interviewed by Denise Wagner
Description:
An interview with Robin Tyler by Denise Wagner. She talks about her background, how she got...
Genre: American Women -- Comedians, American Women -- Lesbians
Broadcast Date: KPFA, June 23, 1979
PRA Archive #: AZ0297
Title: Asian American women vs. the women's movement
Description:
Panel discussion between Asian-American women on how racism, ageism, and classism have corrupted...
Genre: American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination, American Women -- Feminism
Broadcast Date: KPFA, Mar. 8, 1979.
PRA Archive #: AZ0298
Title: Red crystal: Sheli Nan / interviewed by Susan Sailow
Description:
Sheli Nan is an exceptional composer in the classical/jazz field. Her pieces reflect great...
Genre: American Women -- Music and musicians
Broadcast Date: KPFA, Sept. 5, 1978.
PRA Archive #: AZ0299
Title: Rickie Lee Jones / by Susan Sailow
Description:

Susan Sailow talks about Rickie Lee Jones' life and music. Program features her eponymous...
Genre: American Women -- Music and musicians
Broadcast Date: KPFA, June 23, 1979
PRA Archive #: AZ0317
Title: Yelena Zeltin interviewed by William Mandel
Description:

William Mandel interviews, in English, Professor Yelena Zeltin of Moscow, speaking of her life:....

Previously attributed to the series "Soviet scene," another series by William Mandel...
Genre: American Women -- International women
Broadcast Date: KPFA, April 23, 1979
PRA Archive #: AZ0336
Title: Central Asian woman interviewed by William Mandel
Description:

On the previous episode of Soviet Lives, William Mandel interviewed a 16 year-old girl at her...

, Tape box labels this program as an episode of the series Soviet Lives, but the KPFA Folio lists...
Genre: American Women -- International women
Broadcast Date: KPFA, September 24, 1979
PRA Archive #: AZ0338
Title: Blood ties / by Anica Mander ; produced by Michael Butler
Description:

Anica Vesel Mander (b. 1935 - d. 2002), feminist author and professor (2014 note: founded Women...
Genre: American Women -- International women, American Women -- Autobiographies and Biographies
Broadcast Date: KPFA, August 12, 1979
PRA Archive #: AZ0351
Title: Galicia, USSR / interview by William Mandel
Description:

Jewish woman describes her life in Galicia (formerly "Galitsia"), Ukraine and her...

, Announcer introduces the program as Soviet Scene, but tape box is labeled Soviet Lives, both of...
Genre: American Women -- International women
Broadcast Date: KPFA, August 20, 1979
PRA Archive #: AZ0356
Title: Kirghizian woman interviewed by William Mandel
Description:

First audio heard is William Mandel introducing the phone-in portion of the show (about 9...
Genre: American Women -- International women, American Women -- Autobiographies and Biographies, American Women -- Parenting and children
Broadcast Date: KPFA, February 2, 1978
PRA Archive #: AZ0367
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Title: The Debt trap / Cheryl Payer interviewed by Laurie Garrett
Description: Cheryl Payer, author of "The Debt Trap" and member of the Rome Declaration Group,...
Genre: American Women -- Authors and journalists
Broadcast Date: KPFA, July 19, 1979
PRA Archive #: AZ0376

Title: An Interview with Jessica Mitford / interviewed by Alan Snitow and Wendell Harper.
Description: An interview with author and journalist Jessica Mitford (b. 1917 - d. 1996) by KPFA's Alan...
Genre: American Women -- Authors and journalists
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 1979?
PRA Archive #: AZ0393

Title: Teurai Ropa interviewed by Laurie Garrett
Description: Teurai Ropa (Amai Joice T.R. Mujuru) discusses the Zanu women's movement in Zimbabwe and...
Genre: American Women -- International women, American Women -- Politicians and politics
Broadcast Date: KPFA, March 8, 1980
PRA Archive #: AZ0404

Title: Women organizing for decent housing / produced by Peggy Bray and Ann Arbogast
Description: This program focuses on how single mothers and Third World women are being threatened by...
Genre: American Women -- Parenting and children, American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination
Broadcast Date: KPFA, December 19, 1979
PRA Archive #: AZ0406

Title: Women and the military / produced by Carole Bennett, Laurie Garrett, Adi Gevins, and Karla Tonella
Description: This program explores the actual effect on women currently in the military and what meaning the...
Genre: American Women -- Equal Rights Amendment (ERA)
Broadcast Date: KPFA, Apr. 8, 1980.
PRA Archive #: AZ0421

Title: Doomsday / Helen Caldicott
Description: Dr. Helen Caldicott speaks before the American Association for Advancement of Science and...
Genre: American Women -- Peace and Antinuclear activism
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 1980.
PRA Archive #: AZ0431

Title: Peggy Seeger at KPFA / produced by Susan Kernes
Description: Peggy Seeger visited KPFA and talked about performing, writing music, why she doesn't call...
Genre: American Women -- Music and musicians, American Women -- Relatives of notable men
Broadcast Date: KPFA, December 22, 1979; January 6, 1981; October 28, 1981
PRA Archive #: AZ0438

Title: A Black Russian woman / with William Mandel
Description: William Mandel and his wife conduct an interview in English with Dr. Lily Golden-Hanga, a Black...
The interview portion of this recording is the same as that found on...

**Genre:** American Women -- International women, American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination
Broadcast Date: KPFA, February 18, 1980.
PRA Archive #: AZ0445
Title: Interview with Ukrainian woman manager / William Mandel
Description:

23rd Annual International Women's Day Broadcast in this series. Translated interview (English on...  
**Genre:** American Women -- International women, American Women -- Autobiographies and Biographies, American Women -- Work and unions
Broadcast Date: KPFA, March 10, 1980
PRA Archive #: AZ0447
Title: Healing sounds and Lifting off, learning how to fly / by Joanna Brouk and Maggi Payne
Description:

Two musical works: one composed for use in hospitals, one for Peter Pan theme. 1. Piano: Healing...
**Genre:** American Women -- Music and musicians
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 1980?
PRA Archive #: AZ0450
Title: The energy will flow: antinuclear music by women / produced by Susan Kernes and Kori Kody
Description:

This program presents music by activist women working in the anti-nuclear/safe energy movement....
**Genre:** American Women -- Peace and Antinuclear activism, American Women -- Music and musicians
Broadcast Date: KPFA, September 15, 1979
PRA Archive #: AZ0458
Title: Feminist perspective on pornography / produced by Karla Tonella.
Description:

A panel discussion about pornography and eroticism, its connection to the left, racial...
**Genre:** American Women -- Violence against women, American Women -- Sex
Broadcast Date: KPFA, June 24, 1980.
PRA Archive #: AZ0461
Title: Elizabeth Huddle interviewed by William Mandel
Description:

American actress Elizabeth Huddle discusses impressions of Soviet audiences, theater people, and...
**Genre:** American Women -- Theater, American Women -- International women
Broadcast Date: KPFA, May 21, 1979
PRA Archive #: AZ0462
Title: Woman scientist interviewed by William Mandel
Description:

This episode of Mandel's focus on the Soviet Union begins with a lengthier introduction than...
**Genre:** American Women -- International women, American Women -- Autobiographies and Biographies, American Women -- Science and scientists
Broadcast Date: KPFA, June 9, 1980
PRA Archive #: AZ0469
Title: Maxine Hong Kingston / interviewed by Helen Mickiewicz and Elaine Kim
Description:

Maxine Hong Kingston won rave reviews in 1977 for her book "The Woman Warrior." She...
This may not be a complete list of all recordings associated with this subject. Search the entire catalog here.

Genre: American Women -- Authors and journalists, American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination
Broadcast Date: KPFA, June 23, 1980.
PRA Archive #: AZ0470
Title: Fear of fat: the politics of body size / produced by Santiago Casal and Laura Finkler.
Description:
This program examines the existing medical perspective on body size, the ideology of...

Genre: American Women -- Beauty and body image, American Women -- Health
Broadcast Date: KPFA, June 19, 1980.
PRA Archive #: AZ0487
Title: Women speak at the Democratic Convention
Description:
Sonia Johnson (Mormons for ERA) rallies for ERA ratification; Paulina Cardenas provides a...

Genre: American Women -- Feminism, American Women -- Reproductive rights, American Women -- Politicians and politics
Broadcast Date: KPFA, August 1980
PRA Archive #: AZ0498
Title: Writer's talk / Mary Oppen, Rachel Blau DuPlessis, Anita Barrows, Frances Jaffer ; produced by Norma Smith.
Description:
A conversation with four women authors, Mary Oppen, Rachel Blau DuPlessis, Anita Barrows, and...

Genre: American Women -- Authors and journalists, American Women -- Poetry
Broadcast Date: KPFA, Aug. 16, 1980.
PRA Archive #: AZ0534
Title: Rosie, the red riveter / William Mandel.
Description:
Inspired by viewing the documentary The Life And Times Of Rosie The Riveter, Mandel explores the...

Genre: American Women -- International women, American Women -- Work and unions
Broadcast Date: KPFA, December 8, 1980
PRA Archive #: AZ0544
Title: The war against choice / Deirdre English interviewed by Adam Hochschild
Description:
Deirdre English attended the 1980 Convention of the National Right to Life Committee in Anaheim...

Genre: American Women -- Reproductive rights
Broadcast Date: KPFA, February 23, 1981
PRA Archive #: AZ0552
Title: Health and safety in the automated office: VDTs / produced by Mara Liasson
Description:
This short documentary examines the impact of the machine that best represents the automation of...

Genre: American Women -- Work and unions, American Women -- Health
Broadcast Date: KPFA, March 7, 1981
PRA Archive #: AZ0561
Title: Is there sex after 64? / Dr. Earl Marsh and Mickey Apter ; hosted by Peggy Stein.
Description:
A discussion that challenges the myth that, thanks to our society's emphasis on youth and...

Genre: American Women -- Sex, American Women -- Aging
Broadcast Date: KPFA, Apr. 14, 1981.
PRA Archive #: AZ0576
This may not be a complete list of all recordings associated with this subject. Search the entire catalog here.

Title: Twelve years of lesbian activism / produced by Ginny Z. Berson and Susan Elisabeth.
Description:

Twelve years of lesbian activism. Part one gives a history of lesbian life and activism in the...
Genre: American Women -- Lesbians
Broadcast Date: KPFA, June 27, 1981.
PRA Archive #: AZ0580

Title: Melody Ermachild, private eye / interviewed by Philip Maldari
Description:

Melody Ermachild, a forty-year old mother, describes how she got started doing private...
Genre: American Women -- Autobiographies and Biographies, American Women -- Work and unions
Broadcast Date: KPFA, May 1981
PRA Archive #: AZ0581.03

Title: Cancer / produced by Michael Singsen and Peggy Stein. (Episode 3 of 5)
Description:

Cancer--it can be caused by the work we do. But how much? What causes it? Who is to blame? What...
Genre: American Women -- Health, American Women -- Work and unions
Broadcast Date: KPFA, July 16, 1981
PRA Archive #: AZ0581.04

Title: Genetic hazards / produced by Michael Singsen and Mary Shinoff. (Episode 4 of 5)
Description:

How do the jobs we do affect our unborn generations? What are genetic toxins? How can we protect...
Genre: American Women -- Health, American Women -- Work and unions
Broadcast Date: KPFA, July 1981
PRA Archive #: AZ0585

Title: Women on the global assembly line / produced by Mary Sinclair and Maggie Geddes
Description:

This half-hour documentary focuses on a dual theme: the increasingly internationalized...
Genre: American Women -- International women, American Women -- Work and unions
Broadcast Date: KPFA, March 8, 1981
PRA Archive #: AZ0603

Title: Witches hex / produced by Karla Tonella
Description:

A sound portrait, including in-studio interviews with Z. Budapest regarding the history and...
Genre: American Women -- New age/Wicca, American Women -- Violence against women, American Women -- Feminism
Broadcast Date: KPFA, March 8, 1981
PRA Archive #: AZ0604

Title: Charlotte Bunch: organizing in the '80s / interviewed by Karla Tonella
Description:

Charlotte Bunch talks about women organizing in the Reagan years. The mobilization organization...
Genre: American Women -- Feminism, American Women -- Politicians and politics, American Women -- Work and unions
Broadcast Date: KPFA, November 5, 1981
PRA Archive #: AZ0607

Title: You can't keep a good woman down / Alice Walker ; interviewed by Karla Tonella.
Description:

Alice Walker (1944 - ) is primarily known as a novelist and short story writer, and is a major...
Interview with Victoria Schultz film-maker regarding her film "Women In Arms" about...

AMNLAE is the Asociación de Mujeres Nicaragüenses Luisa Amanda Espinoza, also known as the...

The 1979 revolution in Grenada brought new leadership to the country and many improvements in...

On August 9, 1981, musicians Linda Tillary (vocalist), June Millington of the rock band "...

Women in Grenada describe their lives since the revolution in that country in 1979. In this...

This is a set of monologues performed by Southern writer/actor Kathy Kendall called "...
This may not be a complete list of all recordings associated with this subject. Search the entire catalog here.

Broadcast Date: KPFA, January 30, 1982
PRA Archive #: AZ0631.02
Title: **Rosh Hashanah through a feminist eye / Stacy Offner interviewed by Ginny Z. Berson**
Description:

On the meaning of this Jewish holiday for women, both past and present; with music. Stacy Offner...
Genre: American Women -- Religion, American Women -- Feminism

Broadcast Date: KPFA, September 29, 1981
PRA Archive #: AZ0642.01
Title: **A Swedish social democrat / Birgitta Dahl interviewed by Sue Supriano**
Description:

Birgitta Dahl, a social democrat and member of the Swedish Parliament for 13 years; interviewed...
Genre: American Women -- International women, American Women -- Politicians and politics

Broadcast Date: KPFA, January 21, 1982
PRA Archive #: AZ0673
Title: **The tracks of my tears: women on heroin / produced by Ginny Z. Berson**
Description:

According to some sources, heroin use by women has tripled in the last decade. Why? Is "the...
Genre: American Women -- Autobiographies and Biographies, American Women -- Health

Broadcast Date: KPFA, Aug. 28, 1982.
PRA Archive #: AZ0680
Title: **An hour in Iceland**
Description:

Iceland's president, Vigdis Finnbogadottir, discusses her life as a theater director and...
Genre: American Women -- International women, American Women -- Politicians and politics

Broadcast Date: KPFA, September 6, 1982
PRA Archive #: AZ0686
Title: **From sacred blood to the curse and beyond / by Judy Grahn; produced by Karla Tonella**
Description:

Judy Grahn on menstruation, mixed with music by Elisabeth Waldo. Writer Judy Grahn reads her...
Genre: American Women -- Feminism, American Women -- Authors and journalists

Broadcast Date: KPFA, May 8, 1982
PRA Archive #: AZ0706
Title: **Sandy Silver speaks out against the Diablo Canyon nuclear power plant**
Description:

A member of Mothers for Peace, the organization which brought a lawsuit against the Diablo...
Genre: American Women -- Peace and Antinuclear activism

Broadcast Date: KPFA, September 1981
PRA Archive #: AZ0780
Title: **Interview with Judy Mowatt / produced by Sue Supriano.**
Description:

In Jamaica 1982, Sue Supriano interviewed Judy Mowatt, singer who was one of the "I-Threes...
Genre: American Women -- International women, American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination, American Women -- Music and musicians

Broadcast Date: KPFA, 1982?
PRA Archive #: AZ0806
Title: **A Feminist critique of anti-feminism / produced by Peggy Irene Bray and Julia Randall.**
Description:
Debate between feminist and anti-feminists. Anti-feminists see feminists challenging woman'...

Genre: American Women -- Feminism
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 7 Mar. 1982.
PRA Archive #: AZ0807
Title: Toward a worldwide women's movement / produced by Peggy Irene Bray, Bonnie MacGregor, and Mara Keller.
Description:

A documentary from a conference of African, Asian, Latin American, Soviet, and American women...

Genre: American Women -- Feminism, American Women -- International women
Broadcast Date: KPFA, March 8, 1981.
PRA Archive #: AZ0978
Title: Malvina Reynolds: I'd rather say it myself singing / narrated by Nancy Schimmel; produced by Susan Kernes
Description:

A tribute to singer-songwriter Malvina Reynolds (1900-1978). The program is comprised of a...

Genre: American Women -- Music and musicians, American Women -- Autobiographies and Biographies
Broadcast Date: KPFA, June 19, 1982
PRA Archive #: AZ1008
Title: Laurie Anderson on her music / interviewed by Charles Amirkhanian
Description:

Noted experimental musician Laurie Anderson discusses her music, the development of ideas, and...

Genre: American Women -- Music and musicians, American Women -- Poetry
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 11 Mar. 1979. Probably first broadcast April 7 or 8, 1979.
PRA Archive #: BB0042
Title: World population and human destiny / Sir Julian Huxley
Description:

WORLD POPULATION AND HUMAN DESTINY / Sir Julian Huxley. Sir Julian Huxley, speaking before the...

Genre: American Women -- Reproductive rights
Broadcast Date: KPFA, February 18, 1960
PRA Archive #: BB0043
Title: Population report / produced and narrated by Elsa Knight Thompson and Dale Minor
Description:

Program produced and narrated by Elsa Knight Thompson. Readings of articles about the world...

Genre: American Women -- Reproductive rights, American Women -- Religion
Broadcast Date: KPFA, December 28, 1959
PRA Archive #: BB0067
Title: The Mad Mitfords / Jessica Mitford ; interviewed by Colin Edwards.
Description:

English author, journalist, and political activist Jessica Mitford (1917-1996) discusses her...

Genre: American Women -- Authors and journalists
Broadcast Date: KPFA, Sept. 1960 and Jan. 1961
PRA Archive #: BB0075
Title: Survivors of Ravensbruck / Maria Kusmierczuk and Jadwiga Hasa ; interviewed by Elsa Knight Thompson.
Description:

Dr. Maria Kusmierczuk, physician from Gdansk and Jadwiga Hasa, a pharmacist from Warsaw, two...
Genre: American Women -- International women
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 23 June 1959; 8 Aug. 1959.
PRA Archive #: BB0130.01
Title: Sinful Eve / produced by Virginia Maynard and Charles Levy (Episode 1 of 14)
Description:

This episode is on the long-standing view of woman's responsibility for man's sins....

Genre: American Women -- Feminism, American Women -- Women's history
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 12 Nov. 1958, as part of this series. First aired on December 23, 1956.
PRA Archive #: BB0130.02
Title: A Woman speaks: Anne Hutchison (Episode 2 of 14)
Description:

Dramatization of Anne Hutchison's trial for non-orthodox religious activities in colonial...

Genre: American Women -- Women's history
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 19 Nov. 1958.
PRA Archive #: BB0130.03
Title: Liberty, equality, and fraternity (Episode 3 of 14)
Description:

On women's view of their role in Colonial life. Contains dramatic readings of Benjamin...

Genre: American Women -- Feminism, American Women -- Women's history
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 26 Nov. 1958.
PRA Archive #: BB0130.04
Title: Lucretia Mott (Episode 4 of 14)
Description:

Biographical sketch with dramatization of the life and actions of the feminist abolitionist...

Genre: American Women -- Feminism, American Women -- Women's history
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 3 Dec. 1958
PRA Archive #: BB0130.05
Title: Revolution (Episode 5 of 14)
Description:

On the beginnings of feminist organizing in the mid 19th century, with a dramatization of the...

Genre: American Women -- Feminism, American Women -- Women's history
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 10 Dec. 1958
PRA Archive #: BB0130.06
Title: Whistlin' girls (Episode 6 of 15)
Description:

Dramatization of the Lucy Stone legend and the problems facing women who seek to be heard at...

Genre: American Women -- Feminism, American Women -- Women's history
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 17 Dec. 1958
PRA Archive #: BB0130.07
Title: The Nineteenth century Minerva (Episode 7 of 14)
Description:

Examination of Margaret Fuller and her writings which call for greater women's rights,...

Genre: American Women -- Feminism, American Women -- Women's history
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 24 Dec. 1958
PRA Archive #: BB0130.08
Title: The Tree of knowledge (Episode 8 of 14)
Description:
On the gradual growth of opportunity for women to attain a secondary education during the early...
Genre: American Women -- Feminism, American Women -- Women's history
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 31 Dec. 1958
PRA Archive #: BB0130.09
Title: The womanly woman (Episode 9 of 14)
Description:

This recording centers on a story about a woman aboard ship with a group of men. The scene is...
Genre: American Women -- Feminism, American Women -- Women's history
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 7 Jan. 1959
PRA Archive #: BB0130.10
Title: Revolt of Mother (Episode 10 of 14)
Description:

Dramatization of Mary E. Wilkins Freeman's story The Revolt of "Mother" (1890),....
Genre: American Women -- Feminism, American Women -- Women's history
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 14 Jan. 1959.
PRA Archive #: BB0130.11
Title: The yellow wallpaper / written by Charlotte Perkins Gilman (Episode 11 of 14)
Description:

This is a recording of the feminist play on the harm to society of sex discrimination, written...
Genre: American Women -- Feminism, American Women -- Women's history
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 21 Jan. 1959
PRA Archive #: BB0130.12
Title: A question of justice / written by Susan Glaspell (Episode 12 of 14)
Description:

Reading of a short story about a woman on trial for the murder of her husband. Although...
Genre: American Women -- Feminism, American Women -- Women's history
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 28 Jan. 1959
PRA Archive #: BB0130.13
Title: Suffrage victory (Episode 13 of 14)
Description:

On the battle for women's suffrage. Contains readings of excerpts from Sinclair Lewis...
Genre: American Women -- Feminism, American Women -- Women's history
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 4 Feb. 1959
PRA Archive #: BB0130.14
Title: Panel discussion on women (Episode 14 of 14)
Description:

Discussion of the woman's struggle for social equality. Panelists include Mark Shorer, English...
Genre: American Women -- Feminism, American Women -- Women's history
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 11 Feb. 1959
PRA Archive #: BB0154
Title: Children in the dark / Daniel Blain and Lee Davenport; interviewed by Elsa Knight Thompson
Description:

Two psychologists discuss views of and treatment for mentally retarded children. Dr. Daniel...
Genre: American Women -- Psychology and psychotherapy, American Women -- Parenting and children
Broadcast Date: KPFA, March 3, 1960
PRA Archive #: BB0230
Title: The Radical right : a threat to democracy / moderated by Elsa Knight Thompson.
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Description:

The Reverend John Simmons (1917-2013), Reverend Brooks Walker, and community leader and actress...  
Genre: American Women -- Politicians and politics  
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 8 Feb. 1962. KPFA, 9 Feb. 1962  
PRA Archive #: BB0267  
Title: Witchcraft through the ages / Dr. Wayland Hand interviewed by Colin Edwards  
Description:

Brief history of European and American Christian-based folklore of witchcraft and magic use...  
Genre: American Women -- New age/Wicca  
Broadcast Date: KPFA, May 17, 1958; January 19, 1960; August 11, 1971  
PRA Archive #: BB0276  
Title: From a mountain valley in Nepal / Judith Baumbgartner ; interviewed by Elsa Knight Thompson.  
Description:

Judith P. Baumgartner, a Swiss registered nurse, spent two years in Nepal under the auspices of...  
Genre: American Women -- International women, American Women -- Health  
Broadcast Date: KPFA, August 26, 1962  
PRA Archive #: BB0292  
Title: Women strike for peace / discussion moderated by Elsa Knight Thompson  
Description:

A panel of women organizing for peace are moderated by Elsa Knight Thompson. They all received...  
Genre: American Women -- Peace and Antinuclear activism  
PRA Archive #: BB0333  
Title: Grow old with 17 million others / Clark Tibbitts interviewed by Elsa Knight Thompson  
Description:

Dr. Clark Tibbitts, Deputy director of the Special Staff on Aging, a staff agency to the...  
Genre: American Women -- Health, American Women -- Aging  
Broadcast Date: KPFA, November 13, 1962  
PRA Archive #: BB0338  
Title: A great experience / moderated by Elsa Knight Thompson  
Description:

Toli Genin, Xavier Brocks, and Derrel Myers and Tom Mage discuss their experiences in a commune...  
Genre: American Women -- Education  
Broadcast Date: KPFA, September 18, 1962  
PRA Archive #: BB0394  
Title: Thinking of suicide / Bernard Mayes interviewed by Elsa Knight Thompson  
Description:

Bernard Mayes was an ordained Episcopal priest, a volunteer radio producer at KPFA, and the...  
Genre: American Women -- Health, American Women -- Psychology and psychotherapy  
Broadcast Date: KPFA, March 19, 1963  
PRA Archive #: BB0521.08  
Title: Myths of femininity and motherhood / moderated by Eve Merriam (Episode 8 of 15)  
Description:

Panel discussion about myths of femininity and masculinity in motherhood and fatherhood at the...  
Genre: American Women -- Anthropology and societal role, American Women -- Parenting and children  
Broadcast Date: KPFA, June 1965.
This may not be a complete list of all recordings associated with this subject. Search the entire catalog [here](#).

PRA Archive #: BB0521.15
Title: **Suffocation in suburbia 7: Women in limbo; a time for decision / moderated by Eve Merriam** *(Episode 15 of 15)*
Description:

The final part (15) of KPFA's presentation of the University of California's Medical Center...

Genre: [American Women -- Feminism](#), [American Women -- Reproductive rights](#)
Broadcast Date: KPFA, June 27, 1965

PRA Archive #: BB0522.15
Title: **To make a difference / Otto Butz interviewed by Elsa Knight Thompson.**
Description:

Professor Otto Butz of the Department of Social Science at San Francisco State College is...

Genre: [American Women -- Politicians and politics](#)
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 3 Feb. 1967.

PRA Archive #: BB0636
Title: **Duck and cover / panel moderated by Elsa Knight Thompson**
Description:

Four peninsula children--Kathy Fitzgerald, Susan Whitaker, Fred Barnhart, and Robert Rogers--...

Genre: [American Women -- Parenting and children](#), [American Women -- Peace and Antinuclear activism](#)
Broadcast Date: KPFA, May 11, 1963

PRA Archive #: BB0777
Title: **Tell me a riddle / by Tillie Olsen ; read by Virginia Maynard.**
Description:

"Tell Me A Riddle" by Tillie Olsen (1912-2007) read by Virginia Maynard. Remastered by...

Genre: [American Women -- Authors and journalists](#)
Broadcast Date: KPFA, February 7, 1962

PRA Archive #: BB0778
Title: **Street haunting: a London adventure by Virginia Woolf; read by Vivian Schaeffer**
Description:
Reading of Virginia Woolf's short story "Street Haunting: A London Adventure."...
Genre: American Women -- Authors and journalists
Broadcast Date: first aired on KPFA, February 2, 1961; on KPFK, December 6, 1968
PRA Archive #: BB1054
Title: Hindu dancing / Ishvani Hamilton ; interviewed by Colin Edwards and Bari Rolfe
Description:

Ishvani Hamilton discusses the role of dance in Hinduism. She is interviewed by Colin Edwards...
Genre: American Women -- Dance, American Women -- Religion, American Women -- International women
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 3 Jan. 1961
PRA Archive #: BB1102
Title: An interview with Elizabeth Bowen conducted by David Watmough (Episode 3 of 4)

Description:

Author Elizabeth Bowen (1899-1973) talks with David Watmough, discussing her writings and...
Genre: American Women -- Authors and journalists
Broadcast Date: KPFA, May 22, 1959
PRA Archive #: BB1207
Title: An interview with Dr. Han Suyin / conducted by Marshall Windmiller
Description:

Marshall Windmiller interviews Dr. Han Suyin, noted writer and lecturer and author of "A... Genres: American Women -- International women, American Women -- Authors and journalists, American Women -- Vietnam conflict
Broadcast Date: KPFA, January 9, 1967
PRA Archive #: BB1220
Title: The Exacting ear / Eleanor McKinney ; interviewed by Byron Bryant.

Description:

Eleanor McKinney, editor of "The exacting ear: the story of listener-sponsored radio, and... Genres: American Women -- Radio
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 10 Aug. 1966.
PRA Archive #: BB1280
Title: Bettina Aptheker interviewed by Elsa Knight Thompson
Description:

Bettina Aptheker discusses with Elsa Knight Thompson her reasons for being a Communist Party...
Genres: American Women -- Activists, American Women -- Politicians and politics
Broadcast Date: KPFA, December 29, 1965
PRA Archive #: BB1318
Title: The power to prescribe / moderated by Albert Fine

Description:

Rabbi Alvin Fine (b. 25 Oct. 1916; d. 19 Jan. 1999), professor of humanities at San Francisco...
Genres: American Women -- Sex, American Women -- Reproductive rights
Broadcast Date: KPFA, April 8, 1967
PRA Archive #: BB1346
Title: Abortion and the medical profession / moderated by Harry Giaretto.
Description:

Harry Giaretto moderates this panel from the Conference on Abortion and Human Rights held...
Genres: American Women -- Reproductive rights
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 9 Jan. 1966.
PRA Archive #: BB1391
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**Title:** Elizabeth G. Flynn interviewed by Elsa Knight Thompson  
**Description:**  
Elizabeth Gurley Flynn, the late chairman of the American Communist Party and a member of the...  
**Genre:** American Women -- Politicians and politics  
**Broadcast Date:** KPFA, April 24, 1961  
**PRA Archive #:** BB1407

**Title:** Fannie Lou Hamer interview  
**Description:**  
Colin Edwards interviews Fannie Lou Hamer, candidate for Congress and member of the Executive...  
**Genre:** American Women -- Activists, American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination  
**Broadcast Date:** KPFA, 24 Sept. 1965.  
**PRA Archive #:** BB1417

**Title:** Abortion and social science / moderated by Mrs. Frances Hugle.  
**Description:**  
A panel from the Conference on Abortion and Human Rights held on January 9, 1966 in San...  
**Genre:** American Women -- Reproductive rights  
**Broadcast Date:** KPFA, 13 May 1966.  
**PRA Archive #:** BB1419

**Title:** A new look at abortion / W.J. Bryan Henrie.  
**Description:**  
Dr. William Jennings Bryan Henrie (1896-1972), a country doctor turned abortion rights activist...  
**Genre:** American Women -- Reproductive rights, American Women -- Men's commentary and experiences  
**Broadcast Date:** KPFA, 5 May 1966.  
**PRA Archive #:** BB1473

**Title:** Twenty days in Santa Rita / Emily Lewis and Lillian Rubin interviewed by Elsa Knight Thompson  
**Description:**  
Emily Lewis, public health nurse and wife of Berkeley doctor Reuben Lewis, and Lillian Rubin,...  
**Genre:** American Women -- Activists, American Women -- Peace and Antinuclear activism, American Women -- Vietnam conflict  
**Broadcast Date:** KPFA, January 9, 1968  
**PRA Archive #:** BB1501

**Title:** Children of Vietnam / Madeline Duckles interviewed by Elsa Knight Thompson  
**Description:**  
Madeline Duckles, Chairman of the San Francisco branch of the Committee of Responsibility, talks...  
**Genre:** American Women -- Vietnam conflict, American Women -- Health, American Women -- Parenting and children  
**Broadcast Date:** KPFA, December 27, 1967  
**PRA Archive #:** BB1530

**Title:** Daughters and rebels / Jessica Mitford ; interviewed by Sidney Roger.  
**Description:**  
KPFA's Sidney Roger interviews political activist Jessica Mitford (1917 - 1996) about her...  
**Genre:** American Women -- Autobiographies and Biographies, American Women -- International women  
**Broadcast Date:** KPFA, 30 June 1960.  
**PRA Archive #:** BB1591

**Title:** The work of Albert Schweitzer / Rhena Schweitzer Eckert interviewed by Elsa Knight Thompson  
**Description:**
An interview with Rhena Schweitzer Eckert, daughter of Albert Schweitzer. She talks to KPFA...
Genre: American Women -- International women, American Women -- Health, American Women -- Relatives of notable men
Broadcast Date: KPFA, May 12, 1962
PRA Archive #: BB1592
Title: Shelter for the shelterless / Reverend Glenn Smiley interviewed by Elsa Knight Thompson
Description:
Elsa Knight Thompson interviews Reverend Glenn Smiley, Associate Secretary in charge of field...
Genre: American Women -- Peace and Antinuclear activism
Broadcast Date: KPFA, May 19, 1962
PRA Archive #: BB1593
Title: Asia's children / Jack Ling interviewed by Elsa Knight Thompson
Description:
Jack Ling is the Public Information Officer for the United Nations International Children’s...
Genre: American Women -- Health, American Women -- Parenting and children
Broadcast Date: KPFA, May 15, 1962
PRA Archive #: BB1697
Title: What is Montessori / Mario Montessori and Lena Wikramaratne interviewed by Elsa Knight Thompson
Description:
WHAT IS MONTESSORI? / Mario Montessori and Lena Wikramaratne interviewed by Elsa Knight Thompson...
Genre: American Women -- Education
Broadcast Date: KPFA, June 7, 1967
PRA Archive #: BB1705
Title: Coming of age in America / Margaret Mead
Description:
Anthropologist Margaret Mead (1901 - 1978) delivers a talk at Diablo Valley College on the...
Genre: American Women -- Anthropology and societal role
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 15 Oct. 1966.
PRA Archive #: BB1802
Title: Planned parenthood in the ghetto / Emily Lewis and Dr. Edward Lampley interviewed by Elsa Knight Thompson
Description:
Dr. Edward Lampley and Emily Lewis talk with Elsa Knight Thompson about the problems of birth...
Broadcast Date: KPFA, April 16, 1968
PRA Archive #: BB1803
Title: The population bomb / Dennis Parnell and Paul Ehrlich interviewed by Al Silbowitz
Description:
An interview with Stanford Professor Paul R. Ehrlich (noted population biologist and author of...
Genre: American Women -- Reproductive rights
Broadcast Date: KPFA, July 30, 1968
PRA Archive #: BB1807
Title: Women and sometimes men / Harriet Gill interviewed by Lou Hartman
Description:
Lou Hartman talks with Harriet Gill, psychiatric social woker at Langley Porter Clinic, on the...
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**Genre:** American Women -- Aging, American Women -- Psychology and psychotherapy
**Broadcast Date:** KPFA, January 10, 1968
**PRA Archive #:** BB1808
**Title:** Behavior analysis and children's learning speed / Michael Commons interviewed by Elsa Knight Thompson
**Description:**

Michael Commons, president of the Behavior Systems Corporation in New York City discusses...

**Genre:** American Women -- Psychology and psychotherapy, American Women -- Parenting and children
**Broadcast Date:** KPFA, September 30, 1968
**PRA Archive #:** BB1829
**Title:** The Federalists in the world / Sally Bray interviewed by Elsa Knight Thompson
**Description:**

Sally Bray, who has been a member of the National Council of United World Federalists since 1949...

**Genre:** American Women -- Politicians and politics
**Broadcast Date:** KPFA, January 28, 1969
**PRA Archive #:** BB1847
**Title:** From Coconut Grove / Kenneth Anger and Susan Sontag.
**Description:**

John Cott, host of the Coconut Grove show on KPFA, and co-hosts Tom Luddy and Juris Svendsen...

**Genre:** American Women -- Film and television
**Broadcast Date:** KPFA, 20 July 1967.
**PRA Archive #:** BB1854
**Title:** New writers forum.
**Description:**

Series record for the New Writers Forum.

pt.1. Brother Antoninus, Kenneth Rexroth, George...

**Genre:**
**Broadcast Date:** KPFA, 19 Oct. 1967-23 May 1968.
**PRA Archive #:** BB1989.01
**Title:** Lenore Kandel and Stephen Vincent; introduced by Dave Gitty
**Description:**

POETS THEATRE / Lenore Kandel and Stephen Vincent read their own work. Miss Kandel also reads a...

**Genre:** American Women -- Poetry
**Broadcast Date:** KPFA, September 17, 1968
**PRA Archive #:** BB2012.05
**Title:** Kashiko Kawakita / interviewed by Herbert Feinstein.
**Description:**

Herbert Feinstein interviews Japanese film importer, producer and curator Kashiko Kawakita (1908...

**Genre:** American Women -- Film and television, American Women -- International women
**Broadcast Date:** KPFA, 21 Nov. 1968.
**PRA Archive #:** BB2012.10
**Title:** Rita Morrison interviewed by Herbert Feinstein
**Description:**

Dr. Herbert Feinstein talks with Rita Morrison, the Los Angeles producer of Chaim Soutine, a...

**Genre:** American Women -- Film and television
This may not be a complete list of all recordings associated with this subject. Search the entire catalog here.

Broadcast Date: KPFA, 14 Dec. 1968  
PRA Archive #: BB2012.11  
Title: Lotte Eisner interviewed by Herbert Feinstein  
Description:  
Prof. Herbert Feinstein talks with Lotte Eisner (1896-1983), curator of the Cinematheque of...  
Genre: American Women -- Film and television  
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 23 Dec. 1968.  
PRA Archive #: BB2012.23  
Title: Julie Newmar interviewed by Herbert Feinstein  
Description:  
Julie Newmar is interviewed by Herbert Feinstein on the set of Mackenna’s Gold, Columbia...  
Genre: American Women -- Film and television  
Broadcast Date: KPFA, August 9, 1968  
PRA Archive #: BB2012.30  
Title: Billie Dixon interviewed by Herbert Feinstein  
Description:  
Mr. Feinstein interviews actress Billie Dixon, who performed Jean Harlow in Michael McClure...  
Genre: American Women -- Theater  
Broadcast Date: KPFA, October 26, 1967  
PRA Archive #: BB2012.32  
Title: Carol Doda interviewed by Herbert Feinstein  
Description:  
Herbert Feinstein talks with Carol Doda, former topless queen of North Beach, who is starring as...  
Genre: American Women -- Sex, American Women -- Theater  
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 18 May 1968.  
PRA Archive #: BB2012.39  
Title: Yvonne Donjay interviewed by Herbert Feinstein  
Description:  
Herbert Feinstein interviews Yvonne Donjay, one of the foremost topless dancers in San Francisco...  
Genre: American Women -- Sex, American Women -- Theater  
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 19 Apr. 1967  
PRA Archive #: BB2031  
Title: Abortion: inside and outside the hospital / moderated by Lucinda Cisler and James Clapp (Episode 2)  
Description:  
This is the same tape as BB3770.02....  
Genre: American Women -- Health, American Women -- Reproductive rights  
Broadcast Date: WBAI, January 8, 1969  
PRA Archive #: BB2074  
Title: The lady’s maid / by Katherine Mansfield; read by Pat Franklyn  
Description:  
The Lady's Maid. By Katherine Mansfield. Performed by Pat Franklyn. Produced for radio by...  
Genre: American Women -- Authors and journalists  
Broadcast Date: KPFA, January 15, 1967  
PRA Archive #: BB2082  
Title: Roman fever / by Edith Wharton; adapted by Erik Bauersfeld  
Description:
This may not be a complete list of all recordings associated with this subject. Search the entire catalog here.

This is a radio play based on Edith Wharton's short story "Roman Fever" about two...
Genre: American Women -- Theater
Broadcast Date: KPFA, November 16, 1964
PRA Archive #: BB2111.01
Title: Barbara Garson on MacBird / interviewed by Jack Weinberg
Description:
Barbara Garson discusses her controversial play, MacBird, with Jack Weinberg. The conversation...
Genre: American Women -- Theater
Broadcast Date: KPFA, March 22, 1967
PRA Archive #: BB2124
Title: Implications of the generation gap for personality / Margaret Mead
Description:
Anthropologist Margaret Mead (1901 - 1978) speaks on the implications of the generation gap for...
Genre: American Women -- Anthropology and societal role
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 22 Apr. 1969.
PRA Archive #: BB2148
Title: A parent's choice / Mrs. Evalyn Dundas interviewed by Elsa Knight Thompson
Description:
Mrs. Evalyn Dundas, whose son Malcolm is serving a prison term for non-cooperation with the...
Genre: American Women -- Peace and Antinuclear activism, American Women -- Vietnam conflict
Broadcast Date: KPFA, September 3, 1967
PRA Archive #: BB2149
Title: A Lady called Peace Pilgrim / interviewed by Lou Hartman
Description:
Lou Hartman interviews the activist who called herself "Peace Pilgrim" (né Mildred...
Genre: American Women -- Activists, American Women -- Peace and Antinuclear activism
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 2 Apr. 1969.
PRA Archive #: BB2152
Title: The fairness doctrine / Steven Kroll interviewed by Elsa Knight Thompson
Description:
Steven E. Kroll, president of the Boalt Hall Student Association of the U.C. law school in...
Genre: American Women -- Politicians and politics
Broadcast Date: KPFA, January 30, 1969
PRA Archive #: BB2208
Title: A public meeting before jail / David Harris and Joan Baez
Description:
An event featuring David Harris speaking about his pending conviction for draft resistance....
Genre: American Women -- Music and musicians, American Women -- Vietnam conflict
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 16 July 1969.
PRA Archive #: BB2214
Title: Women and the law: the unfinished revolution / Leo Kanowitz interviewed by Carol Amyx
Description:
Leo Kanowitz, professor of law at University of New Mexico and author of "Women and the Law...
Genre: American Women -- Feminism
Broadcast Date: KPFA, October 2, 1969
PRA Archive #: BB2235
Title: A medical desert / Dr. Richard Fine and Shari Whitehead interviewed by Elsa Knight Thompson
Description:
Elsa Knight Thompson talks with Shari Whitehead of the International Liberation School and Dr. Elsa Knight Thompson talks with Shari Whitehead of the International Liberation School and Dr. Elsa Knight Thompson talks with Shari Whitehead of the International Liberation School and Dr. Elsa Knight Thompson talks with Shari Whitehead of the International Liberation School and Dr. Elsa Knight Thompson talks with Shari Whitehead of the International Liberation School and Dr. Elsa Knight Thompson talks with Shari Whitehead of the International Liberation School and Dr. Shari Whitehead of the International Liberation School and Dr. Shari Whitehead of the International Liberation School and Dr. Shari Whitehead of the International Liberation School and Dr. Shari Whitehead of the International Liberation School and Dr. Shari Whitehead of the International Liberation School and Dr. Shari Whitehead of the International Liberation School and Dr. Shari Whitehead of the International Liberation School and Dr. Shari Whitehead of the International Liberation School and Dr. Shari Whitehead of the International Liberation School and Dr. Shari Whitehead of the International Liberation School and Dr. Shari Whitehead of the International Liberation School and Dr. This may not be a complete list of all recordings associated with this subject. Search the entire catalog here.

Genre: American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination, American Women -- Health
Broadcast Date: KPFA, July 30, 1969
PRA Archive #: BB2260
Title: A new breed of lawyers / Carol Ruth Silver interviewed by Elsa Knight Thompson
Description:
Attorney Carol Ruth Silver, Director of Berkeley Neighborhood Legal Services, is interviewed by...

Genre: American Women -- Work and unions
Broadcast Date: KPFA, October 27, 1969
PRA Archive #: BB2271
Title: The Abortion handbook / Pat Maginnis ; interviewed by Elsa Knight Thompson.
Description:
Author Pat Maginnis, joint author with Lana Clark Phelan of The Abortion Handbook (Contact Books...Genre: American Women -- Reproductive rights
PRA Archive #: BB2305
Title: California Conference on abortion, 1969 / Dr. Garrett Hardin and Ginny Kenny.
Description:
Two talks delivered at the California Conference on Therapeutic Abortion, which took place in...

Genre: American Women -- Reproductive rights
PRA Archive #: BB2306
Title: U.S. prisoners in North Vietnam / Madeline Duckles interviewed by Elsa Knight Thompson.
Description:
An interview with Madeline Duckles, of Women for Peace, who was one of three American women who...

Genre: American Women -- Vietnam conflict, American Women -- Peace and Antinuclear activism
Broadcast Date: KPFA, December 31, 1969
PRA Archive #: BB2326
Title: Crescent Park: integrated housing / Alan S. Maremont and Richard Bentley interviewed by Elsa Knight Thompson.
Description:
Alan S. Maremont, San Francisco director of the Kate Maremont Foundation and Richard Bentley,....

Genre: American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination
Broadcast Date: KPFA, April 6, 1968
PRA Archive #: BB2338
Title: Family planning : prejudice and politics / Dr. Bruce Jessup and Douglas Stewart.
Description:
The second session of the conference held at the U.C. Medical Center, San Francisco, September...

Genre: American Women -- Reproductive rights
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 11 and 18 Jan. 1969.
PRA Archive #: BB2348
Title: Racism and the urban crisis / Shirley Chisholm.
Description:
Speech by Shirley Chisholm of New York, the nation's first Black Congresswoman, on racial...

Genre: American Women -- Politicians and politics, American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 6 Feb. 1970.
This may not be a complete list of all recordings associated with this subject. Search the entire catalog [here](#).

PRA Archive #: BB2349
Title: **NEW PAL / Ronald Pereira interviewed by Elsa Knight Thompson**
Description:

Ronald Pereira, ex-heroin addict age 21, tells KPFA's Elsa Knight Thompson about a drug...
Genre: **American Women -- Health**
Broadcast Date: KPFA, February 13, 1970
PRA Archive #: BB2355
Title: **The Pill / Dr. Benjamin Major and Dr. Harold Williams**
Description:

Dr. Ben Major and Dr. Harold Williams at Pauley Ballroom, U.C. Berkeley, December 3, 1969,...
Genre: **American Women -- Reproductive rights**, **American Women -- Health**
Broadcast Date: KPFA, March 23, 1970
PRA Archive #: BB2385
Title: **East Germany and Europe / Helga Lohr-Bailey interviewed by Elsa Knight Thompson**
Description:

Helga Lohr-Bailey, who lived for ten years in East Germany, tells Elsa Knight Thompson about...
Genre: **American Women -- International women**
Broadcast Date: KPFA, March 19, 1970
PRA Archive #: BB2402
Title: **The two-factor theory / Louis O. Kelso and Patricia Hetter interviewed by Elsa Knight Thompson**
Description:

Louis O. Kelso and Patricia Hetter, originators of the economic theory "Two-factor theory....
Genre: **American Women -- Work and unions**
Broadcast Date: KPFA, April 12, 1970
PRA Archive #: BB2416
Title: **Abolish the Peace Corps / moderated by Elsa Knight Thompson**
Description:

A panel discussion with three former Peace Corps volunteers Joseph Sklar (Peace Corps in Peru,...
Genre: **American Women -- Peace and Antinuclear activism**
Broadcast Date: KPFA, February 19, 1970
PRA Archive #: BB2420
Title: **Women's liberation in Vietnam / Janet Salaff**
Description:

A talk on the relationship between the Vietnam War, the revolutionary struggle, and the role of...
Genre: **American Women -- Feminism**, **American Women -- International women**
Broadcast Date: KPFA, May 26, 1970
PRA Archive #: BB2423
Title: **Delano now / Dolores C. Huerta ; interviewed by Elsa Knight Thompson**
Description:

Dolores C. Huerta (1930 - ), Vice President of the United Farm Workers and Director of Contract...
Women of Color and discrimination**
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 3 Nov. 1969.
PRA Archive #: BB2441
Title: **Free abortion in Los Angeles / Sheila Smith interviewed by Don Porsche**
Description:

Sheila Smith, a volunteer worker at a short-lived free abortion clinic in Los Angeles, talks...
This may not be a complete list of all recordings associated with this subject. Search the entire catalog [here](#).

**Genre:** American Women -- Reproductive rights, American Women -- Activists
**Broadcast Date:** KPFA, April 24, 1970
**PRA Archive #:** BB2480
**Title:** The Greek press and people / Helen Vlachos interviewed by Don Porsche
**Description:**

Mrs. Helen Vlachos, publisher of a conservative Greek newspaper, who ceased publication in 1967...

**Genre:** American Women -- International women
**Broadcast Date:** KPFA, May 19, 1970
**PRA Archive #:** BB2482
**Title:** Arab woman, guerilla leader / Leila Khaled ; interviewed by Colin Edwards.
**Description:**

Colin Edwards interviews Miss Leila Khaled, a young Palestinian woman who has become a heroine...

**Genre:** American Women -- Activists, American Women -- International women
**Broadcast Date:** KPFA, 10 June 1970.
**PRA Archive #:** BB2486
**Title:** Our children / George Roth interviewed by Elsa Knight Thompson
**Description:**

George Roth, physician and member of the Committee of Responsibility, talks with Elsa Knight...

**Genre:** American Women -- Vietnam conflict, American Women -- Health
**Broadcast Date:** KPFA, May 1970
**PRA Archive #:** BB2507
**Title:** Is population control genocide?
**Description:**

A panel discussion held at the Environmental Teach-in on the University of California campus in...

**Genre:** American Women -- Reproductive rights, American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination
**Broadcast Date:** KPFA, August 20, 1970
**PRA Archive #:** BB2789
**Title:** Lady Randolph Churchill / by Anita Leslie interviewed by Eleanor Sully
**Description:**

Anita Leslie, the author of "Lady Randolph Churchill: the story of Jennie Jerome,"...

**Genre:** American Women -- Relatives of notable men
**Broadcast Date:** KPFA, June 7, 1970
**PRA Archive #:** BB2799
**Title:** Something about women / read by Eleanor Sully; produced by Sue Blumenberg
**Description:**

Variations on themes from Virginia Woolf, read by Eleanor Sully with the musical support of...

**Genre:** American Women -- Theater, American Women -- Authors and journalists
**Broadcast Date:** KPFA, September 29, 1969
**PRA Archive #:** BB2820
**Title:** Life is motion / Jane Brown interviewed by Betty Roszak
**Description:**

An interview with Jane Brown, dancer, choreographer, and teacher, conducted by Betty Roszak....

**Genre:** American Women -- Art and artists, American Women -- Authors and journalists
**Broadcast Date:** KPFA, May 16, 1970
**PRA Archive #:** BB2877
**Title:** Conversation with Ella Leffland / interviewed by Eleanor Sully
**Description:**
Eleanor Sully talks with Ella Leffland (born November 25, 1931), author of a recently published...
Genre: American Women -- Authors and journalists, American Women -- Feminism
Broadcast Date: KPFA, July 27, 1970
PRA Archive #: BB2906
Title: Single and pregnant / Ruth Pierce interviewed by Joan Churton
Description:

Ruth I. Pierce, author of "Single and Pregnant," is interviewed by Joan Churton. The...
Genre: American Women -- Authors and journalists, American Women -- Reproductive rights
Broadcast Date: KPFA, December 14, 1970
PRA Archive #: BB2929
Title: Kay Boyle interviewed by Eleanor Sully
Description:

Author Kay Boyle (February 19, 1902 – December 27, 1992) talks with Eleanor Sully and reads...
Genre: American Women -- Authors and journalists
Broadcast Date: KPFA, August 17, 1970
PRA Archive #: BB3170
Title: Harlem township / Herb Lambright, Kay Lindsey, and Flo Kennedy.
Description:

Herb Lambright, writer and photographer, and Florynce "Flo" Kennedy, attorney and...
Genre: American Women -- Law, American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 27 Nov. 1968.
PRA Archive #: BB3193
Title: The role of the Black woman in America / moderated by Ed Cumberpatch ; produced by Kay Lindsay.
Description:

Four Black women--Peachie Brooks, housewife and mother of five living in Brownsville, NY;...
Genre: American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 1968.
PRA Archive #: BB3200
Title: Trial by sex / Flo Kennedy and Ti-Grace Atkinson.
Description:

Florynce "Flo" Kennedy (1916-2000), attorney, and Ti-Grace Atkinson of the National...
Genre: American Women -- Law
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 7 Aug. 1968.
PRA Archive #: BB3259
Title: The call girl / Dr. Harold Greenwald
Description:

Dr. Harold Greenwald, author of The Call Girl: A Social and Psychoanalytic Study (Ballantine),....
Genre: American Women -- Sex, American Women -- Psychology and psychotherapy, American Women -- Men's commentary and experiences
Broadcast Date: WBAI, circa January 6, 1961
PRA Archive #: BB3268
Title: Why I am an atheist / Madalyn Murray.
Description:

Madalyn Murray (O'Hair), founder of American Atheists who was dubbed "the most hated...
Genre: American Women -- Religion
This may not be a complete list of all recordings associated with this subject. Search the entire catalog here.

PRA Archive #: BB3368
Title: A conversation with Doris Lessing / interviewed by Richard Keffler
Description:

Doris Lessing, the author of The Golden Notebooks and other novels, talks with free-lance writer...
Genre: American Women -- Authors and journalists, American Women -- International women
Broadcast Date: WBAI, October 13, 1963
PRA Archive #: BB3396
Title: Valerie Bettis interviewed by Baird Searles
Description:

Valerie Bettis was a famous modern dancer, also known for her dance and acting appearances on...
Genre: American Women -- Art and artists, American Women -- Dance
Broadcast Date: WBAI, December 27, 1966
PRA Archive #: BB3412
Title: A thousand years of Vietnamese poetry / translated and read by Robin Morgan and Nguyen Ngoc Bich
Description:

A Thousand Years Of Vietnamese Poetry was an evening of poetry translated and read by Robin...
Genre: American Women -- Poetry
Broadcast Date: WBAI, May 19, 1967
PRA Archive #: BB3448
Title: The Seasons of time: Tanka poetry of Japan / moderated by Ellen Jaffe
Description:

Mrs. Virginia Baron, editor, and Mr. Yasuhide Kobashi, illustrator, discuss their anthology of...
Genre: American Women -- Poetry, American Women -- International women
Broadcast Date: WBAI, June 19, 1968
PRA Archive #: BB3456
Title: The Gormenghast trilogy: a discussion with Maeve Peake and Jonathan Williams
Description:

American poet Jonathan Williams speaks with Maeve Peake, wife of English author, poet and...
Genre: American Women -- Relatives of notable men
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 12 Oct. 1968.
PRA Archive #: BB3491
Title: The Pillow book / by Sei Shonagan ; read by Karen Lindsey
Description:

In this 5 part program, Karen Lindsey reads Professor Ivan Morris' translation of “The...
Genre: American Women -- International women
Broadcast Date: WBAI, March 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 1970 at 12:00pm.
PRA Archive #: BB3506
Title: Lysistrata's daughters / produced by Trevor Thomas and John Harris
Description:

Documentary on the Women's Strike for Peace organization, founded by Dagmar Wilson and...
Genre: American Women -- Peace and Antinuclear activism
Broadcast Date: WBAI, January 21, 1962
PRA Archive #: BB3554
Title: Dolores Huerta : Vice President of the United Farm Workers / interviewed by Maria Huffman.
Description:

Dolores Huerta, Vice President of the United Farm Workers Organizing Committee discusses the...
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Genre: American Women -- Activists, American Women -- Work and unions
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 23 Feb. 1968.
PRA Archive #: BB3562
Title: The trial of Dr. Spock / Jessica Mitford ; interviewed by Dale Minor.
Description:
Dale Minor interviews Jessica Mitford (1917-1996) on her newly published book “The Trial of...

Genre: American Women -- Authors and journalists
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 30 Sept. 1969.
PRA Archive #: BB3580
Title: What every woman should know about abortion / Dr. Robert E. Hall ; interviewed by Mary Orvan.
Description:
Dr. Robert E. Hall, President of the Association for the Study of Abortion discusses his...

Genre: American Women -- Reproductive rights, American Women -- Health
Broadcast Date: WBAI, January 27, 1969
PRA Archive #: BB3769
Title: Nathalie Sarraute at the YMWHA Poetry Center / introduced by Susan Sontag.
Description:
French novelist and dramatist Nathalie Sarraute (1900 - 1999) discusses her work and her...

Genre: American Women -- Authors and journalists, American Women -- International women
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 9 Apr. 1964.
PRA Archive #: BB3779.36
Title: Reminiscences of Brecht / moderated by Eric Bentley. (Episode 36)
Description:
Producer and actor John Houseman (1902-1988), actress Elsa Lanchester (1902-1986), Marta...

Genre: American Women -- Art and artists
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 25 June 1964.
PRA Archive #: BB3788.12
Title: Conversation with June Jordan / interviewed by Julius Lester.
Description:
Julius Lester speaks with poet and activist June Jordan (introduced as June Meyer, b. July 9,...

Genre: American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination, American Women -- Poetry
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 15 Sept. 1968.
PRA Archive #: BB3904
Title: The California grape strike / reported by Nanette Rainone.
Description:
Dolores Huerta, Vice President of the National Farm Workers AFL-CIO and Grape Boycott...

Genre: American Women -- Work and unions, American Women -- Activists
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 8 Dec 1968.
PRA Archive #: BB3950
Title: Abortion : what now? / produced by Bob Kuttner and Nanette Rainone.
Description:
Examination of New York's liberal abortion laws which went into effect on July 1, 1970....

Genre: American Women -- Reproductive rights
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 1 July 1970.
PRA Archive #: BB3958.03
Title: Everyone was brave / William L. O'Neill interviewed by Nanette Rainone.
Description:
This may not be a complete list of all recordings associated with this subject. Search the entire catalog here.

Nanette Rainone speaks with William L. O'Neill, historian and author of "Everyone Was...
Genre: American Women -- Feminism
Broadcast Date: WBAI, March 21, 1970
PRA Archive #: BB3958.02
Title: Radical feminists : the Stanton-Anthony Brigade / interviews by Kay Lindsey
Description:

Kay Lindsey discusses the group, New York Radical Feminists, with members of its Stanton/Anthony...
Genre: American Women -- Radical Feminism
PRA Archive #: BB3986
Title: A visit to Club Orgy / produced by Robert Kuttner and Danice Bordett
Description:

Documentary on the sex club "Club Orgy" on 24th Street in New York City's...
Genre: American Women -- Sex
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 23 Jan. 1971.
PRA Archive #: BB4045
Title: Emily Dickinson's letters / by Thomas Wentworth Higginson; read by Samuel Charters
Description:

A reminiscence by Thomas Wentworth Higginson from The Atlantic Monthly for October 1891,...
Genre: American Women -- Poetry
Broadcast Date: WBAI, circa July 1963
PRA Archive #: BB4070
Title: The challenge of the selective service system / Evelyn Whitehorn; introduced by Ruth Gage-Colby
Description:

Mrs. Evelyn Whitehorn speaks before the Women's International League for Peace and Freedom...
Genre: American Women -- Peace and Antinuclear activism
Broadcast Date: WBAI, April 26, 1969
PRA Archive #: BB4089
Title: Relevant theater of the now / Leslie Perry interviewed by Eleanor Sully
Description:

Eleanor Sully interviews Leslie Perry, Black playwright and director, about his commitment to...
Genre: American Women -- Theater, American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination
Broadcast Date: KPFA, June 24, 1969
PRA Archive #: BB4155
Title: Here she is: the making of Miss America, 1970 / reported by Mary Lou Oates; produced by Robert Kuttner
Description:

Report and actuality of the events surrounding a major beauty pageant, including a protest and...
Genre: American Women -- Feminism
Broadcast Date: WBAI, September 15, 1969
PRA Archive #: BB4200
Title: Anais Nin / interviewed by Clare Spark
Description:

Anais Nin discusses her life and work with KPFK's Clare Spark (nee Loeb). This is a shorter,...
Genre: American Women -- Authors and journalists
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 25 May 1970.
PRA Archive #: BB4247.01
Title: Black awareness - Black political prisoners in New York / Deloris Costello
Commentary series on Black issues. This episode focuses on Black political prisoners in New York...

Genre: American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination, American Women -- Politicians and politics
Broadcast Date: WBAI, March 24, 1970
PRA Archive #: BB4451.04
Title: Status-quo and otherwise / Ruth Miller (Episode 4 of 12)
Description:

Nancy Reeves interviews Ruth Miller, Chairman of the California Advisory Commission on the...
Genre: American Women -- Feminism
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 20 Dec. 1966.
PRA Archive #: BB4451.11
Title: The Battle of Britain / Joan Dame Vickers (Episode 11 of 12)
Description:

Talk on the battle for women's rights in Great Britain with Nancy Reeves, attorney and...
Genre: American Women -- Feminism, American Women -- International women
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 28 Mar. 1967.
PRA Archive #: BB4452
Title: Impotence and frigidity : is there a cure? / Earle Marsh and Alex Finkle.
Description:

A rebroadcast of the Medical Radio Conference which was broadcast live on KPFA on March 5, 1968...
Genre: American Women -- Health, American Women -- Men's commentary and experiences
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 18 July 1968.
PRA Archive #: BB4485.04
Title: Sex without babies (Episode 4)
Description:

Dr. H. Curtis Wood, medical consultant of the Association for Voluntary Sterilization, and...
Genre: American Women -- Reproductive rights
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 6 Aug. 1968.
PRA Archive #: BB4494.10
Title: Elizabethan poetry (Episode 10 of 10)
Description:

The final program in the series presents the real songs of the time -- readings of poetry and...
Genre: American Women -- Women's history, American Women -- International women
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 7 July 1963.
PRA Archive #: BB4504
Title: Abortion : is it murder or a woman's right?
Description:

Panel discussion with: Walter Trinkaus, professor at Loyola University, and President of the...
Genre: American Women -- Reproductive rights
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 12 July 1970.
PRA Archive #: BB4593
Title: Hindsight and foresight
Description:

Six concerned, politically active citizens met to talk about the General Election of November...
Genre: American Women -- Politicians and politics
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 7 Mar. 1967.
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PRA Archive #: BB4598
Title: *The Housewife's handbook of selective promiscuity / interviewed by Fred Haines.*
Description:

Maxine Serett, who wrote the book "The Housewife's Handbook of Selective Promiscuity..."
Genre: American Women -- Sex
PRA Archive #: BB4692
Title: *The Rage of a middle-aged college president / Sister Helen Kelly*
Description:

Sister Helen Kelly, President of Immaculate Heart College, Los Angeles, delivers her...
Genre: American Women -- Education
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 8 Aug. 1969.
PRA Archive #: BB4760
Title: *Women in the revolution*
Description:

Gloria Roberts, a Black woman and mother of two children; Winki Takahashi, teacher and native...
Genre: American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination, American Women -- Feminism
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 14 Apr. 1969.
PRA Archive #: BB4791
Title: *Margaret Mead talks about the generation gap*
Description:

Anthropologist Margaret Mead speaking on March 15, 1971 at University of Southern California...
Genre: American Women -- Education
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 197-.
PRA Archive #: BB4824
Title: *Women's liberation: women in prison*
Description:

Discussion of the life and conditions in women's correctional facilities, through the...
Genre: American Women -- Radical Feminism, American Women -- Law
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 29 June 1971.
PRA Archive #: BB4942
Title: *Lone heart mountain*
Description:

A reading of Lone Heart Mountain (Los Angeles, 1972), an autobiographical account by American...
Genre: American Women -- Authors and journalists, American Women -- Women's history, American Women -- International women
PRA Archive #: BB4951
Title: *A mersey killing*
Description:

An experimental radio production edited and narrated by Mitchell Harding, featuring two high...
Genre: American Women -- Radio, American Women -- Theater
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 15 Oct. 1965.
PRA Archive #: BB5129
Title: *On not liking kitsch*
Description:

Harold Rosenberg's essay "Pop Culture: Kitsch Criticism" read by Clare Loeb and...
This may not be a complete list of all recordings associated with this subject. Search the entire catalog here.

Genre: American Women -- Art and artists
PRA Archive #: BB5133
Title: Sadie and Maude / Jeanette Henderson and Linda Taylor
Description:

In this program of poetry, discussion and music dedicated to Angela Davis, two young Black women...

Genre: American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination, American Women -- Poetry
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 8 Feb. 1971.
PRA Archive #: BB5147
Title: Clare Spark with Donald Adams of D'Oyly Carte
Description:

Interview with Donald Adams, formerly a member of the world known Gilbert and Sullivan operetta...

Genre: American Women -- Theater
Broadcast Date: KPFK, Jan. 1971
PRA Archive #: BB5188
Title: Lynn Carlin interviewed by Claire Clouzot
Description:

Claire Clouzot talks with Lynn Carlin, the female lead of John Cassavettes film "Faces...

Genre: American Women -- Film and television
Broadcast Date: KPFK, Oct. 1968.
PRA Archive #: BB5215
Title: On collecting art and boards of trustees in art museums / interview by Clare Spark.
Description:

Art collectors and museum trustees Joann and Gifford Phillips, discuss museums and collecting...

Genre: American Women -- Art and artists
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 21 Feb. 1971.
PRA Archive #: BB5222
Title: Problems of architecture in Los Angeles: Frank Gehry and John Pastier / interviewed by Clare Spark.
Description:

John Pastier (1939 - ), architecture critic for the Los Angeles Times, and Frank Gehry (1929...

Genre: American Women -- Art and artists
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 3 Aug. 1970.
PRA Archive #: BB5229
Title: Interview with Anais Nin / interviewed by Clare Spark.
Description:

Diarist Anais Nin (1903 - 1977) discusses the women's liberation movement with KPFK's Clare (... 

Genre: American Women -- Authors and journalists, American Women -- Art and artists
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 22 Mar. 1971.
PRA Archive #: BB5233
Title: The literary world of Anais Nin
Description:

Clare Spark (nee Loeb) interviews author Anais Nin (pronounced "Anna-EES" "NEEN"). Program...

Genre: American Women -- Authors and journalists
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 7 Jan. 1970.
PRA Archive #: BB5234
Title: Anais Nin on women's liberation / interviewed by Clare Spark.
Description:
Author Anais Nin (1903 - 1977) discusses the women's rights movement with KPFK's Clare (Loeb)...
Genre: American Women -- Authors and journalists
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 31 May 1971.
PRA Archive #: BB5239
Title: Mary Holmes : art educator
Description:

Clare Loeb interviews Mary Holmes, art educator at University of California, Santa Cruz. The...
Genre: American Women -- Art and artists, American Women -- Education
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 3 Mar. 1970.
PRA Archive #: BB5241
Title: Toby Lurie's sound sculptures
Description:

Clare (Loeb) Spark discusses experiments in aural art with poet and sound artist Toby Lurie....
Genre: American Women -- Art and artists
PRA Archive #: BB5342
Title: Diane Wakoski, poet
Description:

Poet Diane Wakoski reads selections from her recent work. The poems she reads are With Words, I...
Genre: American Women -- Poetry
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 1970.
PRA Archive #: BB5364
Title: Angela Davis and Ralph Abernathy : a press conference.
Description:

Ralph Abernathy and Angela Davis speak about an upcoming rally to be held in San Jose, CA on May...
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 21 Apr. 1972.
PRA Archive #: BB5388
Title: Macbird! / by Barbara Garson ; directed by Phil Austin
Description:

Aircheck of a live performance of MacBird!, by playwright Barbara Garson (1941 - ), directed by...
Genre: American Women -- Theater
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 1 Jan. (live) and 5 July 1967.
PRA Archive #: BB5496
Title: Hanoi broadcasts / narrated by Elsa Knight Thompson
Description:

Documentary concerning a series of radio broadcasts that were addressed to United States troops...
Genre: American Women -- Vietnam conflict
Broadcast Date: KPFA, circa 14 Jan. 1966.
PRA Archive #: BB5504
Title: How to do your own divorce / Charles E. Sherman : interviewed by Elsa Knight Thompson
Description:

Attorney Charles E. Sherman, better known as Ed Sherman, author of the book "How to do your...
Genre: American Women -- Men's commentary and experiences
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 30 Mar. 1971; WBAI, 28 July 1971.
PRA Archive #: BB5524
This may not be a complete list of all recordings associated with this subject. Search the entire catalog [here](#).

**Title:** Maureen McIlroy reads

**Description:** Maureen McIlroy reads two short stories: "War" by Luigi Pirandello, and "Near a...

**Genre:** American Women -- Authors and journalists

**Broadcast Date:** KPFK, 23 Feb. 1971.

**PRA Archive #:** BC0019.01

**Title:** Washington report-March 1, 1971: Interview with Sam Love and Barbara Reid

**Description:** Steve Bookshester talks with Sam Love and Barbara Reid of Environmental Action about the "...

**Genre:** American Women -- Environmentalism

**Broadcast Date:** WBAI, 1 Mar. 1971.

**PRA Archive #:** BC0019.09

**Title:** Washinton report-April 26, 1971: George Alderson interviewed by Margot Adler

**Description:** Margot Adler talks with George Alderson, coordinator of the Coalition Against the SST and...

**Genre:** American Women -- Environmentalism

**Broadcast Date:** WBAI, 26 Apr 1971.

**PRA Archive #:** BC0019.13

**Title:** Washington report-May 24, 1971: Margot Adler interviews professor and author Arthur R. Miller

**Description:** Margot Adler talks with Arthur R. Miller (b. 1934) author of "The Assault on Privacy:....

**Genre:** American Women -- Law

**Broadcast Date:** WBAI, 24 May 1971.

**PRA Archive #:** BC0019.19

**Title:** Washington report-June 23, 1971: Government operations hearings

**Description:** Excerpts from June 23, 1971 Congressional hearings on the subject of government operations....

**Genre:** American Women -- Politicians and politics, American Women -- Law, American Women -- Vietnam conflict

**Broadcast Date:** WBAI, 23 June 1971.

**PRA Archive #:** BC0019.20

**Title:** Washington report-June 28, 1971: War prisoners / Shirley Culbertson and Mrs. Mitch Jones

**Description:** Bob Kuttner and Margot Adler interview Mrs. Mitch Jones and Shirley Culbertson, wife and sister...

**Genre:** American Women -- Vietnam conflict

**Broadcast Date:** WBAI, 28 June 1971

**PRA Archive #:** BC0019.23

**Title:** Washington report-July 21, 1971: Subcommittee on juvenile delinquency / Senator Birch Bayh

**Description:** Senator Birch Bayh (1928 - ) from Indiana, chair of the Judiciary Committee, questions former...

**Genre:** American Women -- Health

**Broadcast Date:** WBAI, 21 July 1971.

**PRA Archive #:** BC0019.25

**Title:** Washington report-July 27, 1971: Underground syndicate / Thomas King Forcade

**Description:** Washington based U.P.S. correspondent Thomas King Forcade (1945-1978) discusses alternative...

**Genre:** American Women -- Authors and journalists
This may not be a complete list of all recordings associated with this subject. Search the entire catalog [here](#).

Broadcast Date: WBAI, 27 July 1971.
PRA Archive #: BC0019.26
Title: **Washington report-September 13, 1971: Corporate responsibility**
Description:

Part 1: Ralph Nader delivers a speech on Volkswagens; Part 2: Donna Shore of the Committee of...
Genre: American Women -- Law, American Women -- Vietnam conflict

Broadcast Date: WBAI, 13 Sept. 1971.
PRA Archive #: BC0021.06
Title: **Interview with Jody Palmour**
Description:

Interview with Jody Palmour, a student of Marxism who works at the Institute for Policy Studies...
Genre:

Broadcast Date: WBAI, 11 Apr. 1971.
PRA Archive #: BC0021.23
Title: **The New women's caucus / Barbara Bick : interviewed by Karl Hess.**
Description:

Barbara Bick discusses women's organizations, particularly the new National Women's...
Genre: American Women -- Politicians and politics

Broadcast Date: WBAI, 12 Sept. 1971.
PRA Archive #: BC0108
Title: **Men thought to be the enemy / Alta : interviewed by Eleanor Sully.**
Description:

Alta (1942 - ) reads a prose piece accompanied by flutist Curly Hummingbird. Presented by...
Genre: American Women -- Poetry

Broadcast Date: KPFA, 8 Mar. 1971.
PRA Archive #: BC0116
Title: **Janice Mirikatani, Joaquin Legaspi and Momo Yashima / interviewed by Frank Chin.**
Description:

Frank Chin interviews Janice Mirikatani, the editor of Aion magazine, a journal of Asian-....
Genre: American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination, American Women -- Authors and journalists

Broadcast Date: KPFA, 26 Oct. 1970.
PRA Archive #: BC0158
Title: **Radical psychiatry and women's oppression / Hogie Wyckoff : introduced by Claude Steiner.**
Description:

In July of 1970, Dr. Claude Steiner, one of the founders of the Rap Center of Berkeley, offered...
Genre: American Women -- Psychology and psychotherapy

Broadcast Date: KPFA, 8 Mar. 1971.
PRA Archive #: BC0169
Title: **Barbara Loden : director / introduced by Albert Johnson.**
Description:

Barbara Loden (July 8, 1932 – September 5, 1980), writer, director and producer of the film...
Genre: American Women -- Film and television

Broadcast Date: KPFA, 30 June 1971.
PRA Archive #: BC0178
Title: **Women Filmmakers / produced by Charles Senger and Portia Shapiro.**
Description:
This program is a review of six independent films produced by women filmmakers which were shown...
Genre: American Women -- Film and television
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 28 July 1971.
PRA Archive #: BC0194
Title: Women in rock groups / produced by Linda Eldon and Judy Parker.
Description:
A production concerned with feminism in rock music and rock culture. A moving analysis of the...
Genre: American Women -- Music and musicians
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 18 July 1971; 9 Sep. 1971.
PRA Archive #: BC0207
Title: The leap of faith : Jesus freaks / produced by Penny House and Liza Cowan.
Description:
Christians of the Way Research and Teaching Ministry, based in Rye, New York, discuss politics,...
Genre: American Women -- Religion
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 10 Sept. 1971.
PRA Archive #: BC0209.01
Title: Mary Breasted / interviewed by Danice Bordett. (Episode 1 of 6)
Description:
Mary Breasted, author of Oh! Sex Education! (New York: Praeger, 1970) and Village Voice reporter...
Genre: American Women -- Authors and journalists, American Women -- Sex
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 13 Apr. 1971.
PRA Archive #: BC0209.02
Title: Harriet Van Horne / interviewed by Danice Bordett. (Episode 2 of 6)
Description:
Columnist Harriet Van Horne (1920 - 1998) of the New York Post discusses her experiences as a...
Genre: American Women -- Authors and journalists
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 20 Apr. 1971.
PRA Archive #: BC0209.03
Title: Charlotte Curtis / interviewed by Danice Bordett. (Episode 3 of 6)
Description:
Charlotte Curtis (1928 - 1987), women's news editor of the New York Times, discusses her...
Genre: American Women -- Authors and journalists
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 27 Apr. 1971.
PRA Archive #: BC0233
Title: Two poets read / Sotere Torregian and Diane Di Prima.
Description:
Poets Sotère Torregian and Diane Di Prima read their poems at a benefit performance for Heirs...
Genre: American Women -- Poetry
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 2 Aug. 1971.
PRA Archive #: BC0247
Title: Interview with "The Woman's Film" maker / Louise Alaimo ; interviewed by Portia Shapiro.
Description:
Portia Shapiro of KPFA talks with Louise Alaimo about "The Woman's Film," an...
Genre: American Women -- Film and television
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 23 Feb. 1971.
PRA Archive #: BC0260
Title: Educating women artists / Judy Chicago and Miriam Schapiro ; interviewed by Clare Spark.
Description:
Artists Judy Chicago and Miriam Schapiro discuss the state and direction of art produced by...
Genre: American Women -- Art and artists
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 11 Jan. 1971.
PRA Archive #: BC0283
Title: Gay Liberation's Natural Ally: Of Course, Women's Lib / Jim Rankin; interviewed by Cy Schoenfeld.
Description:
KPFA commentator Cy Schoenfeld interviews Jim "Elijah" Rankin, San Francisco Gay...
Genre: American Women -- Men's commentary and experiences
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 31 Aug. 1971.
PRA Archive #: BC0287
Title: Interview with Marjorie Melville / Danice Bordett and Nanette Rainone
Description:
Danice Bordett and Nanette Rainone interview former nun and one of the Catsonville 9, Marjorie...
Genre: American Women -- Activists
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 19 Apr. 1971.
PRA Archive #: BC0312.04
Title: Man and wife / James Purdy; read by Jack Nessel. (Episode 4 of 4)
Description:
Note: FCC...
Genre: American Women -- Sex
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 18 June 1965.
PRA Archive #: BC0327
Title: Yvonne Rainer on dance / interviewed by Liza Cowan.
Description:
Yvonne Rainer, dancer, choreographer, and founder of dance company The Grand Union talks with...
Genre: American Women -- Dance
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 6 Sept. 1971.
PRA Archive #: BC0339
Title: Yoko Ono / interviewed by Liza Cowan and Jan Albert.
Description:
Artist and musician Yoko Ono discusses the evolution of her art during the 1960s with Liza Cowan...
Genre: American Women -- Art and artists
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 17 Dec. 1971.
PRA Archive #: BC0396
Title: Everything you've always wanted to know about voluntary sterilization, but were afraid to ask / produced by Fred Flaxman.
Description:
People interviewed for this documentary include gynecologists, urologists, men and women who...
Genre: American Women -- Reproductive rights
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 6 Sept. 1971.
PRA Archive #: BC0426
Title: Training the woman to know her place / Sandra Bem and Darryl Bem.
Description:
Doctors Sandra and Darryl Bem, husband and wife and professors of psychology at Standford...
Genre: American Women -- Psychology and psychotherapy, American Women -- Work and unions
Broadcast Date: WBAI, May 1971 and KPFT, February 15, 1972
This may not be a complete list of all recordings associated with this subject. Search the entire catalog [here](#).

PRA Archive #: BC0436.01
**Title:** Whatever became of : Adele Jergens and Glenn Langan / interviewed by Richard Lamparski.
**Description:**

Richard Lamparski visits Adele Jergens (1917-2002), the blonde glamour girl of the 40's,...

Genre: **American Women -- Film and television**
Broadcast Date: WBAI, November 2, 1971
PRA Archive #: BC0436.03
**Title:** Whatever became of : Patty Andrews / interviewed by Richard Lamparski and Michael Knowles.
**Description:**

Interview with Patricia Marie "Patty" Andrews (1918-2013) of the Andrews Sisters about...

Genre: **American Women -- Theater**
Broadcast Date: WBAI, November 30, 1971
PRA Archive #: BC0436.08
**Title:** Whatever became of : Laura LaPlante / interviewed by Richard Lamparski.
**Description:**

Interview with entertainer Laura La Plante (1904-1996). The star of the silent classic “The...

Genre: **American Women -- Film and television**
Broadcast Date: WBAI, January 11, 1972
PRA Archive #: BC0436.09
**Title:** Whatever became of : Alexandra Danilova / interviewed by Richard Lamparski.
**Description:**

The Prima ballerina assoluta Alexandra Danilova (1907-1997) received Richard Lamparski in her...

Genre: **American Women -- Dance**
Broadcast Date: WBAI, January 25, 1972
PRA Archive #: BC0436.11
**Title:** Whatever became of: "Mama" / interviewed by Richard Lamparski.
**Description:**

Mama and Papa Hansen from the television series "I Remember Mama," Peggy Wood (1892...

Genre: **American Women -- Theater**
Broadcast Date: WBAI, January 4, 1972
PRA Archive #: BC0436.14
**Title:** Whatever became of: John's Other Wife / interview with Adele Ronson and Elaine Kent by Richard Lamparski.
**Description:**

Adele Ronson (1906-2000), who portrayed John's legitimate wife, and Elaine Kent (b. 1920)...

Genre: **American Women -- Radio, American Women -- Film and television**
Broadcast Date: WBAI, February 15, 1972
PRA Archive #: BC0436.15
**Title:** Whatever became of : Evelyn Keyes / interviewed by Richard Lamparski.
**Description:**

Richard Lamparski interviews motion picture star Evelyn Keyes (1916-2008). The star of Gone...

Genre: **American Women -- Film and television**
Broadcast Date: WBAI, February 8, 1972
PRA Archive #: BC0436.17
**Title:** Whatever became of Arlene DeMarco / interviewed by Richard Lamparski.
**Description:**

Richard Lamparski interviews Arlene DeMarco (1933-2013), a member of the singing group, the...
Genre: **American Women -- Music and musicians, American Women -- Authors and journalists**
Broadcast Date: WBAI, March 14, 1972
PRA Archive #: BC0436.22
Title: **Whatever became of: the Pickens sisters / Patti Pickens interviewed by Richard Lamparski.**
Description:

Interview with Patti Pickens (1914–1995) of the singing trio The Pickens Sisters. From the...

Genre: **American Women -- Music and musicians**
Broadcast Date: WBAI, August 29, 1972
PRA Archive #: BC0450
Title: **Feminist theatre: a woman alone**
Description:

The fears, strengths, and hopes of women alone are explored in the reflections of three women....

Genre: **American Women -- Psychology and psychotherapy, American Women -- Radio**
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 24 Aug. 1971.
PRA Archive #: BC0464
Title: **Feminist art movement / interviewed by Clare Spark.**
Description:

Marcia Tucker, associate curator of the Whitney Museum in New York City, describes how women...

Genre: **American Women -- Art and artists, American Women -- Feminism**
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 10 Sept. 1971, 22 Nov. 1971.
PRA Archive #: BC0483
Title: **Women's liberation in Mexico / Marta Acevedo ; interviewed by Elizabeth Farnsworth.**
Description:

Elizabeth Farnsworth of the North American Congress on Latin America (NACLA) interviews Marta...

Genre: **American Women -- International women, American Women -- Activists**
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 27 Feb. 1972.
PRA Archive #: BC0525.18
Title: **Women in Nazi Germany**
Description:

Carlos Hagen has dedicated this program to the subject of the concept and role of woman in Nazi...

Genre: **American Women -- Men's commentary and experiences, American Women -- Women's history**
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 27 Feb. 1972.
PRA Archive #: BC0588
Title: **Six experiences of unwanted pregnancy**
Description:

This program was originally produced in October 1971 for "Unlearning to not speak" by Lois...

Genre: **American Women -- Reproductive rights, American Women -- Theater**
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 14 Oct. 1971.
PRA Archive #: BC0589
Title: **Pro-life council / produced by Portia Shapiro and Fran Watkins.**
Description:

The Pro-Life Council, an umbrella organization of anti-abortion groups in California, held a...
This may not be a complete list of all recordings associated with this subject. Search the entire catalog here.

Isabel Welsh, political scientist at UC Berkeley who was involved in the lawsuit against the...
Genre: American Women -- Women's history
PRA Archive #: BC0603
Title: A woman's cry / read by Selma Lawrence and Barbara Kraft
Description:
A montage of selected readings about women's social conditions, read by Julie Adams, Jo...
Genre: American Women -- Authors and journalists, American Women -- Poetry, American Women -- Radio
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 1 Feb. 1972.
PRA Archive #: BC0605
Title: From one struggle to another / Miriam Schapiro interviewed by Judy Chicago
Description:
Painter Miriam Schapiro is interviewed by Judy Chicago, about her life and struggles as a woman...
Genre: American Women -- Art and artists
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 8 Feb. 1972.
PRA Archive #: BC0612
Title: Women in film / Siew-Hwa Beh and Sharon Smith ; interviewed by Judy Chicago.
Description:
Women in Film is the title of a new magazine edited by Saunie Salyer and Siew-Hwa Beh. Editor...
Genre: American Women -- Film and television
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 3 Feb. 1972
PRA Archive #: BC0619
Title: An Evening with Anais Nin / interviewed by Judy Chicago.
Description:
Nin reads from and discusses her book Fourth Diary. She also discusses her struggle to become an...
Genre: American Women -- Authors and journalists
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 15 Feb. 1972.
PRA Archive #: BC0633
Title: Sadie and Maude, 1971 / Jeanette Henderson and Linda Taylor.
Description:
In this program of poetry, discussion and music dedicated to Angela Davis, two young Black women...
Genre: American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination, American Women -- Poetry
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 27 May 1971
PRA Archive #: BC0636
Title: The blood jet is poetry : the life and work of Sylvia Plath / Mimi Weisbord Anderson and Nanette Rainone.
Description:
Biographical sketch of poet Sylvia Plath (1932-1963). Program includes interview footage with...
Genre: American Women -- Poetry
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 15 Feb. 1972.
PRA Archive #: BC0647
Title: The Affair of Gabrielle Russier / read by Miriam Bjerre and Barbara Morris Freed.
Description:
The story and letters of the French school teacher, Gabrielle Russier, who committed suicide...
Genre: American Women -- Women's history, American Women -- Autobiographies and Biographies
PRA Archive #: BC0650
This may not be a complete list of all recordings associated with this subject. Search the entire catalog here.

Title: A minority of one
Description:
Women professors frequently number only one or two in college department. Tonight, four women Ph...
Genre: American Women -- Work and unions
Broadcast Date: KPFK, February 22, 1972
PRA Archive #: BC0656
Title: Professionals in crisis: call girls and prostitutes
Description:
Mary Bess and Peggy Holter interview three prostitutes, two male and one female, about the...
Genre: American Women -- Sex, American Women -- Work and unions
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 24 Feb. 1972
PRA Archive #: BC0663
Title: Jeanetta Jones reads her poetry / interviewed by Gerard Van der Leun.
Description:
Poet Jeanetta Jones reads selections from her work and discusses her life and work with Gerard...
Genre: American Women -- Poetry
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 1972.
PRA Archive #: BC0664
Title: The diary of Mary Richardson Walker / produced by Brett Vuolo.
Description:
Readings from "The Diary of Mary Richardson Walker." The diary was read by Donna...
Genre: American Women -- Women's history
PRA Archive #: BC0698
Title: Move over Pierre Boulez
Description:
Two talks about women composers and conductors in those male dominated fields, broadcast on KPFA...
Genre: American Women -- Music and musicians
Broadcast Date: KPFK, February 16 and 23, 1972
PRA Archive #: BC0710
Title: Women and psychosurgery / Dr. Peter Breggin ; interviewed by Jane Backner.
Description:
Jane Backner interviews Dr. Peter Breggin, Washington, DC psychiatrist, who has for the past...
Genre: American Women -- Psychology and psychotherapy
Broadcast Date: WBUR, 1972 and KPFA, June 15, 1972
PRA Archive #: BC0715
Title: Womanhouse
Description:
Judy Chicago, Miriam Schapiro, and Faith Wilding discuss the house "Womanhouse"...
Genre: American Women -- Art and artists
Broadcast Date: KPFK, ca. January 1972
PRA Archive #: BC0717
Title: Penelope's web / produced by Judy Chaikin and Naomi Pollack
Description:
A free-form tapestry woven from music, poetry, myths, literature, and drama by and about women....
Genre: American Women -- Radio, American Women -- Poetry
This may not be a complete list of all recordings associated with this subject. Search the entire catalog [here](#).

Broadcast Date: KPFK, February 16 and 23, 1972  
PRA Archive #: BC0763  
Title: **Ralph Abernathy and Angela Davis**  
Description:  
Angela Davis, recently released from prison, is interviewed by civil rights leader Rev. Ralph...  
Genre: [American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination](#)  
Broadcast Date: KPFA, Apr. 1972.  
PRA Archive #: BC0799  
Title: **Santa Maria de Iquique / produced by Elizabeth Farnsworth.**  
Description:  
Historical documentary about the 1907 massacre of 3,600 men, women, and children during a labor...  
Genre: [American Women -- Work and unions](#), [American Women -- International women](#)  
PRA Archive #: BC0808  
Title: **Covering the White House / moderated by Robert Kuttner.**  
Description:  
Ron Zeigler (Nixon's Press Sec'y), CBS Correspondent Dan Rather, Life Correspondent...  
Genre: [American Women -- Authors and journalists](#), [American Women -- Politicians and politics](#)  
Broadcast Date: WBAI, November 10? and 26, 1971.  
PRA Archive #: BC0828  
Title: **A day at the races : the Abzug-Ryan contest / reported by Miriam Rosen.**  
Description:  
Report on the Bella Abzug-William Ryan contest for the 20th Congressional district in New York....  
Genre: [American Women -- Politicians and politics](#)  
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 12 June 1972.  
PRA Archive #: BC0829  
Title: **In one ear and out the other / produced by Caryl Ratner, Marc Spector and David Rapkin**  
Description:  
Examination of the human mind; how it works and how it should/could work. Get together with R.D...  
Genre: [American Women -- Psychology and psychotherapy](#)  
Broadcast Date: WBAI, February 26, 1972  
PRA Archive #: BC0830  
Title: **Shirley Chisholm : campaign and interview / produced by Miriam Rosen.**  
Description:  
Short interview with African-American Congresswoman Shirley Chisholm (b. November 30, 1924 – d...  
Genre: [American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination](#), [American Women -- Politicians and politics](#)  
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 20 June 1972.  
PRA Archive #: BC0869  
Title: **Feminist forum : women's national abortion action coalition / Barbara Roberts ; interviewed by Carol Burris.**  
Description:  
An interview with Colette Nijhof of the National Organization for Women (NOW)'s National...  
Genre: [American Women -- Feminism](#)  
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 5 Dec. 1972.  
PRA Archive #: BC0871
Carol Burris interviews Barbara Roberts, M.D. on the subject of abortion. Dr. Roberts is the...
Genre: American Women -- Reproductive rights
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 12 Dec. 1972.
PRA Archive #: BC0885
Title: An Evening with Angela Davis / moderated by Ossie Davis.
Description:
On June 29, 1972, Angela Davis, along with a number of entertainers, appeared at New York City...
Genre: American Women -- Activists, American Women -- Radical Feminism
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 29 June 1972?
PRA Archive #: BC0888
Title: Anais Nin interviewed by Frank Roberts on the publication of The Diary of Anais Nin.
Description:
Francis (Frank) Roberts interviews author Anais Nin (1903-1977) on the occasion of the...
Genre: American Women -- Authors and journalists
Broadcast Date: KPFK, April 25, 1966 and 1972 (date unknown)
PRA Archive #: BC0900
Title: Anais Nin interviewed by Frank Roberts on her diary and letters from Henry Miller
Description:
Author Anaïs Nin (1903-1977) talks with KPFK's Frank Roberts and reads excerpts from the...
Genre: American Women -- Authors and journalists
Broadcast Date: KPFK, July 15 and October 4, 1965 and 1972 (date unknown)
PRA Archive #: BC0919
Title: Anais Nin interviewed by Milton Hoffman on the publication of The Diary of Anais Nin: Volume Four
Description:
Novelist and diarist Anais Nin (1903-1977) is interviewed by WBAI's Milton Hoffman about...
Genre: American Women -- Authors and journalists
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 1971 (day unknown)
PRA Archive #: BC0933
Title: Courageous sisters / produced by Deborah Janone.
Description:
This program takes a look at some of the vibrant and exciting women of the 1800's who were...
Genre: American Women -- Women's history
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 10 Dec. 1972.
PRA Archive #: BC0934
Title: Rae Lake Costos on the androgynous soul / interviewed by Lois Hansen.
Description:
Rae Lake Costos, known as the "Bard at Large" on Pacifica's Houston station KPFT...
Genre: American Women -- New age/Wicca
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 8 Aug. 1972.
PRA Archive #: BC0939
Title: Women's liberation : deja vu / produced by Ruth Kamen.
Description:
Ruth Kamen recorded and produced this sound portrait of a three day conference on women in...
Genre: American Women -- Feminism
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 1970.
PRA Archive #: BC0943.01
Title: Sexual response in women and men / Joy Norin and Leslie Cohen
This may not be a complete list of all recordings associated with this subject. Search the entire catalog [here](#).

Description:

This program deals with sexual response in women and men. The speakers are Joy Norin and Leslie...

Genre: [American Women -- Health](#), [American Women -- Sex](#)

Broadcast Date: WBAI, June 24 and September 10, 1972

PRA Archive #: BC0944

Title: **The Plight of women in broadcasting / produced by Lois Hansen, Ellen Dubrowin, and Deborah Janone.**

Description:

Lois Hansen, Ellen Dubrowin and Deborah Janone of KPFA visited executives at nine representative...

Genre: [American Women -- Radio](#)


PRA Archive #: BC0949

Title: **Women poets reading; produced by Mimi Anderson**

Description:

Series record for a series of programs featuring women poets reading selections of their own...

Genre: [American Women -- Radio](#)

Broadcast Date: WBAI, Sept. 1972.

PRA Archive #: BC0950

Title: **Daisy Aldan reads her poetry**

Description:

Poet Daisy Aldan describes her style of poetry and reads selections from her collection "...

Genre: [American Women -- Poetry](#)

Broadcast Date: KPFK, February 2, 1972

PRA Archive #: BC0951

Title: **True story / Alta ; interviewed by Ruth Rosen and Isabel Welsh.**

Description:

Alta, a Bay Area feminist poet, reads her poetry, accompanied on classical guitar by Angel, and...

Genre: [American Women -- Poetry](#)


PRA Archive #: BC0952

Title: **Me Jane, you Tarzan / Elaine Morgan ; interviewed by Lois Hansen and Julia Curtis.**

Description:

If you ask any school kid what prehistoric society was like, you're sure to hear about cave...

Genre: [American Women -- Women's history](#)

Broadcast Date: KPFA, 9 June 1972.

PRA Archive #: BC0957

Title: **Vietnam : a reporter remembers / Gloria Emerson ; interviewed by Nick Egleson.**

Description:

New York Times reporter discusses her experiences covering the Vietnam conflict. Gloria Emerson...

Genre: [American Women -- Authors and journalists](#), [American Women -- Vietnam conflict](#)


PRA Archive #: BC0979

Title: **Everything you've always wanted to know about sexual therapy clinics / produced by Nanette Rainone and Steve Post.**

Description:

This is the first program of a series on sexual therapy clinics and those who go to them;...

Genre: [American Women -- Sex](#), [American Women -- Psychology and psychotherapy](#)
This may not be a complete list of all recordings associated with this subject. Search the entire catalog [here](#).

Broadcast Date: WBAI, 28 Aug. 1972.
PRA Archive #: BC0980
Title: **The Lawrence strike / Meredith Tax ; produced by Ann Snitow.**
Description:

This program is a history of the Lawrence Strike, a poetic adaptation of "The Rising of the...

Genre: **American Women -- Work and unions, American Women -- Radio**

Broadcast Date: WBAI, May 21, 1972
PRA Archive #: BC0985
Title: **Menstrual blood / produced by Jan Legnitto and Isabel Welsh.**
Description:

The audio track (actuality) to a theater-piece about the psychology, sociology, and physiology...

Genre: **American Women -- Health, American Women -- Theater, American Women -- Beauty and body image**

Broadcast Date: KPFA, December 26, 1972.
PRA Archive #: BC0991
Title: **She also ran / produced by Jan Legnitto, Ruth Rosen and Isabel Welsh.**
Description:

In 1872, Victoria C. Woodhull (1838-1927) became the first woman to run for President of the...

Genre: **American Women -- Women's history, American Women -- Politicians and politics**

Broadcast Date: KPFA, 6 Nov. 1972.
PRA Archive #: BC0994
Title: **The limits of growth**
Description:

A review and examination of the study done by a team of Massachusetts Institute of Technology...

Genre: **American Women -- Environmentalism**

Broadcast Date: KPFK, July 25, 1972
PRA Archive #: BC1012
Title: **Robin Menken and F.T.A. / interviewed by Alan Farley.**
Description:

Robin Menken is one of the writers of "F.T.A. (Fuck the Army)," a show that starred...

Genre: **American Women -- Comedians**

Broadcast Date: KPFA, 8 Nov. 1972.
PRA Archive #: BC1014
Title: **Doris Lessing interview / interviewed by Josephine Hendin.**
Description:

Josephine Hendin, Current Fiction teacher at the New School for Social Research and author of...

Genre: **American Women -- Authors and journalists**

PRA Archive #: BC1015
Title: **Growing up female in the 50s / produced by Brett Vuolo.**
Description:

Documentary on sex stereotyping in American during the 1950s. Producer Brett Vuolo introduces it...

Genre: **American Women -- Beauty and body image, American Women -- Sex**

Broadcast Date: WBAI, October 16 1972 and KPFA, March 1979.
PRA Archive #: BC1041
Title: **Freedom is an inside job / Mercedes McCambridge.**
Description:
Actor Mercedes McCambridge (1916 - 2004) speaking before the Women's National Democratic... 
Genre: American Women -- Film and television, American Women -- Politicians and politics
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 27 Nov. 1972.
PRA Archive #: BC1047.03
Title: Chile and its women (Episode 3 of 5)
Description:
This program examines the role of women in Chile, what their actual roles are in Chilean society...
Genre: American Women -- International women
Broadcast Date: KPFK, September 16, 1972
PRA Archive #: BC1069
Title: Household workers / produced by Nanette Rainone and Bonnie Bellow.
Description:
This report is on the recent and unprecedented organization of household workers, and includes...
Genre: American Women -- Work and unions
Broadcast Date: WBAI, December 13, 1972.
PRA Archive #: BC1076
Title: Lappin and Lapinova by Virgina Woolf; read by Maureen McIlroy
Description:
KPFK's Maureen McIlroy reads Virginia Woolf's feminist short story "Lappin and...
Genre: American Women -- Authors and journalists
Broadcast Date: KPFK, September 1, 1972
PRA Archive #: BC1106
Title: Hermione Gingold at the Geary Theater / interviewed by Herbert Feinstein.
Description:
British actor Hermione Gingold (1897 - 1987) chats with Herbert Feinstein in her dressing room...
Genre: American Women -- Theater
PRA Archive #: BC1110
Title: Gypsy Rose Lee / interviewed by Herb Feinstein.
Description:
Burlesque actress Gypsy Rose Lee (1911 - 1970) discusses her life in the theater with Herb...
Genre: American Women -- Theater
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 28 Sep. 1965.
PRA Archive #: BC1139
Title: The Yellow Wallpaper by Charlotte Perkins Gilman; read by Maureen McIlroy.
Description:
Maureen McIlroy reads "The Yellow Wallpaper" by Charlotte Perkins Gilman (1860-1935)... 
Genre: American Women -- Authors and journalists, American Women -- Marriage and divorce
Broadcast Date: KPFK, October 31, 1972
PRA Archive #: BC1145
Title: Women in the arts : in memoriam Marilyn Monroe / Judy Grahn, Anna Hartman, Naomi Lowinsky and Rachel Lowen.
Description:
A poetry reading by Judy Grahn (1940 - ), author of "Edward the Dyke," Anna Hartman,... 
Genre: American Women -- Lesbians, American Women -- Poetry
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 28 Dec. 1972.
PRA Archive #: BC1158
Title: Portrait of a woman / interviewed by Louisa Sellers.
This may not be a complete list of all recordings associated with this subject. Search the entire catalog here.

Description:

The subject of the following interview chose to remain anonymous. She is a 24 year old Puerto...

Genre: American Women -- Marriage and divorce
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 4 Feb. 1972.
PRA Archive #: BC1159
Title: History of the women's suffrage movement : racism and middle class bias against women / Pam Allen.

Description:

Pam Allen focuses on racism and the middle class bias in this talk which, was the first of two...

Genre: American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination, American Women -- Feminism
PRA Archive #: BC1191
Title: A Mingled Yarn : chronicle of a troubled family / Dr. Beulah Parker ; interviewed by Betty Roszak.

Description:

Betty Roszak interviews Dr. Beulah Parker, psychiatrist and author of A Mingled Yarn: Chronicle...

Genre: American Women -- Health, American Women -- Psychology and psychotherapy
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 4 Dec. 1972.
PRA Archive #: BC1197
Title: The Governor : a national tragedy / by Frank Dwyer ; produced by Suzan Shown Harjo and Frank Harjo

Description:

This is a New York Chamber Theatre production of "The Governor: a National Tragedy" by...

Genre: American Women -- Theater
Broadcast Date: WBAI, July 9, 1972 and April 28, 1973
PRA Archive #: BC1205
Title: Human experimentation / Marcia Greenberg ; interviewed by David Selvin.

Description:

Marcia Greenberg, a Washington, D.C. lawyer, testified recently before a Senate sub-committee...

Genre: American Women -- Health, American Women -- Reproductive rights
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 23 Feb. 1972.
PRA Archive #: BC1224
Title: An evening with Judy Chicago: in conversation with Arlene Raven

Description:

Feminist artist Judy Chicago (b. 1939) discusses her struggles in life and in art to discover...

Genre: American Women -- Art and artists
Broadcast Date: KPFK, December 13, 1972
PRA Archive #: BC1225
Title: Dial 'O' for operator / produced by Bonnie Bellow and Nanette Rainone.

Description:

Examination of the New York Telephone worker. Includes interviews with Louella Smith, who filed...

Genre: American Women -- Work and unions, American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 26 Oct. 1972.
PRA Archive #: BC1226
Title: Women in art history: Arlene Raven in conversation with Judy Chicago

Description:

Feminist artist Judy Chicago (b. 1939) talks with Arlene Raven (1944-2006), a feminist art...

Genre: American Women -- Art and artists
This may not be a complete list of all recordings associated with this subject. Search the entire catalog here.

Broadcast Date: KPFK, November 29, 1972
PRA Archive #: BC1327
Title: Amalia Fleming (Lady Fleming) on the Greek junta / introduced by John Brademas.
Description:
Amalia Fleming (Lady Fleming) speaks on the situation in Greece under the General's right...
Genre: American Women -- International women, American Women -- Politicians and politics
PRA Archive #: BC1348
Title: The fairer sex : portraits of five women / produced by Marie Blazek
Description:
This is an intimate set of interviews with five women whose lives are both typical and unique;...
Genre: American Women -- Anthropology and societal role
PRA Archive #: BC1355.02
Title: Chelsea (magazine) / Sonia Raiziss ; interviewed by Leonard Chabrowe. (Episode 2 of 6)
Description:
Leonard Chabrowe, exploring the aims and workings of little magazines, talks with Sonia Raiziss...
Genre: American Women -- Authors and journalists
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 1973.
PRA Archive #: BC1377
Title: Roadies vs. groupies / Cherry Vanilla ; interviewed by Richard Gollance.
Description:
Cherry Vanilla (née Kathleen Dorritie), publicist for David Bowie, talks with Richard Gollance...
Genre: American Women -- Music and musicians
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 1973.
PRA Archive #: BC1422
Title: Women on Watergate.
Description:
Gloria Steinem, Frances FitzGerald, Brett Vuolo and Nanette Rainone discuss the Watergate affair...
Genre: American Women -- Politicians and politics
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 27 June 1973.
PRA Archive #: BC1429
Title: Feminist art workshop / Judy Chicago, Sheila De Bretteville and Arlene Raven; interviewed by Clare Loeb.
Description:
Judy Chicago and Sheila De Bretteville, artists, and Arlene Raven, art historian and critic,...
Genre: American Women -- Art and artists
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 6 May 1973.
PRA Archive #: BC1471
Title: Sylvia Plath program / produced by Anita Barrows and Debbie Sweeney.
Description:
This program presents a mix of readings of Sylvia Plath's poetry, excerpts from her novel...
Genre: American Women -- Poetry
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 1973.
PRA Archive #: BC1488
Title: A Private joke that got out of hand / reported by Phil Williams, Bob Bender and Marc Haarz.
Description:
Report on the world's first underground comic convention. Includes discussions of sex and...
Genre: American Women -- Art and artists
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 6 June 1973.
PRA Archive #: BC1495
Title: Sex and birth control for the teenager
Description:
Barbara Cady talks with Ellen Peck (1942-1995) and Stewart Mott (1937-2008). Ellen Peck is a...
Genre: American Women -- Sex, American Women -- Parenting and children
Broadcast Date: KPFK, November 13, 1973
PRA Archive #: BC1503
Title: Speaking of exotic dancing : unlearning to not speak / Zenia Daragahey and Donna Whitley ; interviewed by Betty Mayer and Marina Bostead.
Description:
A discussion originally broadcast live November 15, 1971 on Unlearning to Not Speak. It brings...
Genre: American Women -- Dance, American Women -- International women
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 15 Nov. 1971.
PRA Archive #: BC1510
Title: Israel : thanking God you're not a woman / Shulamit Aloni
Description:
Shulamit Aloni (1928-2014), lawyer, politician, and according to Ruth Hirschman "a leading...
Genre: American Women -- International women
Broadcast Date: KPFK, October 17, 1973
PRA Archive #: BC1521
Title: Florynce Kennedy on Watergate / interviewed by Barbara Cady.
Description:
Florynce "Flo" Kennedy (1916 - 2000), Black radical activist, attorney and founder of...
Genre: American Women -- Politicians and politics
PRA Archive #: BC1522
Title: Our days in court / produced by Fran Watkins and Isabel Welsh.
Description:
Overview of the history of legal issues concerning women, including name changes in marriage...
Genre: American Women -- Law
PRA Archive #: BC1526
Title: Rape : the victim as suspect / produced by Susan Scheftel and Gail Boehm.
Description:
A documentary examining the mythology surrounding rape and its effect upon the social, medical...
Genre: American Women -- Violence against women, American Women -- Law
PRA Archive #: BC1540
Title: Petticoat politics: the rise and fall of the phallic empire / produced by Jon Doyle
Description:
This is an historical recreation of the struggle which American women had to be heard and, more...
Genre: American Women -- Women's history
Broadcast Date: KPFT, July 24, 1972
PRA Archive #: BC1554
Title: Total orgasm: Jack Rosenberg interviewed by Barbara Cady
This may not be a complete list of all recordings associated with this subject. Search the entire catalog here.

Description:

Jack Rosenberg talks with Barbara Cady about his how-to book, "Total Orgasm." The book...
Genre: American Women -- Sex
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 1973 (day unknown)
PRA Archive #: BC1580

Description:

This recording contains four women's speeches from the "Speak Out" portion of the...
Genre: American Women -- Sex
Broadcast Date: WBAI 1973? (broadcast date unknown)
PRA Archive #: BC1586
Title: Fat is a feminist issue / Carol Munter and Susie Orbach ; interviewed by Ann Snitow.

Description:

WBAI's Ann Snitow discusses body image, overweight and feminist issues with Carol Munter...
Genre: American Women -- Beauty and body image
Broadcast Date: WBAI, March 24, 1973
PRA Archive #: BC1601
Title: Hillbilly Women / Kathy Kahn ; interviewed by Nanette Rainone and Paul McIsaac.

Description:

Kathy Kahn, songwriter, singer and author of Hillbilly Women (Doubleday) sings and talks to...
Genre: American Women -- Music and musicians, American Women -- Environmentalism, American Women -- Authors and journalists
PRA Archive #: BC1604
Title: Childbirth / interviews by Nanette Rainone.

Description:

A series of tapes of women discussing their experiences with childbirth, including the shame and...
Genre: American Women -- Parenting and children
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 197-.
PRA Archive #: BC1610
Title: Women in China / Linda Gordon and Jean Tepperman (Episode 12)

Description:

Talks by Linda Gordon and Jean Tepperman. Gordon is an historian teaching at the University of...
Genre: American Women -- International women
Broadcast Date: WBAI, February 20, 1973
PRA Archive #: BC1628.04
Title: Rape and punishment / Paul Leser (Episode 4 of 10)

Description:

Paul Leser talks about differing attitudes about rape between America and Europe, and how in the...
Genre: American Women -- Violence against women
PRA Archive #: BC1661
Title: Reflecciones de la Raza: September 8, 1973

Description:

Aircheck for "Reflecciones de la Raza", hosted by a woman (identity unknown), likely...
Broadcast Date: KPFA, ca. September 8, 1973.
PRA Archive #: BC1668
Title: The oldest profession organizes / Margo St. James ; interviewed by Jan Legnitto.
Description:
Margo St. James (born September 12, 1937), a self-described prostitute and sex-positive feminist...

Genre: American Women -- Sex, American Women -- Activists

PRA Archive #: BC1679
Title: Clare Spark's New York diary from December 1973
Description:
Clare Spark, producer, introduces this episode: "...the goal I have set for this series,...

Genre: American Women -- Art and artists

Broadcast Date: KPFK, January 6, 1974
PRA Archive #: BC1681
Title: Womantruth / Megan Terry ; produced by Clare Spark.
Description:
Originally titled "Woman Fibbers." A funny and fast-moving collage of songs, poetry...

Genre: American Women -- Art and artists, American Women -- Poetry, American Women -- Theater

Broadcast Date: KPFK, 13 Jan. 1974.
PRA Archive #: BC1683
Title: The prison business : an interview with Jessica Mitford / interviewed by Jan Legnitto.
Description:
Jan Legnitto interviews Jessica Mitford (1917-1996), author of "The American Way of Death...

Genre: American Women -- Authors and journalists

Broadcast Date: KPFA, 23 Apr. 1974
PRA Archive #: BC1689
Title: Michael Korda and male chauvinism
Description:
Michael Korda, author of "Male Chauvinism and How It Works in the Home and Office",...

Genre: American Women -- Work and unions, American Women -- Men's commentary and experiences

Broadcast Date: KPFK, 1973 (day unknown)
PRA Archive #: BC1691
Title: An Interview with Judy Collins / interviewed by Barbara Cady.
Description:
Singer-songwriter Judy Collins discusses her music, her politics and her career with KPFK's...

Genre: American Women -- Music and musicians

Broadcast Date: KPFK, 1973.
PRA Archive #: BC1692
Title: Sexism and children's literature / produced by Beverly Stein and Laurie Simms.
Description:
Evaluating the alternative to Dick and Jane-type Primers for Living in Amerika. Examined are...

Genre: American Women -- Parenting and children

Broadcast Date: KPFA, 16 May 1973.
PRA Archive #: BC1716
This may not be a complete list of all recordings associated with this subject. Search the entire catalog here.

Title: Current themes in women's writing: masturbation / produced by Irene Schram, Ellen Turner, Dorothy Engleman and Linda Cohen.
Description:
This program explores the evolution of women's consciousness through poetry, prose, fiction...
Genre: American Women -- Authors and journalists, American Women -- Sex
PRA Archive #: BC1737
Title: What woman and who, myself, I am / Rosalie Sorrels.
Description:
Program of women's songs and poetry by Sylvia Plath, Denise Levertov and Anne Sexton, read...
Genre: American Women -- Poetry, American Women -- Music and musicians
Broadcast Date: WBAI, October 4, 1973
PRA Archive #: BC1738
Title: The world split open / Louise Bernikow.
Description:
"The world split open" is the title of a new anthology of women's poetry. In this...
Genre: American Women -- Poetry
Broadcast Date: WBAI, December 3, 1973
PRA Archive #: BC1739
Title: Circle of sound
Description:
This recording is inspired from a live event last August (1973) at the Manhattan Theater Club...
Genre: American Women -- Theater, American Women -- Music and musicians
Broadcast Date: WBAI, October 8, 1973
PRA Archive #: BC1758.10
Title: Women in the economy / presented by Lauri Helmbold.
Description:
Ramparts Report, the weekly program of news and current happenings, brought to you by the staff...
Genre: American Women -- Work and unions
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 26 Apr. 1974.
PRA Archive #: BC1762
Title: Let 'em eat kitsch
Description:
A broad collage portrait of American society, made up of music, improvisations and speeches...
Genre: American Women -- Art and artists
Broadcast Date: WBAI, March 24, 1974
PRA Archive #: BC1776
Title: Rhyme and reason
Description:
English actress Rohan McCullough is interviewed by Barbara Kraft and discusses and then reads...
Genre: American Women -- Poetry, American Women -- Theater
Broadcast Date: KPFK, March 11, 1974
PRA Archive #: BC1790
Title: Dr. Reuben tells how to get more out of sex
Description:
Dr. David Reuben, "sexpert" and author of "Everything You Always Wanted to Know...
Broadcast Date: KPFK, April 2, 1974
PRA Archive #: BC1805
Title: Pat Loud from "An American Family" / interviewed by Barbara Cady
Description:
Barbara Cady talks with Pat Loud about her new autobiography and her role in the WNET television...
Genre: American Women -- Film and television
Broadcast Date: KPFK, April 19, 1974
PRA Archive #: BC1817
Title: Pensamientos femeninos
Description:
The perspective of five Chicanas in today's movement, featuring Adelaida Del Castillo,...
Genre: American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 27 May 1974
PRA Archive #: BC1871
Title: Which doctors are witches?
Description:
A discussion with Deirdre English and Barbara Ehrenreich, authors of "Witches, midwives,...
Genre: American Women -- Health, American Women -- New age/Wicca
Broadcast Date: KPFK, June 20, 1974
PRA Archive #: BC1881
Title: Hyphenated expletives need not apply / Judith Bernstein and Carl Baldwin : interviewed by Clare Spark
Description:
Discussion of artists and of censorship with artist Judith Bernstein (1942 - ), whose giant,...
Genre: American Women -- Art and artists
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 9 June 1974.
PRA Archive #: BC1923
Title: Tense : in limbo / Leon Golub and Nancy Spero interviewed by Clare Spark
Description:
Activist artists Leon Golub (1922-2004) and Nancy Spero (1926-2009) discuss how their political...
Genre: American Women -- Art and artists
Broadcast Date: KPFK, August 4, 1974
PRA Archive #: BC1924
Title: A conversation with artist Miriam Schapiro
Description:
Artist and feminist educator Miriam Schapiro (1923 - ) reconstructs her development as a painter...
Genre: American Women -- Art and artists
Broadcast Date: KPFK, May 19, 1974
PRA Archive #: BC1927
Title: Tell us all about your friends : the grand jury system / interviewed by Bruce Soloway and Jackie Friedrich
Description:
This program is examining the new use of the Grand Jury, as a problem in American criminal...
Genre: American Women -- Law
Broadcast Date: KPFK, August 12, 1974
PRA Archive #: BC1939
Title: Inside the female mind
Description:
A panel discussion on female psychology, the problems inherent in traditional methods of...
Genre: American Women -- Psychology and psychotherapy
Broadcast Date: KPFK, May 13, 1974
PRA Archive #: BC1954
Title: The book business
Description:

Barbara Burn, who edits art books for Viking Press in New York City, discusses the values and...
Genre: American Women -- Authors and journalists, American Women -- Art and artists
Broadcast Date: WBAI, August 25, 1974
PRA Archive #: BC1963
Title: Indians and medicine: sterilization and genocide / Dr. Connie Uri ; interviewed by Jim Berland.
Description:

Connie Uri, MD, a Native American doctor, discusses the Bureau of Indian Affairs'...
Genre: American Women -- Reproductive rights, American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination
PRA Archive #: BC1984
Title: Women in religious life
Description:

Documentary on the role of women in organized religion, featuring several women in religions...
Genre: American Women -- Religion, American Women -- Education
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 23 May 1974
PRA Archive #: BC1986
Title: Linda Nochlin at the National Conference on Women in the Arts
Description:

A talk by feminist art historian Linda Nochlin delivered at the National Conference of Women in...
Genre: American Women -- Art and artists
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 5 May 1974.
PRA Archive #: BC1989
Title: Masters and Johnson speak at the University of New Mexico
Description:

William H. Masters (1915 - 2001) and Virginia E. Johnson (1925 - 2013), the St. Louis-based...
Genre: American Women -- Sex
PRA Archive #: BC1992
Title: What have women done?
Description:

Based on the book published by the San Francisco Women's History Group, this program...
Genre: American Women -- Work and unions
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 2 Sep 1974
PRA Archive #: BC1998
Title: Toilet training in less than a day
Description:

Dr. Richard M. Fox, psychologist, discusses his new toilet training method. Produced by Barbara...
Genre: American Women -- Parenting and children
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 15 Jul 1974
PRA Archive #: BC2013
Title: PSI discoveries
This may not be a complete list of all recordings associated with this subject. Search the entire catalog here.

Description:

Barbara Cady talks with Sheila Ostrander and Lynn Schroeder, authors of "Psychic...
Genre: American Women -- New age/Wicca
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 24 Jun 1974
PRA Archive #: BC2040
Title: No appointment necessary : the joy of comfort / Alex Comfort ; interviewed by Dick Huemer.
Description:

Alex Comfort (1920 - 2000), British scientist, physician, and author of "The Joy of Sex...
Genre: American Women -- Sex
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 12 Dec. 1974.
PRA Archive #: BC2069.02
Title: The original people / Sagga Cook and Joan Hayes Garabedian (Episode 2 of 15)
Description:

Sagga Cook (Mohawk Nation) and Joan Hayes Garabedian (Wampanoag-Cherokee) discuss their views of...
Genre: American Women -- Women's Color and discrimination
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 1975? and KPFA, 8 May 1975
PRA Archive #: BC2069.09
Title: Women's Coalition for the Third Century (WC3C) / interviews by Nanette Rainone and Brett Harvey. (Episode 9 of 15)
Description:

The Women's Coalition for the Third Century (WC3C) is an outgrowth of women's...
Genre: American Women -- Women's history
Broadcast Date: WBAI, ca. July?, 1975 (day unknown)
PRA Archive #: BC2072
Title: After the news : work / Selma James ; interviewed by Nanette Rainone.
Description:

Selma James, proponent of the idea of "Wages for Housework", is interviewed by WBAI...
Genre: American Women -- Radical Feminism, American Women -- Work and unions
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 28 Nov. 1974.
PRA Archive #: BC2091
Title: Cleaning up / produced by Clare Spark and Joseph Byrd.
Description:

The Sour Apple Tree presents "Cleaning up: a tribute to America's rich and how they...
Genre: American Women -- Art and artists
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 12 Jan. 1975.
PRA Archive #: BC2093
Title: Football wives
Description:

Pam Josephson, Diane Younghblood and Clarice Alexander, all wives of professional football...
Genre: American Women -- Marriage and divorce, American Women -- Relatives of notable men
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 12 Jan 1975
PRA Archive #: BC2116
Title: The Trojan Women
Description:

Production of a tragic play by Euripides, set on the morning after the fall of Troy. The cast in...
Genre: American Women -- Radio, American Women -- Theater
This may not be a complete list of all recordings associated with this subject. Search the entire catalog [here](#).

**Broadcast Date: KPFK, 29 Jan 1975**
**PRA Archive #: BC2148**
**Title:** The woman boxer / Jackie Tonawanda ; interviewed by Bonnie Bellow
**Description:**
Bonnie Bellow talks with woman boxer Jackie Tonawanda (1933-2009), who is currently fighting the...
**Genre:** American Women -- Athletes

**Broadcast Date: WBAI, 1974 (day unknown)**
**PRA Archive #: BC2149**
**Title:** Emma Goldman: 1869-1940 / produced by Marcia Danab and Nina Mende
**Description:**
Emma Goldman (1869-1940) committed her life to fighting economic and sexist exploitation and was...
**Genre:** American Women -- Activists, American Women -- Women's history

**Broadcast Date: WBAI, circa 1975 and September 18, 1981**
**PRA Archive #: BC2182**
**Title:** Boxing / produced by Bonnie Bellow and Neal Conan
**Description:**
A two part program on boxing. The first part is Bonnie Bellow's interview with woman boxer...
**Genre:** American Women -- Athletes

**Broadcast Date: WBAI, 1974 (day unknown)**
**PRA Archive #: BC2196.02**
**Title:** Mary : our lady queen of feminists / Ann Plogsterth; interviewed by Viv Sutherland.
**Description:**
Viv Sutherland interviews Ann Plogsterth, member of Catholic Women for the ERA, the National...
**Genre:** American Women -- Religion, American Women -- Women's history

**PRA Archive #: BC2196.07**
**Title:** Women in Japan / Shirley Herman ; produced by Viv Sutherland.
**Description:**
A discussion of the status of women in Japan with Shirley Herman, translator, who spent several...
**Genre:** American Women -- International women

**Broadcast Date: WBAI, 27 May 1975.**
**PRA Archive #: BC2196.09**
**Title:** Women and mental health / moderated by Viv Sutherland.
**Description:**
A discussion about women and mental health with Irene Javors, Coordinator of the National...
**Genre:** American Women -- Psychology and psychotherapy

**Broadcast Date: WBAI, 25 May 1975.**
**PRA Archive #: BC2196.17**
**Title:** Women in Ireland / Jean Wertheimer ; hosted by Diane Feeley
**Description:**
Class lecture on the status of women in Ireland, past and present, by Jean Wertheimer. Program...
**Genre:** American Women -- International women

**Broadcast Date: WBAI, 1975 (day unknown)**
**PRA Archive #: BC2196.19**
**Title:** Women in Spain / Lourdes Benería and Barbara Probst Solomon ; interviewed by Viv Sutherland.
**Description:**
Viv Sutherland interviews Barbara Probst Solomon, author of "Arriving where we started,...
This may not be a complete list of all recordings associated with this subject. Search the entire catalog here.

Genre: American Women -- International women
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 19 July 1975.
PRA Archive #: BC2216
Title: The Capitalist function of the family / Sarah Elbert and Silvia Federici
Description:

On April 5 and 6, 1975, the New School chapter of the Union of Radical Political Economists...

Genre: American Women -- Work and unions
Broadcast Date: WBAI, ca. April 1975
PRA Archive #: BC2231
Title: Stop rape!
Description:

Drawing on a variety of sources, including the New Woman's Survival Catalogue and Eve...

Genre: American Women -- Violence against women
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 18 Jun 1974 and 15 Jan 1975
PRA Archive #: BC2238
Title: Sweetest smelling baby in New Orleans / Lillian Hellman ; interviewed by Jan Albert.
Description:

A documentary about the life and work of playwright and author Lillian Hellman (1905 - 1984)....

Genre: American Women -- Authors and journalists, American Women -- Theater
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 1975.
PRA Archive #: BC2243.01
Title: Introduction to the American Association for the Advancement of Science (A.A.A.S.)
Description:

First in a series on "Science and the quality of life." An introduction to the...

Genre: American Women -- Science and scientists
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 30 Jan. 1975.
PRA Archive #: BC2243.03
Title: Reports from the 1975 American Association for the Advancement of Science (A.A.A.S.) Convention
Description:

This program consists of various reports on panels. Including a short interview by Bob Zalisk...

Genre: American Women -- Science and scientists
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 30 Jan. 1975.
PRA Archive #: BC2243.04
Title: American Association for the Advancement of Science / Chauncey Starr and other panel reports: hosted by Paul McIsaac.
Description:

Paul McIsaac hosts the third in a series of programs called "Science and the quality of...

Genre: American Women -- Science and scientists, American Women -- Health
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 30 Jan. 1975.
PRA Archive #: BC2246
Title: The role of women in the arts / moderated by John Perreault.
Description:

Art critic and poet John Perreault holds a roundtable discussion on "The Role of Women in...

Genre: American Women -- Art and artists
Broadcast Date: WBAI, ca. April 1975
PRA Archive #: BC2248
Title: The Three Marias: New Portuguese Letters / by Maria Isabel Barreno, Maria Theresa Horta, and
This may not be a complete list of all recordings associated with this subject. Search the entire catalog [here](#).

**Maria Fatima Velho Da Costa; directed by Rena Down. (Part 2 only)**

*Description:*

Reading of the book "The Three Marias: New Portuguese Letters." The book is a...

*Genre:* American Women -- International women, American Women -- Authors and journalists, American Women -- Poetry

*Broadcast Date:* KPFA, 6 Mar. 1975.

*PRA Archive #:* BC2249.05

**Title:** Living and dying with cancer / Lois Jaffe; interviewed by Larry Soloman (Episode 5 of 11)

*Description:*

A very personal program centered around a woman diagnosed as terminal. The woman, Lois Jaffe,...

*Genre:* American Women -- Health

*Broadcast Date:* WBAI, April 1975 (day unknown)

*PRA Archive #:* BC2249.07

**Title:** Alternative cancer cures (Program Two) / produced by Margot Adler and Paul Mclsaac. (Episode 7 of 11)

*Description:*

This is the second program dealing with unorthodox cancer cures. Diets, psychic healing and...

*Genre:* American Women -- Health

*Broadcast Date:* WBAI, ca. May 1975

*PRA Archive #:* BC2249.09

**Title:** Artists, craftsmen and cancer / hosted by Paul Mclsaac. (Episode 9 of 11)

*Description:*

Dr. Bertram Carnow of the University of Illinois School of Public Health, Gail Barazini, artist...

*Genre:* American Women -- Health, American Women -- Art and artists

*Broadcast Date:* WBAI, ca. May 1975.

*PRA Archive #:* BC2249.10

**Title:** Eating may be hazardous to your health / produced by Jerry Ruskin, Nina Mende and Paul Mclsaac. (Episode 10 of 11)

*Description:*

Made for Food Day 1975 (April 17), this documentary examines the thousands of additives in our...

*Genre:* American Women -- Health

*Broadcast Date:* WBAI, 17 April 1975

*PRA Archive #:* BC2251

**Title:** A conversation with Cindy Nemser, editor of the Feminist Art Journal / interviewed by Judith Vivell

*Description:*

Artist Judith Vivell talks with Cindy Nemser about the Feminist Art Journal, for which Nemser is...

*Genre:* American Women -- Art and artists

*Broadcast Date:* WBAI, 25 May 1975.

*PRA Archive #:* BC2255

**Title:** Erotic art by women / produced by Judith Vivell.

*Description:*

Hannah Wilke, sculptor; Ann Sharp, collagist; Irene Stern, photographer; Judith Bernstein,...

*Genre:* American Women -- Art and artists

*Broadcast Date:* WBAI, ca. April 30, 1975

*PRA Archive #:* BC2261

**Title:** A discussion of the work of designer and architect Eileen Gray / moderated by Judith Vivell.

*Description:*


Judith Vivell moderates a discussion of the work of designer/architect Eileen Grey (full name:... 
Genre: American Women -- Art and artists  
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 1975 (day unknown)  
PRA Archive #: BC2279  
Title: Peggy Cass / interviewed by Bruce Kenyon.  
Description: 
American actress, comedian and television personality Peggy Cass (1924-1999) discusses her... 
Genre: American Women -- Film and television  
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 1975 (day unknown)  
PRA Archive #: BC2294  
Title: What the woman lived : Louise Bogan in her letters and poems / produced by Rick Harris and Bill Kortum  
Description: 
A dramatization of poet Louise Bogan's (1897-1970) life recorded in May 1975 at the... 
Genre: American Women -- Poetry, American Women -- Theater  
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 26 May and 14 Nov. 1975  
PRA Archive #: BC2327  
Title: Mary Lou Williams retrospective / hosted by Marian McPartland  
Description: 
Host Marian McPartland interviews and plays selection of music by jazz musician Mary Lou... 
Genre: American Women -- Music and musicians  
Broadcast Date: WBAI, January 3, 1975  
PRA Archive #: BC2328  
Title: Teddi King interviewed by Marian McPartland  
Description: 
Host Marian McPartland interviews and plays selection of music by jazz singer Teddi King (1929... 
Genre: American Women -- Music and musicians  
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 14 Mar. 1975.  
PRA Archive #: BC2332  
Title: Mabel Mercer interviewed by Marian McPartland  
Description: 
Mabel Mercer (1900-1984), Black British cabaret singer, talks with Marion McPartland about her... 
Genre: American Women -- Music and musicians  
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 7 Feb. 1975.  
PRA Archive #: BC2342  
Title: Marian Seldes / interviewed by Bruce Kenyon.  
Description: 
Actress Marian Seldes (1928-2014), recipient of Tony, Obie and Drama Desk Awards, is interviewed... 
Genre: American Women -- Theater  
Broadcast Date: WBAI, June 2, 1975  
PRA Archive #: BC2354  
Title: Dorothy Stickney / interviewed by Bruce Kenyon.  
Description: 
Dorothy Stickney (1896 – 1998), the original Vinnie in "Life with Father" and "... 
Genre: American Women -- Theater  
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 1975 (day unknown)  
PRA Archive #: BC2355  
Title: We work alone : a panel of artists / moderated by Barbara Londin.
Host Barbara Londin talks with four of her fellow painters - Jack Tricarico, Ruth Roberts, Carol...

Genre: American Women -- Art and artists
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 18 July 1975 and KPFK 2 Feb. 1977
PRA Archive #: BC2370
Title: Woman to woman

This is a recording of a poetry reading of Holly Prado's writing workshop, recorded at the...

Genre: American Women -- Poetry
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 20 July 1975.
PRA Archive #: BC2372
Title: Contraception si! Abortion no!

Barbara Cady and Peggy Holter talk with Latin American Catholic women who have been busy...

Genre: American Women -- International women, American Women -- Reproductive rights
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 4 Sept. 1975
PRA Archive #: BC2378
Title: Buffy Sainte-Marie interviewed by Pat Denslow

Guest is singer and songwriter Buffy Sainte-Marie (b. 1941). This recording includes interview...

Genre: American Women -- Music and musicians
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 9 Mar. 1975.
PRA Archive #: BC2380
Title: Lesbian sisters: August 6, 1974

This episode of the series "Lesbian sisters" includes 1.--Conversation between women artists:...

Genre: American Women -- Lesbians, American Women -- Art and artists
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 6 Aug. 1974.
PRA Archive #: BC2396
Title: Mother, father and child / Laurel Brodsley

An experimental radio drama by Laurel Brodsley, for three voices and electronic workshop. This...

Genre: American Women -- Art and artists
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 16 July 1975.
PRA Archive #: BC2416
Title: Lesbian sisters: August 5, 1975 - Witchcraft / produced by Judy Chunco and Jan Oxenberg

This episode of the series "Lesbian sisters" is an examination of witchcraft. Produced...

Genre: American Women -- New age/Wicca
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 5 Aug. 1975.
PRA Archive #: BC2430
Title: Corridors of meaning / Manto Aravantinou interviewed by Nanos Valaoritis

The distinguished Greek poetess Manto Aravantinou reads and discusses her work with Nanos...
Title: Women in the Metropolitan Community Church / moderated by Ronald Gold.
Description:

Assistant Pastor Ann Montague of the Manhattan Metropolitan Community Church and three other...
Genre: American Women -- Religion, American Women -- Lesbians
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 7 July 1975; 21 July 1975.
PRA Archive #: BC2506

Title: The Diary of Alice James / read by Eleanor Sully ; introduced by Erik Bauersfeld.
Description:

Three readings of the diary of Alice James, the invalid sister of author Henry James and...
Genre: American Women -- Authors and journalists
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 26 June, 3 July, 10 July, 1973.
PRA Archive #: BC2518

Title: The History of England / Jane Austen ; read by Penelope Dellaporta.
Description:

Penelope Dellaporta reads Jane Austen's “The history of England from the reign of...
Genre: American Women -- Authors and journalists
PRA Archive #: BC2578

Title: Latin American folk singer : Violeta Parra / produced by Carlos Hagen.
Description:

A biographical portrait of Chilean folk singer Violeta Parra (1917 - 1967). An activist and...
Genre: American Women -- Music and musicians, American Women -- International women
PRA Archive #: BC2585

Title: Survivor of the Warsaw Ghetto / Edith Millman ; interviewed by Mitchel Fox.
Description:

Interview by Mitchell Joy with Warsaw Ghetto survivor, Edith Millman (?-2009). Mrs. Millman...
Genre: American Women -- International women, American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination
Broadcast Date: KPFK May 29, 1978
PRA Archive #: BC2599

Title: Revolutionary violence / Dorothy Healey and Bob Wells
Description:

Jim Berland interviews Communist Party activist Dorothy Healey and community organizer Bob Wells...
Genre: American Women -- Activists
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 24 Nov. 1975.
PRA Archive #: BC2196.29

Title: Motorcycle women / Dorothy Crouch and Linda Farin
Description:

Interview with Dorothy Crouch and Linda Farin, motorcycle activists and publishers of New York...
Genre: American Women -- Athletes
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 1975 (day unknown)
PRA Archive #: BC2616

Title: View from Gay Head: the New York Women's Music Festival (1975) / produced by Margaret Mercer and Ceil Muller
Description:

Four women singer-songwriters in concert live at the first New York Women's Music Festival...
This may not be a complete list of all recordings associated with this subject. Search the entire catalog here.

Genre: American Women -- Music and musicians
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 25 July 1975.
PRA Archive #: BC2625
Title: Women of the Amazon / Janet Siskind; interviewed by Viv Sutherland.
Description:

Viv Sutherland interviews Professor Janet Siskind of Rutgers University's Anthropology...

Genre: American Women -- Anthropology and societal role, American Women -- International women
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 1975 (day unknown)
PRA Archive #: BC2627
Title: Lesbian separation / hosted and produced by Ron Gold.
Description:

Three women who believe that lesbians can find their own identities by relating exclusively with...

Genre: American Women -- Lesbians
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 15 July 1975.
PRA Archive #: BC2628
Title: Sisters By Choice / interviewed by Viv Sutherland.
Description:

Interview with and music by Sisters By Choice, a music group consisting of feminist musicians...

Genre: American Women -- Music and musicians
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 1975 (day unknown)
PRA Archive #: BC2631
Title: Older women / produced by Viv Sutherland.
Description:

A collection of tapes from the National Organization of Women-New York City (NY-NOW) conference...

Genre: American Women -- Aging
Broadcast Date: WBAI, June 1975.
PRA Archive #: BC2641
Title: Rose Kushner / interviewed by Viv Sutherland.
Description:

Viv Sutherland interviews Rose Kushner (1929 - 1990), author of "Breast Cancer: A Personal..."

Genre: American Women -- Health
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 1975 (day unknown)
PRA Archive #: BC2643
Title: The Kitchen Sink Papers / Corrinne McGrady and Mike McGrady; interviewed by Viv Sutherland.
Description:

Mike McGrady is the author of "The Kitchen Sink Papers: My Life as a Househusband."...

Genre: American Women -- Men's commentary and experiences, American Women -- Marriage and divorce
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 1975 (day unknown)
PRA Archive #: BC2648
Title: The woman who could read the minds of dogs
Description:

A radio adaptation of a long experimental poem by Leslie Scalapino. Scalapino's poetry is...

Genre: American Women -- Poetry
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 13 Sept. 1975
PRA Archive #: BC2661
Title: Films with Joan Mellen / interviewed by Paul McIsaac.
Description:
Paul McIsaac's guest is Joan Mellen, associate professor of English at Temple University,...
Genre: American Women -- Film and television
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 1975 (day unknown)
PRA Archive #: BC2663
Title: All The Livelong Day: The Meaning And Demeaning Of Routine Work / by Barbara Garson; interviewed by Bonnie Bellow.
Description:
Bonnie Bellow talks with Barbara Garson (b. 1941), the author of "Macbird," about her...
Genre: American Women -- Work and unions
Broadcast Date: WBAI, November 14, 1975
PRA Archive #: BC2679
Title: Women and breast cancer / Rose Kushner ; interviewed by Kathy McAnally.
Description:
Kathy McAnally talks with Rose Kushner, author of Breast Cancer, A Personal History and an...
Genre: American Women -- Health, American Women -- Autobiographies and Biographies
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 21 Nov. 1975.
PRA Archive #: BC2680
Title: Dear doctor ain't so dear / Ellen Frankfort and Laura Brown ; produced by Kathy McAnally.
Description:
A program examining the sexism of the (mostly male) medical profession, how this results in...
Genre: American Women -- Health
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 12 May 1975.
PRA Archive #: BC2682
Title: The rite of football / Dr. William Arens ; interviewed by Barbara Londin.
Description:
State University of New York Stony Brook Professor Dr. William Arens talks about his "...
Genre: American Women -- Anthropology and societal role
Broadcast Date: WBAI, December 18, 1975
PRA Archive #: BC2697
Title: V.R. Lang : a memorial / produced by Charles Ruas and Susan Howe
Description:
A memorial program to the late poet and playwright Violet Ranney "V.R." "Bunny" Lang (1924-1956...
Genre: American Women -- Poetry
Broadcast Date: WBAI, ca. December 1975
PRA Archive #: BC2717
Title: Women alone / moderated by Ruth Tayback.
Description:
This episode of Women's Studies plays tapes from a "Rap Session" between Ruth...
Genre: American Women -- Marriage and divorce
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 1975 (day unknown)
PRA Archive #: BC2718
Title: Women in India / Laura Shapiro; interviewed by Viv Sutherland.
Description:
Viv Sutherland interviews Laura Shapiro, feminist journalist, on the status of women in India....
Genre: American Women -- International women
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 1975 (day unknown)
PRA Archive #: BC2745
Title: Ruth Gage-Colby interviewed by Dorothy Eletz
This may not be a complete list of all recordings associated with this subject. Search the entire catalog [here](#).

Description:

Dorothy Eletz attended the U.N. International Women's Year Conference in Mexico City [June...

Genre: [American Women -- Activists](#)

Broadcast Date: KPFK, 14 July 1975.

PRA Archive #: BC2761

Title: To have? Or not to have?...a child / Elaine Douglass and Bonnie Bellow.

Description:

Bonnie Bellow and Elaine Douglass discuss the decision to have children or not, including Ms....

Genre: [American Women -- Parenting and children](#), [American Women -- Health](#)

Broadcast Date: WBAI, 1 Jan and 17 Feb. 1974.

PRA Archive #: BC2770

Title: Women and credit and other reports / produced by Robert Krulwich.

Description:

Reports on women and credit; a history of how the CIA hired or paid or gathered information from...

Genre: [American Women -- Work and unions](#)

Broadcast Date: WBAI, 16 July 1975.

PRA Archive #: BC2775

Title: The female prisoner / Joyce Pleasha and Isetta Haight ; produced by Elaine Douglass.

Description:

A talk and discussion by two former women prisoners, Joyce Pleasha and Isetta Haight. The talk...

Genre: [American Women -- Law](#)


PRA Archive #: BC2781

Title: Sexism and racism / Gloria Steinem and Margaret Sloan.

Description:

Gloria Steinem and Margaret Sloan-Hunter, in a joint appearance at the Brooklyn Montessori...

Genre: [American Women -- Feminism](#), [American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination](#)

Broadcast Date: WBAI, 2 June 1973.

PRA Archive #: BC2794

Title: The Israeli women's movement / Naomi Sharron ; interviewed by Bonnie Bellow.

Description:

Bonnie Bellow talks with Naomi Sharron of the Israeli women's group Women for a New Society (... 

Genre: [American Women -- International women](#)

Broadcast Date: WBAI, 26 Mar. 1974.

PRA Archive #: BC2802

Title: Women as internationalists : sharing the future.

Description:

A discussion of women as internationalists and the 1975 United Nations conference in Mexico City...

Genre: [American Women -- International women](#)


PRA Archive #: BC2835

Title: The Equal Rights Amendment : will it pass? / Brenda Feigen Fasteau ; interviewed by Jan Legnitto.

Description:

An interview with Brenda Feigen Fasteau, a coordinator of the Women's Rights Project of the... 

Genre: [American Women -- Equal Rights Amendment (ERA)](#)

This may not be a complete list of all recordings associated with this subject. Search the entire catalog [here](#).

PRA Archive #: BC0209.06  
**Title:** Theo Wilson / interviewed by Danice Bordett. (Episode 6 of 6)  
**Description:**

Journalist Theo Wilson (1917 - 1997) of the New York Daily News is interviewed by Danice Bordett...

**Genre:** American Women -- Authors and journalists  
**Broadcast Date:** WBAI, 8 July 1971.  
**PRA Archive #:** BC0209.05  
**Title:** Gail Sheehy / interviewed by Danice Bordett. (Episode 5 of 6)  
**Description:**

Gail Sheehy, New York Magazine writer, is interviewed by Danice Bordett about her life and...

**Genre:** American Women -- Authors and journalists  
**Broadcast Date:** WBAI, 13 June 1971.  
**PRA Archive #:** BC2865  
**Title:** Hearings on discrimination in the military / Ron Dellums and Shirley Chisholm ; introduced by Danice Bordett.  
**Description:**

Press conference given by California Congressman Ron Dellums and New York Congresswoman Shirley...

**Genre:** American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination  
**Broadcast Date:** WBAI, 3 Nov. 1971.  
**PRA Archive #:** BC2875.02  
**Title:** Pamela Allen / interviewed by Julius Lester  
**Description:**

Feminist activist Pamela Allen speaks with host Julius Lester about the difficulty in organizing...

**Genre:** American Women -- Activists, American Women -- Feminism  
**Broadcast Date:** WBAI, 5 May 1968.  
**PRA Archive #:** BC2908.01  
**Title:** Science fiction, ideology, and evolving consciousness / hosted by Linda Strawn (Episode 1 of 5)  
**Description:**

Linda Strawn hosts this program which includes interviews with researchers and activists on the...

**Genre:** American Women -- Science and scientists  
**Broadcast Date:** KPFK, 3 Mar. 1976.  
**PRA Archive #:** BC2908.02  
**Title:** Political responses and perspectives on the future / moderated by Linda Strawn (Episode 2 of 5)  
**Description:**

Panel discusses the traditional categories of response to the future; the recently established...

**Genre:** American Women -- Science and scientists  
**Broadcast Date:** KPFK, 10 Mar. 1976.  
**PRA Archive #:** BC2908.05  
**Title:** Alvin and Heidi Toffler / interviewed by Linda Strawn (Episode 5 of 5)  
**Description:**

This is the second of the two-part interview with Alvin Toffler, the author of Future Shock and...

**Genre:** American Women -- Science and scientists  
**Broadcast Date:** KPFK, 31 Mar. 1976.  
**PRA Archive #:** BC2917  
**Title:** Prostitution / Marilyn Haft and Susan Maurer ; interviewed by Viv Sutherland.  
**Description:**
Susan Maurer, Vice President of NOW-NY and Chair of NOW's Committee on Prostitution, and... 
Genre: American Women -- Sex, American Women -- Work and unions 
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 1976. 
PRA Archive #: BC2920 
Title: The Book of hags / by Deena Metzger ; adapted and directed by Everett Frost. 
Description: 
A novel-in-progress by Deena Metzger dramatized for radio by Everett Frost. The work is a... 
Genre: American Women -- Radio, American Women -- Authors and journalists 
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 27 May 1976. 
PRA Archive #: BC2928 
Title: Portrait of an unknown lady: the life and work of Elinor Wylie / with readings by Marian Seldes. 
Description: 
Tony Award-winning actress Marian Seldes reads the words of the poetess Elinor Wylie. In this... 
Genre: American Women -- Poetry, American Women -- Autobiographies and Biographies 
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 23 Aug. 1976. 
PRA Archive #: BC2945.01 
Title: Literary censorship in Iran, Korea and Ghana / Muriel Rukeyser ; interviewed by Anne Fremantle. (Episode 1) 
Description: 
Muriel Rukeyser (1913-1980), poet and president of the PEN American Center, discusses censorship... 
Genre: American Women -- Authors and journalists, American Women -- Poetry 
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 1976 (day unknown) 
PRA Archive #: BC2945.02 
Title: Dr. Margaret Mead interviewed by Anne Fremantle (Episode 2) 
Description: 
Anne Fremantle interviews anthropologist Dr. Margaret Mead (1901 - 1978). Fremantle introduces... 
Genre: American Women -- Anthropology and societal role 
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 11 Apr. 1976. 
PRA Archive #: BC2945.05 
Title: Penelope Gilliatt interviewed by Anne Fremantle (Episode 5 of 5) 
Description: 
Anne Fremantle interviews Penelope Gilliatt (1932 - 1993) -- film critic for the New Yorker,... 
Genre: American Women -- Film and television, American Women -- Authors and journalists 
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 29 Mar. 1976. 
PRA Archive #: BC2997 
Title: Siv Cedering Fox reads her poetry 
Description: 
Poet Siv Cedering (Fox) reads selections of her poetry. Siv Cedering Fox was born in Sweden, has... 
Genre: American Women -- Poetry 
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 9 Mar. 1976. 
PRA Archive #: BC3011 
Title: Goddesses, whores, wives and slaves / Sarah Pomeroy ; interviewed by Viv Sutherland. 
Description: 
Viv Sutherland talks with Professor Sarah B. Pomeroy, associate professor in the Department of... 
Genre: American Women -- Women's history 
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 28 Feb. 1976. 
PRA Archive #: BC3033 
Title: Women in films / Marjorie Rosen ; interviewed by Jena Blumenfield.
This may not be a complete list of all recordings associated with this subject. Search the entire catalog here.

Description:

Jena Blumenfield speaks with feminist film critic Marjorie Rosen, author of "Popcorn Venus...

Genre: American Women -- Authors and journalists, American Women -- Film and television
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 12 Feb. 1976.
PRA Archive #: BC3034
Title: Feminists conversations / Jane Lazarre and Rayna Reiter ; interviewed by Nanette Rainone.
Description:

Nanette Rainone interviews two women authors about their experiences, women's roles and the...
Genre: American Women -- Parenting and children, American Women -- Anthropology and societal role
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 1976 (day unknown)
PRA Archive #: BC3051
Title: It changed my life / Betty Friedan ; interviewed by Barbara Cady.
Description:

Barbara Cady interviews Betty Friedan, feminist and author, about her new book, It Changed My...
Genre: American Women -- Feminism
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 7 July 1976.
PRA Archive #: BC3054
Title: Five sisters : women against the Tsar / produced by Marcia Danab, Gail Pellett and Helene Schiff.
Description:

Dramatic readings from the memoirs of five anti-Tsarist anarchist women from the populist...
Genre: American Women -- Women's history, American Women -- International women
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 27 Jan. 1976.
PRA Archive #: BC3063
Title: The Making of Gertrude Stein / Janet Hobhouse ; interviewed by Charles Ruas.
Description:

Charles Ruas discusses Gertrude Stein with Janet Hobhouse, author of a 1976 biography of Stein...
Genre: American Women -- Authors and journalists
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 24 May 1976.
PRA Archive #: BC3070
Title: Interview with Dian Thomas, author of Roughing It Easy
Description:

Barbara Cady interviews Dian Thomas about her new book "Roughing It Easy" on...
Genre: American Women -- Authors and journalists
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 22 June 1976.
PRA Archive #: BC3072
Title: Interview with Pat Derby, author of The Lady and Her Tiger
Description:

Barbara Cady interviews British animal trainer Pat Derby (1942-2013) about her book "The...
Genre: American Women -- Authors and journalists
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 14 June 1976.
PRA Archive #: BC3082
Title: Communication with other than man / John and Antonia Lilly ; interviewed by Linda Perry.
Description:

John C. Lilly (1915 - 2001), author, physicist, neuroscientist and psychonaut, and Antonietta "...
This may not be a complete list of all recordings associated with this subject. Search the entire catalog [here](#).

Title: *Where is the women's program?*
Description:

Dorothy Healey moderates a panel discussion on the current state of the Women's Liberation...

Genre: American Women -- Education
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 7 Mar. 1976.
PRA Archive #: BC3101

Title: *Susan Brownmiller interviewed by Barbara Cady*
Description:

Barbara Cady talks with Susan Brownmiller, author of "Against our will: men, women, and..."

Genre: American Women -- Violence against women
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 4 Nov. 1975.
PRA Archive #: IZ0008

Title: *Gay poetry / read by Alma Routsong and Ronald Gold.*
Description:

Alma Routsong, author of "Patience and Sarah" under the pen name Isabel Miller, and...

Genre: American Women -- Poetry, American Women -- Lesbians
Broadcast Date: WBAI, Sept. 2, 1975.
PRA Archive #: IZ0010

Title: *The meaning (if any) of Intro 554 (Episode 12)*
Description:

A "special" Gay Alternatives discussion of New York City's gay civil-rights bill...

Genre: American Women -- Law, American Women -- Lesbians
Broadcast Date: WBAI, Sept. 16, 1975
PRA Archive #: IZ0016

Title: *Lesbian feminism / Charlotte Bunch : interviewed by Ronald Gold (Episode 18)*
Description:

An interview with Charlotte Bunch, lesbian-feminist theorist, on what the insights of the...

Genre: American Women -- Lesbians
Broadcast Date: WBAI, Dec. 23, 1975.
PRA Archive #: IZ0017

Title: *Women and men together / produced by Ronald Gold.*
Description:

A discussion about the relationship between women and men in the gay movement, how the gay...

Genre: American Women -- Lesbians, American Women -- Activists
Broadcast Date: WBAI, Dec. 9, 1975.
PRA Archive #: IZ0018

Description:

A tape of the National Gay Task Force (NGTF)'s December 1975 panel on the relationship...

Genre: American Women -- Lesbians, American Women -- Feminism
Broadcast Date: WBAI, Jan. 6, 1976.
PRA Archive #: IZ0032

Title: *A Conversation with Grace Paley / interviewed by Lin Harris.*
Description:

Grace Paley (1922 - 2007), author of the short story collections Enormous Changes at the Last...

Genre: American Women -- Authors and journalists
This may not be a complete list of all recordings associated with this subject. Search the entire catalog [here](#).

Broadcast Date: WBAI, 8 Mar. 1976.
PRA Archive #: IZ0046
Title: Six women playwrights / produced by Lin Harris
Description:

Six women playwrights, Corinne Jacker, Myrna Lamb, Ruth Wolff, Tina Howe, Alice Childress, and...
Genre: American Women -- Theater

Broadcast Date: WBAI, May 15, 1977.
PRA Archive #: IZ0047
Title: A Symposium of women writers / Cynthia Ozick, Lois Gould, Jill Robinson, Muriel Rukeyser, and Ellen Moers.
Description:

A symposium of women writers taped on March 16, 1976 at the Library of the Performing Arts at...
Genre: American Women -- Authors and journalists

Broadcast Date: WBAI, May 15, 1977.
PRA Archive #: IZ0050
Title: The Different computer of Laurie Spiegel / interview by Jude Quintiere.
Description:

Computer music pioneer Laurie Spiegel discusses her compositional tools and processes with host...
Genre: American Women -- Music and musicians

Broadcast Date: WBAI, July 10, 1976.
PRA Archive #: IZ0051
Title: Frieda Aaron, survivor / interviewed by Barbara Londin.
Description:

Frieda Aaron, a survivor of three concentration camps and the Warsaw ghetto, tells the story of...
Genre: American Women -- International women, American Women -- Autobiographies and Biographies

Broadcast Date: WBAI, 16 June 1977.
PRA Archive #: IZ0058
Title: Specially voiced jazz / Jay Clayton ; interviewed by Jude Quintiere.
Description:

Vocalist-composer Jay Clayton demonstrates diverse musical styles, and talks with Jude Quintiere...
Genre: American Women -- Music and musicians

Broadcast Date: WBAI, 19 Jan. 1977.
PRA Archive #: IZ0067
Title: Interview with Helen Adam / by Susan Howe and Charles Ruas.
Description:

Scottish poet Helen Adam (1907 - 1993) reads and discusses her ballads and other poetic efforts...
Genre: American Women -- Poetry

Broadcast Date: WBAI, July 15, 1977.
PRA Archive #: IZ0069
Title: X-rays : more harm than good? / Priscilla Laws ; interviewed by Lynn Samuels.
Description:

Priscilla Laws, author of "X-rays: More harm than good?" (Rodale Press, 1977) is...
Genre: American Women -- Health

Broadcast Date: WBAI, July 4, 1977.
PRA Archive #: IZ0078
Title: Carnival strippers / by Susan Meiselas ; interviewed by Barbara Londin.
Description:
Barbara Londin speaks with photographer Susan Meiselas about her book "Carnival Strippers....
Genre: American Women -- Art and artists
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 29 Dec. 1976.
PRA Archive #: IZ0087
Title: Ann Lauterbach / produced by Susan Howe.
Description:
Poet Ann Lauterbach reads her work. Ann Lauterbach's work has appeared in numerous...
Genre: American Women -- Poetry
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 12 Oct. 1977.
PRA Archive #: IZ0089
Title: Rebecca Newth and Rachelle Bijou / produced by Susan Howe.
Description:
Poets Rebecca Newth and Rachelle Bijou read from their work. Rebecca Newth's poems have...
Genre: American Women -- Poetry
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 16 Sep. 1977.
PRA Archive #: IZ0108
Title: A haven for the next Saul Bellow? / produced by Judith Ghinger and David Levine.
Description:
A conversation with William Smart, director of the Virginia Center for Creative Arts, and Arts...
Genre: American Women -- Art and artists
PRA Archive #: IZ0117
Title: The Catholic church and the campaign against abortion rights / Rhonda Copelon and Janet Gallagher ; interviewed by Celeste Wesson.
Description:
Rhonda Copelon, attorney with the Center for Constitutional Rights, and Janet Gallagher, member...
Genre: American Women -- Reproductive rights
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 18 May 1978.
PRA Archive #: IZ0123
Title: A Folk special : Jean Ritchie / interviewed by Lynn Schoenfeld.
Description:
Folk singer Jean Ritchie (1922 - ) talks about her contributions as both singer and historian of...
Genre: American Women -- Music and musicians
Broadcast Date: WBAI, May 15, 1978.
PRA Archive #: IZ0137
Title: Fading rhythms in a fading land
Description:
Two programs that focus on American attitudes towards the Vietnam War, based on Gloria Emerson...
Genre: American Women -- Vietnam conflict, American Women -- Authors and journalists
PRA Archive #: IZ0148
Title: The Complete travel guide to Cuba / Paula DiPerna ; interviewed by Bob Rosengrad.
Description:
Paula DiPerna talks with Bob Rosengard about writing her book The Complete Travel Guide to Cuba...
Genre: American Women -- International women
Broadcast Date: WBAI, June 1979.
PRA Archive #: IZ0152
Title: Fiddle music / Marie Rhines ; interviewed by Edward Haber.
Marie Rhines is a fiddler of Scottish, Irish, and American music. In this interview with Edward...  
Genre: American Women -- Music and musicians  
Broadcast Date: WBAI, Aug. 18, 1979.  
PRA Archive #: IZ0173  
Title: A Cabaret / with Terry Garthwaite, Bobbie Louise Hawkins, and Rosalie Sorrels ; produced by Edward Haber.  
Description:  
This cabaret with Terry Garthwaite, Bobbie Louise Hawkins, and Rosalie Sorrels took place at the...  
Genre: American Women -- Music and musicians, American Women -- Poetry  
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 18 Apr. 1980.  
PRA Archive #: IZ0198  
Title: A women's guitar / Gill Burns ; interviewed by Edward Haber.  
Description:  
Guitarist, folksinger and songwriter Gill Burns is interviewed by Edward Haber at WBAI's...  
Genre: American Women -- Music and musicians  
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 5 Apr. 1980.  
PRA Archive #: IZ0219  
Title: Sheila Tobias speaks at the NOW conference, 1972; recorded by Lynne Robbins.  
Description:  
Sheila Tobias, Associate Provost of Wesleyan University, speaks on the programs for and problems...  
Genre: American Women -- Politicians and politics  
Broadcast Date: WBAI, Aug. 28, 1972.  
PRA Archive #: IZ0260  
Title: Coser y cantar / by Dolores Prida ; produced by Adina Back and Felipe Goroztiza  
Description:  
Humorous radio drama about a day in the life of a bicultural women in the United States. Funded...  
Genre: American Women -- Radio, American Women -- Theater, American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination  
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 18 Nov. 1984.  
PRA Archive #: IZ0319  
Title: Women in theater / hosted by Toby Kanter.  
Description:  
Panel discussion with women involved in theater: off-Broadway producers, performers and writers...  
Genre: American Women -- Theater  
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 22 Mar. 1990.  
PRA Archive #: KZ0024  
Title: Kate Millett and her book Flying  
Description:  
Kate Millett interviewed by Paul Vangelisti on her book "Flying" and her ideals about...  
Genre: American Women -- Authors and journalists  
Broadcast Date: KPFFK, Mar. 28, 1975.  
PRA Archive #: KZ0041  
Title: The women's suffragist movement / Susan Rennie  
Description:  
Feminist historian and co-editor of "The new woman's survival catalog," Susan...  
Genre: American Women -- Women's history
This may not be a complete list of all recordings associated with this subject. Search the entire catalog [here](#).

Broadcast Date: KPFK, Aug. 26, 1976.
PRA Archive #: KZ0046
Title: **Olivia Records: women in the recording industry**
Description:

Ginny Berson talks about Olivia Records, women musicians, and women in the recording industry.

Genre: [American Women -- Music and musicians](#)

Broadcast Date: KPFK, Nov. 16, 1976.
PRA Archive #: KZ0054
Title: **Congressperson Yvonne Burke examines JFK and MLK assassinations**
Description:

Earl Ofari and Ron Ridenauer interview Congressperson Yvonne Brathwaite Burke about her role in...

Genre: [American Women -- Politicians and politics](#)

Broadcast Date: KPFK, Nov. 10, 1976.
PRA Archive #: KZ0088
Title: **Women and poetry / Velene Campbell-Kesler and Erika Horn**
Description:

In this program, Carlos Hagen presents the visionary and prophetic art of two young women poets...

Genre: [American Women -- Poetry](#)

Broadcast Date: KPFK, 13 Sept. 1975
PRA Archive #: KZ0093
Title: **Modern dancer / Martha Graham ; interviewed by Emily Schiller and Ginny Roe.**
Description:

Dancer and choreographer Martha Graham (1894 - 1991) discusses her life and art with Emily...

Genre: [American Women -- Dance](#)

PRA Archive #: KZ0094
Title: **A unique recital by Kres Mersky**
Description:

One-woman performance of monologues performed and produced by Kres Mersky. The works performed...

Genre: [American Women -- Theater](#)

Broadcast Date: KPFK, Mar. 22, 1975.
PRA Archive #: KZ0108
Title: **The Life of Fannie Lou Hamer.**
Description:

A short documentary on the life of Fannie Lou Hamer (1917 - 1977), leader of the Mississippi...

Genre: [American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination](#), [American Women -- Activists](#)

Broadcast Date: KPFK, Apr. 5, 1977.
PRA Archive #: KZ0125
Title: **Simone de Beauvoir : in conversation / with Studs Terkel ; narrated by Janet Dodson.**
Description:

Simone de Beauvoir (b.1908- d.1986) French writer, intellectual, political activist, and...

Genre: [American Women -- Authors and journalists](#)

Broadcast Date: KPFK, Mar. 8, 1977.
PRA Archive #: KZ0156
Title: **My Tokyo / Kazuko Shiraishi**
Description:
Japanese poet Kazuko Shiraishi reads from her work in a bilingual presentation. Widely acclaimed...
Genre: American Women -- Poetry
Broadcast Date: KPFK, May 26, 1977.
PRA Archive #: KZ0197.02
Title: Dropping out / lecture and interview with Dr. Carl Faber (Episode 2 of 4)
Description:

This is the second episode "Dropping Out" in a four part series of lectures by Dr....
Genre: American Women -- Men's commentary and experiences
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 8 March 1977.
PRA Archive #: KZ0197.03
Title: Sexuality, violence, and aggression / lecture and interview with Dr. Carl Faber (Episode 3 of 4)
Description:

This is the third episode "Sexuality, violence, and aggression" in a four part series...
Genre: American Women -- Men's commentary and experiences, American Women -- Sex
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 8 March 1977.
PRA Archive #: KZ0197.04
Title: Future issues in the women's movement / lecture and interview with Dr. Carl Faber (Episode 4 of 4)
Description:

This is the fourth and final episode, "Future issues in the Women's movement," in...
Genre: American Women -- Men's commentary and experiences
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 8 March 1977.
PRA Archive #: KZ0209
Title: A conversation with Ntozake Shange / interviewed by Clare Spark
Description:

Ntozake Shange, the black feminist poet, author of "For colored girls who have considered...
Genre: American Women -- Poetry, American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 7 Aug. 1977.
PRA Archive #: KZ0294
Title: Pearls that coalesce / by Loretta Lottman
Description:

Los Angeles Theater of the Ear (LATE) presents "Pearls that coalesce" by Loretta...
Genre: American Women -- Theater, American Women -- Sex
Broadcast Date: KPFK, Aug. 16, 1977.
PRA Archive #: KZ0335
Title: Assault on abortion rights.
Description:

Pro-abortion panelists discuss plans to fight the campaign against abortion rights, provide...
Genre: American Women -- Reproductive rights
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 3 Oct. 1977.
PRA Archive #: KZ0338
Title: Prostitution and the law
Description:

In April 1977, the sixth annual "Women and the law" conference was held at University...
Genre: American Women -- Sex, American Women -- Law
Broadcast Date: KPFK, July 6, 1977
PRA Archive #: KZ0361
Title: Therapy and revolution
This may not be a complete list of all recordings associated with this subject. Search the entire catalog [here](#).

Dorothy Healey presents this special program: a recording made at a New American Movement...  
**Genre:** American Women -- Psychology and psychotherapy  
**Broadcast Date:** KPFK, Aug. 7, 1977.  
**PRA Archive #:** KZ0401.01  
**Title:** Barbara Nestor / interviewed by Dorothy Healey.  
**Description:**

Laurie Alexandre introduces Dorothy Healey (1914 - 2006), former chair of the Southern...  
**Genre:** American Women -- Activists, American Women -- Women's history  
**Broadcast Date:** KPFK, Sept. 25, 1977.  
**PRA Archive #:** KZ0446  
**Title:** The two Evitas / Nancy Hollander ; interviewed by Clare Spark.  
**Description:**

Historian and filmmaker Nancy Hollander critiques the musical Evita, describing how Eva Peron...  
**Genre:** American Women -- Theater, American Women -- International women  
**Broadcast Date:** KPFK, 30 Jul. 1978.  
**PRA Archive #:** KZ0519  
**Title:** European independent films / Eliane Stutterheim interviewed by Claudia Fonda-Bonardi.  
**Description:**

Claudia Fonda-Bonardi interviews Eliane Stutterheim, a member of Filmkollektiv-Zurich, about her...  
**Genre:** American Women -- Film and television  
**Broadcast Date:** KPFK, May 1978.  
**PRA Archive #:** KZ0528  
**Title:** Halloween with a witch / Z. Budapest ; interviewed by Roy E. Tuckman.  
**Description:**

A very engaging conversation with witch Z Budapest about the history of witchcraft, or natural...  
**Genre:** American Women -- New age/Wicca  
**Broadcast Date:** KPFK, Nov. 1, 1978.  
**PRA Archive #:** KZ0556  
**Title:** Fair sex, fair game : women say no to the sexual safari / produced by Helene Rosenbluth.  
**Description:**

Highlights from the First National Conference on Feminist Perspectives on Pornography, convened...  
**Genre:** American Women -- Sex, American Women -- Violence against women  
**PRA Archive #:** KZ0558  
**Title:** Nuclear madness / by Helen Caldicott  
**Description:**

Dr. Helen Caldicott, author of "Nuclear madness: what you should do", speaks on the...  
**Genre:** American Women -- Science and scientists, American Women -- Peace and Antinuclear activism  
**Broadcast Date:** KPFK, 4 Apr. 1979.  
**PRA Archive #:** KZ0560  
**Title:** If I can't sell it, I'll keep sitting on it before I'll give it away / produced by Susan Anderson.  
**Description:**

A documentary about the image of woman in TV advertising and programming in two parts. The first...  
**Genre:** American Women -- Beauty and body image  
This may not be a complete list of all recordings associated with this subject. Search the entire catalog [here](#).

PRA Archive #: KZ0562  
**Title:** The Photographer as discoverer: Dorothea Lange / Milton Meltzer interviewed by Susan Anderson  
**Description:**

Susan Anderson interviews Milton Meltzer, writer and historian, about his book, "A...  
**Genre:** American Women -- Art and artists, American Women -- Authors and journalists, American Women -- Autobiographies and Biographies  
**Broadcast Date:** KPFK, 13 Sept. 1978; 19 Sept. 1978.

PRA Archive #: KZ0579  
**Title:** Incest / produced by Pearl Skotnes  
**Description:**

Interview with Louise Armstrong, author of Kiss Daddy Goodnight, A Speak-Out on Incest (New York...  
**Genre:** American Women -- Violence against women, American Women -- Authors and journalists  
**Broadcast Date:** KPFK, Nov. 15, 1978.

PRA Archive #: KZ0581  
**Title:** Mammography, X-rays, and more cancer / Irwin Bross; interviewed by Ida Honorof  
**Description:**

Ida Honorof interviews Dr. Irwin Bross, Director of the Roswell Park Memorial Institute for...  
**Genre:** American Women -- Health  
**Broadcast Date:** KPFK, 12 Mar. 1979.

PRA Archive #: KZ0612  
**Title:** So you've heard it before / produced by Susan Anderson and Pearl Skotnes  
**Description:**

This is the story of South African Black women under apartheid, portrayed through women's...  
**Genre:** American Women -- International women, American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination  
**Broadcast Date:** KPFK, Sept. 20, 1978.

PRA Archive #: KZ0687  
**Title:** Up against the clock: career women speak out about the choice to have children / Norma Wikler interviewed by Ruth Ziony  
**Description:**

Norma Wikler (1942-2002) is interviewed about her new book by Ruth Ziony. The title of the book...  
**Genre:** American Women -- Authors and journalists, American Women -- Parenting and children  
**Broadcast Date:** KPFK, 13 June 1979.

PRA Archive #: KZ0706  
**Title:** Gayjavu / produced by Helene Rosenbluth and Greg Gordon  
**Description:**

The past ten years in gay history are reviewed through popular music and news: consenting adults...  
**Genre:** American Women -- Lesbians  
**Broadcast Date:** KPFK, 27 June 1979.

PRA Archive #: KZ0716  
**Title:** Screen actors stand up for Jane Fonda: a speech by Kathleen Nolan  
**Description:**

Kate Millett, lesbian-feminist, sculptor and author of Sexual Politics, gives a brief history of...  
**Genre:** American Women -- Lesbians, American Women -- Authors and journalists  
**Broadcast Date:** KPFK, 7 Jan. 1979.

PRA Archive #: KZ0688  
**Title:** Who we are / by Kate Millett; produced by Helene Rosenbluth.
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**On July 20, 1979, the California State Senate overwhelmingly rejected the appointment of Jane...**

**Genre:** American Women -- Film and television, American Women -- Activists

**Broadcast Date:** KPFK, 7 Aug. 1979.

**PRA Archive #:** KZ0717

**Title:** Behind the violent headlines: the Zimbabwean guerrilla struggle today / Naomi Nhiwatiwa and Prosper Takawira interviewed by Anita Frankel

**Description:**

Naomi Nhiwatiwa was a delegate from the U.S. branch of Zimbabwe African National Union (ZANU) to...

**Genre:** American Women -- International women

**Broadcast Date:** KPFK, 23 July 1979.

**PRA Archive #:** KZ0721

**Title:** Minority reaction to the Briggs initiative / produced by Helene Rosenbluth

**Description:**

Helene Rosenbluth interviews Black and Jewish representatives of groups who are fighting the...

**Genre:** American Women -- Lesbians, American Women -- Politicians and politics

**Broadcast Date:** KPFK, 1 Aug. 1978.

**PRA Archive #:** KZ0734

**Title:** Rise gonna rise: a portrait of Southern textile workers / Mimi Conway interviewed by Dorothy Healey

**Description:**

Mimi Conway describes the present status of the unionization of textile workers in the South....

**Genre:** American Women -- Authors and journalists, American Women -- Work and unions

**Broadcast Date:** KPFK, 2 Sep. 1979.

**PRA Archive #:** KZ0744

**Title:** What I did for love / with Dr. Susan M. Kuhler; produced by Art Aratin and Greg Gordon

**Description:**

The Gay Radio Collective/I.M.R.U. presents "What I did for love," a light-hearted...

**Genre:** American Women -- Lesbians

**Broadcast Date:** KPFK, Sept. 16, 1979.

**PRA Archive #:** KZ0757

**Title:** Traveling without a camera / Norma Almquist, Barbara Abercrombie, and Jean Nichols interviewed by Claudia Fonda-Bonardi

**Description:**

Claudia Fonda-Bonardi talks to Norma Almquist, Barbara Abercrombie, and Jeanne Nichols about...

**Genre:** American Women -- Poetry

**Broadcast Date:** KPFK, Sept. 26, 1979.

**PRA Archive #:** KZ0758

**Title:** Censorship or sensitivity? : Vanessa Redgrave and the Jewish community / Helene Rosenbluth, Claudia Fonda-Bonardi, and Becky Bailin

**Description:**

KPFK producers Helene Rosenbluth and Claudia Fonda-Bonardi host Becky Bailin of the Los Angeles...

**Genre:** American Women -- Politicians and politics

**Broadcast Date:** KPFK, Sept. 1979.; Apr. 20, 1981.

**PRA Archive #:** KZ0770

**Title:** With child / Phyllis Chesler interviewed by Anita Frankel
This may not be a complete list of all recordings associated with this subject. Search the entire catalog here.

Description:

Phyllis Chesler, feminist and author of "Woman and madness," "Women, money, and...
Genre: American Women -- Parenting and children
Broadcast Date: KPFK, Nov. 7, 1979.
PRA Archive #: KZ0775
Title: The Powerful Jew : myth or reality? / Lynn Kerman and Erica Silverman
Description:

Ellen Willis wrote an article called "The myth of the powerful Jew," which was...
Genre: American Women -- Authors and journalists, American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination
Broadcast Date: KPFK, Sept., 1979.
PRA Archive #: KZ0776
Title: Sexual survival / Dennis Munjack ; interviewed by Richard Mahler.
Description:

KPFK's Richard Mahler talks about human sexuality with sex therapist Dennis Munjack, M.D....
Genre: American Women -- Sex, American Women -- Men's commentary and experiences
Broadcast Date: KPFK, Oct. 8, 1979.
PRA Archive #: KZ0777
Title: How to cook a peacock : media coverage of Iran / Joan Vogel and Clare Spark.
Description:

Media coverage of Iran critiqued by Joan Vogel, graduate student in anthropology at UCLA, and...
Genre: American Women -- Politicians and politics, American Women -- Authors and journalists
PRA Archive #: KZ0780
Title: Inner beauty, inner light : Yoga for pregnant women / Frederick LeBoyer interviewed by Barbara Cady
Description:

Barbara Cady interviews Frederick Leboyer on his book and the techniques it explores. "...
Genre: American Women -- Men's commentary and experiences, American Women -- Health
Broadcast Date: KPFK, Nov. 30, 1978.
PRA Archive #: KZ0785
Title: The Advocate / David Goodstein interviewed by Barbara Cady
Description:

Barbara Cady interviews David Goodstein (1932-1985) editor of the gay newspaper, The Advocate....
Genre: American Women -- Men's commentary and experiences, American Women -- Activists
Broadcast Date: KPFK, June 10, 1977.
PRA Archive #: KZ0806
Title: Shoulder to shoulder / Midge McKenzie interviewed by Beverly Polokoff
Description:

Beverly Polokoff of KPFK interviews Midge MacKenzie (1938-2004), documentary film maker,...
Genre: American Women -- International women, American Women -- Women's history
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 1976.
PRA Archive #: KZ0813
Title: The new male / Herb Goldberg interviewed by Barbara Cady.
Description:

Barbara Cady interviews author Herb Goldberg on his book about male-female relations, "The...
This may not be a complete list of all recordings associated with this subject. Search the entire catalog [here](#).

**Psychotherapy**

Broadcast Date: KPFK, Jan. 17, 1980.
PRA Archive #: KZ0845
Title: **Progressive teachers in Los Angeles / Cricket Potash and Jeff Horton interviewed by Joan Vogel and Clare Spark**
Description:

United Teachers Los Angeles members Cricket Potash and Jeff Horton discuss teaching conditions...

Genre: [American Women -- Education](#)

Broadcast Date: KPFK, Jan. 20, 1980.
PRA Archive #: KZ0867
Title: **CBS blows it! / Pacy Markman interviewed by Clare Spark**
Description:

On April 26, 1980, CBS-TV aired a documentary titled "Gay power, gay politics," that...

Genre: [American Women -- Film and television](#), [American Women -- Politicians and politics](#)

Broadcast Date: KPFK, Apr. 27, 1980.
PRA Archive #: KZ0882
Title: **Hazards of being male / by Herb Goldberg ; interviewed by Jim Akers**
Description:

Herb Goldberg, author of "The Hazards of Being Male," talks about the book, the...

Genre: [American Women -- Authors and journalists](#), [American Women -- Men's commentary and experiences](#)

Broadcast Date: KPFK, October 1, 1980.
PRA Archive #: KZ0883
Title: **Women passing / Lynn Fonfa**
Description:

Lynn Fonfa, member of the San Francisco Lesbian History Project, talks about women who passed...

Genre: [American Women -- Lesbians](#), [American Women -- Women's history](#)

Broadcast Date: KPFK, Mar. 5, 1980.
PRA Archive #: KZ0884
Title: **Eroticism and pornography / Audre Lorde ; produced by Helene Rosenbluth.**
Description:

The major part of this tape is a speech given by Audre Lorde at the Feminist Perspective on...

Genre: [American Women -- Sex](#), [American Women -- Poetry](#), [American Women -- Lesbians](#)

Broadcast Date: KPFK, Mar. 4, 1979.
PRA Archive #: KZ0886
Title: **Classism and relationships among women / Jane Wagner and Josy Catoggio**
Description:

Jane Wagner and Josy Catoggio give previews of their upcoming talks at the 4th Annual Women and...

Genre: [American Women -- Feminism](#)

Broadcast Date: KPFK, June 3, 1979.
PRA Archive #: KZ0888
Title: **Strange paradise / Cris Williamson interviewed by Helene Rosenbluth**
Description:

Musician Cris Williamson talks with Helene Rosenbluth about her spiritual self, her role as a...

Genre: [American Women -- Lesbians](#), [American Women -- Music and musicians](#)

Broadcast Date: KPFK, Apr. 4, 1980.
PRA Archive #: KZ0889
Title: **Alix Dobkin live! / interviewed by Helene Rosenbluth**
This may not be a complete list of all recordings associated with this subject. Search the entire catalog [here](#).

Description:

Alix Dobkin--Live! Or, who is the Avon lady? Alix Dobkin, singer and songwriter, talks about her...

Genre: American Women -- Lesbians, American Women -- Music and musicians

Broadcast Date: KPFK, May 4, 1980.

PRA Archive #: KZ0890

Title: Violent use of female images in the media / Andrea Dworkin

Description:

Women Against Violence in Pornography & Media (WAVPM), a feminist group formed in 1977,...

Genre: American Women -- Violence against women, American Women -- Radical Feminism

Broadcast Date: KPFK, Nov. 1978.

PRA Archive #: KZ0904

Title: Behind the Carter draft / Barbara Gedenke

Description:

This is a recording of veterans' rights attorney Barbara Gedenke attacking Carter's...

Genre: American Women -- Politicians and politics, American Women -- Law

Broadcast Date: KPFK, Apr. 25, 1980.

PRA Archive #: KZ0929

Title: Design process Olivetti, 1908-1978 / Nathan Shapira ; interviewed by Clare Spark.

Description:

UCLA professor discusses industrial design, the role of the user in design, corporate patronage...

Genre: American Women -- Art and artists

Broadcast Date: KPFK, Apr. 22, 1979.

PRA Archive #: KZ0977

Title: On a clear day in L.A. / Denise Levertov interviewed by Anita Frankel

Description:

Denise Levertov reads her poetry and talks with Anita Frankel about her politics and her life,...

Genre: American Women -- Poetry

Broadcast Date: KPFK, Nov. 21, 1980.

PRA Archive #: KZ0993

Title: Pacific Asian women poets / introduced by Joyce Nako

Description:

Joyce Nako of Pacific Asian-American Women Writers-West introduces the following writers: Momoko...

Genre: American Women -- Poetry, American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination


PRA Archive #: KZ0998

Title: A new Jewish agenda for the '80s

Description:

This series documents the Conference for a New Jewish Agenda for the '80s, held at the 4-H...

Genre: American Women -- Religion, American Women -- Politicians and politics


PRA Archive #: KZ1018

Title: Atlanta mothers / Venus Taylor and Willie Mae Mathis

Description:

Venus Taylor and Willie Mae Mathis, both mothers of children murdered in Atlanta (Angel Lenair...

Genre: American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination, American Women -- Parenting and children

Broadcast Date: KPFK, Apr. 9, 1981.
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PRA Archive #: KZ1022
Title: *Teach-in on the arms race / organized by Suzi Weissman*
Description:

On April 20, 1981, KPFK held a day-long peace festival, dedicating the entire day to examining...
Genre: *American Women -- Peace and Antinuclear activism*
Broadcast Date: KPFK, Apr. 20, 1981.
PRA Archive #: KZ1025
Title: *The Effects of nuclear war / Helen Caldicott interviewed by Helene Rosenbluth*
Description:

Pediatrician and anti-nuclear activist Helen Caldicott describes the effects of nuclear...
Genre: *American Women -- Peace and Antinuclear activism, American Women -- Science and scientists*
Broadcast Date: KPFK, Apr. 14, 1981.
PRA Archive #: KZ1034
Title: *Minority workers' health and safety : a panel of experts from Oil, Chemical, and Atomic Workers (OCAW)*
Description:

Doctors from University of California, Los Angeles and Oil, Chemical, and Atomic Workers (OCAW)...
Genre: *American Women -- Health, American Women -- Work and unions*
Broadcast Date: KPFK, May 2, 1981.
PRA Archive #: KZ1035
Title: *Burn out! / produced by Helene Rosenbluth and Catherine Stifter*
Description:

Investigation of the burnout syndrome caused by overwork, over-involvement, and over-...
Genre: *American Women -- Health, American Women -- Work and unions*
Broadcast Date: KPFK, May 19, 1981.
PRA Archive #: KZ1036
Title: *The girls with the golden hair / produced by Helene Rosenbluth and Linda Mack.*
Description:

A light-hearted look at the world of blondes, incorporating music, interviews, readings and...
Genre: *American Women -- Beauty and body image*
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 18 Nov. 1981.
PRA Archive #: KZ1037
Title: *Teach-in on reproductive rights / produced by Clare Spark*
Description:

The Los Angeles chapter of the Committee on Abortion Rights and Sterilization Abuse (CARASA)...
Genre: *American Women -- Reproductive rights, American Women -- Health*
Broadcast Date: KPFK, May 14, 1981.
PRA Archive #: KZ1040
Title: *Moms are lesbians, too! / produced by Helene Rosenbluth and Catherine Stifter*
Description:

Four lesbian mothers share stories, advice, and concerns about their children, their motherhood...
Genre: *American Women -- Lesbians, American Women -- Parenting and children*
Broadcast Date: KPFK, May 3, 1981.
PRA Archive #: KZ1041
Title: *Solidarity : power of the future / Bella Abzug : produced by Carol Brycen.*
Description:
Congresswoman Bella Abzug addresses the "Solidarity: Power of the Future" coalition at... 
Genre: American Women -- Politicians and politics 
PRA Archive #: KZ1052 
Title: Better early than latent : lesbian and gay youth / Christi Kissell and Andrew Exler 
Description:
Christi Kissell, Program Director of Lesbian Central at the Gay and Lesbian Community Services... 
Genre: American Women -- Lesbians, American Women -- Parenting and children 
Broadcast Date: KPFK, June 15, 1981. 
PRA Archive #: KZ1056 
Title: The effects of racism on the economic rights of women 
Description:
This is the first tape of a symposium sponsored by Women's International League for Peace... 
Genre: American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination, American Women -- Feminism 
Broadcast Date: KPFK, July 8, 1981. 
PRA Archive #: KZ1063 
Title: Nonviolence in Nicaragua / Joan Baez, Julie Miller, and Pat Murray. 
Description:
In June 1981, American folk singer Joan Baez arrived in Nicaragua, one month before the... 
Genre: American Women -- Activists, American Women -- International women 
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 11 Aug. 1981. 
PRA Archive #: KZ1064 
Title: Nicaragua : the women / produced by Molly Boster. 
Description:
During a June 1981 trip to Nicaragua, a group of KPFK listeners met with Yvonne Siu and Gloria... 
Genre: American Women -- International women 
Broadcast Date: KPFK, Aug. 12, 1981. 
PRA Archive #: KZ1071 
Title: Sexual shakedown : the sexual harassment of women on the job / Lin Farley interviewed by Helene Rosenbluth 
Description:
Helene Rosenbluth interviews author Lin Farley on her book "Sexual shakedown: the sexual... 
Genre: American Women -- Authors and journalists, American Women -- Work and unions 
Broadcast Date: KPFK, Jan. 23, 1980. 
PRA Archive #: KZ1072 
Title: Growing up free / Letty Cottin Pobregin interviewed by Helene Rosenbluth 
Description:
Letty Cottin Pogrebin wrote a guide for non-sexist child-rearing, "Growing up free...... 
Genre: American Women -- Parenting and children, American Women -- Feminism 
Broadcast Date: KPFK, Dec. 12, 1980. 
PRA Archive #: KZ1079 
Title: Solidarity day : Washington, D.C. 
Description:
Actuality from the rally against the Reagan administration; includes statements by Lane Kirkland... 
Genre: American Women -- Activists, American Women -- Work and unions 
Broadcast Date: KPFK, Sept. 21, 1981. 
PRA Archive #: KZ1082 
Title: Out on the job : when to disclose your identity / produced by Helene Rosenbluth and David
Frudkin.
Description:

"Ms. X," Joan Sprague, Jay Johnson, and Greg describe their experiences of being gay...
Genre: American Women -- Lesbians, American Women -- Work and unions
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 20 June 1981.
PRA Archive #: KZ1083
Title: Pornography and the law / produced by Catherine Stifter.
Description:

A panel concerning pornography and the law from the ACLU conference Should Government Interfere...
Genre: American Women -- Law, American Women -- Sex
PRA Archive #: KZ1105
Title: Slavery and equality / Margaret Creel interviewed by Clare Spark.
Description:

Margaret Creel, historian and professor of African-American Studies at University of California...
Genre: American Women -- Women's history
Broadcast Date: KPFK, Feb. 26, 1982.
PRA Archive #: KZ1113
Title: The OWL's nest / Tish Sommers interviewed by Grace Jacobs
Description:

Tish Sommers, founder of the Older Woman's League (OWL), discusses the problems women face...
Genre: American Women -- Aging
Broadcast Date: KPFK, Apr. 20, 1982.
PRA Archive #: KZ1128
Title: The obsession / Kim Chernin
Description:

Author Kim Chernin talks about the fixation American women have with their bodies, what they eat...
Genre: American Women -- Health, American Women -- Authors and journalists
PRA Archive #: KZ1137
Title: Pacific Asian women poets / produced by Helene Rosenbluth.
Description:

Members of the Pacific Asian American Women Writers West (PAAWW-W/CPOW) read their poetry....
Genre: American Women -- Poetry
Broadcast Date: KPFK, Mar. 4, 1981.
PRA Archive #: KZ1138
Title: Gays in the media / Newt Dieter and Arlene Raven interviewed by Helene Rosenbluth and Greg Gordon
Description:

Helene Rosenbluth and Greg Gordon talk with Dr. Newton "Newt" Dieter, clinical...
Genre: American Women -- Lesbians
Broadcast Date: KPFK, June 20, 1981.
PRA Archive #: KZ1139
Title: Interracial gay relationships / hosted by Helene Rosenbluth and David S. Frudkin
Description:

Five interracial gay and lesbian couples discuss their relationships. Aspects include how and...
Gene: American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination, American Women -- Lesbians
Broadcast Date: KPFK, June 20, 1981.
PRA Archive #: KZ1143
Title: Academic freedom, academic attack: women's studies under siege at Cal State Long Beach
Description:
The women's studies department at Cal State Long Beach is under siege by a group of "...

Gene: American Women -- Education
Broadcast Date: KPFK, May 26, 1982.
PRA Archive #: KZ1151
Title: Malvina and Dorothy / produced by Dorothy Healey.
Description:
Folk singer Malvina Reynolds talks with Dorothy Healey and sings some of her own songs about the...

Gene: American Women -- Activists, American Women -- Music and musicians
PRA Archive #: KZ1153
Title: The Right to Life movement and reproductive rights / Louise Sherley and Katherine McMahon interviewed by Dorothy Healey
Description:
Dorothy Healey talks with Louise Sherley and Katherine McMahon, members of the New American...

Gene: American Women -- Work and unions
Broadcast Date: KPFK, Jan. 11, 1981.
PRA Archive #: KZ1164
Title: International Union of Socialist Youth / Hilary Barnard interviewed by Dorothy Healey
Description:
Hilary Barnard, British president of the International Union of Socialist Youth, discusses the...

Gene: American Women -- International women
Broadcast Date: KPFK, Nov. 23, 1980.
PRA Archive #: KZ1167
Title: Nicaragua / Mona Field interviewed by Dorothy Healey
Description:
Mona Field shares her observations from a visit to Nicaragua from July through August, 1980 for...

Gene: American Women -- Psychology and psychotherapy
Broadcast Date: KPFK, Apr. 1974.
PRA Archive #: KZ1199.01
Title: Psychic stress analysis of Patty Hearst / by Larry Atterbury
Description:
Unidentified interviewer talks with Larry Atterbury of KTTV Channel 11 Television in Los Angeles...

Gene: American Women -- Peace and Antinuclear activism
Broadcast Date: KPFK, Nov. 1982; Jan. 18, 1983.
PRA Archive #: KZ1199.15
Title: Civil defense in the nuclear age : what survival does it promise? / Jennifer Leaning. (Episode 1 of 16)
Description:
Jennifer Leaning, M.D., National Executive Committee Member of Physicians for Social...
A speech by the environmental and Native American activist Winona LaDuke. LaDuke describes the...

Genre: American Women -- Environmentalism
Broadcast Date: KPFK, Nov. 1982.
PRA Archive #: KZ1201
Title: Tar baby / Toni Morrison ; interviewed by Barbara Cady.

Description:

Author Toni Morrison (1931 - ) discusses her latest book, Tar Baby (Alfred A. Knopf, 1981) with...

Genre: American Women -- Authors and journalists, American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination
Broadcast Date: KPFK, Aug. 4, 1981.
PRA Archive #: KZ1207
Title: Our heroines and heroes / Maya Angelou ; interviewed by Susan Anderson.

Description:

Recording contains Susan Anderson's 1976 interview with Maya Angelou, talking about her new...

Genre: American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination, American Women -- Authors and journalists
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 24 Feb. 1982
PRA Archive #: KZ1209
Title: An interview with Yuri Kochiyama / produced by Miya Iwataki.

Description:

On May 19, 1982, KPFK celebrated Malcolm X's birthday with special programming on the civil...

Genre: American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination, American Women -- Activists
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 19 May 1982.
PRA Archive #: KZ1210
Title: Women of color : voices of resistance / produced by Miya Iwataki.

Description:

This mixture of music and poetry was produced for International Women's Day, 1982 by the...

Broadcast Date: KPFK, Mar. 8, 1982.
PRA Archive #: KZ1211
Title: Women and the New Right / produced by Helene Rosenbluth.

Description:

On Saturday, March 7, 1981, Los Angeles City College sponsored a day of panels celebrating...

Genre: American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination, American Women -- Politicians and politics
Broadcast Date: KPFK, March 25, 1981.
PRA Archive #: KZ1215
Title: Lesbian sisters / Deborah Posey and Rita Mae Brown interviewed by Helene Rosenbluth.

Description:

This episode of "Lesbian Sisters" features an interview with Deborah Posey, a Black...

Genre: American Women -- Work and unions, American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination
PRA Archive #: KZ1217
Title: Ourselves, our children / produced by Pearl Skotnes.

Description:
February 14th, 1979 episode of "Holding up more than half the sky". Segments include:...

Genre: American Women -- Feminism, American Women -- Women's history, American Women -- Parenting and children
PRA Archive #: KZ1220
Title: A Visit with the Peace Pilgrim / produced by Pearl Skotnes.
Description:

The woman who is self-proclaimed as the Peace Pilgrim (née Mildred Norman) has been walking for...

Genre: American Women -- Peace and Antinuclear activism
Broadcast Date: KPFK, Jan. 17, 1979.
PRA Archive #: KZ1221
Title: Helen Gahagan Douglas
Description:

Helen Gahagan Douglas, who ran against Richard Nixon in the 1950 Republican congressional...

Genre: American Women -- Politicians and politics
Broadcast Date: KPFK, ca. 1973.
PRA Archive #: KZ1223
Title: Chrysalis / Susan Rennie and Kirsten Grimstad interviewed by Barbara Cady
Description:

Susan Rennie and Kirsten Grimstad, co-editors of Chrysalis: a magazine of women's culture,...

Genre: American Women -- Authors and journalists
Broadcast Date: KPFK, June 10, 1977.
PRA Archive #: KZ1230
Title: We remember Jean Donovan / produced by Blase Bonpane and Chuck Moore.
Description:

Pat and Ray Donovan, parents of Jean Donovan, one of four American nuns who was murdered in El...

Genre: American Women -- Activists
PRA Archive #: KZ1240
Title: To be young, lesbian and Black in the '50s / Audre Lorde ; produced by Helene Rosenbluth.
Description:

The writer Audre Lorde (1934 - 1992) describes her experiences growing up as a Black lesbian in...

Genre: American Women -- Authors and journalists, American Women -- Lesbians, American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 28 Nov. 1982.
PRA Archive #: KZ1249
Title: Women unbound
Description:

Helene Rosenbluth and Eloise Klein Healy visited the People's Republic of China in April...

Genre: American Women -- International women
Broadcast Date: KPFK, May 4, 1983.
PRA Archive #: KZ1269
Title: Heartsounds / by Martha Weinman Lear; interviewed by Barbara Cady
Description:

Author discusses her book "Heartsounds" (Simon & Schuster), in which explains her...

Genre: American Women -- Authors and journalists
Broadcast Date: KPFK, Sept. 25, 1980.
PRA Archive #: KZ1272
This may not be a complete list of all recordings associated with this subject. Search the entire catalog here.

**Title:** Shigeko Sasamori addresses Physicians for Social Responsibility.
**Description:**

Shigeko Sasamori, a "Hiroshima Maiden" who survived the dropping of the atomic bomb...
**Genre:** American Women -- International women, American Women -- Activists
**Broadcast Date:** KPFK, 1980?
**PRA Archive #:** KZ1282

**Title:** Cinderella complex / Colette Dowling interviewed by Barbara Cady
**Description:**

Author Colette Dowling discusses her book "Cinderella complex" (Summit Books) with...
**Genre:** American Women -- Authors and journalists
**Broadcast Date:** KPFK, June 29, 1981
**PRA Archive #:** KZ1283

**Title:** Number our days / Dr. Barbara Meyerhoff interviewed by Barbara Cady
**Description:**

Dr. Barbara Meyerhoff, author of "Number our days" discusses her book about the elder...
**Genre:** American Women -- Authors and journalists, American Women -- Aging
**Broadcast Date:** KPFK, May 1, 1979
**PRA Archive #:** KZ1287

**Title:** Women's concert (II): works by women composers at the Bing Theater
**Description:**

Women classical musicians performing music by women composers. Recorded at the Bing Theater, Los...
**Genre:** American Women -- Music and musicians
**Broadcast Date:** KPFK, May 25, 1977
**PRA Archive #:** KZ1288

**Title:** New York, capitol of the 20th century / Elizabeth Hardwick
**Description:**

Novelist and critic Elizabeth Hardwick presents "New York, Capitol of the 20th Century...
**Genre:** American Women -- Women's history
**Broadcast Date:** KPFK in two parts, Jan. 6 and 13, 1982
**PRA Archive #:** KZ1290

**Title:** Yoko Ono interview / by Barbara Cady.
**Description:**

Musician and artist Yoko Ono discusses the feminist movement and its relationship to the mass...
**Genre:** American Women -- Art and artists, American Women -- Music and musicians
**Broadcast Date:** KPFK, Mar. 20, 1981.
**PRA Archive #:** KZ1340

**Title:** Women in science / Dr. Mary B. Kennedy, Dr. Jeanne Nerbonne and Maureen Ockert
**Description:**

On this episode of The Wizard show, hosts Robert Nelson and Shel Plotkin talk with Professor...
**Genre:** American Women -- Science and scientists
**Broadcast Date:** KPFK, 11 Feb. 1982
**PRA Archive #:** KZ1426

**Title:** Arttalks: Alice Aycock interviewed by Jane Hall and Don Joyce (Episode 4)
**Description:**

Sculptor Alice Aycock (b. 1946) discusses her life and work with Jane Hall and Don Joyce....
**Genre:** American Women -- Art and artists
This may not be a complete list of all recordings associated with this subject. Search the entire catalog here.

Broadcast Date: KPFK, 1980
PRA Archive #: PZ0031
Title: A Packet beating like a heart / by Eloise Klein Healy ; recorded by Catherine Stifter.
Description:
Eloise Klein Healy reads from her newly published book of poetry "A Packet Beating Like A...
Genre: American Women -- Poetry
Broadcast Date: Pacifica National Programming, ca. December 1980
PRA Archive #: PZ0035
Title: Margaret Thatcher / by Helen Boaden.
Description:
The second of two parts of BBC's Helen Boaden's report on the effects of British Prime...
Genre: American Women -- Politicians and politics
Broadcast Date: Pacifica National Programming, 1981?
PRA Archive #: PZ0047.10
Title: Life and death : the issue of abortion (Episode 10 of 15)
Description:
The tenth in the series Bill of Rights Radio Education Project, co-sponsored by the Pacifica...
Genre: American Women -- Reproductive rights
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 10 February 1983.
PRA Archive #: PZ0134.02
Title: Abortion: a matter of life and death (Episode 2 of 13)
Description:
This is the second of thirteen episodes in this series. This program traces the legislative...

Folio description: Birth and death: the seemingly clear points that mark the beginning and end...

... Genre:
Broadcast Date: 1987-09-09
PRA Archive #: AZ0002
Title: Mannequins, millionettes, and women / produced by Frances Emley.
Description:
This program explores the contradiction between the well-publicized women who are members of the...
Genre: American Women -- Film and television, American Women -- Beauty and body image
Broadcast Date: KPFA, Feb. 26, 1976.
PRA Archive #: AZ0031
Title: I was first locked up at fourteen / produced by Frances Emley.
Description:
A documentary on the physical and emotional reality of incarceration, profiling a young woman...
Genre: American Women -- Violence against women
Broadcast Date: KPFA, Jan. 31, 1977.
PRA Archive #: AZ0038
Title: Income trend in the Soviet Union : Women in the Soviet Union / William Mandel
Description:
Soviet Press and Periodicals. Regular weekly show on KPFA, hosted by top Soviet Analyst William...
Genre: American Women -- International women
Broadcast Date: KPFA, March 13, 1977
PRA Archive #: AZ0069
Title: Sexism on the hill / Ellin O'Leary
Description:

Reporter Ellin O'Leary talks about how sexism and racism stands in the way of female...
Genre: American Women -- Authors and journalists, American Women -- Politicians and politics
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 1977.
PRA Archive #: AZ0130
Title: People's theatre magazine: October 1977
Description:

People's Theatre Magazine: October 1977. Part 1: Interviews with three men of San Francisco...
Genre: American Women -- Comedians, American Women -- Theater
Broadcast Date: KPFA, Oct. 9, 1977.
PRA Archive #: AZ0136.10
Title: Moldavia minority / produced by William Mandel
Description:

Interview done in U.S.S.R. in September 1977, with Maria Vasilievna Marievich, a female...
Genre: American Women -- International women
Broadcast Date: KPFA, November 17, 1977
PRA Archive #: AZ0154
Title: Tribute to Malvina Reynolds / produced by Ed Schoenfeld.
Description:

This is a program of music and reflections produced at KPFA by Ed Schoenfeld on the night of...
Genre: American Women -- Music and musicians, American Women -- Activists
Broadcast Date: KPFA, March 17, 1978
PRA Archive #: AZ0355
Title: Young Soviet woman interviewed by William Mandel
Description:

Unstructured interview with a 16 year-old Soviet Central Asian (Goolia Mirzaharova or possibly...

Mandel's interview with her mother can be heard in recording AZ0336.
Genre: American Women -- International women
Broadcast Date: KPFA, September 17, 1979
PRA Archive #: AZ0358
Title: Kyrgyz woman interviewed by William Mandel
Description:

Rosa, a Kyrgyz woman in her thirties, describes how her schoolteacher mother managed to raise 12...

Previously titled "Soviet woman interviewed by William Mandel."
Genre: American Women -- International women, American Women -- Parenting and children
Broadcast Date: KPFA, January 26, 1978
PRA Archive #: AZ0389
Title: The Politics of nursing / produced by Toni Gray.
This may not be a complete list of all recordings associated with this subject. Search the entire catalog here.

Description:

This documentary describes the history of the healing arts in the U.S., especially the women...
Genre: American Women -- Work and unions, American Women -- Health
Broadcast Date: KPFA, Nov. 6, 1979.
PRA Archive #: AZ0392
Title: Take back the night / reported by Adi Gevins.
Description:

Report by Adi Gevins of KPFA of the first Take Back the Night march in San Francisco on November...
Genre: American Women -- Violence against women
Broadcast Date: KPFA, Nov. 1978.
PRA Archive #: AZ0407
Title: Switching on the sun / produced by Peggy Hughes
Description:

A look at the potential of solar energy and the technical obstacles it faces. The first part of...
Genre: American Women -- Science and scientists, American Women -- Environmentalism
Broadcast Date: KPFA, Mar. 12, 1980.
PRA Archive #: AZ0430
Title: Gay and pregnant: interview with expectant lesbian mother / produced by Philip Maldari
Description:

A gay lifestyle does not necessarily exclude parenthood. Many gay men and lesbians were parents...
Genre: American Women -- Lesbians, American Women -- Parenting and children
Broadcast Date: KPFA, April 5, 1980
PRA Archive #: AZ0443
Title: Woman's magazine editor interviewed by William Mandel
Description:

1. Mandel bawls out audience for its behavior the previous week* (Duration 17 minutes)

2...
Genre: American Women -- International women, American Women -- Autobiographies and Biographies
Broadcast Date: KPFA, May 26, 1980
PRA Archive #: AZ0454
Title: The Fire of female fury / Mary Daly
Description:

Mary Daly (October 16, 1928 – January 3, 2010), one of the most important figures in...
Genre: American Women -- Lesbians, American Women -- Radical Feminism
Broadcast Date: KPFA, May 25, 1980.
PRA Archive #: AZ0456
Title: Judy Grahn reads her poetry
Description:

Edited tape of a reading by poet Judy Grahn of new work at the San Francisco Women's Building on...
Genre: American Women -- Poetry
Broadcast Date: KPFA, June 29, 1980
PRA Archive #: AZ0457
Title: Feminist poetry reading / Grace Paley
Description:

Grace Paley (December 11, 1922 - August 22, 2007), feminist writer, reads poetry at the San...
This may not be a complete list of all recordings associated with this subject. Search the entire catalog here.

Genre: American Women -- Authors and journalists, American Women -- Poetry
Broadcast Date: KPFA, June 29, 1980.
PRA Archive #: AZ0459
Title: A feminist perspective on pornography: a speech by Diana E. Russell
Description:

Explores women's participation in anti-pornography movement. This speech by Diana Russell...

Genre: American Women -- Sex, American Women -- Feminism
Broadcast Date: KPFA, June 2, 1980.
PRA Archive #: AZ0471.01
Title: The Great goddess / produced by Joanna Brouk. (Episode 1 of 7)
Description:

An examination of the goddess as creator and the facts and discoveries concerning the role of...

Genre: American Women -- New age/Wicca, American Women -- Women's history
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 2 July 1979; 5 Nov. 1979.
PRA Archive #: AZ0471.02
Title: Virginia Woolf: in her own right / produced by Joanna Brouk (Episode 2 of 7)
Description:

The focus of Virginia Woolf's life was writing, and as she developed her art and gained...

Genre: American Women -- Authors and journalists
Broadcast Date: KPFA, August 13, 1979
PRA Archive #: AZ0471.03
Title: Sojourner Truth : walking to freedom / produced by Darcell King. (Episode 3 of 7)
Description:

This program tells the life of Sojourner Truth (c. 1797 - 1883), African-American abolitionist...

Genre: American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination, American Women -- Activists, American Women -- Women's history
Broadcast Date: KPFA, July 20, 1979.
PRA Archive #: AZ0471.04
Title: Woman to woman : Susan B. Anthony and Elizabeth Cady Stanton / produced by Joanna Brouk. (Episode 4 of 7)
Description:

In this docudrama, based upon court transcripts, Susan B. Anthony and Elizabeth Cady Stanton are...

Genre: American Women -- Activists, American Women -- Women's history
Broadcast Date: KPFA, Nov. 19, 1979; July 19, 1980.
PRA Archive #: AZ0471.06
Title: Harriet Tubman / produced by Darcell King. (Episode 6 of 7)
Description:

Harriet Tubman was born into slavery and escaped to the North. Not satisfied with her own...

Genre: American Women -- Autobiographies and Biographies, American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination, American Women -- Women's history
Broadcast Date: KPFA, Aug. 6, 1979; Aug. 2, 1980
PRA Archive #: AZ0471.07
Title: Margaret Sanger and Annie Besant: a woman's right / produced by Joanna Brouk. (Episode 7 of 7)
Description:

Docu-drama about Annie Besant's and Margaret Sanger's fight to make methods of birth...

Genre: American Women -- Reproductive rights, American Women -- Feminism
Broadcast Date: KPFA, July 23, 1979
This may not be a complete list of all recordings associated with this subject. Search the entire catalog [here](#).

PRA Archive #: AZ0488
Title: Women's issues in the 1980 elections / produced by Tre Arenz
Description:

Carter's support of women's issues is argued by Sylvia Weinstein of the National...

Genre: American Women -- Feminism, American Women -- Reproductive rights, American Women -- Politicians and politics
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 1980.

PRA Archive #: AZ0511
Title: Domestic violence / produced by Brad Cleveland
Description:

A short documentary consisting of interviews with battered women and women involved in providing...

Genre: American Women -- Violence against women
Broadcast Date: KPFA, February 1980

PRA Archive #: AZ0512.04
Title: Woman Poet anthology reading / produced by Alan Soldofsky (Part 1 only)
Description:

Woman Poet West: the first part of a two-part program featuring excerpts of a reading done in...

Genre: American Women -- Poetry
Broadcast Date: KPFA, October 17, 1980

PRA Archive #: AZ0577
Title: Informed consent / produced by Amanda Spake
Description:

Amanda Spake from "Mother Jones" talks to Howard Rosenberg about his article "...

Genre: American Women -- Health, American Women -- Parenting and children
Broadcast Date: KPFA, August 25, 1981

PRA Archive #: AZ0615
Title: A Joyful noise: Ana Perez in concert
Description:

This is a performance by one of the Bay Area's most talented feminist composer/performers,...

Genre: American Women -- Music and musicians, American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination
Broadcast Date: KPFA, November 6, 1972

PRA Archive #: AZ0649
Title: Readings on national liberation / translated and read by William Mandel
Description:

Readings on national liberation / translated and read by William Mandel. Soviet news stories on...

Genre: American Women -- Activists, American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination
Broadcast Date: KPFA, November 12, 1979

PRA Archive #: AZ0681
Title: Race and class: patriarchal politics and women's experience / Bettina Aptheker
Description:
This may not be a complete list of all recordings associated with this subject. Search the entire catalog here.

The politics of privilege. How does racism work to distort and lessen White women's lives?
Genre: American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination, American Women -- Feminism
Broadcast Date: KPFA, December 4, 1982
PRA Archive #: AZ0689
Title: Elsa Knight Thompson accepting the Lewis Hill award
Description:

Elsa Knight Thompson (April 6, 1906 - February 12, 1983), broadcaster and former Public Affairs...
Genre: American Women -- Authors and journalists
Broadcast Date: KPFA, ca. April 17, 1982
PRA Archive #: AZ0974
Title: From the cancer journals / Audre Lorde.
Description:

Live readings by poet, activist and essayist Audre Lorde (1934 - 1992) from her non-fiction work...
Genre: American Women -- Autobiographies and Biographies, American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination, American Women -- Authors and journalists, American Women -- Health
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 1978?.
PRA Archive #: BB0030
Title: American marriage mores / Margaret Mead.
Description:

Anthropologist Margaret Mead (December 16, 1901 – November 15, 1978) analyzes America's...
Genre: American Women -- Anthropology and societal role
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 28 May 1960.
PRA Archive #: BB0040
Title: Population and birth control / moderated by Elsa Knight Thompson
Description:

A panel discussion in the KPFA studio regarding population and birth control, moderated by Elsa...
Genre: American Women -- Reproductive rights, American Women -- Religion
Broadcast Date: KPFA, July 29, 1960
PRA Archive #: BB0132
Title: The East Bay Activities Center / moderated by Elsa Knight Thompson
Description:

The East Bay Activities Center was established as a non-profit organization in 1952 and held...
Genre: American Women -- Education, American Women -- Parenting and children, American Women -- Psychology and psychotherapy
Broadcast Date: KPFA, March 4, 1959
PRA Archive #: BB0295
Title: Women for peace at Geneva / produced by Elsa Knight Thompson
Description:

Elsa Knight Thompson interviews three Bay Area women who have just returned from the disarmament...
Genre: American Women -- Peace and Antinuclear activism, American Women -- International women
Broadcast Date: KPFA, April 24, 1962
PRA Archive #: BB0428.03
Title: Are the adults listening? / moderated by Abigail Van Buren. (Episode 3 of 3)
Description:

This recording is the last of three panels recorded at the University of California San...
Genre: American Women -- Parenting and children, American Women -- Sex
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 11 July 1964.
This may not be a complete list of all recordings associated with this subject. Search the entire catalog here.

PRA Archive #: BB0430
Title: Rachel Carson: a memorial appreciation
Description:
A memorial program for biologist Rachel Carson (1907 - 1964), author of “Silent spring,...
Genre: American Women -- Science and scientists
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 8 July 1964; 16 Aug. 1964
PRA Archive #: BB0485
Title: Men in marriage / Dr. Jean E. Neighbor.
Description:
Psychiatrist Dr. Jean E. Neighbor (1915-1995) gives the third and last talk in a series of talks...
Genre: American Women -- Marriage and divorce
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 29 Apr. 1964.
PRA Archive #: BB0507
Title: Women in marriage / Dr. Elizabeth Howes
Description:
Elizabeth Boyden Howes (1907-2002) was a Jungian psychotherapist and founder of the Guild for...
Genre: American Women -- Psychology and psychotherapy, American Women -- Sex
Broadcast Date: KPFA, April 27, 1964
PRA Archive #: BB0521.01
Title: Women's expectations: mirage or reality? / Eve Merriam (Episode 1 of 15)
Description:
Poet Eve Merriam (1916-1992) talks about birth control, education, and the role of women in...
Genre: American Women -- Anthropology and societal role
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 15 Feb. 1965.
PRA Archive #: BB0521.02
Title: The challenge to women / John B. Saunders (Episode 2 of 15)
Description:
Part 2 of KPFA's presentation of the University of California's Medical Center Conference “The...
Genre: American Women -- Reproductive rights, American Women -- Parenting and children, American Women -- Health
Broadcast Date: KPFA, June 14, 1965
PRA Archive #: BB0521.03
Title: Social role and the search for identity / Mirra Komarovsky (Episode 3 of 15)
Description:
Part 3 of KPFA's presentation of the University of California's Medical Center Conference “The...
Genre: American Women -- Parenting and children, American Women -- Feminism
Broadcast Date: KPFA, June 15, 1965
PRA Archive #: BB0521.04
Title: The un-mothered woman / Ethel Albert (Episode 4 of 15)
Description:
Part 4 of KPFA's presentation of the University of California's Medical Center Conference “The...
Genre: American Women -- Feminism, American Women -- Parenting and children, American Women -- Reproductive rights
Broadcast Date: KPFA, June 16, 1965
PRA Archive #: BB0521.05
Title: To be or not to be: the meaning of maternity / Dorothy Lee (Episode 5 of 15)
Description:
This may not be a complete list of all recordings associated with this subject. Search the entire catalog [here](#).

Dorothy D. Lee, Ph.D., Visiting Professor in Psychology at Duquesne University, Pittsburgh, PA,...

Genre: American Women -- Anthropology and societal role, American Women -- Parenting and children

Broadcast Date: KPFA, June 1965.
PRA Archive #: BB0521.06

Title: Profiles of the vanishing father / Michael Lerner (Episode 6 of 15)

Description:

Part 6 of KPFA's presentation of the University of California's Medical Center Conference “The...

Genre: American Women -- Parenting and children, American Women -- Reproductive rights

Broadcast Date: KPFA, June 19, 1965

PRA Archive #: BB0521.07

Title: Children: in dreams come unexpected responsibilities / Gail Putney (Episode 7 of 15)

Description:

Part 7 of KPFA's presentation of the University of California's Medical Center... 

Genre: American Women -- Parenting and children, American Women -- Reproductive rights, American Women -- Feminism

Broadcast Date: KPFA, 21 June 1965.
PRA Archive #: BB0521.09

Title: Suffocation in suburbia 1: introduction / Sripati Chandrasekhar (Episode 9 of 15)

Description:

Part 9 of KPFA's presentation of the University of California's Medical Center Conference “The...

Genre: American Women -- Parenting and children, American Women -- Reproductive rights

Broadcast Date: KPFA, June 22, 1965

PRA Archive #: BB0521.10

Title: Suffocation in suburbia 2: the march of the wooden house / Paul Bigelow Sears (Episode 10 of 15)

Description:

Part 10 of KPFA's presentation of the University of California's Medical Center Conference “The...

Genre: American Women -- Reproductive rights

Broadcast Date: KPFA, June 22, 1965

PRA Archive #: BB0521.11

Title: Suffocation in suburbia 3: the emergence of womanpower / Jean Paul Mather (Episode 11 of 15)

Description:

Part 11 of KPFA's presentation of the University of California's Medical Center Conference “The...

Genre: American Women -- Feminism

Broadcast Date: KPFA, June 25, 1965

PRA Archive #: BB0521.12

Title: Suffocation in suburbia 4: Education: training ground or playground? / Kate Mueller (Episode 12 of 15)

Description:

Part 12 of KPFA's presentation of the University of California's Medical Center...

Genre: American Women -- Education, American Women -- Work and unions, American Women -- Feminism

Broadcast Date: KPFA, June 22, 1965

PRA Archive #: BB0521.13

Title: Suffocation in suburbia 5: dimensions of living space / Irene Taeuber (Episode 13 of 15)

Description:

Part 13 of KPFA's presentation of the University of California's Medical Center Conference “The...

Genre: American Women -- Reproductive rights
This may not be a complete list of all recordings associated with this subject. Search the entire catalog here.

Broadcast Date: KPFA, June 26, 1965
PRA Archive #: BB0521.14
Title: Suffocation in suburbia 6: social function and social role in the urban sprawl / Jules Henry (Episode 14 of 15)
Description:

Part 14 of KPFA's presentation of the University of California's Medical Center Conference "The... genocide in suburbia 6: social function and social role in the urban sprawl / Jules Henry

Genre: American Women -- Psychology and psychotherapy, American Women -- Reproductive rights
Broadcast Date: KPFA, June 27, 1965
PRA Archive #: BB0522.04
Title: Bob Dylan, Erich Fromm and beyond / by Donna Mickleson
Description:

Donna Mickelson, a graduate student in English & Creative Writing at San Francisco State... Donna Mickelson, a graduate student in English & Creative Writing at San Francisco State College, speaks on... Donna Mickelson, a graduate student in English & Creative Writing at San Francisco State College, speaks on... Donna Mickelson, a graduate student in English & Creative Writing at San Francisco State College, speaks on...

Genre: American Women -- Activists, American Women -- Politicians and politics
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 25 Apr. 1966.
PRA Archive #: BB0522.06
Title: To do what one must / by Raya Warhaftig
Description:

Raya Warhaftig, graduate student in Political Science at San Francisco State College, speaks on... Raya Warhaftig, graduate student in Political Science at San Francisco State College, speaks on... Raya Warhaftig, graduate student in Political Science at San Francisco State College, speaks on... Raya Warhaftig, graduate student in Political Science at San Francisco State College, speaks on...

Genre: American Women -- Politicians and politics
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 5 Mar. 1966.
PRA Archive #: BB0522.07
Title: Beyond categories / by Janet Spears Schaefer
Description:

Janet Spears Schaefer, a student in San Francisco State College's Department of Social... Janet Spears Schaefer, a student in San Francisco State College's Department of Social... Janet Spears Schaefer, a student in San Francisco State College's Department of Social... Janet Spears Schaefer, a student in San Francisco State College's Department of Social...

Genre: American Women -- Politicians and politics
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 10 Jan. 1966.
PRA Archive #: BB0522.09
Title: Sources of contemporary purpose / by Miriam Weinberg
Description:

Miriam Weinberg, student in Psychology at San Francisco State College, speaks on the causes and... Miriam Weinberg, student in Psychology at San Francisco State College, speaks on the causes and... Miriam Weinberg, student in Psychology at San Francisco State College, speaks on the causes and... Miriam Weinberg, student in Psychology at San Francisco State College, speaks on the causes and...

Genre: American Women -- Politicians and politics
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 15 Feb. 1966.
PRA Archive #: BB0645
Title: Madame Nhu at the University of California
Description:

MADAME NHU AT THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA. Tr?n L? Xuân (22 August 1924 – 24 April 2011... Madame Nhu at the University of California

Genre: American Women -- International women, American Women -- Vietnam conflict
Broadcast Date: KPFA, October 29, 1963
PRA Archive #: BB0722.01
Title: The dilemmas of sex education: an introduction / Willard Fleming. (Episode 1 of 12)
Description:

Willard C. Fleming, Vice Chancellor of the University of California Medical Center, San... Willard C. Fleming, Vice Chancellor of the University of California Medical Center, San... Willard C. Fleming, Vice Chancellor of the University of California Medical Center, San... Willard C. Fleming, Vice Chancellor of the University of California Medical Center, San...

Genre: American Women -- Sex
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 10 Apr. 1965.
PRA Archive #: BB0722.02
Title: Physically adult, mentally unprepared / Ernest Page. (Episode 2 of 12)
Description:
This may not be a complete list of all recordings associated with this subject. Search the entire catalog [here](#).

The first speaker in the symposium "The Uncertain Quest - The Dilemmas of Sex Education..."

Genre: American Women -- Sex
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 10 Apr. 1965.
PRA Archive #: BB0722.03
Title: Youth, pretense and doubt / Enoch Callaway III. (Episode 3 of 12)
Description:

The second speaker at the symposium "The Uncertain Quest - The Dilemmas of Sex Education,..."

Genre: American Women -- Sex
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 10 Apr. 1965.
PRA Archive #: BB0722.04
Title: The cost of naivete / Clark Vincent. (Episode 4 of 12)
Description:

The third speaker at the symposium "The Uncertain Quest - The Dilemmas of Sex Education,..."

Genre: American Women -- Sex
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 10 Apr. 1965.
PRA Archive #: BB0722.05
Title: Facts, sermons, and self-delusions / moderated by Lester Kirkendall. (Episode 5 of 12)
Description:

This is the fourth presentation given at the symposium "The Uncertain Quest - The Dilemmas...

Genre: American Women -- Sex
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 10 Apr. 1965.
PRA Archive #: BB0722.06
Title: Who's doing the educating? / Edward Shaw. (Episode 6 of 12)
Description:

This sixth part from the the symposium "The Uncertain Quest - The Dilemmas of Sex Education..."

Genre: American Women -- Sex
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 10 Apr. 1965.
PRA Archive #: BB0722.07
Title: The family vs. the official outsider / Reverend Lester Kinsolving. (Episode 7 of 12)
Description:

The first speaker in the afternoon sessions of the symposium “The Uncertain Quest - The...

Genre: American Women -- Sex
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 10 Apr. 1965.
PRA Archive #: BB0722.08
Title: Sex and the mass media / Rose Franzblau. (Episode 8 of 12)
Description:

The second afternoon speaker at the symposium “The Uncertain Quest - The Dilemmas of Sex...

Genre: American Women -- Sex
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 10 Apr. 1965.
PRA Archive #: BB0722.09
Title: Citadel of learning : the locker room / Bruce Ogilvie. (Episode 9 of 12)
Description:

The third afternoon speaker at the symposium “The Uncertain Quest - The Dilemmas of Sex...

Genre: American Women -- Sex
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 10 Apr. 1965.
PRA Archive #: BB0722.10
Title: Language and attitude / Richard Tansey. (Episode 10 of 12)
Description:
This may not be a complete list of all recordings associated with this subject. Search the entire catalog here.

The first Sunday morning, April 11, speaker at the symposium "The Uncertain Quest - The... Genre: American Women -- Sex
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 11 Apr. 1965.
PRA Archive #: BB0722.11
Title: Community acceptance of the responsible teacher / Isadore Rubin. (Episode 11 of 12)
Description:

The second Sunday morning speaker at the symposium “The Uncertain Quest - The Dilemmas of... Genre: American Women -- Sex
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 11 Apr. 1965.
PRA Archive #: BB0722.12
Title: Do as I do, be as I am : the bruising conflict / Ben Ard. (Episode 12 of 12)
Description:

The third Sunday morning speaker at the symposium “The Uncertain Quest - The Dilemmas of... Genre: American Women -- Sex
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 11 Apr. 1965.
PRA Archive #: BB1178
Title: The Autobiography of Alice B. Toklas by Gertrude Stein, read by Alice B. Toklas
Description:

Alice Toklas reading from The Autobiography of Alice B. Toklas by Gertrude Stein and The...
Genre: American Women -- Authors and journalists
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 11 and 16 April 1963.
PRA Archive #: BB1245
Title: The Expectations of the young. Paul Goodman.
Description:

Dr. Paul Goodman, author of "Growing Up Absurd," gives a talk entitled "Expectations of the...
Genre:
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 3 Mar. 1967.
PRA Archive #: BB1248
Title: Nikki Bridges interviewed by Sidney Roger
Description:

In this recording, Sidney Roger interviews the wife of labor leader Harry Bridges, Nikki Bridges...
Genre: American Women -- Vietnam conflict, American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 9 Jan. 1968.
PRA Archive #: BB1283
Title: Sexual freedom: the middle road / Lester Kirkendall
Description:

Dr. Lester Kirkendall, Professor of Family Life at Oregon State University and author of "The...
Genre: American Women -- Sex, American Women -- Reproductive rights
Broadcast Date: KPFA, April 8, 1967
PRA Archive #: BB1284
Title: The ethics of sexual freedom / Joseph Fletcher
Description:

Joseph Fletcher, S.T.D., Professor of Social Ethics at the Episcopal Theology School, Cambridge...
Genre: American Women -- Reproductive rights, American Women -- Sex
Broadcast Date: KPFA, April 1, 1967
PRA Archive #: BB1307
Title: Your end of the boat is sinking: the problem of population / Paul Ehrlich
Description:
Excerpts from an address on the population crisis by Paul R. Ehrlich, Professor of Biology at...
Genre: American Women -- Reproductive rights
Broadcast Date: KPFA, August 3, 1967
PRA Archive #: BB1331
Title: Coretta Scott King
Description:

Coretta Scott King (1927 - 2006) delivers a speech on the civil rights movement at a peace march...
Genre: American Women -- Activists, American Women -- Relatives of notable men, American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 27 Apr. 1968.
PRA Archive #: BB1421
Title: Abortion: a world view / Leslie Corsa, Jr.
Description:

Leslie Corsa, Jr., M.D., Director of the Center for Population Planning at the University of...
Genre: American Women -- Reproductive rights
Broadcast Date: KPFA, May 8, 1966
PRA Archive #: BB1485
Title: Parents against the draft / interviews by Lou Hartman
Description:

Lou Hartman talks with a psychiatrist, an electrical engineer, a teacher in a medical school, a...
Genre: American Women -- Peace and Antinuclear activism, American Women -- Vietnam conflict
Broadcast Date: KPFA, December 18, 1967
PRA Archive #: BB1504
Title: The American woman / Felix Greene
Description:

The commentator is Felix Greene, journalist and producer for KPFA. Commentary: "The...
Genre: American Women -- Men's commentary and experiences
Broadcast Date: KPFA, April 19, 1963
PRA Archive #: BB1594
Title: The unholy alliance / Edith Green
Description:

Speech given by Edith Green (1919-1987), Democratic Congresswoman from Oregon, at the 27th...
Genre: American Women -- Politicians and politics
Broadcast Date: KPFA, December 17, 1961
PRA Archive #: BB1647
Title: Margaret Mead on sexual freedom and cultural change.
Description:

A talk by Dr. Margaret Mead (1901 - 1978), noted author and anthropologist, on the shifts in...
Genre: American Women -- Sex, American Women -- Reproductive rights
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 1 Apr. 1967.
PRA Archive #: BB1656
Title: Lilian Westphal reads selections from European literature
Description:

The distinguished Swiss actress in a program of readings in German and English. Miss Westphal...
Genre: American Women -- International women, American Women -- Poetry
Broadcast Date: KPFA, February 2, 1967
PRA Archive #: BB1703
Title: Poor diet in pregnancy: cause of toxemia / panel moderated by Lou Hartman
This may not be a complete list of all recordings associated with this subject. Search the entire catalog [here](#).

Description:

A panel discussion with Dr. Howard Jacobson, associate professor of obstetrics at the University...

Genre: **American Women -- Health, American Women -- Parenting and children**

Broadcast Date: KPFA, July 18, 1967

PRA Archive #: BB1910

Title: **Gwendolyn Brooks and LeRoi Jones poetry reading**

Description:

This is a recording of the session during which Gwendolyn Brooks and LeRoi Jones (Amiri Baraka)...

Genre: **American Women -- Poetry, American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination**

Broadcast Date: KPFA, 3 Oct. 1964.

PRA Archive #: BB1800

Title: **Barbara: an in-depth study of an American prostitute / produced by Martin Varno**

Description:

Folio description: "Documentary on a highly educated, intelligent woman who has chosen...

Genre: **American Women -- Sex, American Women -- Autobiographies and Biographies**

Broadcast Date: KPFA, circa December 30, 1968; KPFK, July 19, 1969

PRA Archive #: BB1804

Title: **Closing the population gap in California / Bruce Jessup**

Description:

Bruce Jessup, M.D. speaking at Planned Parenthood annual meeting in April 1968 in Oakland. Dr....

Genre: **American Women -- Reproductive rights**

Broadcast Date: KPFA, September 27, 1968

PRA Archive #: BB1922

Title: **Marianne Moore at Berkeley.**

Description:

Poet Marianne Moore (1887 - 1972) speaks to and reads her poems to an audience at the University...

Genre: **American Women -- Poetry**

Broadcast Date: KPFA, 19 Nov. 1957.

PRA Archive #: BB1923

Title: **Anais Nin reads from "The Diary of Anais Nin"**

Description:

French-Cuban Author Anais Nin (1903-1977) and Rupert Pole read excerpts from her memoirs "...

Genre: **American Women -- Authors and journalists**

Broadcast Date: KPFK, October 4, 1966

PRA Archive #: BB2018

Title: **Sappho / read by Beryl Grafton**

Description:

Sappho. The lyrics of the Greek poetess born between 615-612 BC are read by Beryl Grafton,...

Genre: **American Women -- Poetry**

Broadcast Date: KPFA, February 27, 1968

PRA Archive #: BB2205

Title: **What's the panic: pollution and birth control / Dr. Paul Ehrlich**

Description:

Dr. Paul Ehrlich, Stanford professor and author of "The Population Bomb" talks about...

Genre: **American Women -- Reproductive rights**

Broadcast Date: KPFA, September 1, 1969

PRA Archive #: BB2230
Title: Modern contraceptive techniques / moderated by Dr. W. Dieter Bergman
Description:

Seminar on "Modern Contraceptive Techniques" held by the Planned Parenthood...
Genre: American Women -- Reproductive rights
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 28-29 June 1969.
PRA Archive #: BB2275
Title: Just you and me / Joan Baez ; introduced by Thomas Trutner.
Description:

Joan Baez (Harris) addresses members of Pi Chi, a youth organization at Piedmont Community...
Genre: American Women -- Vietnam conflict
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 20 Nov. 1969.
PRA Archive #: BB2379
Title: Blacks and the jury system / moderated by Elsa Knight Thompson
Description:

A panel discussion on the problems of being Black or Mexican-American under current jury...
Genre: American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination
Broadcast Date: KPFA, February 11, 1970
PRA Archive #: BB2415
Title: Karate : women's liberation demonstration.
Description:

Members of Women's Liberation, determined to impress the University of California, Berkeley...
Genre: American Women -- Feminism, American Women -- Athletes
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 8 Jan. 1970.
PRA Archive #: BB2463
Title: The New woman / introduced by George Frankenstein.
Description:

A panel discussion on the subject of "the new woman," with Stephanie Mills of Planned...
Genre: American Women -- Feminism, American Women -- Anthropology and societal role
PRA Archive #: BB2912
Title: The Skin Trade: a documentary on the pornographic film market in San Francisco
Description:

Documentary on pornographic filmmaking in San Francisco. Includes interviews with filmmakers,...
Genre: American Women -- Sex, American Women -- Film and television
PRA Archive #: BB3207
Title: Women is losers.
Description:

Members of the Women’s Liberation discuss the role of women in American society. The...
Genre: American Women -- Feminism, American Women -- Anthropology and societal role
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 12 Oct. 1968.
PRA Archive #: BB3264
Title: The Lesbians / interviewed by Charles Hayden.
Description:

An informal discussion between nine lesbians, all in their early-to-mid-twenties, recorded at an...
Genre: American Women -- Lesbians
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 9 Dec. 1963.
This may not be a complete list of all recordings associated with this subject. Search the entire catalog here.

PRA Archive #: BB3312
Title: One touch of Nature / written and read by Mary McCarthy
Description:
Novelist Mary McCarthy delivers the Harcourt Brace lecture at Columbia University. She is...
Genre: American Women -- Authors and journalists
Broadcast Date: WBAI, December 24, 1961
PRA Archive #: BB3336
Title: Two stories from Little Disturbances of Man / written and read by Grace Paley
Description:
Author Grace Paley (1922-2007) reads two selections from her book "The Little Disturbances...
Genre: American Women -- Authors and journalists
Broadcast Date: WBAI, July 23, 1962 and November 30, 1967
PRA Archive #: BB3374
Title: Oh, taste and see / Denise Levertov
Description:
OH, TASTE AND SEE / Denise Levertov. - Poet reads selections of her work.- RECORDED: at the...
Genre: American Women -- Poetry
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 2 Mar. 1965.
PRA Archive #: BB3615
Title: Interview with a Texas working girl / interviewed by Charles Hayden
Description:
A sex worker from Texas discusses her life with Charles Hayden (later Randy Wicker). She talks...
Genre: American Women -- Sex, American Women -- Work and unions
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 19 Mar. 1964.
PRA Archive #: BB3657
Title: Poet May Swenson reads from her book To Mix With Time
Description:
Poet May Swenson (1913-1989) reads selections from her forthcoming book of new and selected...
Genre: American Women -- Poetry
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 7 Sept. 1962.
PRA Archive #: BB3736
Title: The Harlem Six: a drama and statements from the trial
Description:
A program about the Harlem Six, "and the torture and persecution of them and their mothers...
Genre: American Women -- Relatives of notable men, American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 13 May 1971.
PRA Archive #: BB3903
Title: Birth control and the college co-ed / William Baird
Description:
Talk on the need for widespread birth control among college age youths by William Baird, an...
Genre: American Women -- Reproductive rights
Broadcast Date: WBAI, February 28, 1970
PRA Archive #: BB3945
Title: Elizabeth Sargent reads her poems
Description:
The poet reads from her books, The Love Poems of Elizabeth Sargent, and The African Boy. Miss...
Women in media / Nicholas Johnson

Federal Communications Commissioner Nicholas Johnson speaking before the American Women in Radio...

Poems from uppity women / produced by Karen Lindsey

A reading of poems by feminists Robin Morgan, Jean Tepperman, Lynn Strongin and Martha Shelley....

Political positions on sex / moderated by Kay Lindsey

Anne Koedt, Lila Karp, Kate Millett, and Roxanne Dunbar (Ortiz) discuss sexuality and possible...

Shakespeare's sister / Fran Teague

Talk about the discrimination and limited roles of women during the Renaissance. Fran Teague...

Should abortion be legalized? : a public forum / moderated by Bob Kaufman

"Should abortion be legalized?: a public forum. Part 1 gives three points of view on the...

Fanny / interviews by Gina Blumenfeld

Members of the all-woman rock group Fanny discuss their origins as musicians, their influences,...

Crazy Ruthie / Ruthie Gorton

Songwriter and performer, Ruthie Gorton, discusses and demonstrates her songs exploring the...

Art now / Clare Spark,
Clare Loeb introduces a recording of Dr. David Kunzle, Ph.D, on artist-caricaturist Honore...

Genre: American Women -- Art and artists
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 20 Mar. 1971.
PRA Archive #: BB4263
Title: Groups / moderated by Robert Kuttner
Description:

Dr. Bruce Maliver, Dr. Martin Shepard, and Terry Becker discuss different approaches to group...
Genre: American Women -- Psychology and psychotherapy
Broadcast Date: WBAI, March 29, 1971
PRA Archive #: BB4271
Title: Out of wedlock / produced by Celestine Ware
Description:

Interviews with unmarried mothers and an examination of their problems and ideas. Presented in...
Genre: American Women -- Parenting and children
Broadcast Date: WBAI, June 9, 1971
PRA Archive #: BB4280
Title: Golda Meir, Israeli Prime Minister
Description:

GOLDA MEIR : ISRAELI PRIME MINISTER. Talk delivered at a United Jewish Appeal dinner.
RECORDED...
Genre: American Women -- Politicians and politics
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 197-
PRA Archive #: BB4289
Title: Freedom and the revolution / Hannah Arendt
Description:

German-born political theorist Hannah Arendt (1906 - 1975) delivers a talk about the concepts of...
Genre: American Women -- Politicians and politics
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 2 Feb. 1966.
PRA Archive #: BB4314
Title: Changing lifestyles in America today / Margaret Mead
Description:

Margaret Mead's speech before the City Commission on Human Rights hearings on the Status of...
Genre: American Women -- Reproductive rights
Broadcast Date: WBAI, September 30, 1970
PRA Archive #: BB4331
Title: Haywood Burns: defense attorney for Angela Davis
Description:

Talk on developments in the trial of Angela Davis. Intro: Next we hear a talk by Haywood Burns,...
Genre: American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination, American Women -- Politicians and politics
Broadcast Date: WBAI, March 30, 1971
PRA Archive #: BB4378
Title: Who jails the rapist? / produced by Ginny Leicht
Description:

Documentary on rape and the punishment for rape, providing a look at the way New York and New...
Title: The traditional approach: part one (Episode 1 of 12)
Description:
Nancy Reeves, attorney, lecturer, and writer tests the traditional approach to the status of...
Genre: American Women -- Feminism
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 11 Nov. 1966.
PRA Archive #: BB4451.02
Title: The traditional approach: part two (Episode 2 of 12)
Description:
Part two of a presentation on the new alternatives for women in American society, as well as the...
Genre: American Women -- Feminism
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 25 Nov. 1966.
PRA Archive #: BB4451.05
Title: The second class sex (Episode 5 of 12)
Description:
Nancy Reeves, lawyer and lecturer-writer, continues her talks on the status of women. This fifth...
Genre: American Women -- Feminism
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 3 Jan. 1967.
PRA Archive #: BB4451.06
Title: Marriage a la mode (Episode 6 of 12)
Description:
Talk on the social and legal inequalities facing married women by Nancy Reeves, attorney,....
Genre: American Women -- Feminism, American Women -- Marriage and divorce
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 17 Jan. 1967.
PRA Archive #: BB4451.07
Title: Sex and the sword of Damocles (Episode 7 of 12)
Description:
Talk on the legal and social assumptions about women's sexuality. Hosted by Nancy Reeves,....
Genre: American Women -- Feminism
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 31 Jan. 1967.
PRA Archive #: BB4451.08
Title: A house is not a homestead (Episode 8 of 12)
Description:
Presentation of the perceived role of women in the household. With Nancy Reeves, attorney and...
Genre: American Women -- Feminism
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 14 Feb. 1967.
PRA Archive #: BB4451.09
Title: In the marketplace (Episode 9 of 12)
Description:
Nancy Reeves, attorney and lecturer-writer on the status of women, continues with another talk...
Genre: American Women -- Feminism
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 28 Feb. 1967.
PRA Archive #: BB4451.10
Title: The Pearl in the apron pocket (Episode 10 of 12)
Description:
Talk on changing women's roles in American society by Nancy Reeves, attorney and lecturer-....
Genre: American Women -- Feminism
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 14 Mar. 1967.
This may not be a complete list of all recordings associated with this subject. Search the entire catalog [here](#).

**PRA Archive #: BB4451.12**
**Title:** Law : the laggard (Episode 12 of 12)
**Description:**

Talk on the failure of the legal system to keep pace with social change in America by Nancy...

**Genre:** American Women -- Feminism, American Women -- Law

**Broadcast Date:** KPFK, 11 Apr. 1967.

**PRA Archive #: BB4485.02**
**Title:** The Witch (Episode 2)
**Description:**

Sybil Leek, journalist, writer and lecturer, and witch, meets the panel consisting of Geraldine...

**Genre:** American Women -- New age/Wicca

**Broadcast Date:** KPFK, 20 August 1968.

**PRA Archive #: BB4621**
**Title:** Jehovah's child : the case of Deena Metzger
**Description:**

Excerpts from a press conference that was held on Wednesday, September 17, 1969 concerning the...

**Genre:** American Women -- Poetry, American Women -- Education

**Broadcast Date:** KPFK, 19 Sept. 1969.

**PRA Archive #: BB4727**
**Title:** Sex and the teenager / Ruth B. Michaelson.
**Description:**

Ruth B. Michaelson, M.A., psychologist, discusses the sexual activities and problems of...

**Genre:** American Women -- Sex

**Broadcast Date:** KPFK, 18 Oct. 1963.

**PRA Archive #: BB4819**
**Title:** Southern California Psychoanalytic Institute on Women's Liberation and Psychoanalysis
**Description:**

A male speaker (unidentified in the recording) delivers a speech on the psychological impact on...

**Genre:** American Women -- Psychology and psychotherapy, American Women -- Men's commentary and experiences

**Broadcast Date:** KPFK, 22 May 1971.

**PRA Archive #: BB5041**
**Title:** Orange crest homes have no breasts / Rebecca Newman.
**Description:**

Repertory Unlimited and KPFK Presents a reading of the play "Orange Crest Homes Have No..."

**Genre:** American Women -- Theater

**Broadcast Date:** KPFK, 30 Apr. 1970.

**PRA Archive #: BB5145**
**Title:** Marianne Moore : reading at the University of Texas.
**Description:**

Pulitzer Prize-winning poet Marianne Moore (1887 - 1972) reads her own works at the University...

**Genre:** American Women -- Poetry

**Broadcast Date:** KPFK, 4 Feb. 1971.

**PRA Archive #: BB5172**
**Title:** Hero motifs in fairy tales
**Description:**

Clare (Loeb) Spark introduces Dr. Harold Stone, clinical psychologist and Jungian analyst, and...
This may not be a complete list of all recordings associated with this subject. Search the entire catalog here.

Genre: American Women -- Psychology and psychotherapy  
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 28 June 1971.  
PRA Archive #: BB5182  
Title: Five great American ladies of song (Episode 3)  
Description:

This is another program that Carlos Hagen has dedicated to eclecticism in music and song to show...

Genre: American Women -- Music and musicians, American Women -- Men's commentary and experiences  
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 31 Mar. 1971.  
PRA Archive #: BB5225  
Title: The Berkeley museum opening / moderated by Clare Spark.  
Description:

Clare (Loeb) Spark interviews Barbara Rose, Vicci Sperry and William Ezelle Jones about the...

Genre: American Women -- Art and artists  
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 30 Nov. 1970.  
PRA Archive #: BC0002.04  
Title: Bisexuality / moderated by Richard Lamparski.  
Description:

Richard Lamparski moderates a discussion between two bisexuals, "Jack" and "Judy...  
Genre: American Women -- Sex  
PRA Archive #: BC0019.15  
Title: Washington report-June 24, 1971: Kate Webb at the National Press Club  
Description:

Kate Webb (1943-2007), Australian foreign correspondent for United Press International who was...  
Genre: American Women -- Authors and journalists, American Women -- Vietnam conflict  
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 24 June 1971.  
PRA Archive #: BC0019.24  
Title: Bella Abzug at the National Press Club.  
Description:

Congresswoman Bella Abzug (1920 - 1998) addresses the National Press Club luncheon on July 21,...  
Genre: American Women -- Politicians and politics  
PRA Archive #: BC0019.28  
Title: Demonstration at Alderson / reported by Danice Bordett.  
Description:

Report on the inmate's demonstration at the Federal Reformatory for Women in Alderson, West...  
Genre: American Women -- Activists  
PRA Archive #: BC0051  
Title: Germaine Greer speaks at the National Press Club.  
Description:

Germaine Greer (b. January 29, 1939), academic and author (The Female Eunuch) speaks at the...  
Genre: American Women -- Feminism  
PRA Archive #: BC0175  
Title: Poet Karen Stanley reads her work.  
Description:
Karen Stanley, 23-year-old Bay Area poet, reads selections of her work. Stanley was born and...
Genre: **American Women -- Poetry**
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 31 May 1971.
PRA Archive #: BC0185
Title: **Soundtrack from "The Woman's Film"**
Description:

The audio portion of "The Woman's Film," a documentary film about the economic...
Genre: **American Women -- Film and television**
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 16 Apr. 1971.
PRA Archive #: BC0289
Title: **Women's liberation and the arts / produced by Bonnie Bellow.**
Description:

A panel of women artists and critics discuss the topic "Women's liberation and the arts." The...
Genre: **American Women -- Art and artists**
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 16 Mar. 1971.
PRA Archive #: BC0312.01
Title: **Sensuality in marriage: lecture / Maxine Serett. (Episode 1 of 4)**
Description:

Maxine Serett, author of the book "The Housewife's handbook on selective promiscuity" (under the...
Genre: **American Women -- Marriage and divorce, American Women -- Sex**
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 20 Jan. 1965.
PRA Archive #: BC0312.03
Title: **Wife swapping / Albert Ellis (Episode 3 of 4)**
Description:

Albert Ellis gives a lecture at Le Metro Cafe on 2nd Avenue in the Lower East Side, NY on...
Genre: **American Women -- Sex**
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 2 Mar. 1965.
PRA Archive #: BC0345
Title: **Jane Fonda and the airmen at the gates of Travis Air Force Base / reported by Denny Smithson.**
Description:

On the morning of September 11th, 1971, actress Jane Fonda and members of her troupe, who had...
Genre: **American Women -- Vietnam conflict**
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 15 Nov. 1971; KPFK, 1 Dec. 1971.
PRA Archive #: BC0389
Title: **On Sylvia Plath**
Description:

Actresses Sondra Lowell, Jay Maclntosh, Juliana McCarthy, Constance Pfeiffer, Judith Roberts,...
Genre: **American Women -- Poetry, American Women -- Autobiographies and Biographies**
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 1 Oct. 1971.
PRA Archive #: BC0416
Title: **Annette Hayn reads her poems.**
Description:

Poet Annette Hayn, a winner of the New School's 1969 Bernice Kavinoky Isaacson Award, reads...
Genre: **American Women -- Poetry**
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 1 Dec. 1969.
PRA Archive #: BC0417
Title: **Poems of Joyce Peseroff.**
Description:
This may not be a complete list of all recordings associated with this subject. Search the entire catalog here.

Joyce Peseroff reads selections from her work. She is a former student of Queens College, winner...
Genre: American Women -- Poetry
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 30 Nov.1969.
PRA Archive #: BC0418
Title: Poems of Janet Sage.
Description:

Janet Redemann Sage reads her poetry, including several from her first collection entitled...
Genre: American Women -- Poetry
PRA Archive #: BC0442
Title: What have you done for me lately? / by Myrna Lamb.
Description:

What Have You Done For Me Lately? By Myrna Lamb. A one-act play performed by Anne Lippe and Wes...
Genre: American Women -- Reproductive rights, American Women -- Theater
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 8 Oct. 1971.
PRA Archive #: BC0457
Title: Eco-pornography or Even an oil refinery can be a good neighbor / produced by Margot Adler.
Description:

An irreverent and somewhat humorous look at environmental advertising; advertising which either...
Genre: American Women -- Environmentalism
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 17 Nov. 1971, and January and February 1972
PRA Archive #: BC0477
Title: Alta performing at the League of Academic Women's Benefit.
Description:

Poet Alta (1942 - ) reads selections of her works at a benefit for the League of Academic Women...
Genre: American Women -- Poetry
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 27 Sept. 1971.
PRA Archive #: BC0515
Title: Three women : a verse play for radio by Sylvia Plath and Reactions to Three Women
Description:

Part one is "Three Women" - a verse play for radio by Sylvia Plath (self contained)....
Genre: American Women -- Theater, American Women -- Parenting and children
Broadcast Date: KPFA, April 27, 1972?
PRA Archive #: BC0622
Description:

New York Congresswoman, feminist and Presidential candidate Shirley Chisholm (1924 - 2005)...
Genre: American Women -- Politicians and politics, American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination
PRA Archive #: BC0644
Title: The professional sex object : you can look but you better not touch
Description:

Susan Smith and a panel of nude dancers and topless barmaids discuss their jobs and the women...
Genre: American Women -- Sex
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 14 Feb. 1972
PRA Archive #: BC0645
This may not be a complete list of all recordings associated with this subject. Search the entire catalog [here](#).

**Title:** Lesbian mothers / moderated by Susan Howe  
**Description:**  
A panel of four lesbian mothers, each with a different parenting situation and circumstances...  
**Genre:** American Women -- Lesbians, American Women -- Parenting and children  
**Broadcast Date:** KPFK, 28 Feb. 1972  
**PRA Archive #:** BC0646

**Title:** The sister's been doing her homework / Betty Shabazz  
**Description:**  
Mrs. Betty Shabazz (May 28, 1934 – June 23, 1997), educator, activist, and wife of Malcolm X,...  
**Genre:** American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination, American Women -- Activists, American Women -- Relatives of notable men  
**Broadcast Date:** KPFA, 20 May 1971.  
**PRA Archive #:** BC0655

**Title:** Women in chains  
**Description:**  
Debra Smith, Tousha Wiley, Dolores Scott and Johnny Morris from the Harriet Tubman Prison...  
**Genre:** American Women -- Law, American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination  
**Broadcast Date:** KPFK, February 21, 1972  
**PRA Archive #:** BC0657

**Title:** Lady broadcasters : do you have to wear a jock to be one?  
**Description:**  
Four women disc jockeys from Los Angeles - Barbara Birdfeather, Gloria, Outrageous Nevada, and...  
**Genre:** American Women -- Radio, American Women -- Work and unions  
**Broadcast Date:** KPFK, February 2, 1972  
**PRA Archive #:** BC0658

**Title:** The new child : growing up without sex-role stereotypes  
**Description:**  
An examination of current views on child raising. Suggestions of new roles for families, schools...  
**Genre:** American Women -- Parenting and children  
**Broadcast Date:** KPFK, February 23, 1972  
**PRA Archive #:** BC0659

**Title:** W.A.C.s, W.A.V.E.s, W.A.F.s, W.M.s. and wives  
**Description:**  
Documentary examining the problems of women in the military, their treatment, their resistance,...  
**Genre:** American Women -- Work and unions, American Women -- Marriage and divorce  
**Broadcast Date:** KPFK, February 29, 1972  
**PRA Archive #:** BC0660

**Title:** Her Raven Tresses  
**Description:**  
Examination of the symbolism, mystique, sensuality, myth, and metaphor of hair in our society....  
**Genre:** American Women -- Beauty and body image  
**Broadcast Date:** KPFK, February 19, 1972  
**PRA Archive #:** BC0665

**Title:** Laying down the tower / Marge Piercy.  
**Description:**  
Poet, novelist and activist Marge Piercy (1936 - ) reads her eleven-poem sequence Laying Down...  
**Genre:** American Women -- Poetry
This may not be a complete list of all recordings associated with this subject. Search the entire catalog here.

PRA Archive #: BC0670
Title: Women in consumer advocacy
Description:
Consumer activist Ida Honorof discusses survival on a polluted planet with Dr. Ruth Harmer,...
Genre: American Women -- Health, American Women -- Environmentalism
Broadcast Date: KPFK, February 22, 1972
PRA Archive #: BC0672
Title: Sexual slavery : alternative visions
Description:
Antoinette Bower presents a dramatic reading of differing approaches to woman's role in...
Genre: American Women -- Authors and journalists, American Women -- Feminism
Broadcast Date: KPFK, February 29, 1972
PRA Archive #: BC0683
Title: Star Trek convention / reported by Bonnie Anderson.
Description:
A report on the first Star Trek Convention held January 21-23, 1972 at the Statler Hilton in New...
Genre: American Women -- Film and television
PRA Archive #: BC0690
Title: Yes, my darling daughter.
Description:
A teenage feminist consciousness-raising group, composed largely of students from Los Angeles...
Genre: American Women -- Feminism, American Women -- Parenting and children
Broadcast Date: KPFK, February 7, 1972
PRA Archive #: BC0714
Title: I am the babe of Joseph Stalin's daughter / Rochelle Owens.
Description:
Rochelle Owens (1936 - ), playwright and poet, reads selections from her latest book of poetry...
Genre: American Women -- Poetry
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 7 Apr. 1972.
PRA Archive #: BC0719
Title: All issues are women's issues / Aileen Hernandez.
Description:
Aileen Hernandez speaking on the question of women's issues at a meeting sponsored by the...
Genre: American Women -- Feminism
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 28 Mar. 1972.
PRA Archive #: BC0745
Title: Promise her anything / produced by Caryl Ratner.
Description:
Promise her anything...and give her whatever she'll buy. A look at the cosmetics industry...
Genre: American Women -- Beauty and body image
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 20 Apr. 1972.
PRA Archive #: BC0755
Title: Germaine Greer in Berkeley.
Description:
Germaine Greer, author of "The Female Eunuch", speaking at the University of...
This may not be a complete list of all recordings associated with this subject. Search the entire catalog here.

Genre: American Women -- Feminism, American Women -- Violence against women
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 26 Aug. 1971.
PRA Archive #: BC0758
Title: Is it Marxist feminists or feminist Marxists?
Description:

Linda Eldon, Sherry Weber, Ethel Herring, and Jackie Goldberg discuss the relationships between...

Genre: American Women -- Feminism, American Women -- Politicians and politics
Broadcast Date: KPFK, April 12, 1972
PRA Archive #: BC0759
Title: New concepts of women : implications for therapy
Description:

Helen Landgarten talks with Elizabeth Estrup, M.A., Hannah Lerman, Ph.D., and Aurelia Morris who...

Genre: American Women -- Psychology and psychotherapy, American Women -- Feminism
Broadcast Date: KPFK, February 25, 1972
PRA Archive #: BC0847
Title: Maud Gonne
Description:

An original dramatic performance based on the life of Maud Gonne, actress, revolutionary and...

Genre: American Women -- Theater, American Women -- International women
Broadcast Date: KPFK, May 18, 1972
PRA Archive #: BC0867
Title: How terribly strange to be seventy / produced by Jan Legnitto.
Description:

Old people in our society are treated like members of an alien race rather than as fellow human...

Genre: American Women -- Aging
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 27 June 1972.
PRA Archive #: BC0870
Title: Feminist forum : the Equal Rights Amendment / Carol Burris
Description:

Carol Burris, National Organization for Women (NOW) and a coordinator of the Equal Rights...

Genre: American Women -- Equal Rights Amendment (ERA)
PRA Archive #: BC0872
Title: Dorothy Healey on Rosa Luxemburg
Description:

Activist Dorothy Healey (1914-2006) offers an exploration of the revolutionary activities and...

Genre: American Women -- International women, American Women -- Politicians and politics
Broadcast Date: KPFK, February 26, 1972
PRA Archive #: BC0874
Title: I know it's your day off, dear, but / produced by Marsha Bartlett.
Description:

Examination of domestic workers who manage the homes and children of other people. Intro: How...

Genre: American Women -- Work and unions
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 25 May and 5 Jun, 1972
PRA Archive #: BC0886
Title: Angela's homecoming.
Description:
A few days after activist Angela Davis was found not guilty of all the charges against her, she...  
Genre: American Women -- Activists, American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination  
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 1 Aug. 1972.  
PRA Archive #: BC0889  
Title: House of Incest  
Description:  
Author and novelist Anaïs Nin (1903-1977) reads her prose poem "House of Incest."  
Genre: American Women -- Poetry  
Broadcast Date: KPFK, February 1972  
PRA Archive #: BC0897  
Title: May fare for fair May  
Description:  
A collection of Baroque and Renaissance madrigals including Alfred Deller, and poetry of Sir...  
Genre: American Women -- Poetry  
Broadcast Date: KPFK, May 1, 1972  
PRA Archive #: BC0898  
Title: Men on the line: discussion panel moderated by Everett Frost  
Description:  
KPFK's Everett Frost, Director of Theater and Literature, moderates a panel of men who discuss...  
,  
...  
Genre: American Women -- Men's commentary and experiences  
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 18 Feb. 1972.  
PRA Archive #: BC0899  
Title: The novel of the future : realism and reality in the novel  
Description:  
Anais Nin (1902-1977) introduces this program as a summary of many discussions she's had...  
Genre: American Women -- Poetry  
Broadcast Date: KPFK, February? 1972  
PRA Archive #: BC0901  
Title: A valentine from Clare Spark  
Description:  
A collection of songs (mostly show tunes) sung by and/or about women in love. pt.1. Twenty...  
Genre: American Women -- Music and musicians  
Broadcast Date: KPFK, February 14, 1972  
PRA Archive #: BC0911  
Title: Autobiography of Mountain Wolf Woman.  
Description:  
Readings from the autobiography of Mountain Wolf Woman, a Ho-Chunk (Winnebago) woman who tells...  
Genre: American Women -- Autobiographies and Biographies  
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 13 July 1972.  
PRA Archive #: BC0932  
Title: Off we go ... / produced by Jan Legnitto.  
Description:  
What kind of women join the Air Force, how are they discriminated against by the military, and...
Genre: **American Women -- Work and unions**
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 31 Aug. 1972.
PRA Archive #: BC0935
Title: **Bard at large / Rae Lake Costos.**
Description:

Rae Lake Costos is the "Bard at Large" of KPFT, Houston. She defines a bard as a...

Genre: **American Women -- Poetry, American Women -- New age/Wicca**
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 1 Aug. 1972.
PRA Archive #: BC0937
Title: **A lady doesn't take karate / moderated by Lois Hansen.**
Description:

Eight Bay Area feminists talk about learning karate, both in traditional schools and in the...

Genre: **American Women -- Feminism**
PRA Archive #: BC0942
Title: **Men in lyrics.**
Description:

Collection of songs and lyrics about women's attitudes toward men, and men's attitudes...

Genre: **American Women -- Music and musicians**
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 1972.
PRA Archive #: BC0981.02
Title: **Sexual liberation and women's liberation / Mary Jane Sherfey (Episode 2)**
Description:

Dr. Mary Jane Sherfey (1918-1983), a practicing psychiatrist and author of "The Nature and...

Genre: **American Women -- Sex, American Women -- Feminism**
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 26 Sept. 1972.
PRA Archive #: BC0981.03
Title: **The image of women in art / Linda Nochlin (Episode 3)**
Description:

Dr. Linda Nochlin is a professor of Art History at Vasser, visiting professor at Hunter College...

Genre: **American Women -- Art and artists, American Women -- Beauty and body image**
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 10 Oct. 1972.
PRA Archive #: BC0981.04
Title: **Women as health consumers / Ellen Frankfort. (Episode 4)**
Description:

Ellen Frankfort (1937-1987) was a medical writer and the author of "Vaginal Politics...

Genre: **American Women -- Health**
PRA Archive #: BC0986
Title: **Cecil Williams and Angela Davis speak**
Description:

This is a recording made at an outdoor rally somewhere in the Bay Area in 1972, featuring...

Genre: **American Women -- Activists, American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination**
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 1972.
PRA Archive #: BC1000
Title: **With these your eyes you shall recover : the Navajo blanket**
Description:
Curators Anthony Berlant and Mary Hunt Kahlenberg discuss their exhibition of Navajo blankets at...
Genre: American Women -- Art and artists, American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination
Broadcast Date: KPFK, September 13, 1972
PRA Archive #: BC1039
Title: Abortion: beyond legalization / interviews by Miriam Rosen.
Description:

Patients at Women's Services, a non-profit New York City abortion clinic, talk about the...
Genre: American Women -- Reproductive rights
PRA Archive #: BC1040
Title: Terry Garthwaite in concert.
Description:

Terry Garthwaite from Joy of Cooking with Fritz Kasten and David Garthwaite, in concert at the U...
Genre: American Women -- Music and musicians
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 15 Nov. 1972.
PRA Archive #: BC1042.06
Title: To be a full human being / Margaret Mead.
Description:

Margaret Mead delivers the opening keynote address at the annual conference of the National...
Genre: American Women -- Anthropology and societal role, American Women -- Education
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 1972?
PRA Archive #: BC1044
Title: Birtha / produced by Judy Sherman.
Description:

Judy Sherman interviews the all-woman rock group Birtha. They discuss their origins as a band...
Genre: American Women -- Music and musicians
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 2 Nov. 1972.
PRA Archive #: BC1055
Title: April 22nd Coalition press conference
Description:

This is a recording of a press conference during which various community members from the Bay...
Genre: American Women -- Vietnam conflict, American Women -- Activists
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 21 Apr. 1972.
PRA Archive #: BC1070
Title: Fanny: the all girl band
Description:

Members of the all-woman rock group Fanny discuss and play their music. The band consists of...
Genre: American Women -- Music and musicians
Broadcast Date: WBAI, October 4, 1972
PRA Archive #: BC1079
Title: The Finnish woman
Description:

Program from Radio Finland. Host Judy Carr takes a look at Finnish fashion, chats with popular...
Genre: American Women -- International women
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 1972 (day unknown)
PRA Archive #: BC1094
Title: Kim Pontier interview.
Description:
This may not be a complete list of all recordings associated with this subject. Search the entire catalog here.

Prisoner's wife discusses the fasting of her husband and ten other anti-war prisoners from...  
Genre: American Women -- Vietnam conflict  
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 21 Aug. 1972.  
PRA Archive #: BC1097  
Title: Portrait of a dedicated woman: Elizabeth Gurley Flynn  
Description:

Communist, feminist activist Elizabeth Gurley Flynn (1890-1964) is interviewed (by William...  
Genre: American Women -- Work and unions, American Women -- Politicians and politics  
Broadcast Date: KPFK, January 31, 1960 and WPFW, August 7, 1977  
PRA Archive #: BC1120  
Title: Americans in Hanoi: the Taylor-Baez delegation returns / produced by Bruce Soloway.  
Description:

Four Americans were visiting Hanoi when the US began the heaviest bombing raids in the history...  
Genre: American Women -- Vietnam conflict  
PRA Archive #: BC1144  
Title: She who is electric / Judy Grahn.  
Description:

Women-loving poems by poet Judy Grahn (1940 - ), including She Who and The Common Women series....  
Genre: American Women -- Lesbians, American Women -- Poetry  
Broadcast Date: KPFA, Dec. 1972.  
PRA Archive #: BC1152  
Title: Jane Fonda on Vietnam: in defense of Pat Chenoweth  
Description:

Jane Fonda speaks at the University of California in Berkeley on January 29, 1973. She gives an...  
Genre: American Women -- Vietnam conflict, American Women -- Activists  
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 29 Jan. 1973?  
PRA Archive #: BC1173  
Title: The Household worker and the employment agency / produced by Bonnie Bellow.  
Description:

Part of a series entitled "The Household Worker" that investigates the problems faced...  
Genre: American Women -- Work and unions, American Women -- International women  
PRA Archive #: BC1177  
Title: Fat as a feminist issue / Myrna Lamb.  
Description:

Feminist playwright Myrna Lamb (b. 1930) reads her essay on women and body image "Fat as a...  
Genre: American Women -- Beauty and body image  
Broadcast Date: WBAI, October 18, 1972  
PRA Archive #: BC1199  
Title: Les Guérillères / by Monique Wittig.  
Description:

A radio adaptation of Monique Wittig's surrealistic drama about militant feminist...  
Genre: American Women -- Radio, American Women -- Radical Feminism, American Women -- Authors and journalists  
PRA Archive #: BC1213
Title: **The People vs. Alma Andrews / produced by Sheila McAleenan.**
Description:
This program examines the case of Alma Andrews, a Black woman and a nurse, charged with first-...
Genre: *American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination, American Women -- Violence against women*
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 18 Sept. 1972.
PRA Archive #: BC1217

Title: **Women and radical psychiatry**
Description:
Three women from the Radical Psychiatry Center in Berkeley, Savannah Gravich, Hogie Wyckoff, and...
Genre: *American Women -- Psychology and psychotherapy*
Broadcast Date: KPFA, October 20, 1972
PRA Archive #: BC1239

Title: **Vera Johnson, herself**
Description:
Vera Johnson (1920-2007), a 52-year old native Canadian folk singer (at the time of this...
Genre: *American Women -- Music and musicians*
Broadcast Date: KPFT, 13 March 1973
PRA Archive #: BC1261

Title: **The Will to change / written and read by Adrienne Rich.**
Description:
Poet Adrienne Rich (1929 - 2012) reads selections of her work. Most of the poems read are from...
Genre: *American Women -- Poetry, American Women -- Lesbians*
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 2 Dec. 1972.
PRA Archive #: BC1298

Title: **Gloria Steinem speaks on sexism and racism.**
Description:
Gloria Steinem, feminist and co-founder of Ms. Magazine, speaks about deep-seeded sexism and...
Genre: *American Women -- Feminism, American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination*
PRA Archive #: BC1305

Title: **International struggle for abortion rights.**
Description:
On March 10, 1973, the Women's National Abortion Action Coalition (WONAAC) held on...
Genre: *American Women -- Reproductive rights, American Women -- Activists*
PRA Archive #: BC1319

Title: **House Select Committee on Crime : testimony of Lt. Julia Tucker of New York Police Dept.**
Description:
On April 9th, 1973, the House Select Committee on Crime, chaired by Congressman Claude Pepper,...
Genre: *American Women -- Violence against women*
PRA Archive #: BC1370

Title: **Angela Davis speaking at the University of Houston World Issues Conference.**
Description:
A speech by the activist Angela Davis (1944 - ) recorded at the University of Houston on April 2...
This may not be a complete list of all recordings associated with this subject. Search the entire catalog here.

Genre: American Women -- Activists  
Broadcast Date: KPFT, 1973.  
PRA Archive #: BC1476  
Title: Turning on in Terra Linda / interviews by Pat Roberto.  
Description:  
Listeners explain the appeal of Don Chamberlain's California Girls, a KNEW-AM radio sex-...  

Genre: American Women -- Radio, American Women -- Sex  
PRA Archive #: BC1539  
Title: Other people’s houses  
Description:  
The half-hour serial reading program “Continued tomorrow” featured “Other people’s...  

Genre: American Women -- Authors and journalists, American Women -- Autobiographies and Biographies  
Broadcast Date: WBAI, December 14-15, 1972.  
PRA Archive #: BC1567  
Title: Interview with Mary Kahlenberg, co-organizer of the Navajo blanket exhibition at the Rice Gallery  
Description:  
The Navajo Blanket, an exhibit of blankets woven between 1840 and 1900, was gathered together...  

Genre: American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination, American Women -- Art and artists  
Broadcast Date: KPFT, ca. 5 Dec. 1972.  
PRA Archive #: BC1587  
Title: The Ruth Benedict collective (Parts 1 and 2 only) / produced by Nanette Rainone.  
Description:  
The Ruth Benedict Collective is a group of 25 women in the New York area including...  

Genre: American Women -- Anthropology and societal role, American Women -- Feminism  
PRA Archive #: BC1592  
Title: Texas texts / produced by Patricia Meredith  
Description:  
Documentary examining hearings in Austin at the State Board of Education concerning sexism in...  

Genre: American Women -- Education, American Women -- Parenting and children  
PRA Archive #: BC1595  
Title: Women and childcare in China / Ruth Sidel.  
Description:  
A talk by Ruth Sidel, author of "Women and Child Care in China: A Firsthand Report,"...  

Genre: American Women -- International women  
Broadcast Date: WBAI, January or February 1973 (day unknown)  
PRA Archive #: BC1651  
Title: The Israeli women's movement: Naomi Sharron / produced by Bonnie Bellow.  
Description:  
Bonnie Bellow talks with Naomi Sharron of the Israeli women's group Women for a New Society (...  

Genre: American Women -- International women  
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 26 Mar. 1974.  
PRA Archive #: BC1669  
Title: Does the feminist movement equal sexual suicide? / George Gilder ; interview by Jan Legnitto.  
Description:
This may not be a complete list of all recordings associated with this subject. Search the entire catalog here.

KPFA's Jan Legnitto interviews George Gilder, author of the book Sexual Suicide (Quadrangle...
Genre: American Women -- Men's commentary and experiences
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 10 Feb. 1974.
PRA Archive #: BC1670
Title: Monogamy : does it work? / produced by Joan Lecky.
Description:
Examination of marriage and marriage values. Includes statements by a sociologist, a divorce...
Genre: American Women -- Sex
PRA Archive #: BC1717
Title: Women Office Workers (W.O.W.) speak out
Description:
Women office workers, members of the group W.O.W. (Women Office Workers) tell their experiences...
Genre: American Women -- Work and unions
Broadcast Date: WBAI, either April 16 or 23, 1974
PRA Archive #: BC1758.11
Title: The New Woman / Anais Nin.
Description:
Ramparts Report, the weekly program of news and current happenings, brought to you by the staff...
Genre: American Women -- Authors and journalists, American Women -- Feminism, American Women -- Art and artists
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 28 May 1974.
PRA Archive #: BC1768
Title: Why PASTA-MoMA?
Description:
Susan Bertram, Rose Kolmetz and Joan Rabenau, employees at the Museum of Modern Art, talk with...
Genre: American Women -- Work and unions, American Women -- Art and artists
Broadcast Date: KPFK, ca. January 1974
PRA Archive #: BC1779
Title: Men like their women "liberated"
Description:
A documentary exploration of changing sexual relationships within the family and social...
Genre: American Women -- Sex, American Women -- Marriage and divorce
Broadcast Date: KPFK, May 22, 1974
PRA Archive #: BC1833
Title: Black women in America / Angela Davis.
Description:
On April 12, 1974, Angela Davis gave a speech at the UCLA campus as a part of the University...
Genre: American Women -- Activists, American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 8 July 1974.
PRA Archive #: BC1844
Title: Maxine Sellers : from the heart with a sense of humor
Description:
Examination of the intense, romantic and humorous work of composer/performer Maxine Sellers....
Genre: American Women -- Music and musicians
Broadcast Date: KPFK, May 22, 1974
PRA Archive #: BC1872
Title: Music by and about women in middle and rural America / produced by Carlos Hagen
In this program Carlos Hagen makes a brief survey of how women in rural and middle America view...

*Genre:* American Women -- Music and musicians, American Women -- Men's commentary and experiences

*Broadcast Date:* KPFK, May 26, 1974

*PRA Archive #:* BC1880

*Title:* The First movie director's name was Alice / produced by Terry Hodel

Documentary on women editors, writers, actresses and directors throughout film history. This...

*Genre:* American Women -- Film and television

*Broadcast Date:* KPFK, 29 May 1974.

*PRA Archive #:* BC1933

*Title:* If they'd had a room of their own

The sister of Felix Mendelssohn, Fanny, was herself a pianist, singer and composer. Dorothy...

*Genre:* American Women -- Music and musicians, American Women -- Authors and journalists

*Broadcast Date:* KPFK, May 28, 1974

*PRA Archive #:* BC1950

*Title:* New York Radical Feminists' Marriage speak-out

In February 1973, the New York Radical Feminists held a marriage conference which they called...

*Genre:* American Women -- Marriage and divorce, American Women -- Radical Feminism

*Broadcast Date:* WBAI, July 8, 1973

*PRA Archive #:* BC2005

*Title:* Strong at the broken places: middle class women and drugs

Two women - Barbara Kerr, author of "Strong in the Broken Places: Women Who Have Survived...

*Genre:* American Women -- Health

*Broadcast Date:* KPFK, 3 Aug 1974

*PRA Archive #:* BC2017

*Title:* Urban education: October 6, 1973

Taped one week after graduation, a group of sixth graders from P.S. 42 in the Lower East Side...

*Genre:* American Women -- Education, American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination

*Broadcast Date:* WBAI, October 6, 1973

*PRA Archive #:* BC2023

*Title:* Let us now praise laboring men and women

A collage of labor news, history, music, poetry and comment. Produced by Jim Berland of KPFK...

*Genre:* American Women -- Work and unions

*Broadcast Date:* KPFK, 2 Sep 1974

*PRA Archive #:* BC2069.05

*Title:* Women in the American revolution / moderated by Viv Sutherland (Episode 5 of 15)

Seminar moderated by Viv Sutherland on women during the American Revolution, produced in...

*Genre:* American Women -- Women's history

*Broadcast Date:* WBAI, ca. July 24, 1975?
This may not be a complete list of all recordings associated with this subject. Search the entire catalog 

PRA Archive #: BC2069.06
Title: Marion's cauldron looks at Salem / hosted by Marion Weinstein (Episode 6 of 15)
Description:
Discussion of witchcraft and witch hunts in colonial Salem. Part VI of the series "Life,...
Genre: American Women -- Women's history, American Women -- New age/Wicca
Broadcast Date: WBAI, July? 1975 (day unknown)
PRA Archive #: BC2088
Title: Population control as the new fascism : Germaine Greer at UCLA.
Description:
Germaine Greer (1939 - ), Australian theorist, feminist and academic, speaks at UCLA, November,...
Genre: American Women -- Reproductive rights
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 17 Jan. 1975.
PRA Archive #: BC2191
Title: Sing a battle song: poems by women of the Weather Underground
Description:
Reading of “Sing a Battle Song”; a clandestine publication of the Red Dragon Print...
Genre: American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination, American Women -- Poetry
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 8 Mar and 26 Nov 1975
PRA Archive #: BC2196.01
Title: Women and alienation / Connie Sutton
Description:
Lecture by Connie Sutton, anthropologist at New York University, on women and alienation....
Genre: American Women -- Psychology and psychotherapy, American Women -- Marriage and divorce
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 1975 (day unknown)
PRA Archive #: BC2196.03
Title: Women to women : European feminists / Bonnie Charles Bluh.
Description:
Viv Sutherland interviews Bonnie Charles Bluh, author of "Women to Women: European...
Genre: American Women -- International women
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 1975 (day unknown)
PRA Archive #: BC2196.04
Title: Women in the Judeo-Christian tradition / Roslyn Lacks
Description:
A lecture and discussion with Roslyn Lacks, writer for the Village Voice, of the religious/
Genre: American Women -- Religion
Broadcast Date: WBAI, March 30?, 1975
PRA Archive #: BC2196.05
Title: Women, culture, and society / Diane Feeley.
Description:
An historical examination of the development of women's societal role traced by Diane...
Genre: American Women -- Women's history, American Women -- Anthropology and societal role
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 1975 (day unknown)
PRA Archive #: BC2196.06
Title: The incest taboo / Mariam Slater.
Description:
Discussion of society, incest, and institutionalized marriage outside the family with...
Genre: American Women -- Anthropology and societal role, American Women -- Marriage and divorce,
**American Women -- Sex**
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 1975 (day unknown)
PRA Archive #: BC2196.11
Title: Women's liberation in China / Diane Feeley
Description:

Diane Feeley, coordinator of National Organization for Women, New York (NOW-NY)'s Women in the...
Genre: American Women -- International women
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 26 May 1975.
PRA Archive #: BC2196.14
Title: Women in Russia / Diane Feeley.
Description:

Lecturing before a class at the National Organization for Women (NOW) offices in New York, Diane...
Genre: American Women -- International women
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 1975 (day unknown)
PRA Archive #: BC2196.16
Title: Women in publishing / produced by Viv Sutherland.
Description:

Presentations by eight feminist representatives of women's groups at several major...
Genre: American Women -- Work and unions, American Women -- Authors and journalists
Broadcast Date: WBAI, May 31 1975
PRA Archive #: BC2207
Title: Anne Sexton / produced by Ruth Hirschman.
Description:

A tribute to the life and work of the poet Anne Sexton (1928 - 1974). Ruth Hirschman reads poet...
Genre: American Women -- Poetry, American Women -- Autobiographies and Biographies
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 15 Feb. 1975.
PRA Archive #: BC2225
Title: Weather underground poems : for International Women's Day.
Description:

Bernardine Dohrn, Kathy Boudin, and Cathy Wilkerson read poems from "Sing a battle song:....
Genre: American Women -- Poetry
Broadcast Date: KPFK?, 8 Mar. 1975.
PRA Archive #: BC2249.03
Title: The Treatment of cancer / produced by Bonnie Bellow. (Episode 3 of 11)
Description:

Three doctors, all heads of their departments in their respective fields of surgery, radiology...
Genre: American Women -- Health
Broadcast Date: WBAI, ca. March 1975.
PRA Archive #: BC2285
Title: Victoria Sullivan reads her poetry
Description:

Poet Victoria Sullivan reads selections from her own work. This program was produced by Paul...
Genre: American Women -- Poetry
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 26 May 1975.
PRA Archive #: BC2286
Title: Karen Swenson reads her poetry.
Description:
Poet Karen Swenson reads selections from her own work. This recording is Part 1 of a two part...
Genre: **American Women -- Poetry**
Broadcast Date: WBAI, ca. May and November 23, 1975
PRA Archive #: BC2307
Title: Judith Vivell moderates panel with four women art critics.
Description:

Judith Vivell moderates a panel of four women art critics including Ellen Lubell, contributing...
Genre: **American Women -- Art and artists**
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 1975 (day unknown)
PRA Archive #: BC2361
Title: Maureen Owen reads her poetry
Description:

Poet Maureen Owen (b. 1943) reads selections from her own work. She is the author of two books...
Genre: **American Women -- Poetry**
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 1975 (day unknown)
PRA Archive #: BC2373
Title: Global speak-out at the U.N. International Women's Year Conference, 1975
Description:

Finding even the less formal Tribune too constricting for real communication, non-governmental...
Genre: **American Women -- International women, American Women -- Activists**
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 16 Sep. 1975
PRA Archive #: BC2376
Title: Anatomy of a manifesto
Description:

During the Journalist Encounter, which preceded the United Nations International Women's...
Genre: **American Women -- International women, American Women -- Authors and journalists**
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 23 Sept. 1975
PRA Archive #: BC2377
Title: Betty Friedan vs. the Third World.
Description:

Betty Friedan, co-founder of the National Organization of Women and author of The Feminine...
Genre: **American Women -- Feminism, American Women -- International women**
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 9 Sep. 1975.
PRA Archive #: BC2435
Title: Voices / produced by Susan Griffith.
Description:

Voices, a dramatic piece for five women, by Susan Griffin. Commissioned for radio by the KPFA...
Genre: **American Women -- Radio, American Women -- Theater, American Women -- Feminism**
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 12 Sept. 1975.
PRA Archive #: BC2542
Title: Lesbian sisters: July 3, 1973-Getting together in the lesbian community
Description:

This episode features an examination on living in the lesbian community, and dealing with...
Genre: **American Women -- Lesbians**
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 3 July 1973.
PRA Archive #: BC2582
Title: Midwives / interviews by Viv Sutherland.
Description:
Viv Sutherland interviews three midwives on their work and its benefits to women. The guests are...
Genre: American Women -- Health, American Women -- Parenting and children
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 1975 (day unknown)
PRA Archive #: BC2196.15
Title: The rights of employed and unemployed women / moderated by Viv Sutherland.
Description:
Panel discussion on the rights of employed and unemployed women. Participants are Laura Sager,...
Genre: American Women -- Work and unions
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 14 Jun. 1975.
PRA Archive #: BC2675
Title: Testimony of a mother of a desaparecido / produced and read by Paz Cohen.
Description:
Reading of the deposition of Oriana Sánchez Romero, mother of university student Maria Isabel...
Genre: American Women -- International women, American Women -- Violence against women
Broadcast Date: KPFA, Sept. 1975.
PRA Archive #: BC2796
Title: The Occupational health status of women / Vilma Hunt.
Description:
Talk on the occupational health status of women at the Annual Meeting of the American...
Genre: American Women -- Health, American Women -- Work and unions
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 1975.
PRA Archive #: BC2815.06
Title: Post Civil War girls and the American nightmare / Cynthia Wolff (Program 6 of 6)
Description:
Cynthia Wolff, Associate Professor of English at the University of Massachusetts, takes a look...
Genre: American Women -- Parenting and children
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 1975
PRA Archive #: BC2817.02
Title: Socialist feminist theory : third world panel / produced by Bonnie Bellow (Episode 2)
Description:
The Third World Panel from a series on Socialist Feminist Theory recorded at the first national...
Genre: American Women -- Radical Feminism, American Women -- International women
Broadcast Date: WBAI, August 14, 1975.
PRA Archive #: BC2832
Title: Street politics / produced by Bette Fried.
Description:
Examination of a lawsuit brought by Sydney Pendleton, a member of Columbia Women's...
Genre: American Women -- Law
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 6 Oct. 1971.
PRA Archive #: BC2871
Title: Gloria Emerson on her two years in Vietnam.
Description:
An interview with New York Times reporter Gloria Emerson, who relates her experiences in Vietnam...
Genre: American Women -- Authors and journalists, American Women -- Vietnam conflict
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 27 Aug. 1972.
PRA Archive #: BC2908.03
Title: Soft voices and big sticks : big business and the Third World / moderated by Linda Strawn. (Episode 3 of 5)
This episode features discussion of corporate response to the shifting tide and expectations and...

Genre: American Women -- Science and scientists
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 17 Mar. 1976.
PRA Archive #: BC2912
Title: Susan Brownmiller on writing and promoting.
Description:

An interview with Susan Brownmiller, who spent four years writing her book Against Our Will: Men...

Genre: American Women -- Authors and journalists, American Women -- Violence against women
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 1976.
PRA Archive #: BC2947
Title: Against our will / Susan Brownmiller.
Description:

A talk by Susan Brownmiller, journalist and author of "Against Our Will," on the...

Genre: American Women -- Violence against women
PRA Archive #: BC2995
Title: Mary Jane Menuez reads her poetry
Description:

Poet Mary Jane Menuez reads selections from her work. Menuez was born in Chicago. She began...

Genre: American Women -- Poetry
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 6 Apr. 1976.
PRA Archive #: BC3000
Title: Judith Emlyn Johnson reads her poetry
Description:

Poet Judith Emlyn Johnson (Judith Johnson Sherwin) reads selections from her own work. Johnson...

Genre: American Women -- Poetry
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 30 Mar. 1976.
PRA Archive #: BC3001
Title: Ann Darr reads her poetry
Description:

Poet Ann Darr reads selections from her two books. Ann Darr has lived in Iowa, where she was...

Genre: American Women -- Poetry
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 20 Apr. 1976.
PRA Archive #: BC3002
Title: Rochelle Owens reads her poetry
Description:

Poet Rochelle Owens reads selections of her work. Owens is the award-winning author of many...

Genre: American Women -- Poetry
Broadcast Date: WBAI, April 1976.
PRA Archive #: BC3015
Title: Women in entertainment / produced by Heather Schoen
Description:

Documentary on women in the entertainment business through a collage of recordings of the...

Genre: American Women -- Music and musicians
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 3 May 1976.
PRA Archive #: BC3021
This may not be a complete list of all recordings associated with this subject. Search the entire catalog [here](#).

Title: **In the living room with Adele Gutman Nathan.**  
Description:

Author Adele Gutman Nathan (1889 - 1986), among other things, was a suffragist who produced and...

Genre: **American Women -- Women's history, American Women -- Theater, American Women -- Authors and journalists**  
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 1976.  
PRA Archive #: BC3061  

Title: **Rape in prison.**  
Description:

Bill Monaghan and John "J.D." Davis moderate a roundtable discussion about sexual...

Genre: **American Women -- Men's commentary and experiences**  
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 1976.  
PRA Archive #: BC3064  

Title: **Title IX / produced by Carolyn Berger.**  
Description:

Carolyn Berger reports on the content and meaning of federal legislation prohibiting...

Genre: **American Women -- Education, American Women -- Law**  
PRA Archive #: IZ0110  

Title: **Nuclear snow job / produced by Bonnie Bellow.**  
Description:

An examination of nuclear power, and efforts by the nuclear power industry to convince a group...

Genre: **American Women -- Peace and Antinuclear activism**  
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 6 Jan. 1976.  
PRA Archive #: IZ0247  

Title: **Nuclear sermon / Coretta Scott King.**  
Description:

Coretta Scott King delivers a talk on the threat of nuclear war titled "Peace: An...

Genre: **American Women -- Peace and Antinuclear activism**  
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 20 June 1983.  
PRA Archive #: IZ0255.01  

Title: **Maybe you'll have a chuckle show / Joyce West**  
Description:

"Summer Loves and Such Stuff." Commentary, memories and music from comedian Joyce West...

Genre: **American Women -- Comedians**  
Broadcast Date: WBAI, August 5, 1982  
PRA Archive #: KZ0074  

Title: **Mother and motherhood**  
Description:

In this program, Carlos Hagen presents a brief survey of the concept of mother and motherhood...

Genre: **American Women -- Parenting and children**  
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 1976? (No broadcast info on box)  
PRA Archive #: KZ0075  

Title: **Loneliness in America and taxi dancers**  
Description:

A listener’s personal view of alienation, sexual loneliness and prostitution. Carlos Hagen...

Genre: **American Women -- Sex, American Women -- Men's commentary and experiences**
This may not be a complete list of all recordings associated with this subject. Search the entire catalog [here](#).

Broadcast Date: KPFK, 16 Dec. 1973
PRA Archive #: KZ0183
Title: **The new rape treatment**
Description:

An examination of the effect of changes in the rape law and changes in the policies of...
Genre: **American Women -- Violence against women**
Broadcast Date: KPFK, June 24, 1977.
PRA Archive #: KZ0394
Title: **A grey Christmas / interviews by Aurelia Morris**
Description:

Aurelia Morris interviews religious leaders about the Christmas holiday and the role of women...
Genre: **American Women -- Religion**
Broadcast Date: KPFK, Dec. 22, 1977
PRA Archive #: KZ0416.03
Title: **Structural integration / Ida Rolf (Episode 3 of 9)**
Description:

Ida Rolf, research bio-chemist whose studies of the human body led her to formulation of...
Genre: **American Women -- Science and scientists**
Broadcast Date: KPFK, June 13, 1978.
PRA Archive #: KZ0416.07
Title: **The Human connection / Ashley Montagu. (Episode 7 of 9)**
Description:

The physical anthropologist Dr. Ashley Montagu discusses his career, the importance of love in...
Genre: **American Women -- Men's commentary and experiences**
Broadcast Date: KPFK, June 27, 1978.
PRA Archive #: KZ0451.01
Title: **The adolescent forces that spawn masculine vulnerability / by Dr. Albert E. Ross (Episode 1 of 7)**
Description:

This is the first in a series of seven lectures by Dr. Albert E. Ross, PhD, a psychologist. In...
Genre: **American Women -- Men's commentary and experiences**
Broadcast Date: KPFK, Jan. 5, 1978.
PRA Archive #: KZ0451.02
Title: **Sex : the male ego / by Dr. Albert E. Ross (Episode 2 of 7, Part 1 of 2)**
Description:

In his second lecture in the series, Dr. Al Ross explores our attitudes toward sex and sexuality...
Genre: **American Women -- Men's commentary and experiences**
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 11 Jan. 1978.
PRA Archive #: KZ0451.03
Title: **Marriage and fatherhood / by Dr. Albert E. Ross (Episode 3 of 7)**
Description:

In this third lecture in the series, Dr. Ross discusses the old and new concepts of the role and...
Genre: **American Women -- Men's commentary and experiences**
Broadcast Date: KPFK, Jan. 18, 1978.
PRA Archive #: KZ0451.04
Title: **Men at work / by Dr. Albert E. Ross (Episode 4 of 7)**
Description:

This is the fourth lecture in a series of seven given by Dr. Al Ross at UCLA. There is a battle...
This may not be a complete list of all recordings associated with this subject. Search the entire catalog [here](#).

**Genre:** American Women -- Men's commentary and experiences  
**Broadcast Date:** KPFK, 19 Jan. 1978.  
**PRA Archive #:** KZ0451.05  
**Title:** Openness vs. pseudomasculinity / by Dr. Albert E. Ross (Episode 5 of 7)  
**Description:**  
This is the fifth of seven lectures given by Dr. Albert Ross at UCLA in 1976. The essence of the...  

**Genre:** American Women -- Men's commentary and experiences  
**Broadcast Date:** KPFK, Jan. 25, 1978.  
**PRA Archive #:** KZ0451.06  
**Title:** The unfulfilled life / by Dr. Albert E. Ross (Episode 6 of 7)  
**Description:**  
Dr. Ross talks about midlife, from age 35 or 40 up, as a great challenge and opportunity or a...  

**Genre:** American Women -- Men's commentary and experiences  
**Broadcast Date:** KPFK, 26 Jan. 1978.  
**PRA Archive #:** KZ0451.07  
**Title:** Spirituality and integrity : basis or vulnerability / by Dr. Albert E. Ross (Episode 7 of 7)  
**Description:**  
First half of last lecture in the series. It is difficult to attain spirituality, which is not...  

**Genre:** American Women -- Feminism  
**Broadcast Date:** KPFK, Mar. 15, 1978.  
**PRA Archive #:** KZ0577  
**Title:** International women's year conference / produced by Lisa Schlein.  
**Description:**  
"International Women's Year, Women on the move." A documentary about the...  

**Genre:** American Women -- Music and musicians, American Women -- Activists  
**Broadcast Date:** KPFK, 22 Mar. 1978.  
**PRA Archive #:** KZ0606  
**Title:** Annie Christmas / narrated by William Conrad.  
**Description:**  
William Conrad narrates the story of a legendary African-American woman from Louisiana folklore...  

**Genre:** American Women -- Radio  
**Broadcast Date:** CBS - 19 Oct. 1956; KPFK, 8 Mar. 1979.  
**PRA Archive #:** KZ0682  
**Title:** Survival Sunday Antinuclear Rally at the Hollywood Bowl, 1979  
**Description:**  
Aircheck from the live performance and broadcast of Survival Sunday, a “no nukes” rally held at...  

**Genre:** American Women -- Music and musicians, American Women -- Peace and Antinuclear activism, American Women -- Comedians  
**Broadcast Date:** KPFK, 10 June 1979.  
**PRA Archive #:** KZ0722  
**Title:** National women's conference, Houston, 1977  
**Description:**
This may not be a complete list of all recordings associated with this subject. Search the entire catalog [here](#).

The United Nations proclaimed 1975 the International Women’s Year, and sponsored an...
Genre: American Women -- Feminism
PRA Archive #: KZ0887
Title: Across the seas: lesbianism in Australia and Japan
Description:

Helene Rosenbluth talks with two women, Amanda and Jane, from Melbourne, Australia about the...
Genre: American Women -- International women, American Women -- Lesbians
Broadcast Date: KPFK, Mar. 2, 1980.
PRA Archive #: KZ0984
Title: Friends of Leslie
Description:

Sue Talbot, Jerry Gumbleton, and the Reverend Dwight Blackstock, three members of Friends for...
Genre: American Women -- Activists
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 25 Nov. 1980.
PRA Archive #: KZ0992
Title: Nuclear madness / Dr. Helen Caldicott
Description:

Dr. Helen Caldicott was a former Australian pediatrician, anti-nuclear activist, author, and...
Genre: American Women -- Science and scientists, American Women -- Peace and Antinuclear activism
Broadcast Date: KPFK, November 1980; Feb. 26, 1981.
PRA Archive #: KZ1067
Title: Some of us have become... / Gloria Steinem at Pierce College
Description:

Feminist Gloria Steinem speaks about the institutional changes that the women’s movement...
Genre: American Women -- Feminism
Broadcast Date: KPFK, Sept. 1981.
PRA Archive #: KZ1084
Title: Pornography and silence / Susan Griffin
Description:

Susan Griffin, noted feminist author, discusses the thesis of her book "Pornography and...
Genre: American Women -- Sex, American Women -- Authors and journalists
PRA Archive #: KZ1090.01
Title: The Anti-nuke movement in Europe / Helen Caldicott.
Description:

Dr. Helen Caldicott describes her recent trip to Europe, the antinuclear movement there, and the...
Genre: American Women -- Peace and Antinuclear activism
Broadcast Date: KPFK, Nov. 5, 1981.
PRA Archive #: KZ1152
Title: Tribute to Barbara Nestor by her daughter Dorothy Healey
Description:

This program is Dorothy Healey's personal tribute to her mother Barbara Bass Nestor, who died...
Genre: American Women -- Radical Feminism, American Women -- Work and unions, American Women -- Women's history
Broadcast Date: KPFK, Dec. 9, 1979.
PRA Archive #: KZ1199.16
This may not be a complete list of all recordings associated with this subject. Search the entire catalog [here](#).

**Title:** Personal views / by Winona LaDuke.  
**Description:**

Winona LaDuke, a Chippewa Indian woman who is an environmental activist, talks about how Native...  
**Genre:** American Women -- Environmentalism  
**Broadcast Date:** KPFK, Nov. 24, 1982.  
**PRA Archive #:** KZ1208

**Title:** History of lavender / Judy Grahn  
**Description:**

Poet and author Judy Grahn reads "Sashay down the lavender trail", the first chapter...  
**Genre:** American Women -- Authors and journalists, American Women -- Poetry  
**Broadcast Date:** KPFK, June 20, 1981.  
**PRA Archive #:** KZ1213

**Title:** Rita Mae Brown at the Woman's Building  
**Description:**

Writer and activist Rita Mae Brown (1944 - ) delivers a speech at the Woman's Building in...  

...  
**Genre:** American Women -- Authors and journalists, American Women -- Lesbians  
**Broadcast Date:** KPFK, 1976?  
**PRA Archive #:** KZ1216

**Title:** Which side are you on? / produced by Susan Anderson.  
**Description:**

Susan Anderson hosts an episode of "Richland woman" in honor of International Women...  
**Genre:** American Women -- Work and unions, American Women -- Music and musicians  
**Broadcast Date:** KPFK, Mar. 8, 1978.  
**PRA Archive #:** KZ1219

**Title:** International working women's day / Neda Azad  
**Description:**

Using Rosa Luxemburg as a model of what women can do, Iranian feminist Neda Azad explains how...  
**Genre:** American Women -- Work and unions, American Women -- International women  
**Broadcast Date:** KPFK, Mar. 25, 1981.  
**PRA Archive #:** KZ1373

**Title:** Battles, feats and solitude: the writings of Colette / produced by Maureen McIlroy  
**Description:**

Dramatic documentary on the life and views of Colette and her feminist writings. An original...  
**Genre:** American Women -- Authors and journalists, American Women -- Autobiographies and Biographies  
**Broadcast Date:** KPFK, 29 Nov. 1979  
**PRA Archive #:** KZ1929

**Title:** Ragtime women / Max Morath interviewed by Mario Casseta  
**Description:**

Max Morath discusses his discovery of over 100 ragtime piano compositions by middle class white...  
**Genre:** American Women -- Music and musicians  
**Broadcast Date:** KPFK, ca. Jan 1978? (no broadcast info on box)  
**PRA Archive #:** PZ0073

**Title:** The end of E.R.A. news conference / Eleanor Smeal.
Eleanor Smeal gives a speech on the non-ratification of the Equal Rights Amendment, sex...
Genre: American Women -- Equal Rights Amendment (ERA)
Broadcast Date: Pacifica National Programming, ca. June 24, 1982
PRA Archive #: TZ0002
Title: The telephone voices / produced by Jim Higgins
Description:
This program contains interviews with several Southwestern Bell directory assistance operators,...
Genre: American Women -- Work and unions
Broadcast Date: KPFT, possibly May 6, 1976
PRA Archive #: TZ0004
Title: The Hite report / panel on women's sexuality with Shere Hite
Description:
Shere Hite participates with a panel of women on women's relationships to sex and work....
Genre: American Women -- Sex
Broadcast Date: KPFT, Apr. 20, 1977.
PRA Archive #: TZ0009
Title: Citizen's Party Vice-Presidential candidate / LaDonna Harris interviewed by Ray Hill and Richard King
Description:
LaDonna Harris was the vice-presidential candidate and running mate of Dr. Barry Commoner on the...
Genre: American Women -- Politicians and politics
Broadcast Date: KPFT, October 1980?
PRA Archive #: TZ0024
Title: Voices from the westward journey / compiled by Lillian Schlissel ; produced by Clara Kern.
Description:
In this radio adaptation of "Women's Diaries of the Westward Journey" compiled by...
Genre: American Women -- Women's history
Broadcast Date: KPFT, July 1982.
PRA Archive #: TZ0027
Title: Poems from a woman's experience/ written and read by Clara Kern
Description:
A woman's voice - Features poetry written and read by producer/poet Clara Kern. Broadcast...
Genre: American Women -- Poetry
Broadcast Date: KPFT, July 1982.
PRA Archive #: TZ0028
Title: It's your body / by Dr. Niels Lauersen interviewed by Clara Kern
Description:
Producer Clara Kern interviews Dr. Niels Lauersen on the responsibility and prerogatives of...
Genre: American Women -- Health
Broadcast Date: KPFT, October 1982.
PRA Archive #: WZ0002.01
Title: Discrimination at work: federal workers and equal opportunity
Description:
On whether the federal government has successfully implemented its own equal opportunity program...
Genre: American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination
Broadcast Date: WPFW, Mar. 20, 1977 and KPFA, May 1, 1978
This may not be a complete list of all recordings associated with this subject. Search the entire catalog here.

PRA Archive #: WZ0014
Title: Among all this, you stand like a fine brownstone : Gwendolyn Brooks / produced by Taliba Holliday.
Description:

Poet Gwendolyn Brooks (1917 - 2000), the first Black woman to win the Pulitzer Prize for poetry...
PRA Archive #: WZ0019
Title: Changes / written and read by Denise Oliver.
Description:

This program features a reading of the short story "Changes" by author Denise Oliver, former...
Genre: American Women -- Authors and journalists, American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination
Broadcast Date: WPFW, Apr. 1976.
PRA Archive #: WZ0020
Title: Three women poets / Gabrielle Edgcomb, Barbara Lefcowitz, and Lee Howard
Description:

This episode of The poet and the poem focuses on three women poets: Gabrielle Edgcomb (1926-1996)...
Genre: American Women -- Poetry
Broadcast Date: WPFW, Sept. 26, 1976.
PRA Archive #: WZ0027
Title: Back Alley Theatre / Naomi Eftes and Elaine Heffernan interviewed by Ree Austin
Description:

Naomi Eftis and Elaine Heffernan, two local Washington, D. C. artists and housewives, discuss...
Genre: American Women -- Art and artists, American Women -- Theater
Broadcast Date: WPFW, Mar. 31, 1977.
PRA Archive #: WZ0031
Title: Four women poets / Diana Vance, Nefretete, Deirdra Baldwin, and Ann Leffler ; interviewed by Grace Cavalieri
Description:

Host Grace Cavalieri interviews four women poets: Diana Vance, Nefretete[sp?], Deirdra Baldwin,...
Genre: American Women -- Poetry
Broadcast Date: WPFW, Sept. 17, 1976.
PRA Archive #: WZ0046
Title: Of Woman Born by Adrienne Rich / reviewed by Doris Grumbach and Carolyn Kizer
Description:

Review of Adrienne Rich's book "Of Woman Born" by Doris Grumbach and Carolyn...
Genre: American Women -- Authors and journalists
Broadcast Date: WPFW, Dec. 4, 1976.
PRA Archive #: WZ0049
Title: Four local Washington, D.C. poets / interviews by Hazel Robinson
Description:

"A poet is -- a diary of the soul." Thus begins one of Hazel Robinson's poems and...
Genre: American Women -- Poetry
Broadcast Date: WPFW, Oct. 19, 1976.
PRA Archive #: WZ0052
Title: Interview with Maureen Owen, publisher of Telephone Books and Telephone Magazine; interviewed by Doug Lang.
Description:

Modest discussion, low key, of the background and publishing career of Maureen Owen. There is...

Genre: American Women -- Poetry
Broadcast Date: WPFW, Jan. 1977.
PRA Archive #: WZ0065

Title: Geology, Sexism and Racism / produced by Rich Pollack.
Description:

The field of geology has long been considered a club with the petro, coal and mining companies....

Genre: American Women -- Work and unions
Broadcast Date: WPFW, June 7, 1977.
PRA Archive #: WZ0090

Title: Heliotrope: A Woman's Magazine / Mary Bailey; interviewed by Sandra Porter
Description:

Sandra Porter interviews Mary Bailey, co-founder of the feminist publication "Heliotrope....

Genre: American Women -- Authors and journalists
Broadcast Date: WPFW, May 27, 1977.
PRA Archive #: WZ0094

Title: Sexual Assault / produced by Sophie's Parlor Media Collective.
Description:

On sexism, racism and rape; focus on the cases of Inez Garcia and Joan Little. Host Del Dobbins...

Genre: American Women -- Violence against women
Broadcast Date: WPFW, July 15, 1977 and February 6, 1978
PRA Archive #: WZ0101

Title: Washington Area Feminist Theatre.
Description:

On this episode of the Survival Clearing House for the Arts, host Naomi Eftis interviews Mary...

Genre: American Women -- Theater
Broadcast Date: WPFW, Oct. 8, 1977
PRA Archive #: WZ0109

Title: A Woman Artist Speaks / Joyce Scott; interviewed by Naomi Eftis and Elaine Heffernan.
Description:

Artist Joyce J. Scott (b. 1948) talks about how she became an artist, and about creating and...

Genre: American Women -- Art and artists
Broadcast Date: WPFW, July 27?, 1977.
PRA Archive #: WZ0117

Title: Blacks and the Washington D.C. Ballet / Claire Haywood; interviewed by Naomi Eftis and Elaine Heffernan.
Description:

Hosts Naomi Eftis and Elaine Heffernan interview Claire Haywood (d. 1978), artistic director of...

Genre: American Women -- Dance, American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination
Broadcast Date: WPFW, May 9, 1977.
PRA Archive #: WZ0119

Title: It Only Hurts When You Laugh / Robin Tyler; produced by Sophie's Parlor Media Collective.
Description:

Feminist comedian Robin Tyler discusses her comedy, including her work as one-half of the comedy...
This may not be a complete list of all recordings associated with this subject. Search the entire catalog here.

Genre: American Women -- Comedians, American Women -- Lesbians, American Women -- Feminism
Broadcast Date: WPFW, 6 Jul. 1977.
PRA Archive #: WZ0122
Title: The Presswomen / produced by Sophie's Parlor Media Collective
Description:

Del Dobbins interviews Ilona O'Sullivan[sp?], Alice Arvin[sp?], Mary Duggan, wives of...
Genre: American Women -- Relatives of notable men
Broadcast Date: WPFW, 1977?
PRA Archive #: WZ0123
Title: Union Maids / Vicky Starr aka Stella Nowicki; produced by Sophie's Parlor Media Collective.
Description:

Interview with Vicky Starr (1916-2009), featured as "Stella Nowicki" in the...
Genre: American Women -- Work and unions
Broadcast Date: WPFW, 15 April 1977
PRA Archive #: WZ0124
Title: To create love with dry eyes: an interview with June Jordan by Deborah Morris.
Description:

Poet, essayist, and novelist June Jordan is interviewed by author Deborah Morris. The two...
Genre: American Women -- Authors and journalists, American Women -- Lesbians, American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination
Broadcast Date: WPFW, Aug. 9, 1977.
PRA Archive #: WZ0130
Title: The growth of jazz / Betty Carter ; interviewed by Ed Love.
Description:

Jazz singer Betty Carter (1930-1998) discusses her life, her music, and the changes in jazz...
Genre: American Women -- Music and musicians
Broadcast Date: WPFW, ca. 1977
PRA Archive #: WZ0173
Title: Simplemente Jenny / Helena Solberg and Melanie Maholick ; interviewed by Ron Sutton and Pam Peabody.
Description:

Latin American film director Helena Solberg-Ladd and editor Melanie Maholick, discuss their...
Genre: American Women -- International women, American Women -- Film and television
Broadcast Date: WPFW, May 31, 1977.
PRA Archive #: WZ0176
Title: I Never Promised You a Rose Garden / Kathleen Quinlan ; interviewed by Barry Parker.
Description:

Kathleen Quinlan (b. 1954), star of the film "I Never Promised You a Rose Garden,"...
Genre: American Women -- Film and television
Broadcast Date: WPFW, Aug. 23, 1977.
PRA Archive #: WZ0185
Title: A Retrospective on radical feminism / produced by Moira Rankin and Deborah George.
Description:

A documentary that looks at the development of ideas that shaped the radical women's...
Genre: American Women -- Radical Feminism
Broadcast Date: WPFW, 1980.
PRA Archive #: BB1402
Title: Address of Dorothy Thompson over the Mutual Broadcasting System, October 29, 1944, Hotel
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**Roosevelt, New York City**

Description:

Dorothy Thompson (1893-1961) was an American broadcast and print journalist, best known for her...

Genre: American Women -- Politicians and politics

Broadcast Date: KPFA, 194-?

PRA Archive #: BB2293

Title: Freedom of choice: a woman's world - marriage revisited / Dr. Gail Fullerton

Description:

Dr. Gail Putney Fullerton, author and Professor of Sociology at San Jose State College,...

Genre: American Women -- Parenting and children, American Women -- Reproductive rights

Broadcast Date: KPFA, October 28, 1969

PRA Archive #: BB3344

Title: Poems / written and read by Muriel Rukeyser.

Description:

Poet reads selections of her own work. pt.1. Song -- pt.2. Are you born -- pt.3. Haying before...

Genre: American Women -- Poetry

Broadcast Date: WBAI, 19 Oct. 1962.

PRA Archive #: BB3895

Title: Poetry occasional: two lady poets

Description:

Poetry reading. Henrietta Weigel and Helene Mullins are two lady poets who share much in common...

Genre: American Women -- Poetry

Broadcast Date: WBAI, April 18, 1968

PRA Archive #: BB4829

Title: I'm a woman-- W-O-M-A-N

Description:

Special program for International Women's Day. Includes conversation, music, and poetry by...

Genre: American Women -- Feminism, American Women -- Poetry

Broadcast Date: KPFK, ca. 8 Mar. 1970.

PRA Archive #: BB5284

Title: The Negro woman in American literature (Episode 2 of 12)

Description:

This program from the "Negro Writer's Vision of America" conference held April 23...

Genre: American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination, American Women -- Authors and journalists

Broadcast Date: WBAI, 13 June 1965; KPFK, 23 Sept. 1965.

PRA Archive #: BC0098

Title: San Francisco women's liberation media project (Episode 1)

Description:

Collage of music and sound, prepared by the Women's Liberation Media Project, designed to...

Genre: American Women -- Radical Feminism, American Women -- Radio

Broadcast Date: KPFA, 8 July 1970.

PRA Archive #: BC0275

Title: Women's abortion coalition.

Description:

A panel discussion on abortion with members of the Women's Abortion Coalition (WAC), a Bay...

Genre: American Women -- Reproductive rights, American Women -- Law
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Broadcast Date: KPFA, 19 Oct. 1971.
PRA Archive #: BC0290
Title: Women in art / produced by Bonnie Bellow.
Description:

The problems of "women in art" are discussed by a panel of women artists and critics. The...
Genre: American Women -- Art and artists
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 10 Mar. 1971.
PRA Archive #: BC0448
Title: The contemporary lesbian : beyond stereotypes.
Description:

A radio production examining contemporary concerns for lesbians, how lesbians view themselves,...
Genre: American Women -- Lesbians, American Women -- Radio
PRA Archive #: BC0532
Title: The ooze on the Atlantic / produced by Margot Adler.
Description:

A look at offshore oil exploration on the Atlantic coast: what the oil companies are planning...
Genre: American Women -- Environmentalism
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 6 Jan 1972
PRA Archive #: BC0693
Title: San Francisco women's liberation media project (Episode 2)
Description:

The second collage of music and words produced by the San Francisco Women's Liberation...
Genre: American Women -- Radical Feminism, American Women -- Radio
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 26 Aug. 1970.
PRA Archive #: BC0707
Title: San Francisco women's liberation media project (Episode 3)
Description:

The third collage, produced by the San Francisco Women's Liberation Media Project, to...
Genre: American Women -- Radical Feminism, American Women -- Radio
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 6 Nov. 1970; 8 Mar. 1971.
PRA Archive #: BC0954
Title: Sappho was a right-on woman.
Description:

A discussion about lesbians and lesbianism in America: their oppression and liberation, their...
Genre: American Women -- Lesbians
PRA Archive #: BC1146
Title: The Changing lives of women around the globe.
Description:

A report on the subject of changes that have taken place in women's lives in India, Japan,...
Genre: American Women -- International women
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 1972; WPFW, 8 Mar. 1978.
PRA Archive #: BC1218
Title: The abortion battle rages on
Description:

Ida Honorof interviews Dr. Paul Marx, Professor of Sociology at St. John's University and...
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**Genre:** American Women -- Reproductive rights  
**Broadcast Date:** KPFK, November 13, 1972  
**PRA Archive #:** BC1222  
**Title:** The Politics of making it.  
**Description:**

Women artists and writers discuss and examine the anatomy of success and its relationship to...

**Genre:** American Women -- Art and artists, American Women -- Authors and journalists  
**Broadcast Date:** WBAI, 15 Dec. 1972.  
**PRA Archive #:** BC1223  
**Title:** Women's poetry evening at WBAI's Studio C  
**Description:**

Reading of poetry by and about women, held in WBAI's Studio C--the first live women's...

**Genre:** American Women -- Poetry  
**Broadcast Date:** WBAI, 7 Oct. 1972.  
**PRA Archive #:** BC1255  
**Title:** Women in advertising.  
**Description:**

Discussion of the presentation and exploitation of women by mass media advertising held at the...

**Genre:** American Women -- Feminism, American Women -- Beauty and body image  
**Broadcast Date:** WBAI, 19 Dec. 1972.  
**PRA Archive #:** BC1338  
**Title:** The sour apple tree : June Wayne.  
**Description:**

June Wayne (1918-2011), artist, educator and co-founder of the Tamarind Lithography Workshop,...

**Genre:** American Women -- Art and artists  
**Broadcast Date:** KPFK, 13 Mar. 1973.  
**PRA Archive #:** BC2181  
**Title:** The true believers  
**Description:**

Discussion of the parallel experiences of women who grew up in various ideologies. Guests are...

**Genre:** American Women -- Religion, American Women -- Parenting and children  
**Broadcast Date:** WBAI, 27 Jan. 1975.  
**PRA Archive #:** BC2196.08  
**Title:** Women in Cuba / moderated by Viv Sutherland.  
**Description:**

A discussion with Margaret (Meg) Crahan, historian; Mary Lou Suhor, co-coordinator of the Cuba...

**Genre:** American Women -- International women  
**Broadcast Date:** WBAI, 1975 (day unknown)  
**PRA Archive #:** BC2196.12  
**Title:** Women in China : past and present.  
**Description:**

Discussion of Chinese women's status historically and presently. This recording is Part 3 of a...

**Genre:** American Women -- International women  
**Broadcast Date:** WBAI, 22 Mar. 1975.  
**PRA Archive #:** BC2337  
**Title:** National Women's Political Caucus: Biennial Convention, Boston 1975  
**Description:**
Panel discussion which covers successful efforts to organize women workers into women's caucuses...

Interviews with women serving long-term sentences at the New York State Correctional Facility at...

Frances FitzGerald (b. 1940), acclaimed American journalist and author of Fire in the Lake (1972...

The speaker this week on Five-College Forum, Carol Burris, a prominent lobbyist for women's...

An interview with songwriter Margie Adam by KPFT's Clara Kern. They discuss changing...

This is an episode of Clara Kern's special series "Ozark rap." In this program...

Barry Parker from WPFW's Film Exchange interviews Nancy Barker and Hart Perry, respectively...
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Rosemary E. Reed Miller, owner and president of an accessory and clothing store, Toast and...
Genre: [American Women -- Art and artists](#), [American Women -- Work and unions](#)
Broadcast Date: WPFW, May 19, 1981.
PRA Archive #: WZ0210
Title: [Black music / Ntozake Shange and Thulani Davis : interviewed by Joan Thornell](#)
Description:
Joan Thornell interviews Ntozake Shange (1948 - ), poet and playwright, and Thulani Davis (1949...  
Genre: [American Women -- Music and musicians](#)
Broadcast Date: WPFW, May 3, 1977.
PRA Archive #: BB1719.01
Title: [Lives and times of some famous and not-so-famous Black personalities / produced by Gene De Alessi](#)
Description:
An audio history featuring the lives and times of some famous and not-so-famous black people....  
Genre: [American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination](#)
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 6 June 1968
PRA Archive #: BB4210
Title: [Author Alice Walker reads the short story, Roselily](#)
Description:
Pulitzer Prize-winning author Alice Walker (1944 - ) reads her short story "Roselily...  
Genre: [American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination](#), [American Women -- Authors and journalists](#)
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 1994.
PRA Archive #: AZ1025
Title: [Herbert Marcuse and Angela Davis at Berkeley](#)
Description:
Excerpt from a rally at University of California Berkeley featuring speeches by philosopher and...  
Genre: [American Women -- Activists](#), [American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination](#)
Broadcast Date: 1969?.
PRA Archive #: AZ1064
Title: [Ode To Gravity| The Music Of Germaine Tailleferre](#)
Description:
Ode To Gravity| The Music Of Germaine Tailleferre| Produced by KPFK and Amirkhanian| Recorded on...  
Genre: [American Women -- Music and musicians](#)
Broadcast Date: KPFA, March 19, 1975
PRA Archive #: BB2603
Title: [Women's liberation day: New York, San Francisco and Berkeley rallies of August 26, 1970](#)
Description:
A documentary on the nationwide women's rights demonstrations known as the Women's...  
Genre: [American Women -- Feminism](#)
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PRA Archive #: BB5173
Title: Art and mythology of India
Description:
Clare Spark talks with Dr. Pratapaditya Pal, the curator for Islamic and Indian art at the Los...
Genre: American Women -- Art and artists
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 7 June 1971.
PRA Archive #: BB5532
Title: Lady Macbeth: moral scapegoat
Description:
A talk by John Monteverde, associate professor of English at San Diego State College, who...
Genre: American Women -- Authors and journalists, American Women -- Men's commentary and experiences
PRA Archive #: BB5547
Title: Fashions in funerals: interview with Jessica Mitford
Description:
Jessica Mitford, author of "The American Way of Death" (Buccaneer Books, 1963), talks...
Genre: American Women -- Health
PRA Archive #: BC0453.04
Title: Women in the arts IV (Episode 4 of 5)
Description:
Novelist and diarist Anais Nin discusses the development of female consciousness and the effect...
Genre: American Women -- Authors and journalists, American Women -- Feminism
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 22 Nov. 1971
PRA Archive #: BC0523
Title: Abortion on demand : a debate
Description:
Representatives of pro- and anti-abortion groups debated the issue of abortion on demand at the...
Genre: American Women -- Reproductive rights
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 7 Jan. 1972.
PRA Archive #: BC0611
Title: The Female Angst / Anais Nin, Joan Didion, and Dory Previn ; interviewed by Sally Davis
Description:
Acclaimed writers Anais Nin (1903-1977) author of "The Diary of Anais Nin," Joan...
Genre: American Women -- Authors and journalists
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 10 Feb. 1972.
PRA Archive #: BC0724.01
Title: Consciousness raising-WBAI (Episode 1 of 4): Housework
Description:
This is one of four episodes of WBAI's first Consciousness-raising series, originally titled: "...
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PRA Archive #: BC0724.02
Title: **Consciousness raising-WBAI (Episode 2 of 4): Adolescent puberty rituals**
Description:

Consciousness-raising: An examination of women's issues. This discussion focuses on...
Genre: American Women -- Sex, American Women -- Health, American Women -- Reproductive rights, American Women -- Feminism
Broadcast Date: WBAI, likely between October 8, 1971 and April 28, 1972
PRA Archive #: BC0724.03
Title: **Consciousness raising-WBAI (Episode 3 of 4): Friendship and loneliness**
Description:

Consciousness-raising: An examination of women's issues. This discussion focuses on the...
Genre: American Women -- Marriage and divorce, American Women -- Feminism, American Women -- Parenting and children
Broadcast Date: WBAI, likely between October 8, 1971 and April 28, 1972
PRA Archive #: BC0724.04
Title: **Consciousness raising-WBAI (Episode 4 of 4): Sex and divorce**
Description:

Poet Robin Morgan (1941 - ) reads selections of her own work. Sensitive language.
Genre: American Women -- Poetry
Broadcast Date: WBAI, March 23, 1972
PRA Archive #: BC0949.01
Title: **Adrienne Rich (Episode 2 of 4)**
Description:

Poet Adrienne Rich (1929 - 2012) reads selections from her own works, "Snapshots of a...
Genre: American Women -- Poetry
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 30 Apr. 1972.
PRA Archive #: BC0949.02
Title: **Verandah Porche (Episode 3 of 4)**
Description:

Poet Verandah Porche (1945 - ), resident of Total Loss Farm, talks about her life in Vermont and...
Genre: American Women -- Poetry
Broadcast Date: WBAI, February 14, 1972
PRA Archive #: BC0949.04
Title: **Audre Lorde (Episode 4 of 4)**
Description:

Poet Audre Lorde reads selections of her own works. After introducing herself, Lorde reads the...
Genre: American Women -- Poetry
PRA Archive #: BC1600
Title: **Interview with Susan Sontag**
Description:
Author Susan Sontag (1933 - 2004) is interviewed by WBAI's Nanette Rainone in October 1973...

Genre: American Women -- Authors and journalists
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 1973?
PRA Archive #: BC2908.04
Title: Alvin Toffler / interviewed by Linda Strawn (Episode 4 of 5)
Description:

First of a two-part interview with Alvin Toffler, by Linda Strawn. Toffler is the co-author of...
Genre: American Women -- Science and scientists
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 24 Mar. 1976.
PRA Archive #: IZ0354
Title: The poet's craft / June Jordan ; interviewed by Elly Bulkin.
Description:

Interview with poet and author June Jordan (1936 - 2002) conducted by Elly Bulkin. They discuss...
Genre: American Women -- Poetry, American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 5 Aug. 1974.
PRA Archive #: IZ0355
Title: Adrienne Rich reads from Susan Griffin's "Woman and Nature"
Description:

Adrienne Rich (1928 - 2012), poet and author, reads excerpts from Susan Griffin's Woman and...
Genre: American Women -- Authors and journalists, American Women -- Poetry
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 1978?
PRA Archive #: IZ0357
Title: Interview with Katherine Dunham
Description:

Interview with Katherine Dunham, African-American choreographer and founder of the Katherine...
Genre: American Women -- Dance
PRA Archive #: IZ0366
Title: Women and life on earth: ecofeminism in the 1980's
Description:

This program presents tapes selected and edited from a conference called Women and Life on Earth...
Genre: American Women -- Environmentalism, American Women -- Science and scientists
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 30 Mar. 1980.
PRA Archive #: AZ1755
Title: Lesbian and gay employment rights conference / produced by Katherine Davenport
Description:

A recording of the Lesbian and Gay Employment Rights Conference, sponsored by The Lesbian Rights...
Genre: American Women -- Work and unions, American Women -- Lesbians
PRA Archive #: IZ0382
Title: The boycott of J.P. Stevens / produced by Celeste Wesson
Description:

Program produced by WBAI and Bill O'Neill. Recorded on July 8, 1977. Interview with Barbara...
Genre: American Women -- Work and unions
Broadcast Date: WBAI, July 4, 1977
PRA Archive #: IZ0397
Title: Sojourner's Journal: The role of the Black woman worker
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**Description:**

The role of the Black woman worker. An episode of Sojournour's Journal produced by Yasmine...

Genre: [American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination](#), [American Women -- Work and unions](#)

Broadcast Date: WBAI, 1981 or 1982 (date unknown)

PRA Archive #: IZ0419

Title: [Interview with author Tillie Olsen on her book, Silences](#)

Description:

Interview with poet and author Tillie Olsen on her book, Silences, produced by Kathy Ann Kersey...

Genre: [American Women -- Authors and journalists](#)


PRA Archive #: IZ0420

Title: [13th Moon: A reading of feminist literature](#)

Description:

This program is a live reading sponsored by feminist literary magazine "13th Moon,"...

Genre: [American Women -- Poetry](#), [American Women -- Authors and journalists](#)

Broadcast Date: WBAI, 18 Mar, 1981

PRA Archive #: BC2196.28

Title: [Robin Morgan reads The Network Of The Imaginary Mother](#)

Description:

Feminist poet Robin Morgan (b. 1941) reads "The Network Of The Imaginary Mother" from...

Genre: [American Women -- Poetry](#)

Broadcast Date: WBAI, 14 Feb. and 1 Apr. 1976

PRA Archive #: IZ0434

Title: [Interview with Margareta D'Arcy](#)

Description:

Viv Sutherland interviews Margareta D'Arcy (b. 1934), Irish activist, actress, and writer...

Genre: [American Women -- International women](#)

Broadcast Date: WBAI, 8 Mar, 1980.

PRA Archive #: IZ0438

Title: [Seven times around: interview with Women's suffrage activist Isola Dodic](#)

Description:

Marjorie DeFazio interviews suffragist, Isola Dodic (1892-1986) about her suffragist activity...

Genre: [American Women -- Activists](#), [American Women -- Women's history](#)

Broadcast Date: WBAI, 25 Oct. 1978

PRA Archive #: IZ0439

Title: [Women in sports: Ultramarathoning](#)

Description:

Sharon Barbano interviews Marcy Schwan, one of the top female ultramarathon runners in the world...

Genre: [American Women -- Athletes](#)

Broadcast Date: WBAI, 28 July, 1981

PRA Archive #: IZ0440.01

Title: [P.O.N.Y. (Prostitutes of New York): Decriminalization of Prostitution](#)

Description:

Iris De La Cruz, chairperson of Prostitutes of New York, interviews Yolanda Jones from Black...

Genre: [American Women -- Sex](#), [American Women -- Work and unions](#)

Broadcast Date: WBAI, 9 Apr. 1980.

PRA Archive #: IZ0440.02
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Title: **P.O.N.Y. (Prostitutes of New York): Pornography**
Description:
Iris De La Cruz interviews artist and activist Annie Sprinkle, who describes her experience...
Genre: American Women -- Sex, American Women -- Work and unions
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 3 Sep. 1980.
PRA Archive #: IZ0443

Title: **Anna Quindlen, live at Barnard College**
Description:
Anna Quindlen, syndicated columnist at the New York Times, speaks about her education and...
Genre: American Women -- Authors and journalists
Broadcast Date: WBAI, ca. 1993 (day unknown)
PRA Archive #: IZ0448

Title: **Kate Clinton performance**
Description:
Lesbian, feminist and humorist, Kate Clinton speaks to a live audience. Clinton jokes about WASA...
Genre: American Women -- Comedians
Broadcast Date: WBAI, September 22, 1982
PRA Archive #: IZ0449.14

Title: **Women's legal clinic: March 23, 1981**
Description:
EVERY WOMAN'S SPACE: WOMEN'S LEGAL CLINIC / Produced by WBAI. Recorded on March 23,...
Genre: American Women -- Reproductive rights
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 23 Mar. 1981.
PRA Archive #: IZ0455

Title: **The Women's movement in Holland**
Description:
WOMEN'S STUDIES : THE WOMEN'S MOVEMENT IN HOLLAND. Produced by WBAI and Kathy Ann...
Genre: American Women -- International women
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 7 Feb. 1982.
PRA Archive #: IZ0457

Title: **Viviane with the pixie face**
Description:
Story told by WBAI mail programer (who is not identified by name) about growing up in a Jewish...
Genre: American Women -- Men's commentary and experiences
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 198? (date unknown)
PRA Archive #: IZ0477

Title: **Street Walking Blues**
Description:
Iris De La Cruz (1954?-1991), former prostitute and organizer for PONY - Prostitutes of New York...
Genre: American Women -- Sex, American Women -- Parenting and children
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 2 Jul. 1980
PRA Archive #: IZ1349.14

Title: **Women and the world in the 1980s - August 8, 1983: Interview with Kitty Tsui**
Description:
Blanche Wiesen Cook interviews Chinese-American lesbian poet Kitty Tsui (b. 1952), who was born...
Genre: American Women -- Poetry, American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination, American
Women -- Lesbians
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 8 Aug. 1983.
PRA Archive #: IZ0485
Title: Runaways / Elizabeth Swados ; interviewed by Virginia Goldner.
Description:
Virginia Goldner speaks to Elizabeth Swados, director of the stage musical Runaways, a musical...
Genre: American Women -- Theater

Broadcast Date: WBAI, 30 May 1978.
PRA Archive #: IZ0502
Title: Sexual politics today
Description:
Sexual Politics Today : Produced by WBAI. Recorded on April 10, 1978. Psychotherapist Diane...
Genre: American Women -- Psychology and psychotherapy, American Women -- Marriage and divorce

Broadcast Date: WBAI, 20 Apr. 1983.
PRA Archive #: IZ0510
Title: Yom HaShoah service commemorating the Holocaust
Description:
Women's resistance in the Holocaust, a special program to mark Holocaust Remembrance day....
Genre: American Women -- International women, American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination

Broadcast Date: WBAI, ca. 10 Sep. 1977.
PRA Archive #: IZ0527
Title: Speakout for Abortion Rights and Against Sterilization Abuse / produced by Celeste Wesson.
Description:
A program produced from a public speak-out on abortion and sterilization abuse which was held...
Genre: American Women -- Reproductive rights

Broadcast Date: WBAI, ca. October 11, 1976? (date unknown)
PRA Archive #: IZ0528.01
Title: Interview With Ruby Rohrlich-Leavitt, feminist anthropologist
Description:
Interview with feminist anthropologist and Manhattan Community College Associate Professor, Ruby...
Genre: American Women -- Anthropology and societal role, American Women -- International women

Broadcast Date: WBAI, June 6, 1979
PRA Archive #: IZ0536
Title: What's happening to the family?
Description:
Bob Lefcourt speaks with attorney Lennox Hinds from the School of Criminal Justice at Rutgers...
Genre: American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination

Broadcast Date: WBAI, 30 Jan. 1978.
PRA Archive #: IZ0541
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Title: Women in the media
Description:

Alternate Currents : Women In The Media. Produced by WBAI and Dave Metzger. Recorded on March 10...
Genre: American Women -- Film and television
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 10 Mar. 1979.
PRA Archive #: IZ1349.15

Title: Women and the world in the 1980s - October 31, 1983: Women and the military
Description:

Women and the world in the 1980s: Women and the military. Recorded on October 31, 1983. Blanche...
Genre: American Women -- Women's history
PRA Archive #: IZ0603

Title: Holly Near / interview by Gail Pellett and Paul Gorman
Description:

Gail Pellett and Paul Gorman interview singer-songwriter Holly Near and Jeff Langley, her piano...
Genre: American Women -- Music and musicians, American Women -- Lesbians
Broadcast Date: WBAI, Oct. 1975.
PRA Archive #: KZ0754.01

Title: National march on Washington for lesbian and gay rights (BROADCAST)
Description:

On October 14, 1979, ten years after the Stonewall riots, more than 100,000 people from the...
Genre: American Women -- Lesbians, American Women -- Activists
Broadcast Date: KPFK and WPFW, 14 Oct. 1979.
PRA Archive #: KZ2333

Title: Charlotte Bunch: I'm a woman
Description:

Charlotte Bunch speaks about the feminist movement and receives comments from reporters and and...
Genre: American Women -- Feminism, American Women -- Authors and journalists
Broadcast Date: ca. 1978
PRA Archive #: KZ2393

Title: I remember Mama
Description:

Collage of interviews with women talking about mothering. Recorded and broadcast: May 9, 1982....
Genre: American Women -- Parenting and children
Broadcast Date: KPFK, May 9, 1982
PRA Archive #: WZ0268

Title: Reading of the short story, "Changes" by author Denise Oliver
Description:

Reading of short story "Changes" by author Denise Oliver / Produced by WPFW, Broadcast on KPFA....
Genre: American Women -- Authors and journalists, American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 3 May 1976
PRA Archive #: BB1854.05

Title: New writers forum: March 28, 1968 (Episode 5 of 7)
Description:

New writers forum Episode 5 of 7. Lew Welch and Phillip Whalen preside over a program of poetry...
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**Genre:** [American Women -- Poetry](#)
**Broadcast Date:** KPFA, March 28, 1968.
**PRA Archive #:** BC0187
**Title:** Bernadette Devlin speaks at LeConte School with a short interview by Hal Levin.
**Description:**

Bernadette Devlin (McAliskey) (1947 - ), Northern Irish revolutionary and member of the British...

**Genre:** [American Women -- Politicians and politics](#), [American Women -- International women](#)
**Broadcast Date:** KPFA, 22 Feb. 1971.
**PRA Archive #:** BC2806
**Title:** Bernadette Devlin at the Hotel Diplomat.
**Description:**

Bernadette Devlin (McAliskey), Northern Ireland Catholic leader and member of Parliament, speaks...

**Genre:** [American Women -- International women](#)
**Broadcast Date:** WBAI, 10 Mar. 1971; 23 May 1971.
**PRA Archive #:** BC0598
**Title:** On the streets of Derry : a memorial to the Irish dead / Bernadette Devlin ; interviews by Sean McStephen.
**Description:**

A documentary commemorating the 13 Irish civilians killed by English soldiers on Bloody Sunday,...

**Genre:** [American Women -- International women](#)
**Broadcast Date:** KPFK, 3 Feb and 2 May 1972.
**PRA Archive #:** BB3788.02
**Title:** Conversation with Kathleen Cleaver / interviewed by Julius Lester.
**Description:**

Kathleen Cleaver, Communications Secretary of the Black Panther Party, State Assembly candidate...

**Genre:** [American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination](#), [American Women -- Activists](#)
**Broadcast Date:** WBAI, 31 May 1968.
**PRA Archive #:** BC0052
**Title:** The trial of New York Panther 21 / interviews by Margot Adler and Jackie Friedrich (Part 1 only)
**Description:**

Margo Adler and Jackie Friedrich talk with four members of the jury on May 15, 1971, following...

**Genre:** [American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination](#)
**Broadcast Date:** WBAI, 15 May, 23 Jun., 11 Aug. 1971
**PRA Archive #:** BC0936
**Title:** Kathleen Cleaver on Black Panther politics / interviewed by Yolanda de Freitas, Cheryl Johnson and Jean Wiley.
**Description:**

KPFA's Yolanda de Freitas, Jean Wiley of Third World Media News, and Cheryl Johnson of the...

**Genre:** [American Women -- Activists](#), [American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination](#)
**Broadcast Date:** KPFA, 1972; KPFK, 12 Dec. 1972.
**PRA Archive #:** BC1446
**Title:** Dear brother Erika / Erika Seastrom ; interviewed by Bonnie Bellow.
**Description:**

Erika Seastrom, a member for 20 years of the Printers Union, describes her life working under...

**Genre:** [American Women -- Work and unions](#)
**PRA Archive #:** BC2047
**Title:** Bernadette Devlin / interviewed by Tom Curtis.
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**Description:**

KPFT's News Director Tom Curtis interviewed Irish Catholic militant Bernadette Devlin (b. 1947), a leader of the Catholic Civil Rights movement in the late 1960s,...  
**Genre:** American Women -- International women  
**Broadcast Date:** KPFT, 29 Oct. 1974.  
**PRA Archive #:** BC2685  
**Title:** The Immigrant Experience / produced by Beth Friend, Nina Mende and Gail Pellett  
**Description:**

Examination of the most intensive period of immigration to the United States, 1890-1920. The...

**Genre:** American Women -- Women's history  
**Broadcast Date:** WBAI, January 6, 13, 20, 1976.  
**PRA Archive #:** KZ0856  
**Title:** Talking to the real Norma Rae : Crystal Lee Sutton / interviewed by Bob Aldrich and Sam Kushner.  
**Description:**

KPFK's labor reporters Bob Aldrich and Sam Kushner interview Crystal Lee Sutton, the...

**Genre:** American Women -- Activists, American Women -- Work and unions  
**Broadcast Date:** KPFK, 1980.  
**PRA Archive #:** BC0047  
**Title:** Odetta / interviewed by Celestine Ware.  
**Description:**

African American folk, blues, jazz and spirituals singer Odetta (1930-2008) discusses her life...

**Listen to a clip:**

...  
**Genre:** American Women -- Music and musicians, American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination  
**Broadcast Date:** KPFA, 20 May 1971; WBAI, 27 May 1971  
**PRA Archive #:** BC1736  
**Title:** Rosalie Sorrels : travelin' lady in concert.  
**Description:**

Concert by blues, country and folk singer, Rosalie Sorrels (1933 - ) recorded at Upsala College...

**Genre:** American Women -- Music and musicians  
**Broadcast Date:** WBAI, 9 July 1973.  
**PRA Archive #:** WZ0164  
**Title:** Bernadette Devlin speech on Northern Ireland  
**Description:**

Bernadette Devlin (b. 1947), a leader of the Catholic Civil Rights movement in the late 1960s,...  
**Genre:** American Women -- International women  
**Broadcast Date:** WPFW, ca. 1977  
**PRA Archive #:** BB3142  
**Title:** Tribute to Ella Baker  
**Description:**

The Southern Conference Education Fund's annual dinner held in April at the Roosevelt Hotel...

**Genre:** American Women -- Activists, American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination  
**Broadcast Date:** WBAI, 20 July 1968.
This may not be a complete list of all recordings associated with this subject. Search the entire catalog here.

PRA Archive #: BB2320
Title: A conversation with Ella Winter / interviewed by Elsa Knight Thompson
Description:
The internationally known political author and lecturer Ella Winter talks with Elsa Knight...
Genre: American Women -- Authors and journalists, American Women -- Politicians and politics
Broadcast Date: KPFA, February 19, 1969

PRA Archive #: AZ0676
Title: Alice Walker : the color purple / produced by Laurie Udesky and Corless Smith.
Description:
This program contains an interview, a speech, and readings from Alice Walker's book, "...
Genre: American Women -- Authors and journalists, American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination
Broadcast Date: KPFA, Sept. 4, 1982.

PRA Archive #: BB1303
Title: Sentencing of the Berkeley free speech movement defendants
Description:
Speeches and interviews given by Free Speech Movement defendants as they are sentenced, enter,...
Genre: American Women -- Activists
Broadcast Date: KPFA, June 30, 1967; July 1, 1967.

PRA Archive #: BC0721.01
Title: Elinore Pruitt Stewart letters: letters from a woman homesteader (Part 1 of 3) / read by Luce Morgan
Description:
Reading of letters written by a woman homesteader, Elinore Pruitt Stewart (1876-1933) in Wyoming...
Genre: American Women -- Autobiographies and Biographies, American Women -- Women's history
Broadcast Date: WBAI March 14, 1972, 1982; KPFA, 1974

PRA Archive #: BB2709.04
Title: Sonia Sanchez / interviewed by David Henderson. (Episode 4 of 4)
Description:
Sonia Sanchez (1934 - ), poet and co-founder of the Black Studies department at San Francisco...
Genre: American Women -- Poetry, American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 24 Jan. 1969

PRA Archive #: BB2116
Title: The Film since World War II / Pauline Kael.
Description:
Film critic Pauline Kael (1919-2001) discusses the history of film making and gives brief...
Genre: American Women -- Film and television
Broadcast Date: KPFA, June 13 and August 19, 1968.

PRA Archive #: PZ0492
Title: Second Birth: Anais Nin At College Of Marin, California, 1973
Description:
This may not be a complete list of all recordings associated with this subject. Search the entire catalog here.

Anais Nin [1903-1977] speech to students at College of Marin, California, 1973. She discusses...
Genre: American Women -- Authors and journalists
Broadcast Date: Pacifica National Programming, 1973
PRA Archive #: AZ0499
Title: Lesbian purges in the military / produced by Karla Tonella
Description:
Panel with four women who were in the military from 1946 until 1980 including Judy Grahn, author...
Genre: American Women -- Lesbians, American Women -- Feminism
Broadcast Date: KPFA, September 20, 1980
PRA Archive #: BC1574
Title: Lesbian-Feminist Dialogue / produced by Nanette Rainone.
Description:
After two years of dispute during which lesbians accused various women's groups of...
Genre: American Women -- Feminism, American Women -- Lesbians
PRA Archive #: KZ0067
Title: Lesbian sisters special: Women's music
Description:
Women's music has come a long way from the Andrew Sisters to Holly Near. What is "...
Genre: American Women -- Music and musicians
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 4 Jan. 1977
PRA Archive #: AZ1214
Title: Your place is no longer with us / Ellen Sebastian
Description:
Writer and director Ellen Sebastian (Chang) discusses her debut play, Your Place is No Longer...
Genre: American Women -- Theater
Broadcast Date: KPFA, ca. 1982.
PRA Archive #: AZ1220
Title: Anais Nin at the University of California at Berkeley
Description:
Writer and diarist Anais Nin answers questions from audience members at UC Berkeley, touching on...
Genre: American Women -- Authors and journalists
Broadcast Date: 1971?
PRA Archive #: KZ4531
Title: Margie Adam live at KPFK
Description:
Margie Adam performs live at KPFK studio A during her tour for National Coalition of Women’...
Genre: American Women -- Music and musicians
Broadcast Date: KPFK, Sept. 24, 1980.
PRA Archive #: AZ1340
Title: Ntozake Shange: Sassafrass, Cypress & Indigo
Description:
Author Ntozake Shange reads from her novel, Sassafrass, Cypress & Indigo (St....
Genre: American Women -- Authors and journalists, American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination
Broadcast Date: KPFA, February 2, 1983.
PRA Archive #: IZ1524
Title: Alberta Hunter: a very special woman (Part 3 only)
Description:

Live performance by blues singer Alberta Hunter (1895 - 1984) recorded at The Cookery in NYC on...
Genre: American Women -- Music and musicians
PRA Archive #: AZ1333
Title: Diane di Prima reads
Description:

Radio Free People presents poet Diane di Prima reads chapter of an upcoming prose book ...
Genre: American Women -- Poetry
Broadcast Date: KPFA, July 3, 1971.
PRA Archive #: AZ1334
Title: Festival of Underground Poetry: Diane di Prima
Description:

Beat poet Diane di Prima reads excerpts from her book "The Calculus of Variation" at the...
Genre: American Women -- Poetry
Broadcast Date: ca. Oct. 10, 1971
PRA Archive #: AZ1343
Title: Benefit for women library workers / Malvina Reynolds and Margie Adam
Description:

Malvina Reynolds and Margie Adam perform at a benefit for Women Library Workers. Recorded at...
Genre: American Women -- Music and musicians
Broadcast Date: KPFA, Aug. 1, 1977.
PRA Archive #: KZ3946
Title: Lesbian nation / Jill Johnston
Description:

KPFA's Barbara Cady and Los Angeles Free Press reporter Helen Koblin interview Jill Johnston,...
Genre: American Women -- Lesbians, American Women -- Authors and journalists
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 22 July 1975.
PRA Archive #: AZ1365
Title: Lesbian moms / produced by Kim Brown and Janet Cuddihy
Description:

Kim Brown talks with three lesbian mothers, Betty, Cheryl, and Joann, and Gardener, her five-...
Genre: American Women -- Lesbians, American Women -- Parenting and children
Broadcast Date: KPFA, March 20, 1982
PRA Archive #: AZ1366
Title: Lesbian images in literature
Description:

Valerie Taylor talks about the history of lesbian literature in front of an audience at the West...
Genre: American Women -- Lesbians, American Women -- Authors and journalists
Broadcast Date: KPFA, December 26, 1981
PRA Archive #: IZ1060
Title: The Lesbian Show - October 23, 1978: Varied Voices of Black Women
Description:

This episode of The Lesbian Show features a conversation among three of the four women from "...
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 23 Oct. 1978
This may not be a complete list of all recordings associated with this subject. Search the entire catalog here.

PRA Archive #: IZ1061.01
Title: The Lesbian Show: September 9, 1980 - GALA lesbian pride week poetry reading
Description:
Recording of lesbian poets reading as part of Gay and Lesbian Alliance (GALA)'s Lesbian...
Genre: American Women -- Lesbians, American Women -- Poetry
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 9 Sept. 1980.
PRA Archive #: IZ1062
Title: Noretta Koertge: Who was that masked woman?
Description:
Viv Sutherland interviews Noretta Koertge, author of "Who Was that Masked Woman?"...
Genre: American Women -- Authors and journalists, American Women -- Lesbians
Broadcast Date: WBAI, January 27, 1982
PRA Archive #: IZ1063
Title: Author Alesia Kunz speaks at Womanbooks
Description:
Novelist Alesia Kunz reads from her new book "ShangriIa & Linda" and other works...
Genre: American Women -- Authors and journalists, American Women -- Lesbians
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 24 Feb. 1982
PRA Archive #: IZ1065
Title: Lesbian non-mothers
Description:
Katherine Davenport of KPFA explores the thoughts, feelings, and politics of lesbians who don...
Genre: American Women -- Lesbians, American Women -- Parenting and children
Broadcast Date: KPFA August 22 and WBAI December 11, 1985
PRA Archive #: IZ1066
Title: Lesbian perspectives (Part 2): the Christmas holiday
Description:
The Real Live Lesbian Show's lesbian Christmas special, also called "Lesbian...
Genre: American Women -- Lesbians
Broadcast Date: WBAI, December 20, 1977
PRA Archive #: IZ1068
Title: Voices of lesbian pride
Description:
A celebration of the 10th annual Lesbian Pride Week, featuring poets & artists who will be...
Genre: American Women -- Lesbians, American Women -- Poetry
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 23 June 1982.
PRA Archive #: IZ1069
Title: Lesbian Pride Concert 1976 (Part 1 only)
Description:
Genre: American Women -- Music and musicians, American Women -- Lesbians
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 4 Sept. 1976
PRA Archive #: IZ1070
Title: A lacy, lacy, lacy card for Valentines Day: lesbians and femininity
Description:
A valentine from us to you with love. With comments from Susan Brownmiller, author of "...
Genre: American Women -- Lesbians, American Women -- Authors and journalists
This may not be a complete list of all recordings associated with this subject. Search the entire catalog [here](#).

Broadcast Date: WBAI, 15 Feb. 1984
PRA Archive #: IZ1071
Title: **The Velvet Sledgehammer: January 17, 1979**
Description:

Author Esther Newton reads selections from her unpublished novel "Alice-Hunting," about a...
Genre: American Women -- Feminism, American Women -- Authors and journalists, American Women -- Activists

PRA Archive #: IZ1073
Title: **The Velvet Sledgehammer: May 9, 1979**
Description:

This program contains a review of Alive!, a women's jazz group from Berkeley, and a review...
Genre: American Women -- International women, American Women -- Dance, American Women -- Music and musicians

Broadcast Date: WBAI, 9 May 1979
PRA Archive #: IZ1074
Title: **The Velvet Sledgehammer: February 13, 1980**
Description:

Program contains a report on a recent women's basketball game between the New York Stars...
Genre: American Women -- Work and unions, American Women -- Athletes

Broadcast Date: WBAI, 13 Feb. 1980
PRA Archive #: IZ1075
Title: **The Velvet Sledgehammer: June 4, 1980**
Description:

Production reel for June 4, 1980 episode of The Velvet Sledgehammer. Includes recording of...
Genre: American Women -- Peace and Antinuclear activism, American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination, American Women -- Reproductive rights

Broadcast Date: WBAI, 4 Jun. 1980
PRA Archive #: IZ1076
Title: **The Velvet Sledgehammer: July 30, 1980 (Part 1 only)**
Description:

This is the production reel for the July 30, 1980 episode of The Velvet Sledgehammer. This...

Broadcast Date: WBAI, 30 Jul. 1980
PRA Archive #: IZ1077
Title: **The Velvet Sledgehammer - August 26, 1980: Women's Equality Day 1980**
Description:

Edited selections from Women's Equality Day rally in Bryant part 26 Aug 1980. Also called...
Genre: American Women -- Equal Rights Amendment (ERA), American Women -- Activists, American Women -- Politicians and politics

Broadcast Date: WBAI, 26 Aug. 1980
PRA Archive #: IZ1078
Title: **The Velvet Sledgehammer: April 22, 1981**
Description:

Poetry reading by Audre Lorde. Recorded on December 12, 1980 at Barnard College, this poetry...
Genre: American Women -- Lesbians, American Women -- Poetry
This may not be a complete list of all recordings associated with this subject. Search the entire catalog [here](#).

Broadcast Date: WBAI, 22 Apr. 1981.
PRA Archive #: IZ1079
Title: **The Velvet Sledgehammer: July 21, 1981**
Description:
Produced by Eileen Zalisk. On this episode: Women and family in Israel, by Blossom Neuschatz,...
Genre: [American Women -- International women](#)
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 22 Jul. 1981
PRA Archive #: IZ1080
Title: **The Velvet Sledgehammer - November 25, 1981: Senate Judiciary Committee hearings on abortion law (Part 1 only)**
Description:
Production reel for the November 25, 1981 episode of The Velvet Sledgehammer. Producer Eileen...
Genre: [American Women -- Reproductive rights](#)
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 25 Nov. 1981
PRA Archive #: IZ1081
Title: **The Velvet Sledgehammer: December 23, 1981**
Description:
Aircheck of The Velvet Sledgehammer from December 23, 1981. Hosted and produced by Judy...
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 23 Dec. 1981
PRA Archive #: IZ1082
Title: **The Velvet Sledgehammer: June 30, 1982**
Description:
Production reel for the June 30, 1982 episode of The Velvet Sledgehammer, produced by Donna...
Genre: [American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination](#), [American Women -- Lesbians](#), [American Women -- Authors and journalists](#)
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 30 Jun. 1982
PRA Archive #: IZ1083
Title: **The Velvet Sledgehammer - August 11, 1982: Poetry reading at Plowshares III Coffeehouse**
Description:
Poetry reading hosted by Nancy DuPlessis, held June 24th, 1982 at the Plowshare III Coffee House...
Genre: [American Women -- Poetry](#), [American Women -- Peace and Antinuclear activism](#)
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 11 Aug. 1982
PRA Archive #: IZ1084
Title: **The Velvet Sledgehammer: February 16, 1983**
Description:
Production reel for the February 16, 1983 episode of The Velvet Sledgehammer. Hosted and...
Genre: [American Women -- Women's history](#), [American Women -- Activists](#)
Broadcast Date: WBAI 16 Feb. 1983
PRA Archive #: IZ1085
Title: **The Velvet Sledgehammer: March 23, 1983 (Part 2 only)**
Description:
This is Part 2 of the March 23, 1983 episode of The Velvet Sledgehammer. Part 1 is missing from...
Genre: [American Women -- Authors and journalists](#)
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 23 Mar. 1983
PRA Archive #: IZ1086
Title: **The Velvet Sledgehammer: June 29, 1983**
Production reel for June 29, 1983 episode of The Velvet Sledgehammer, produced and hosted by...
Genre: American Women -- Peace and Antinuclear activism, American Women -- Health, American Women -- Work and unions, American Women -- Authors and journalists
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 29 Jun. 1983
PRA Archive #: IZ1087
Title: The Velvet Sledgehammer: July 6, 1983
Description:

Production reel for the July 6, 1983 episode of The Velvet Sledgehammer, hosted and produced by...
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 6 Jul. 1983
PRA Archive #: IZ1088
Title: The Velvet Sledgehammer: August 24, 1983 (Part 1 only)
Description:

Production reel for the June 1, 1983 episode of The Velvet Sledgehammer, hosted and produced by...
Genre: American Women -- International women, American Women -- Parenting and children
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 24 Aug. 1983
PRA Archive #: IZ1090
Title: The Velvet Sledgehammer: October 12, 1983
Description:

Production reel from the October 12, 1983 episode of The Velvet Sledgehammer, hosted and...
Genre: American Women -- Work and unions, American Women -- Authors and journalists
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 12 Oct. 1983
PRA Archive #: IZ1091
Title: The Velvet Sledgehammer: November 16, 1983 (Part 2 only)
Description:

Production reel for November 16, 1983 episode of The Velvet Sledgehammer, hosted and produced by...
Genre: American Women -- International women, American Women -- Anthropology and societal role, American Women -- Work and unions
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 16 Nov. 1983
PRA Archive #: IZ1092
Title: The Velvet Sledgehammer: November 23, 1983 (Part 1 only)
Description:

Production reel for the November 23, 1983 episode of The Velvet Sledgehammer, hosted and...
Genre: American Women -- Feminism, American Women -- Science and scientists
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 23 Nov. 1983
PRA Archive #: IZ1093
Title: The Velvet Sledgehammer: December 7, 1983 (Part 1 only)
Description:

The Velvet Sledgehammer for December 7, 1983, hosted by Judy Pasternak. The program begins with...
Genre: American Women -- Theater, American Women -- Lesbians, American Women -- Beauty and body image, American Women -- Film and television
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 7 Dec. 1983
PRA Archive #: IZ1094
Title: The Velvet Sledgehammer: Interview with Judith Malina
Production reel of a May 24, 1984 interview with Judith Malina by Judy Pasternak. Malina also...

Genre: American Women -- Theater
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 20 and 27 Jun. 1984
PRA Archive #: IZ1095
Title: The Velvet Sledgehammer: March 7, 1985

Women's news with Judy Pasternak for the week of March 7, 1985, incorporating KPFA's...

Genre: American Women -- Feminism, American Women -- Lesbians
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 7 Mar. 1985.
PRA Archive #: IZ1096
Title: Autonomy in lesbian relationships

Excerpts from a workshop from the Lavender Visions Conference held in the Spring of 1981 in Old...

Genre: American Women -- Lesbians, American Women -- Marriage and divorce
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 26 Aug. 1981
PRA Archive #: IZ1097
Title: First Wednesday: November 4, 1981

Poet and activist Judy Grahn and author Grace Paley speak at the Benefit for War Resisters...

Genre: American Women -- Poetry, American Women -- Peace and Antinuclear activism
Broadcast Date: KPFA, June 28, 1980.
PRA Archive #: AZ1221
Title: Germaine Greer with Muriel Murch

Australian author Germaine Greer (born in Australia, 1939) is interviewed by KPFA's Muriel...

Genre: American Women -- Feminism
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 1992?
PRA Archive #: AZ1269
Title: Dr. Helen Caldicott briefs San Francisco health officials on nuclear dangers.

Dr. Helen Caldicott, founder of Physicians for Social Responsibility, briefs San Francisco...

Genre: American Women -- Peace and Antinuclear activism
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 1981?
PRA Archive #: KZ3772
Title: Governor Reagan's Ladies Day address to the Commonwealth Club

Governor Ronald Reagan's Ladies' Day address to the Commonwealth Club of San Francisco...

Genre: American Women -- Men's commentary and experiences, American Women -- Politicians and politics
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 1969?
This may not be a complete list of all recordings associated with this subject. Search the entire catalog here.

PRA Archive #: BB3863.67
Title: Whatever Became of Margaret Hamilton / interviews by Richard Lamparski.
Description:

Margaret Hamilton (1902 - 1985) was an American film actress who is best known for her role as...
Genre: American Women -- Theater, American Women -- Film and television
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 6 Aug. 1968.
PRA Archive #: BB3863.24
Title: Whatever became of Una Merkel / interviews by Richard Lamparski.
Description:

Richard Lamparski interviews American film actress Una Merkel (1903 - 1986). Merkel is best...
Genre: American Women -- Film and television
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 1968?
PRA Archive #: BB3863.34
Title: Whatever became of Sally Rand / interviews by Richard Lamparski.
Description:

Richard Lamparski interviews burlesque dancer and actress Sally Rand (1904 - 1979). Rand,...
Genre: American Women -- Dance
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 13 Sep. 1966.
PRA Archive #: KZ4061
Title: Meg Christian performs at the 1981 West Coast Women's Music Festival
Description:

Meg Christian performs at the 1981 West Coast Women's Music Festival just after the release...
Genre: American Women -- Music and musicians, American Women -- Lesbians
Broadcast Date: 1981?
PRA Archive #: KZ4064
Title: Take Back the Night march featuring a speech by Andrea Dworkin
Description:

Actuality of the Women Take Back the Night march held in Los Angeles on April 19, 1980. Contains...
Genre: American Women -- Radical Feminism, American Women -- Violence against women
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 19 Apr. 1980.
PRA Archive #: IZ1145
Title: From the Women's Coffeehouse: A Program of Music & Poetry (Part 1 only)
Description:

Recorded live on Saturday night, December 17, 1977, the Women's Coffeehouse put on a...
Genre: American Women -- Music and musicians, American Women -- Poetry
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 18 Dec. 1977.
PRA Archive #: IZ1147
Title: Quarry / by Meredith Monk ; interview by Charles Ruas.
Description:

Charles Ruas interviews Meredith Monk about the adaptation of her opera Quarry for radio....
Genre: American Women -- Music and musicians, American Women -- Radio
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 10 Sep. 1976.
PRA Archive #: KZ4464.01
Title: Richland Woman: March 27, 1974
Description:

Richland Woman, a music program with traditional music from around the world, is presented by...
This may not be a complete list of all recordings associated with this subject. Search the entire catalog here.

Broadcast Date: ca. March 27, 1974 and March 23, 1994  
PRA Archive #: KZ4464.02  
Title: Richland woman: April 10, 1974-Passover edition  
Description:  
Richland Woman, a music program special Passover edition, is presented by Roberta Friedman.  
Genre:  
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 10 Apr. 1974  
PRA Archive #: IZ1152  
Title: Art Against Apartheid: A commemoration for the Soweto Massacre  
Description:  
An evening to commemorate the Soweto Uprising which took place on June 16, 1984. Tracie Jones...  
Genre: American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination, American Women -- Activists  
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 16 June 1984.  
PRA Archive #: KZ4085  
Title: Andrea Dworkin interviewed by Josy Catoggio  
Description:  
Feminist writer Andrea Dworkin talks about her latest novel, Mercy, with Josy Catoggio of KPFK...  
Genre: American Women -- Radical Feminism, American Women -- Authors and journalists  
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 1990?  
PRA Archive #: IZ1173  
Title: Interview with actress and drama teacher Uta Hagen  
Description:  
Interview with actress and teacher, Uta Hagen. Uta Hagen created the role of Martha in Albee...  
Genre: American Women -- Theater  
Broadcast Date: WBAI, April 26, 1978  
PRA Archive #: IZ1181  
Title: Gwen Avery in Concert  
Description:  
A performance by jazz and gospel singer Gwen Avery in concert at Cooper Union's Great Hall...  
Genre: American Women -- Music and musicians, American Women -- Lesbians  
PRA Archive #: AZ1421  
Title: Marianne Moore reads "Spenser's Ireland"  
Description:  
Poet Marianne Moore reads her poem "Spenser's Ireland."  
Genre: American Women -- Poetry  
Broadcast Date: KPFA, unknown.  
PRA Archive #: BC1814.05  
Title: Holly Near with sisters Timothy and Laurel Near, Jeff Langley, piano (Episode 5)  
Description:  
On this episode of Folkscene, Howard and Roz Larman interviews singer songwriter Holly Near, who...  
Genre: American Women -- Music and musicians  
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 27 May 1973.  
PRA Archive #: BC2110  
Title: Virginia Woolf: voices that fly ahead / produced by Maureen McIlroy  
Description:  
Part one of a documentary on Virginia Woolf, her work, and her life, based on the letters,...
This may not be a complete list of all recordings associated with this subject. Search the entire catalog here.

Genre: American Women -- Authors and journalists, American Women -- Autobiographies and Biographies
Broadcast Date: KPFK, May 15, 1974
PRA Archive #: KZ4036
Title: Carolyn Forché reads her poetry
Description:

Poet Carolyn Forché reads her poetry live in front of an audience. Forché, who taught at San...

Genre: American Women -- Poetry
Broadcast Date: KPFK, Sep. 1983.
PRA Archive #: KZ4167
Title: Kathryn Kish Sklar speaks on married women workers
Description:

Kathryn Kish Sklar speaks on the radical impact married women workers, and their ability to...

Genre: American Women -- Work and unions
Broadcast Date: KPFK, September 1, 1981
PRA Archive #: KZ4183
Title: Sojourn Shelter for Battered Women
Description:

This program was produced to be broadcast during Domestic Violence Awareness Week. This...

Genre: American Women -- Violence against women
Broadcast Date: KPFK, October 3, 1981
PRA Archive #: KZ2466
Title: Rosa Parks: Alabama bus boycotts start
Description:

Box label: Voice of Rosa Parks heard by phone telling her story of refusal to give up her seat...

Genre: American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination
Broadcast Date: unknown
PRA Archive #: KZ2487
Title: Angela Davis at Occidental College
Description:

Angela Davis, faculty member at San Francisco College, and sponsored by the Alliance Against...

Genre: American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination
Broadcast Date: 1984? (date unknown)
PRA Archive #: KZ2569
Title: Maryknoll Sisters on Leon, Nicaragua, 1981
Description:

Talk by Maryknoll Sisters recorded during a June 1981 visit to Nicaragua by a study group of...

Genre: American Women -- International women
Broadcast Date: KPFK ca. June 1981? (no broadcast info on tape)
PRA Archive #: KZ2598
Title: Documentary on the Lowell Mill Girls and early textile mill workers
Description:

Documentary on women labor reform pioneers in the United States with a focus on the Lowell Mills...

Genre: American Women -- Work and unions
Broadcast Date: KPFK, ca. October 1976
PRA Archive #: KZ2639
Title: Domestic violence and the homeless women: Carol Mackay and Mollie Lowery
Description:
Two speeches at a Domestic Violence Services Conference: Carol Mackay's talk on "rural...
Genre: American Women -- Violence against women
Broadcast Date: ca. 198? (no broadcast information available)
PRA Archive #: KZ2652
Title: Rona Fields interviewed by Clare Spark about the psychology of Northern Ireland
Description:

Clare Spark interviews Dr. Rona M. Fields, author of "Society under siege, a psychology of... 
Genre: American Women -- Psychology and psychotherapy, American Women -- International women
Broadcast Date: KPFK, September 3, 1976
PRA Archive #: KZ2719
Title: International Woman's Day Coalition of Labor Union Women
Description:

The International Women's Day program for 1981 features four members of the Coalition of...
Genre: American Women -- Work and unions
Broadcast Date: KPFK, March 8, 1981
PRA Archive #: KZ2779
Title: Edith Piaf : a tribute / produced and narrated by Ruth Hirschman
Description:

Ruth Hirschman produced and narrated this biography of French singer Edith Piaf (1915 - 1963).... 
Genre: American Women -- Music and musicians, American Women -- Autobiographies and Biographies, American Women -- International women
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 14 July 19??.
PRA Archive #: KZ2783
Title: Space and social change: Dolores Hayden interviewed by Sheila de Bretteville and Clare Spark Loeb
Description:

Dolores Hayden, architect and founder of Women in Architecture, Landscape Architecture, and...
Genre: American Women -- Art and artists
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 18 Jul. 1973
PRA Archive #: KZ2784
Title: Charlotte Bunch and panel Q&A at the Gay Academic Union conference (1979)
Description:

This recording contains a speech given by Charlotte Bunch from the Gay Academic Union conference...
Genre: American Women -- Lesbians
Broadcast Date: KPFK, ca. November 1979
PRA Archive #: KZ2743
Title: Kate Millett goes on all day about Simone de Beauvoir
Description:

Kate Millett speaks about Simone de Beauvoir as a biographer (38 min.). After some blank spots...
Genre: American Women -- Authors and journalists
Broadcast Date: ca. April 1985?
PRA Archive #: BC0397
Title: A global confrontation: women vs. tradition
Description:

A forum hosted by the World Affairs Council at the Firemen's Fund Auditorium in San...
Genre: American Women -- International women
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 23 June 1971.
PRA Archive #: BC1932
This may not be a complete list of all recordings associated with this subject. Search the entire catalog [here](#).

Title: **The time of man: American conceptions of the overpopulation problem**
Description:
A documentary produced by KPFK's Ruth Buell concerning popular American views about the...
Genre: **American Women -- Environmentalism**, **American Women -- Reproductive rights**
Broadcast Date: KPFK, April 22, 1970
PRA Archive #: IZ1220
Title: **Nice Jewish girls**
Description:
Excerpts from a reading by women whose work appears in Nice Jewish Girls: A Lesbian Anthology,...
Genre: **American Women -- Authors and journalists**, **American Women -- Lesbians**
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 29 Nov. 1982.
PRA Archive #: IZ1238
Title: **Two women singers / Casse Culver and Willie Tyson**
Description:
Casse Culver and Willie Tyson, two lesbian folk singers, perform at an unknown venue. They...
Genre: **American Women -- Music and musicians**, **American Women -- Lesbians**
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 1976.
PRA Archive #: KZ4398
Title: **Where do we go from here?**
Description:
This recording is introduced as an episode of "Where do we go from here?" hosted by Helene...
Broadcast Date: KPFK, ca. June 27, 1978?
PRA Archive #: AZ0471
Title: **Great women**
Description:

Title: **Audre Lorde interviewed by Judy Simmons**
Description:
This is a recording of Judy Simmons interviewing Audre Lorde during a late-night show on WBAI in...
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 1979.
PRA Archive #: AZ0417.01
Title: **Disarmament now! / Linus Pauling and Henry Way Kendall (Episode 1 of 4)**
Description:
Disarmament Now! Episode 1 of 4. Linus Pauling (February 28, 1901 – August 19, 1994) and...
Genre: **American Women -- Peace and Antinuclear activism**
PRA Archive #: AZ0417.02
Title: **Disarmament now! / Dr. Helen Caldicott (Episode 2 of 4)**
Description:
Disarmament Now! Episode 2 of 4. Dr. Helen Caldicott, a pediatrician and founder of Physicians...
Genre: American Women -- Peace and Antinuclear activism
Broadcast Date: KPFA, December 10, 1980
PRA Archive #: AZ0417.03
Title: Disarmament now! / Dr. Richard J. Barnet (Episode 3 of 4)
Description:

Disarmament Now! Episode 3 of 4. Dr. Richard Barnet (May 7, 1929 – December 23, 2004) of the...
Genre: American Women -- Peace and Antinuclear activism
Broadcast Date: KPFA, March 10, 1980
PRA Archive #: AZ0417.04
Title: Disarmament now! / William Winpisinger (Episode 4 of 4)
Description:

Genre: American Women -- Peace and Antinuclear activism
Broadcast Date: KPFA, April 8, 1980
PRA Archive #: BB1854.01
Title: New writers forum: October 19, 1976 (Episode 1 of 7)
Description:

First episode in a monthly series of "New Writers Forum" recorded at the Berkeley Fellowship of...
Genre: American Women -- Authors and journalists
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 16 Dec. 1967
PRA Archive #: BB1854.02
Title: New writers forum: November 16, 1967 (Episode 2 of 7)
Description:

New writers forum Episode 2 of 7. Robert Duncan presides in a program of readings from the 1964...
Genre: American Women -- Poetry
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 13 Jan. 1968
PRA Archive #: BB1854.03
Title: New writers forum: December 28, 1967 (Episode 3 of 7)
Description:

New writers forum Episode 3 of 7. Laura Ulewicz (May 18, 1930 - October 5, 2007) presides in a...
Genre: American Women -- Poetry
Broadcast Date: KPFA, December 28, 1967
PRA Archive #: BB1854.06
Title: New writers forum: May 23, 1968 (Episode 6 of 7)
Description:

New writers forum Episode 6 of 7. Kenneth Rexroth hosts a program of young poets reading their...
Genre: American Women -- Poetry
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 23 May 1968
PRA Archive #: BB1854.07
Title: New writers forum: June 10, 1968 (Episode 7 of 7)
Description:

New writers forum Episode 7 of 7 (appeared as "Poets Theater" in folio). George...
Genre: American Women -- Poetry
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 10 June 1968
PRA Archive #: BB2366.01
Title: Socialization: the pink blanket routine (Episode 1 of 7)
Description:
Brenda Brush, a member of the National Organization of Women and of Women's Liberation,...
Genre: American Women -- Feminism
Broadcast Date: KPFA, January 29, 1970
PRA Archive #: BB2366.02
Title: The psychology of inferiority (Episode 2 of 7)
Description:

Norma Haan, a research psychologist and professor in the graduate school of social welfare at...
Genre: American Women -- Feminism, American Women -- Psychology and psychotherapy
Broadcast Date: KPFA, January 29, 1970
PRA Archive #: BB2366.03
Title: Education for the weaker sex (Episode 3 of 7)
Description:

Marjorie Uren, a graduate student in English at the University of California (Berkeley) and part...
Genre: American Women -- Feminism, American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination, American Women -- Education
Broadcast Date: KPFA, February 1, 1970
PRA Archive #: BB2366.04
Title: Women in the universities (Episode 4 of 7)
Description:

Maryjean Suelzle, a graduate student in sociology at the University of California (Berkeley) and...
Genre: American Women -- Education, American Women -- Feminism
Broadcast Date: KPFA, February 2, 1970
PRA Archive #: BB2366.05
Title: The economics of oppression (Episode 5 of 7)
Description:

Joan Jordan, a former factory worker who was replaced by automation and is now a student at San...
Genre: American Women -- Feminism, American Women -- Work and unions
Broadcast Date: KPFA, February 4, 1970
PRA Archive #: BB2366.06
Title: Working class women (Episode 6 of 7)
Description:

Two talks about "Working class women" given at a teach-in on the oppression of women...
Genre: American Women -- Feminism, American Women -- Work and unions
Broadcast Date: KPFA, February 5, 1970
PRA Archive #: BB2366.07
Title: Abortion: denial of our rights (Episode 7 of 7)
Description:

Cheriel Jensen, an architect and member of the California Committee to Legalize Abortion speaks...
Genre: American Women -- Feminism, American Women -- Reproductive rights
Broadcast Date: KPFA, February 12, 1970
PRA Archive #: BC0721.02
Title: Elinore Pruitt Stewart letters: letters from a woman homesteader (Part 2 of 3) / read by Luce Morgan
Description:

Reading of letters written by a woman homesteader, Elinore Pruitt Stewart (1876-1933) in Wyoming...
Genre: American Women -- Autobiographies and Biographies, American Women -- Women's history
Broadcast Date: WBAI, March 21, 1972, 1982; KPFA, 1974
PRA Archive #: BC0721.03
Title: Elinore Pruitt Stewart letters: letters from a woman homesteader (Part 3 of 3) / read by Luce Morgan
Description:

Reading of letters written by a woman homesteader, Elinore Pruitt Stewart (1876-1933) in Wyoming...
Genre: American Women -- Autobiographies and Biographies, American Women -- Women's history
Broadcast Date: WBAI, March 28, 1972, 1982; KPFA, 1974
PRA Archive #: BC1087.02
Title: Consciousness raising-KPFA (Episode 2 of 4): On getting angry
Description:

Consciousness raising. An examination of anger and getting angry. Consciousness raising...
Genre: American Women -- Feminism, American Women -- Psychology and psychotherapy, American Women -- Marriage and divorce
Broadcast Date: KPFA, August 2 1972.
PRA Archive #: BC1087.03
Title: Consciousness raising-KPFA (Episode 3 of 4): Role-playing
Description:

Consciousness raising. An examination of role-playing and stereotypes that oppress women: "...
Genre: American Women -- Feminism, American Women -- Beauty and body image, American Women -- Marriage and divorce
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 19 July 1972.
PRA Archive #: BC1087.04
Title: Consciousness raising-KPFA (Episode 4 of 4): The single woman
Description:

Consciousness raising. An examination of "the single woman". Six women relate their...
Genre: American Women -- Feminism, American Women -- Marriage and divorce, American Women -- Psychology and psychotherapy
Broadcast Date: KPFA, between June 21 and October 18, 1972
PRA Archive #: BC1087.01
Title: Consciousness raising-KPFA (Episode 1 of 4): How we feel about our bodies
Description:

Consciousness raising. This is the first episode in a series to air on KPFA from June 21, 1972...
Genre: American Women -- Sex, American Women -- Beauty and body image, American Women -- Feminism
Broadcast Date: KPFA, June 21, 1972
PRA Archive #: BB3770.05
Title: Abortion laws: the courtroom and the legislature (Episode 5)
Description:

Introduced as the fifth in a series of five programs. Hosts are Lucinda Cisler and James Clapp,...
Genre: American Women -- Reproductive rights
Broadcast Date: WBAI, January 2, 1969
PRA Archive #: BB3770.03
Title: Abortion referral services and women's rights (Episode 3)
Description:

This is the third in a series of discussions about abortion. Guests in this program are Arlene...
Genre: American Women -- Reproductive rights
Broadcast Date: WBAI, January 15, 1969
PRA Archive #: BB3770.04
Title: Recent studies in the psychology of abortion (Episode 4)
This may not be a complete list of all recordings associated with this subject. Search the entire catalog [here](#).

Description:

This is the fourth program in the WBAI series on abortion. In this program, guests are Lawrence...

Genre: [American Women -- Reproductive rights](#)

Broadcast Date: WBAI, January 22, 1969

PRA Archive #: BB3802.01

Title: [The causes of Francis Wright (Episode 1 of 6)](#)

Description:

The first in a series of six episodes on important women in American history presented by...

Genre: [American Women -- Theater], [American Women -- International women], [American Women -- Activists]

Broadcast Date: WBAI, December 27, 1962; KPFK, June 4, 1967

PRA Archive #: BB3802.03

Title: [Angelina and Sarah Grimke (Episode 3 of 6)](#)

Description:

Sarah and Angelina Grimke: slaveholders turned abolitionists, the first American women to give...

Genre: [American Women -- Activists], [American Women -- Women's history]

Broadcast Date: WBAI, January 9, 1963

PRA Archive #: BB3802.04

Title: [Dorothea Dix (Episode 4 of 6)](#)

Description:

The fourth in a series of six episodes on important women in American history presented by...

Genre: [American Women -- Activists], [American Women -- Women's history]

Broadcast Date: WBAI, January 16, 1963

PRA Archive #: BB3802.05

Title: [Elizabeth Cady Stanton and Susan B. Anthony: partners in the solutions of women's problems (Episode 5 of 6)](#)

Description:

The fifth in a series of six episodes on important women in American history presented by...

Genre: [American Women -- Activists], [American Women -- Women's history]

Broadcast Date: WBAI, January 16, 1963

PRA Archive #: BB3802.06

Title: [Frances Willard's temperance crusade: a political school for women (Episode 6 of 6)](#)

Description:

The last in a series of six episodes on important women in American history presented by...

Genre: [American Women -- Activists], [American Women -- Women's history]

Broadcast Date: WBAI, January 30, 1963

PRA Archive #: BB3817.01

Title: [After surgery (Episode 1 of 6)](#)

Description:

Documentary on New York City hospitals, evaluating the affiliation program between municipal and...

Genre: [American Women -- Health]

Broadcast Date: WBAI, September 4, 1968

PRA Archive #: BB3817.02

Title: [New York City hospitals are dangerous to your life (Episode 2 of 6)](#)

Description:

Documentary on New York City hospitals, evaluating the affiliation program between municipal and...

Genre: [American Women -- Health]
This may not be a complete list of all recordings associated with this subject. Search the entire catalog [here](#).

Broadcast Date: WBAI, September 11, 1968  
PRA Archive #: BB3817.03  
Title: **Research with the poor (Episode 3 of 6)**  
Description:  

Documentary on New York City hospitals, evaluating the affiliation program between municipal and...  
Genre: **American Women -- Health**

Broadcast Date: WBAI, September 18, 1968  
PRA Archive #: BB3817.04  
Title: **Hospital use and abuse (Episode 4 of 6)**  
Description:  

Documentary on New York City hospitals, evaluating the affiliation program between municipal and...  
Genre: **American Women -- Health**

Broadcast Date: WBAI, September 25, 1968  
PRA Archive #: BB3817.05  
Title: **Community health care and Medicaid cutbacks (Episode 5 of 6)**  
Description:  

Documentary on New York City hospitals, evaluating the affiliation program between municipal and...  
Genre: **American Women -- Health**

Broadcast Date: WBAI, October 2, 1968  
PRA Archive #: BB3817.06  
Title: **Organization, control, and planning for medical services (Episode 6 of 6)**  
Description:  

Documentary on New York City hospitals, evaluating the affiliation program between municipal and...  
Genre: **American Women -- Health**

Broadcast Date: WBAI, October 9, 1968  
PRA Archive #: BB3866.01  
Title: **Women: an introduction / produced by Kay Lindsey (Episode 1 of 5)**  
Description:  

Part one in a series of documentaries and discussions which focus upon issues of the Women'...  
Genre: **American Women -- Feminism**

Broadcast Date: WBAI, November 19?, 1968  
PRA Archive #: BB3866.02  
Title: **Women: girl watching / produced by Kay Lindsey (Episode 2 of 5)**  
Description:  

Part two in a series of documentaries and discussions which focus upon issues of the Women'...  
Genre: **American Women -- Feminism**

Broadcast Date: WBAI, circa November 19, 1968  
PRA Archive #: BB3866.03  
Title: **Women: birth control-abortion / produced by Kay Lindsey (Episode 3 of 5)**  
Description:  

Part three in a series of documentaries and discussions which focus upon issues of the Women...  
Genre: **American Women -- Feminism**, **American Women -- Reproductive rights**, **American Women -- Psychology and psychotherapy**

Broadcast Date: WBAI, circa December 28, 1968  
PRA Archive #: BB3866.04  
Title: **Women: love and violence / produced by Kay Lindsey (Episode 4 of 5)**  
Description:
Part four in a series of documentaries and discussions which focus upon issues of the Women...
Genre: American Women -- Feminism
Broadcast Date: WBAI, circa January 18, 1969
PRA Archive #: BB3866.05
Title: Women: "Childness" / produced by Kay Lindsey (Episode 5 of 5)
Description:

Part five in a series of documentaries and discussions which focus upon issues of the Women...
Genre: American Women -- Feminism, American Women -- Parenting and children
Broadcast Date: WBAI, circa February 6, 1969
PRA Archive #: BC0436.04
Title: Whatever became of : Jan Clayton / interviewed by Richard Lamparski.
Description:

Richard Lamparski talks with Jan Clayton (1917-1983), the star of the original Broadway...
Genre: American Women -- Theater, American Women -- Film and television
Broadcast Date: WBAI, December 7, 1971
PRA Archive #: BC0436.18
Title: Whatever became of Sybil Jason / interviewed by Richard Lamparski.
Description:

Sybil Jason (1927-2011), Warner Brothers moppets star of the 1930's, talks about the films...
Genre: American Women -- Film and television
Broadcast Date: WBAI, March 21, 1972
PRA Archive #: BC1719.01
Title: Pagan press review: Wiccan feminist journals (Episode 1 of 4)
Description:

A program reviewing the journalism of contemporary earth religions such as Feraferia, the Church...
Genre: American Women -- New age/Wicca, American Women -- Environmentalism
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 27 Jan. 1974
PRA Archive #: BC1719.02
Title: Pagan press review: Matriarchy (Episode 2 of 4)
Description:

This second program in the series "Pagan press review" will take up the question of...
Genre: American Women -- New age/Wicca
Broadcast Date: WBAI, February 28, 1974
PRA Archive #: BC1719.04
Title: Pagan press review: A rational view of magic (Episode 4 of 4)
Description:

This program attempts to come up with a definition of magic acceptable to even the most hardened...
Genre: American Women -- New age/Wicca
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 25 Apr. 1974
PRA Archive #: BC2196.13
Title: Women in Chile / Batya Weinbaum and Mishy Lesser ; interviewed by Viv Sutherland
Description:

Batya Weinbaum and Mishy Lesser, Chilean specialists, discuss the conditions which led to one of...
Genre: American Women -- International women
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 27 May 1975.
PRA Archive #: BC2249.04
Title: Women and cancer : hosted by Viv Sutherland. (Episode 4 of 11)
Description:
One of a series of programs on the myths and realities of cancer hosted by Viv Sutherland....
Genre: American Women -- Health
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 11 Apr. 1975.
PRA Archive #: BC1719.03
Title: Pagan press review: Anti-defamation attempts by Pagans (Episode 3 of 4)
Description:

this third episode of Pagan press review will focus on modern day persecution and defamation of...
Genre: American Women -- New age/Wicca
Broadcast Date: WBAI, Mar. 28 1974.
PRA Archive #: BC2165
Title: An interview with Andrea Dworkin / interviewed by Nanette Rainone and Carol Lopate
Description:

An interview with Andrea Dworkin, author of the book "Woman Hating" (E.P. Dutton, 1974...
Genre: American Women -- Radical Feminism, American Women -- Authors and journalists
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 1974 (day unknown)
PRA Archive #: BC2146.03
Title: The lesbian in literature (Episode 3 of 4)
Description:

Cynthia Secor and Janet Cooper discuss the lesbian in literature at the 2nd Gay Academic Union...
Genre: American Women -- Lesbians, American Women -- Authors and journalists
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 29 July 1975
PRA Archive #: IZ0232
Title: June 12th Rally: Nuclear disarmament rallies in San Francisco and New York (1982)
Description:

The International March and Rally for a Freeze and Reduction of Nuclear Arms and a Transfer of...
Genre: American Women -- Peace and Antinuclear activism
Broadcast Date: WBAI, June 12, 1982.
PRA Archive #: BB4450.02
Title: Perspectives in therapy: October 21, 1971
Description:

Helen Landgarten, art therapist, hosts a panel of people representing the Betsy Wooden Center...
Genre: American Women -- Psychology and psychotherapy
PRA Archive #: BB4450.01
Title: Perspectives in therapy: September 24, 1971
Description:

Helen Landgarten, art therapist, examines differing approaches to psychiatric practice in the...
Genre: American Women -- Psychology and psychotherapy
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 24 Sep. 1971.
PRA Archive #: BB4475.01
Title: Male/female : masculine/feminine (sex and gender) (Episode 1)
Description:

Dr. Virginia Bruce discusses sex and gender in our society, illustrates that the words masculine...
Genre: American Women -- Sex
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 1 June 1970
PRA Archive #: BB4475.02
Title: Sex, sex, sex (Episode 2)
Description:
Dr. Nancy Rosser, a resident psychiatrist at the neuropsychiatric institute at University of...
Genre: American Women -- Sex, American Women -- Lesbians
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 8 June 1970
PRA Archive #: BB4475.03
Title: Making it and not making it (Episode 3)
Description:

Ann Herschfang (aka Ann Forfreedom), feminist activist, discusses ways in which women can...
Genre: American Women -- Feminism
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 15 June 1970.
PRA Archive #: BC0453.01
Title: Women in the arts I (Episode 1 of 5)
Description:

Judy Chicago and Miriam Schapiro, architects of a feminist art program at the California...
Genre: American Women -- Art and artists, American Women -- Feminism
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 1 Nov. 1971.
PRA Archive #: BC0453.02
Title: Women in the arts II (Episode 2 of 5)
Description:

Judy Chicago reviews the growth of feminism in the arts and discusses the new consciousness of...
Genre: American Women -- Art and artists, American Women -- Feminism
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 8 Nov. 1971.
PRA Archive #: BC0453.03
Title: Women in the arts III (Episode 3 of 5)
Description:

Faith Wilding and Chris Rush discuss the New Feminist Poetry, poetry that comes out of the women...
Genre: American Women -- Poetry, American Women -- Feminism
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 15 Nov. 1971.
PRA Archive #: BC0453.05
Title: Women in the arts V (Episode 5 of 5)
Description:

Miriam Schapiro, feminist art instructor at California Institute of the Arts, talks with Beth...
Genre: American Women -- Art and artists, American Women -- Feminism
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 29 Nov. 1971.
PRA Archive #: BC0601.01
Title: Rosella Pace (Part 1 of 4)
Description:

Alvaro Cardona-Hine introduces poet Rosella Pace, who reads from her own work. Her reading is...
Genre: American Women -- Poetry
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 6 Feb. 1972.
PRA Archive #: BC0601.03
Title: Barbara Hughes (Part 3 of 4)
Description:

Barbara Hughes reads from and comments on her poetry in a program produced and hosted by Alvaro...
Genre: American Women -- Poetry
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 20 Feb. 1972.
PRA Archive #: BC0601.04
Title: Deena Metzger (Part 4 of 4)
This may not be a complete list of all recordings associated with this subject. Search the entire catalog [here](#).

Description:

Deena Metzger reads selections her book of poems "Dark milk" (Los Angeles: Momentum...
Genre: [American Women -- Poetry](#)
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 29 Feb. 1972.
PRA Archive #: BC0601.02
Title: [Holly Prado (Part 2 of 4)](#)
Description:

Holly Prado reads from her manuscript "Signs" and discusses her poetry in a program...
Genre: [American Women -- Poetry](#)
PRA Archive #: KZ0197.01
Title: [The Crippled Person / lecture and interview with Dr. Carl Faber (Episode 1 of 4)](#)
Description:

This is the first episode "The Crippled Person" in a four part series of lectures by...
Genre: [American Women -- Men's commentary and experiences](#)
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 8 March 1977.
PRA Archive #: BB3804.01
Title: [Anne Sexton reads at the Poetry Center](#)
Description:

Anne Sexton reads some of her work before an audience at the Poetry Center of the 92nd St. YM-...
Genre: [American Women -- Poetry](#)
Broadcast Date: WBAI, May 11, 1965.
PRA Archive #: BB3804.02
Title: [Marianne Moore reads at the Poetry Center](#)
Description:

In this program, the well-known American poet, Marianne Moore, reads from her work before an...
Genre: [American Women -- Poetry](#)
Broadcast Date: WBAI, April 8, 1965.
PRA Archive #: BB3804.09
Title: [May Swenson reads at the Poetry Center](#)
Description:

This is a recording of May Swenson (1913 - 1989) reading from her own work at the YM-YWHA Poetry...
Genre: [American Women -- Poetry, American Women -- Lesbians](#)
Broadcast Date: WBAI, August 12, 1966.
PRA Archive #: BB3804.11
Title: [Jean Garrigue reads at the Poetry Center](#)
Description:

Poet Jean Garrigue (1912 - 1972), author of five volumes of poetry, including the recently...
Genre: [American Women -- Poetry](#)
Broadcast Date: WBAI, March 28, 1965.
PRA Archive #: IZ1098
Title: [Velvet Sledgehammer: March 28, 1984(?)](#)
Description:

Production reel for the March 28 (1984?) episode of The Velvet Sledgehammer. Contains a women...
Genre: [American Women -- Work and unions, American Women -- Reproductive rights](#)
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 28 Mar. 1984?
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PRA Archive #: KZ0754.02
Title: **National march on Washington for lesbian and gay rights (ACTUALITIES)**
Description:

On October 14, 1979, ten years after the Stonewall riots, more than 100,000 people from the...
Genre: **American Women -- Lesbians, American Women -- Activists**
PRA Archive #: KZ1281.03
Title: **The poet's voice (Episode 3)**
Description:

This is the third episode of "The poet's voice," likely KPFK broadcasted tapes of...
Genre: **American Women -- Poetry**
Broadcast Date: KPFK, June 26, 1982
PRA Archive #: KZ1281.04
Title: **The poet's voice (Episode 4)**
Description:

This is the fourth episode of "The poet's voice," likely KPFK broadcasted tapes...
Genre: **American Women -- Poetry**
Broadcast Date: KPFK, July 2, 1982
PRA Archive #: KZ1281.05
Title: **The poet's voice (Episode 5)**
Description:

This is the fifth episode of "The poet's voice," likely KPFK broadcasted tapes of...
Genre: **American Women -- Poetry**
Broadcast Date: KPFK, July 9, 1982
PRA Archive #: IZ0383.11
Title: **Media review: May 30, 1981- Nicholas Johnson and Christie Hefner**
Description:

This episode contains two segments: 1. Former Federal Communications Commissioner Nicholas...
Genre: **American Women -- Sex**
Broadcast Date: WBAI, May 30, 1981
PRA Archive #: IZ0449.01
Title: **Black feminism**
Description:

Program opens with a dialogue about the Women's movement between Tendai Chitoza[sp?] of...
Genre: **American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination, American Women -- International women**
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 09 Mar. 1978.
PRA Archive #: IZ0449.02
Title: **Sweet Honey in the Rock**
Description:

Program contains excerpts from a Sweet Honey in the Rock performance at P.S. 41 in March 1978...
Genre: **American Women -- Music and musicians**
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 27 July 1978.
PRA Archive #: IZ0449.03
Title: **Blanche Cooke on Crystal Eastman**
Description:

Blanche Cooke talks about the life and work of Crystal Eastman (1881-1928), a radical, feminist...
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**Genre:** American Women -- Activists, American Women -- Work and unions  
**Broadcast Date:** WBAI, circa January 1979.  
**PRA Archive #:** IZ0449.04  
**Title:** Everywomanspace: February 12, 1979-Speeches from a rally supporting Bella Abzug  
**Description:**

Speeches from a women's rally that took place at Martin Luther King, Jr. High School,...

**Genre:** American Women -- Feminism, American Women -- Politicians and politics  
**Broadcast Date:** WBAI, February 12, 1979.  
**PRA Archive #:** IZ0449.05  
**Title:** Women's legal clinic: April 9, 1979-Sex discrimination in employment  
**Description:**

Women's legal clinic. Broadcast live. Topic: Sex discrimination in employment. Hosted by...

**Genre:** American Women -- Work and unions  
**Broadcast Date:** WBAI, April 9, 1979.  
**PRA Archive #:** IZ0449.06  
**Title:** Women's legal clinic: May 7, 1979-Legal rights related to pregnancy  
**Description:**

The topic of this week's Women's Legal Clinic is pregnancy, disability, and women...

**Genre:** American Women -- Work and unions  
**Broadcast Date:** WBAI, May 7, 1979.  
**PRA Archive #:** IZ0449.07  
**Title:** Women's legal clinic: August 6, 1979- ERA  
**Description:**

Women's legal clinic. Eve Cary and Judy Levin talk about ERA and take listener phone calls...

**Genre:** American Women -- Equal Rights Amendment (ERA)  
**Broadcast Date:** WBAI, August 6, 1979.  
**PRA Archive #:** IZ0449.08  
**Title:** Women's legal clinic: December 2, 1979-Child custody  
**Description:**

Women's Legal Clinic aircheck. Judy Levin and Betty Levinson discuss child custody and take...

**Genre:** American Women -- Parenting and children, American Women -- Marriage and divorce  
**Broadcast Date:** WBAI, December 2, 1979.  
**PRA Archive #:** IZ0449.09  
**Title:** Interview with Marge Piercy  
**Description:**

Blossom Neuschatz interviews novelist, poet, essayist and teacher Marge Piercy (1936 - ). They...

**Genre:** American Women -- Authors and journalists  
**Broadcast Date:** WBAI, March 21, 1980.  
**PRA Archive #:** IZ0449.10  
**Title:** Women's legal clinic: July 7, 1980  
**Description:**

Judy Levin and Betty Levinson review important legal cases of the 1970s. Begins with discussion...

**Genre:** American Women -- Reproductive rights, American Women -- Work and unions  
**Broadcast Date:** WBAI, July 7, 1980.  
**PRA Archive #:** IZ0449.11  
**Title:** Women's occupational health: November 10, 1980  
**Description:**
The first in a series of programs on women's occupational safety and health with Dr. Jeanne...
Genre: American Women -- Work and unions, American Women -- Health
Broadcast Date: WBAI, November 10, 1980
PRA Archive #: IZ0449.12
Title: Women's occupational health: December 15, 1980
Description:

Another in a series of programs on women and occupational safety and health produced by Dr....
Genre: American Women -- Work and unions, American Women -- Health
Broadcast Date: WBAI, December 15, 1980
PRA Archive #: IZ0449.15
Title: Women's occupational health: August 10, 1981
Description:

Aircheck of Everywomanspace episode in a series on women's occupational safety and health,...
Genre: American Women -- Work and unions, American Women -- Health
Broadcast Date: WBAI, August 10, 1981.
PRA Archive #: IZ0449.16
Title: Trying to survive: prostitution and women's work
Description:

The third in a series of three documentaries about prostitution and women's work (The...
Genre: American Women -- Sex, American Women -- Work and unions
Broadcast Date: WBAI, November 2, 1981 and January 4, 1982.
PRA Archive #: IZ0449.17
Title: Everywomanspace: July 5, 1982-Angela Gilliam hosts
Description:

Aircheck of 7/5/82 Everywomanspace program with Angela Gilliam. The guest is Professor Everard...
Genre: American Women -- Education
Broadcast Date: WBAI, July 5, 1982.
PRA Archive #: IZ0449.18
Title: Ethical issues in human reproduction
Description:

A presentation of tapes edited and selected from a symposium called "Ethical Issues in...
Genre: American Women -- Science and scientists, American Women -- Reproductive rights
Broadcast Date: WBAI, August 30, 1982
PRA Archive #: IZ0449.19
Title: Everywomanspace: September 6, 1982-Angela Gilliam hosts
Description:

Aircheck of September 6, 1982 program of Everywomanspace, hosted by Angela Gilliam. The theme of...
Genre: American Women -- International women, American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination
Broadcast Date: WBAI, September 6, 1982.
PRA Archive #: IZ0449.20
Title: Everywomanspace: October 4, 1982
Description:

Aircheck of Everywomanspace episode hosted by Angela Gilliam. The fourth in a series of programs...
Genre: American Women -- Aging
Broadcast Date: WBAI, October 4, 1982.
PRA Archive #: IZ0449.21
Title: **Everywomanspace: November 1, 1982**

Description:

Aircheck of Everywomanspace with Angela Gilliam from November 1, 1982. The guests are Sonja Dean...

Genre: American Women -- Work and unions, American Women -- Parenting and children

Broadcast Date: WBAI, November 1, 1982.

PRA Archive #: IZ0449.22

Title: **Diary of a pacifist feminist**

Description:

On this episode of Everywomanspace, a reading from the book "Lella Secor: A Diary in...

Genre: American Women -- Peace and Antinuclear activism, American Women -- Women's history

Broadcast Date: WBAI, December 13, 1982.

PRA Archive #: IZ0449.13

Title: **Women's occupational safety: February 9, 1981**

Description:

Women's Occupational Health and Safety hour hosted by Dr. Jeanne Stellman and Mary Sue...

Genre: American Women -- Work and unions, American Women -- Health

Broadcast Date: WBAI, February 9, 1981

PRA Archive #: IZ0487.03

Title: **Interview with Sharon Presley**

Description:

Kirkpatrick Sale speaks with Sharon Presley, a libertarian feminist. Contains listener phone...

Genre: American Women -- Politicians and politics

Broadcast Date: WBAI, possibly February 26, 1981

PRA Archive #: IZ0672

Title: **Sexual abuse of children**

Description:

Viv Sutherland interviews Florence Rush, author of “Sexual abuse of children: the best kept...

Genre: American Women -- Parenting and children, American Women -- Violence against women

Broadcast Date: WBAI, December 14, 1980

PRA Archive #: IZ0996.02

Title: **Kathy Smith and Burt Lee**

Description:

Guests on this show are folk singers Kathy Smith and Burt Lee and producer Mark Roth. The...

Genre: American Women -- Music and musicians

Broadcast Date: WBAI, January 9, 1970

PRA Archive #: IZ1231

Title: **St. Mark's Poetry Project: 1979 New Year's benefit (Broadcast and production reel)**

Description:

WBAI's Drama, Literature and Art department presents the St. Mark's Poetry Project's New Year's...

Genre: American Women -- Poetry

Broadcast Date: WBAI, February 10, 1979

PRA Archive #: IZ1344

Title: **McPartland plays herself (Part 2 only)**

Description:

This episode of “A delicate balance” features host, jazz pianist Marian McPartland (...
This may not be a complete list of all recordings associated with this subject. Search the entire catalog [here](#).

Broadcast Date: WBAI, March 24, 1976  
PRA Archive #: IZ1348  
Title: **One night of love: Victoria's closet (Part 2 only)**  
Description:  

Victoria's closet: dramatized excerpts of Victorian erotica, broadcast as part of "One...  
Genre: **American Women -- Sex**  

Broadcast Date: WBAI, May 17, 1979.  
PRA Archive #: IZ1349.01  
Title: **This bridge called my back: October 2, 1981**  
Description:  

Aircheck of first in a series of programs on the history of women of color titled "This...  
Genre: **American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination**  

Broadcast Date: WBAI, October 2, 1981  
PRA Archive #: IZ1349.02  
Title: **Women and the world in the 1980s: January 22, 1982**  
Description:  

Blanche Cook interviews writer Adrienne Rich (1929-2012), who reads poems from her newly...  
Genre: **American Women -- Poetry, American Women -- Authors and journalists**  

Broadcast Date: WBAI, January 22, 1982  
PRA Archive #: IZ1349.03  
Title: **Women and the world in the 1980s: February 26, 1982**  
Description:  

Blanche Wiesen Cook hosts. Interview with Ruth Meyers, one of the founders of Women Strike for...  
Genre: **American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination, American Women -- Parenting and children**  

Broadcast Date: WBAI, February 26, 1982  
PRA Archive #: IZ1349.04  
Title: **Women and the world in the 1980s: March 26, 1982**  
Description:  

Blanche Cook interviews Cathy Porter about her book "Alexandra Kollontai: a biography,...  
Genre: **American Women -- Authors and journalists, American Women -- Autobiographies and Biographies**  

Broadcast Date: WBAI, March 26, 1982  
PRA Archive #: IZ1349.05  
Title: **Women and the world in the 1980s: April 2, 1982**  
Description:  

Episode from April 2, 1982. Danielle Paul interviews Professor Donald Keene about Japanese poet...  
Genre: **American Women -- Poetry, American Women -- International women**  

Broadcast Date: WBAI, April 2, 1982  
PRA Archive #: IZ1349.06  
Title: **Women and the world in the 1980s: July 2, 1982**  
Description:  

Blanche Cook interviews Marilyn Young, professor of history at New York University and co-author...  
Genre: **American Women -- International women**  

Broadcast Date: WBAI, July 2, 1982  
PRA Archive #: IZ1349.07  
Title: **Women and the world in the 1980s: August 20, 1982, Audre Lorde**  
Description:
Episode from August 20, 1982. Blanche Cook interviews poet, essayist and civil rights activist...
Genre: American Women -- Authors and journalists, American Women -- Poetry
Broadcast Date: WBAI, August 20, 1982
PRA Archive #: IZ1349.08
Title: Women and the world in the 1980s: October 22, 1982-Author Elizabeth Wilson
Description:

Episode from October 22, 1982. Blanche Wiesen Cook interviews Elizabeth Wilson, feminist...
Genre: American Women -- Authors and journalists, American Women -- International women
Broadcast Date: WBAI, October 22, 1982
PRA Archive #: IZ1349.09
Title: Women and the world in the 1980s: November 20, 1982-Audre Lorde
Description:

Blanche Wiesen Cook interviews poet, essayist and civil rights activist Audre Lorde (1934-1992)...
Genre: American Women -- Authors and journalists, American Women -- Lesbians, American Women --
Women of Color and discrimination
Broadcast Date: WBAI, November 20, 1982
PRA Archive #: IZ1349.10
Title: Women and the world in the 1980s: November 26, 1982
Description:

Blanche Wiesen Cook interviews Lucy Gilbert, psychotherapist in private practice specializing in...
Genre: American Women -- Violence against women, American Women -- Parenting and children
Broadcast Date: WBAI, November 26, 1982
PRA Archive #: IZ1349.11
Title: Women and the world in the 1980s: Grenada in 1983
Description:

Blanche Wiesen Cook speaks with poet and novelist Audre Lorde (1934-1992) and Zala Chandler from...
Genre: American Women -- International women
Broadcast Date: WBAI, November 25, 1983
PRA Archive #: IZ1349.12
Title: Women and the world in the 1980s: Cora Weiss and Annette Rubenstein
Description:

Blanche Wiesen Cook interviews Cora Weiss, activist with Women Strike for Peace and director of...
Genre: American Women -- Activists
Broadcast Date: WBAI, ca. 1983 (date unknown)
PRA Archive #: IZ1349.13
Title: Women and the world in the 1980s: Barbara Smith and Michele Cliff (ca. 1984)
Description:

Interview with Barbara Smith, writer, co-founder of Kitchen Table: Women of Color Press and...
Genre: American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination, American Women -- Authors and
journalists
Broadcast Date: WBAI, ca. 1984 (date unknown)
PRA Archive #: IZ1350
Title: Working women / produced by Bonnie Bellow and Brett Harvey
Description:

A program about women's work in American. This program contains portions of two speak-outs held...
Genre: American Women -- Work and unions
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 1973 (day unknown)
This may not be a complete list of all recordings associated with this subject. Search the entire catalog here.

PRA Archive #: IZ1351
Title: Report back from Copenhagen
Description:
Tapes edited and selected from "Report back from Copenhagen," an event for women to...
Genre: American Women -- International women, American Women -- Peace and Antinuclear activism
Broadcast Date: WBAI, January 16, 1981
PRA Archive #: IZ1352
Title: International Women's Day (1980) music
Description:
Aircheck. The music of Malvina Reynolds, Suni Paz, and Holly Near, with commentary by Judy...
Genre: American Women -- Music and musicians
Broadcast Date: WBAI, March 8, 1980
PRA Archive #: IZ1353
Title: Abortion and the working woman
Description:
Speakers discuss the topic of abortion and the working woman. Recorded at District 1199 (New...
Genre: American Women -- Reproductive rights
Broadcast Date: WBAI ca. October 1979? (no broadcast information on tape)
PRA Archive #: IZ1536
Title: Women's health movement and the WATCH arrests
Description:
Eileen Zalisk speaks with Debbie Stuart-Smalley from Womancare, a feminist healthcare center in...
Genre: American Women -- Reproductive rights, American Women -- Health
Broadcast Date: WBAI ca. November 8, 1979 (no broadcast info on tape)
PRA Archive #: IZ1354
Title: Women Against Pornography march in Times Square (October 1979)
Description:
This recording contains music, interviews and speeches from the October 20, 1979 march in Times...
Genre: American Women -- Violence against women, American Women -- Sex
Broadcast Date: WBAI, October 20, 1979
PRA Archive #: IZ1355.01
Title: Thor's hammer: March 29, 1980- Marilyn Hacker
Description:
Marie Ponsot (1923 - ) interviews Marilyn Hacker (1942 - ), who reads poems from her new book,...
Genre: American Women -- Poetry
Broadcast Date: WBAI, March 29, 1980
PRA Archive #: IZ1356
Title: ...What time of night it is (Part 1 only)
Description:
"...What time of night it is" by Patricia Horan & Marjorie DeFazio is a woman...
Genre: American Women -- Women's history
Broadcast Date: WBAI, August 21, 1980
PRA Archive #: IZ1357
Title: Manhattan Theatre Club poetry cabaret
Description:
This is a recording of the Manhattan Theatre Club's "Writers in performance"...
Genre: American Women -- Poetry
This may not be a complete list of all recordings associated with this subject. Search the entire catalog here.

**Genre:** American Women -- Politicians and politics  
**Broadcast Date:** WBAI, September 1, 1977  
**PRA Archive #:** IZ1366  
**Title:** FOIA - The Right To Know panel on the health of atomic vets  
**Description:**

A panel discussion on the right to know, with William Howard, past president of the National...

**Genre:** American Women -- Health  
**Broadcast Date:** WBAI, October 11, 1982  
**PRA Archive #:** IZ1367  
**Title:** First generation / June Namias interviewed by Nelly Burlingham  
**Description:**

Nelly Burlingham speaks with June Namias about her recent book "First generation: in the...

**Genre:** American Women -- Authors and journalists  
**Broadcast Date:** WBAI, January 18, 1979  
**PRA Archive #:** IZ1368  
**Title:** International women's day (1978) music (Part 1 only)  
**Description:**

Aircheck of Morning Music on International Women's Day with Eileen Kane and Manya La Bruja...

**Genre:** American Women -- Authors and journalists  
**Broadcast Date:** WBAI, November 20, 1972  
**PRA Archive #:** IZ1370  
**Title:** Country commune cooking / Lucy Horton  
**Description:**

Yolanda Tennyson interviews Lucy Horton, author of Country Commune Cooking (Coward, McCann and...
A report on the affect of military occupation on community life in Northern Ireland. Evidence of...
Genre: American Women -- International women
Broadcast Date: WBAI, June 20, 1982
PRA Archive #: WZ0255.01
Title: Interview with Mamie Williams
Description:

This July is WPFW's tribute to women month, and Upstream is celebrating with programs about...
Genre: American Women -- Religion, American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination
Broadcast Date: WPFW, July 22, 1981
PRA Archive #: IZ1375
Title: Piercing the Veil: Our Voices Can Be Heard writer's congress
Description:

Aircheck of program number one in the "Conflicting interests" series. Ruth Messinger,...
Genre: American Women -- Politicians and politics
Broadcast Date: WBAI, May 17, 1981
PRA Archive #: IZ0492.16
Title: Conflicting interests: city issues with Ruth Messinger (Episode 1)
Description:

The reality of hunger in New York City. Ruth Messinger, New York City Council member, interviews...
Genre: American Women -- Politicians and politics
Broadcast Date: WBAI, April 11, 1982
PRA Archive #: KZ0453
Title: Dialogue in Nairobi / Sylvia Borren; produced by Helene Rosenbluth.
Description:

In July 1985, more than 14,000 women gathered in Nairobi, Kenya for the UN's Third World...
Genre: American Women -- International women, American Women -- Lesbians
Broadcast Date: KPFK, 1 Sep. 1985.
PRA Archive #: IZ1388
Title: Where's the rub?
Description:

This program is an investigation of the proposed licensing of massage parlors in New York in...
Genre: American Women -- Sex, American Women -- Work and unions
Broadcast Date: WBAI, March 8, 1973
PRA Archive #: IZ1389
Title: Interview with jazz pianist Connie Crothers
Description:

Interview with Connie Crothers (1941 - ), jazz pianist who was a student of Lennie Tristano....
Genre: American Women -- Music and musicians
Broadcast Date: WBAI, January 21, 1979
PRA Archive #: IZ1390
Title: An eclectic evening with Rosalyn Drexler and David Shapiro
Description:
This is part one of a performance which was presented live in Studio C at WBAI in November 1972...
Genre: American Women -- Authors and journalists, American Women -- Music and musicians
Broadcast Date: WBAI, November 19, 1972; first rebroadcast March 8, 1973
PRA Archive #: IZ1391
Title: Celebration: Harvey Swados
Description:

This is an interview with Bette Swados and Robin Swados, widow and son of the author Harvey...
Genre: American Women -- Relatives of notable men
Broadcast Date: WBAI, November 29, 1975
PRA Archive #: IZ1392
Title: A woman's play: One Plus One
Description:

A woman’s play: one plus one. A play about two black women dealing with problems. One woman,...
Genre: American Women -- Theater, American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination
Broadcast Date: WBAI, January 19, 1980
PRA Archive #: IZ1393
Title: Sex discrimination: women of the C.U.N.Y. system
Description:

Mimi Rosenberg speaks with three women: Lilia Melani, Sandy Cooper, and Nancy Dean. They discuss...
Genre: American Women -- Work and unions, American Women -- Education
Broadcast Date: WBAI, January 1979
PRA Archive #: IZ1394
Title: A women's music festival on WBAI (airchecks and production)
Description:

Tape One (Part A): Judy Pasternak starts by introducing the program that just ended, "Women...
Genre: American Women -- Music and musicians
Broadcast Date: WBAI, May 10, 1980
PRA Archive #: IZ1395
Title: 1979 Long Island women's music festival: Ruth Pelham and June Millington
Description:

The festival was held from March 17, 1979. Archives has two tapes from this event. The first has...
Genre: American Women -- Music and musicians
Broadcast Date: WBAI, May 27, 1979
PRA Archive #: IZ1396
Title: International Women's Day (1980) speakers
Description:

Tape of the celebration of International Women's Day 1980, sponsored by NOW-NY and the New...
Genre: American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination, American Women -- Work and unions, American Women -- Feminism
Broadcast Date: WBAI, ca. March 1980 (no broadcast info on tape)
PRA Archive #: IZ1397
Title: Roz Baxandall on the Coalition of Labor Union Women
Description:

Bonnie Bellow and Nanette Rainone talk with historian, Roz Baxandall, who attended the founding...
Genre: American Women -- Work and unions
Broadcast Date: WBAI, April 10 and 11, 1974
PRA Archive #: IZ1398
This may not be a complete list of all recordings associated with this subject. Search the entire catalog here.

Title: **Women Against War forum at NYU**
Description:

Women Against War event at NYU, June 1980. From the book "Peace as a women's issue: a...
Genre: *American Women -- Peace and Antinuclear activism*
Broadcast Date: WBAI, July 2, 1980
PRA Archive #: IZ1399

Title: **Wild women don't get the blues (Part 2 only)**
Description:

Aircheck of program produced by Donna Allegra of music by Black women, acapella, jazz, blues,...
Genre: *American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination, American Women -- Music and musicians*
Broadcast Date: WBAI, Feb. 29, 1980
PRA Archive #: IZ1400

Title: **Jewish women in New York**
Description:

Tapes selected from a panel on immigrant Jewish women which was part of a conference on Culture...
Genre: *American Women -- Women's history, American Women -- Work and unions, American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination*
Broadcast Date: WBAI, January 25, 1981
PRA Archive #: BC2196.10

Title: **The transsexual empire**
Description:

Viv Sutherland interviews Janice Raymond, author of "The transsexual empire."
Genre: *American Women -- Authors and journalists*
Broadcast Date: WBAI, October 3, 1979
PRA Archive #: IZ1403

Title: **Mooncircles: Kay Gardner and Marilyn Ries on women's music**
Description:

This is an interview with flutist Kay Gardner and musician technician Marilyn Ries about women...
Genre: *American Women -- Music and musicians*
Broadcast Date: WBAI, March 25, 1976
PRA Archive #: BC2196.20

Title: **Women in the United Kingdom**
Description:

Viv Sutherland talks with professor Helen Baehr of the Center Polyclinic of London about the...
Genre: *American Women -- International women*
Broadcast Date: WBAI, July 1, 1978
PRA Archive #: IZ1405

Title: **The November 10, 1977 CCNY conference: Black and Latin women in art and politics**
Description:

Excerpts from the November 10, 1977 conference of Black and Latin women in arts and politics,...
Genre: *American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination*
Broadcast Date: WBAI, December 1, 1977
PRA Archive #: IZ1406

Title: **Women in pre-colonial Ashanti / Dr. Shirley Strickland**
Description:

In the summer of 1978, twelve women and men, scholars from all over the U.S., met in New York to...
This program seems to be a recording at dancer Anna Duncan's (1894-1980) funeral or...

Genre: American Women -- Dance
Broadcast Date: WBAI ca. 1980 (no broadcast info on tape)
PRA Archive #: IZ1408
Title: Annette Rubenstein talks to Blanch Cook about her book on Crystal Eastman
Description:

Annette Rubinstein, editor of Science and Society, literary historian and critic, and veteran...

Genre: American Women -- Women's history, American Women -- Activists
Broadcast Date: WBAI, March 8, 1979
PRA Archive #: IZ0449.25
Title: Jane Trahey interviewed by Rebecca Tron Klinger
Description:

Jane Trahey (1923-2000), businesswoman, humorist, author, advertising pioneer, and one of the...

Genre: American Women -- Work and unions, American Women -- Authors and journalists
Broadcast Date: WBAI, April 20, 1978
PRA Archive #: IZ1411.01
Title: Women composers: interviews with Ora Williams and Virginia Eskin
Description:

This series is "Portraits of women composers," produced by Jeannie Pool for the Women...

Genre: American Women -- Music and musicians
Broadcast Date: WBAI, June 19, 1981
PRA Archive #: IZ1411.02
Title: Women composers: Janice Giteck and Gloria Coates
Description:

Jeannie Pool interviews and plays music of Janice Giteck and Gloria Coates, two American women...

Genre: American Women -- Music and musicians
Broadcast Date: WBAI, July 3, 1981
PRA Archive #: IZ1412
Title: Dying to be heard: the work of Ann Sexton
Description:

Dying to be heard: the work of Ann Sexton read by Karen Ludwig. Opens with a reading of the New...

Genre: American Women -- Psychology and psychotherapy, American Women -- Authors and journalists
Broadcast Date: WBAI, August 8, 1979
PRA Archive #: IZ1413
Title: Jazzwomen U.S.A.: October 23, 1981
Description:

Self-contained episode from October 23, 1981. Conclusion of the previous episode's focus on...

Genre: American Women -- Music and musicians
Broadcast Date: WBAI, October 23, 1981
PRA Archive #: IZ0528.03
Title: High tech snake oil: September 4, 1984[?]- Breastfeeding
Description:
"High tech snake oil," was a sub-series of the WBAI series "Bread and roses,...
Genre: American Women -- Parenting and children
Broadcast Date: WBAI, September 4, 1984[?] (year unknown)
PRA Archive #: IZ1415
Title: The Halima Toure show: Lunaception
Description: Halima Toure interviews writer Louise Lacey on her book "Lunaception," wherein they...
Genre: American Women -- Health
Broadcast Date: WBAI, December 7, 1977
PRA Archive #: IZ1416
Title: The professional, the mother, and the child: a history of child raising
Description:

This is a recording of a paper delivered by Deirdre English at the Delaware Valley Mental Health...
Genre: American Women -- Parenting and children
Broadcast Date: WBAI, September 23, 1975
PRA Archive #: IZ1417
Title: Speeches from A Celebration of Black Womanhood Weekend at Barnard College
Description:

Edwina Lee Tyler, pioneer of African drumming by women, gives a concert on November 10, 1979 at...
Genre: American Women -- Music and musicians
Broadcast Date: WBAI, possibly 1979 (no broadcast info on tape)
PRA Archive #: IZ1419
Title: Performing poets: a benefit reading at the St. Mark's Poetry Project, October 1975
Description:

On October 29, 1975, WBAI taped the Rinpoche Benefit Poetry Reading at St. Mark's Church in...
Genre: American Women -- Poetry
Broadcast Date: WBAI, March 6, 1976
PRA Archive #: IZ1420
Title: Sea-Spell and Moor-Magic by Sorche Nic Leodhas
Description:

Fredi Dundee reads from a collection of stories by Sorche Nic Leodhas entitled “Sea-spell and...
Genre: American Women -- Authors and journalists
Broadcast Date: WBAI, October 7, 1969
PRA Archive #: IZ1355.02
Title: Thor's hammer: April 18, 1981-Elspeth Meyer
Description:

Charles Lynch interviews batik artist, teacher and political activist Elspeth Meyer about her...
Genre: American Women -- Art and artists
Broadcast Date: WBAI, April 18, 1981
PRA Archive #: IZ1422
Title: Frances Jaffet
Description:
This may not be a complete list of all recordings associated with this subject. Search the entire catalog [here](#).

The San Francisco-based poet Frances Jaffer (1921-1999) reads from her work, talks about her...
**Genre:** American Women -- Poetry
**Broadcast Date:** WBAI, November 3, 1981
**PRA Archive #:** PZ0041
**Title:** May 3, 1981 march on the Pentagon / Bella Abzug
**Description:**

May 3, 1981 March on the Pentagon organized by the People's Antiwar Coalition/May 3...
**Genre:** American Women -- Peace and Antinuclear activism
**Broadcast Date:** KPFK?, May 3, 1981
**PRA Archive #:** AZ0027
**Title:** Science story
**Description:**

Science Story was a bi-monthly program dedicated to the demystification of science and medicine...
**Genre:** American Women -- Science and scientists
**Broadcast Date:** KPFA, January 1977 through circa May 1978
**PRA Archive #:** AZ0512.01
**Title:** Women's sexual writing / produced by Jana Harris and Alan Soldofsky.
**Description:**

Jana Harris discusses women's sexual writing with Carol Bergé, editor of Center Magazine...
**Genre:** American Women -- Sex, American Women -- Authors and journalists
**Broadcast Date:** KPFA, Dec. 7, 1976.
**PRA Archive #:** AZ0512.02
**Title:** Women and nature / produced by Alan Soldofsky.
**Description:**

Poet and feminist Susan Griffin reads from her book of prose, "Woman and Nature: the...
**Genre:** American Women -- Authors and journalists
**Broadcast Date:** KPFA, February 9, 1979
**PRA Archive #:** AZ0642.02
**Title:** Majority report, November 1981: Farming women
**Description:**

A report on women farmers in California. With the increase of mechanization and the decreasing...
**Genre:** American Women -- Work and unions
**Broadcast Date:** KPFA, Nov. 1981.
**PRA Archive #:** AZ0642.03
**Title:** Majority report, January 21, 1982
**Description:**

**Genre:** American Women -- Authors and journalists, American Women -- Art and artists, American Women -- Politicians and politics, American Women -- Radio
**Broadcast Date:** KPFA, January 21, 1982
**PRA Archive #:** AZ0642.04
**Title:** Majority report, February 18, 1982: Shirley Chisholm and Maya Angelou #1
**Description:**

Sherry Krynski and Ginny Z. Berson host Majority Report for February 18, 1982. Segments: 1. News...
**Genre:** American Women -- Politicians and politics, American Women -- Authors and journalists, American Women -- Music and musicians
**Broadcast Date:** KPFA, February 18, 1982
**PRA Archive #:** AZ0642.06
This may not be a complete list of all recordings associated with this subject. Search the entire catalog here.

Title: Majority report, May 6, 1982: Judy Chicago, San Francisco Women's Building, Merle Woo
Description:

Julia Randall and Ginny Z. Berson host Majority Report, May 6, 1982. Segments: 1. News wrap-up...
Genre: American Women -- Education, American Women -- Art and artists, American Women -- Feminism
Broadcast Date: KPFA, May 6, 1982
PRA Archive #: AZ0642.07

Title: Majority report, May 13, 1982: Hansberry, Mother's Day March, Studio W
Description:

Julia Randall and Ginny Z. Berson host Majority Report, May 13, 1982. Segments: 1. News wrap-up...
Genre: American Women -- Theater, American Women -- Art and artists, American Women -- Peace and Antinuclear activism
Broadcast Date: KPFA, May 13, 1982
PRA Archive #: AZ0642.05

Title: Majority report, February 25, 1982
Description:

Julia Randall and Ginny Z. Berson host Majority Report, February 25, 1982. 1. News wrap-up -- 2...
Genre: American Women -- Authors and journalists, American Women -- Women's history
Broadcast Date: KPFA, Feb. 25, 1982
PRA Archive #: AZ0642.08

Title: Majority report, June 3, 1982: NOW, Jewish Feminist Conference, Vida Gallery, survivors of Hiroshima
Description:

Ginny Z. Berson and Marci Lockwood host Majority Report, June 3, 1982. Segments: 1. News wrap-up... 
Genre: American Women -- Equal Rights Amendment (ERA), American Women -- Art and artists, American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination
Broadcast Date: KPFA, June 3, 1982
PRA Archive #: AZ0642.09

Title: Majority report, November 4, 1982: Davis women fight back, Z Budapest play, Abortion rights and elections
Description:

Marci Lockwood and Peggy Bray host Majority Report, November 4, 1982. Segments: 1. News wrap-up...
Genre: American Women -- Politicians and politics, American Women -- Violence against women, American Women -- Theater, American Women -- Reproductive rights
Broadcast Date: KPFA, November 4, 1982
PRA Archive #: AZ0642.10

Title: Majority report, November 18, 1982: Schlafly v. English, Olivia's 10th Birthday, Update on Silkwood, Planetary conjunction
Description:

Marci Lockwood and Ginny Z. Berson host Majority Report, November 18, 1982. Segments: 1. News...
Genre: American Women -- Feminism, American Women -- Music and musicians, American Women -- Work and unions, American Women -- New age/Wicca
Broadcast Date: KPFA, Nov. 18, 1982
PRA Archive #: AZ0642.11

Title: Majority report, December 2, 1982: Tina Fishman, Bay Area women in music
Description:
This may not be a complete list of all recordings associated with this subject. Search the entire catalog [here](#).

Reyna Cowan and Pam Scola host Majority Report, December 2, 1982. Segments: 1. News wrap-up -- 2...
Genre: *American Women -- Radical Feminism, American Women -- Music and musicians, American Women -- Law*
Broadcast Date: KPFA, Dec. 2, 1982
PRA Archive #: AZ0642.12
Title: **Majority report, December 4, 1982: Barbara Christian**
Description:

Barbara Christian (1943 - 2000) delivers a speech as part of the lecture series on "Gender...
Genre: *American Women -- Authors and journalists, American Women -- Poetry, American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination*
Broadcast Date: KPFA, Dec. 4, 1982
PRA Archive #: AZ0642.13
Title: **Majority report, December 23, 1982: Tara Burke, Kitchen Table, Gay and Lesbian studies at UCB, reparations**
Description:

Genre: *American Women -- Violence against women, American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination, American Women -- Authors and journalists, American Women -- Lesbians*
Broadcast Date: KPFA, Dec. 23, 1982
PRA Archive #: AZ0642.14
Title: **Majority report, August 20, 1987: Temporary workers and South African women's day**
Description:

Production reel from Majority Report, August 20, 1987. Segments: 1. Jane Walsh, co-producer of...
Genre: *American Women -- International women, American Women -- Health, American Women -- Politicians and politics, American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination*
PRA Archive #: AZ0642.15
Title: **Majority report, (November 1984?): Women's movement reactions to Reagan election**
Description:

Majority report, 1984. Clips of various members of the women's movement responding to...
Genre: *American Women -- Politicians and politics*
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 1984?
PRA Archive #: IZ1502
Title: **Marge Albert: Union organizer / Bonnie Bellow**
Description:

Marge Albert worked as an office worker for twenty-five years. After organizing her own office,...
Genre: *American Women -- Work and unions*
Broadcast Date: WBAI, February 24, 1974
PRA Archive #: IZ1503
Title: **A tribute to Esther Rand**
Description:

In June of 1981, tenant organizer Esther Rand of the East Side Tenant Council died at the age of...
Genre: *American Women -- Work and unions*
Broadcast Date: WBAI, September 5, 1981
PRA Archive #: AZ1083
Title: **And not to yield: Ella Winter interviewed by Elsa Knight Thompson**
Description:
Ella Winter, author, foreign correspondent, world traveler, interviewed in studio by Elsa Knight...
Genre: American Women -- Authors and journalists
Broadcast Date: KPFA, January 16, 1964
PRA Archive #: AZ1084
Title: Wanda Coleman interviewed by Opal Palmer Adisa
Description:

Poet Opal Palmer Adisa interviews writer/poet Wanda Coleman, author of Mad Dog, Black Lady,...
Genre: American Women -- Poetry, American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination
Broadcast Date: KPFA, ca. 1993.
PRA Archive #: AZ1095
Title: Marge Piercy: reading and thoughts
Description:

Marge Piercy, poet and novelist, reads her poems and talks about poetry. She announces she has...
Genre: American Women -- Poetry, American Women -- Authors and journalists
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 1976
PRA Archive #: AZ1099
Title: Jane Fonda: Women in Vietnam
Description:

Part 1 of 3: Live recording of Jane Fonda speaking in San Francisco (UCSF?) week of April 10,...
Genre: American Women -- Film and television, American Women -- Vietnam conflict
Broadcast Date: KPFA, May 18, 1973
PRA Archive #: AZ1108
Title: Kathie Sarachild on Gloria Steinem and the CIA
Description:

Kathie Sarachild is interviewed on KPFA's "Unlearning to not speak" program by Susan Elisabeth....
Genre: American Women -- Radical Feminism
Broadcast Date: KPFA, December 30, 1975
PRA Archive #: AZ1109
Title: Gertrude Stein: a feminist look at the woman and the author / produced by Linda Schiffman
Description:

A historical and critical documentary about writer Gertrude Stein (1874-1946). Different voices...
Genre: American Women -- Autobiographies and Biographies, American Women -- Authors and journalists
Broadcast Date: KPFA, May 19, 1975
PRA Archive #: AZ1110
Title: Adrienne Rich reading her poetry
Description:

Adrienne Rich reads and comments on her poems at the First Unitarian Church in San Francisco, CA...
Genre: American Women -- Poetry, American Women -- Authors and journalists
Broadcast Date: KPFA, August 1, 1974.
PRA Archive #: AZ1119
Title: Rita Mae Brown, Donna Eagles and Zoe Nawoe discuss class differences
Description:

Rita Mae Brown, author of The Hand That Cradles the Rock, Songs to a Handsome Woman, Rubyfruit...
Genre: American Women -- Feminism, American Women -- Activists
Broadcast Date: KPFA, June 24, 1974
PRA Archive #: AZ1120
This may not be a complete list of all recordings associated with this subject. Search the entire catalog [here](#).

**Title:** Group interview with Rita Mae Brown, Sally Gearhardt, Zoe Nawoe, and Ellen Dubrowin  
**Description:** Group interview with Rita Mae Brown, poet and author of Songs to a Handsome Woman (Diana Press,...  
**Genre:** American Women -- Feminism, American Women -- Activists  
**Broadcast Date:** KPFA, January 7, 1973  
**PRA Archive #:** AZ1127

**Title:** Alice Walker reads Fame from her book You Can't Keep a Good Woman Down / Karla Tonella  
**Description:** Alice Walker reads her short story "Fame" from her book of short stories, "You Can't Keep a Good...  
**Genre:** American Women -- Poetry, American Women -- Authors and journalists  
**Broadcast Date:** KPFA, June 30, 1981  
**PRA Archive #:** AZ0512.03

**Title:** Alice Walker reads poetry: Good Night, Willie Lee, I'll see you in the morning / Alan Soldofsky  
**Description:** Alice Walker, Black woman poet and novelist, reads from her new book of poetry "Good night,...  
**Genre:** American Women -- Poetry, American Women -- Authors and journalists  
**Broadcast Date:** KPFA, 9 Nov. 1979.  
**PRA Archive #:** AZ0631.01

**Title:** Charlotte Bunch on the Women's Liberation Movement / Karla Tonella  
**Description:** Karla Tonella interviews feminist theorist and writer Charlotte Bunch, editor of Quest Magazine...  
**Genre:** American Women -- Feminism, American Women -- Authors and journalists  
**Broadcast Date:** KPFA, Feb. 2, 1979.  
**PRA Archive #:** AZ1132.01

**Title:** Focus on Women Composers Overview, May 8, 1976 (Episode 1)  
**Description:** Presentation of women composers of all musical periods. Presented by Renee Roatcap, April...  
**Genre:** American Women -- Music and musicians  
**Broadcast Date:** KPFA, May 8, 1976  
**PRA Archive #:** AZ1132.05

**Title:** Focus on Women Composers: Neo-Romantic Through 12 Tone, June 19, 1976 (Episode 5)  
**Description:** Presentation of women composers of all musical periods. Presented by Renee Roatcap, Elizabeth...  
**Genre:** American Women -- Music and musicians  
**Broadcast Date:** KPFA, June 19, 1976  
**PRA Archive #:** AZ1132.03

**Title:** Focus on Women Composers: Renaissance through late Baroque, June 5, 1976 (Episode 3)  
**Description:** The first in a series of four episodes of "Focus on Women Composers" providing a...  
**Genre:** American Women -- Music and musicians, American Women -- Women's history  
**Broadcast Date:** KPFA, June 5, 1976  
**PRA Archive #:** AZ1132.07

**Title:** Focus on Women Composers: Music to soothe and refresh, July 10, 1976 (Episode 7)  
**Description:** Presentation of women composers of all musical periods. Presented by Susan Sailow, and Fleur...  
**Genre:** American Women -- Music and musicians
This may not be a complete list of all recordings associated with this subject. Search the entire catalog here.

Broadcast Date: KPFA, July 10, 1976
PRA Archive #: AZ1132.08
Title: Focus on Women Composers: Choral music, July 17, 1976 (Episode 8)
Description:

Presentation of women composers of all musical periods. This episode focuses on choral music by...
Genre: American Women -- Music and musicians

Broadcast Date: KPFA, July 17, 1976
PRA Archive #: AZ1132.09
Title: Los Angeles Symposium of Women Composers, July 24, 1976 (Episode 9)
Description:

Presentation of women composers of all musical periods. Tapes from women composers affiliated...
Genre: American Women -- Music and musicians

Broadcast Date: KPFA, July 24, 1976
PRA Archive #: AZ1132.13
Title: Composer Gra?yna Bacewicz (Episode 13)
Description:

A program exploring the work of Polish composer and violinist Gra?yna Bacewicz (1909 - 1969)....
Genre: American Women -- Music and musicians, American Women -- International women

Broadcast Date: KPFA, August 28, 1976
PRA Archive #: AZ1132.16
Title: Elayne Jones, timpanist (Episode 16)
Description:

An interview with timpanist, percussionist and teacher Elayne Jones, a Black woman with...
Genre: American Women -- Music and musicians, American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination

Broadcast Date: KPFA, September 18, 1976
PRA Archive #: AZ1132.17
Title: Composer Miriam Gideon (Episode 17)
Description:

Program devoted to the music of American Jewish composer Miriam Gideon (1906 - 1996) in honor of...
Genre: American Women -- Music and musicians

Broadcast Date: KPFA, September 25, 1976
PRA Archive #: AZ1132.19
Title: Focus on Women Composers: Electronic composers (Episode 19)
Description:

A program of electronic music composed by women composers. Presented by Virginia Kosanovic,...
Genre: American Women -- Music and musicians

Broadcast Date: KPFA, October 30, 1976
PRA Archive #: AZ1132.21
Title: Singer Bessie Smith (Episode 21)
Description:

A program about blues singer Bessie Smith (1894 - 1937), with many examples of her music and...
Genre: American Women -- Music and musicians

Broadcast Date: KPFA, November 13, 1976
PRA Archive #: AZ1132.22
Title: Composer Megan Roberts (Episode 22)
Description:
Interview with Bay Area-based composer and video artist Megan Roberts. Produced and presented by...
Genre: American Women -- Music and musicians
Broadcast Date: KPFA, November 20, 1976
PRA Archive #: AZ1132.23
Title: Focus on Women Composers: Percussion music (Episode 23)
Description:

Program highlighting the work of women percussionists. Produced and presented by Virginia...
Genre: American Women -- Music and musicians
Broadcast Date: KPFA, November 27, 1976
PRA Archive #: AZ1132.27
Title: Focus on Women Composers: Some Women in Rock (Episode 27)
Description:

Program exploring the American college music environment in which many composers find themselves...
Genre: American Women -- Music and musicians
Broadcast Date: KPFA, February 5, 1977
PRA Archive #: AZ1132.32
Title: Composer Frankie Mann (Episode 32)
Description:

A program exploring the work of Bay Area-based electronic composer Frankie Mann. Produced and...
Genre: American Women -- Music and musicians
Broadcast Date: KPFA, February 12, 1977
PRA Archive #: AZ1132.39
Title: Composer Marta Ptaszyn? ska (Episode 39)
Description:

A program focusing on the work of Polish-born contemporary composer and percussionist Marta...
Genre: American Women -- Music and musicians
Broadcast Date: KPFA, January 14, 1978
PRA Archive #: AZ1132.43
Title: Focus on Women Composers: A selection of tapes collected recently (Episode 43)
Description:

A program featuring tapes of women composers recently collected by Susan Sailow. Produced and...
Genre: American Women -- Music and musicians
Broadcast Date: KPFA, June 4, 1977
PRA Archive #: AZ1132.44
Title: Composer Martha Dee (Episode 44)
Description:

A program highlighting the work of composer Martha Dee, featuring recordings from a live concert...
Genre: American Women -- Music and musicians
Broadcast Date: KPFA, June 11, 1977
PRA Archive #: AZ1132.50
This may not be a complete list of all recordings associated with this subject. Search the entire catalog here.

**Title:** Composer and pianist Michele Rosewoman (Episode 50)
**Description:**
A program featuring Bay Area-based composer and pianist Michele Rosewoman. Produced and...
**Genre:** American Women -- Music and musicians
**Broadcast Date:** KPFA, July 23, 1977
**PRA Archive #:** AZ1132.55

**Title:** Focus on Women Composers: Contemporary Collage (Episode 55)
**Description:**
A program focusing on contemporary collage works by women composers. Produced and master by...
**Genre:** American Women -- Music and musicians
**Broadcast Date:** KPFA, September 10, 1977
**PRA Archive #:** AZ1132.59

**Title:** Focus on Women Composers: Contemporary Women Composers (Episode 59)
**Description:**
The last in a series of four programs surveying compositions by women from the Renaissance to...
**Genre:** American Women -- Music and musicians
**Broadcast Date:** KPFA, November 26, 1977
**PRA Archive #:** AZ1134

**Title:** How Virginia Bought it in California: by Nancy Stockwell
**Description:**
Nancy Stockwell (1940 - 1999), Bay Area lesbian-feminist author, reads from her semi-...
**Genre:** American Women -- Authors and journalists, American Women -- Lesbians
**Broadcast Date:** KPFA, October 21, 1975
**PRA Archive #:** AZ1144

**Title:** Poetry from Violence (Edited) / Glide Memorial Church, San Francisco
**Description:**
Poetry from Violence (edited version), a poetry reading in conjunction with the San Francisco...
**Genre:** American Women -- Poetry, American Women -- Violence against women
**Broadcast Date:** KPFA, ca. November 19, 1976
**PRA Archive #:** AZ1145

**Title:** Kate Millett reading from The Basement and Andrea Dworkin at the Feminist Perspectives on Pornography Conference (1978)
**Description:**
Contents: 1. Kate Millett reads from a new book (to be published in about a year) entitled The...
**Genre:** American Women -- Authors and journalists, American Women -- Violence against women
**Broadcast Date:** KPFA, November, 1978?
**PRA Archive #:** AZ1146

**Title:** Susan Griffin and Nellie Wong at the Feminist Perspectives on Pornography conference
**Description:**
Susan Griffin, poet, playwright and author, and Nellie Wong, poet and activist, read on the...
**Genre:** American Women -- Authors and journalists, American Women -- Poetry
**Broadcast Date:** KPFA, ca. Nov. 17, 1978.
**PRA Archive #:** AZ1675.04

**Title:** Lesbian Express: Book reviews for January 12, 1975
**Description:**
Production reel with general review of lesbian presses and titles of books by and about lesbians...
**Genre:** American Women -- Authors and journalists
This may not be a complete list of all recordings associated with this subject. Search the entire catalog here.

Broadcast Date: KPFA, January 12, 1975
PRA Archive #: AZ1148
Title: Night of the Virgin Shark: Didi Favreau / produced by Charles Amirkhanian
Description:

Charles Amirkhanian plays experimental works by members of his class at U.C. Extension, San...
Genre: American Women -- Music and musicians

Broadcast Date: KPFA, November 4, 1971
PRA Archive #: AZ1156
Title: Dark Circle: interview with the producers / Julia Randall
Description:

Judy Irving and Ruth Landry, co-director/writer and producer, respectively, of the anti-nuclear...
Genre: American Women -- Peace and Antinuclear activism, American Women -- Film and television

Broadcast Date: KPFA, December 9, 1982
PRA Archive #: AZ1655
Title: Interview with Meg Christian by Nancy Guinn
Description:

Nancy Guinn interviews musician Meg Christian in mid-July 1981, just after recording her new...
Genre: American Women -- Music and musicians

Broadcast Date: KPFA, August 15, 1981
PRA Archive #: AZ1656
Title: Berkeley Women's Music Collective, BeBe K'Roche, and Rose Bubbling
Description:

Unlearning to Not Speak, Sisterhood Sounds Good. Bay Area women musicians live in our studio...
Genre: American Women -- Music and musicians

Broadcast Date: KPFA, November 19, 1974
PRA Archive #: AZ1657
Title: Gwen Avery performing at KPFA
Description:

Gospel and blues singer Gwen Avery (1943 - 2014) performs in KPFA's Studio B on January 30...
Genre: American Women -- Music and musicians

Broadcast Date: KPFA, January 30, 1977
PRA Archive #: AZ1658
Title: Helen Hooke's Band plays live on Mother's Day
Description:

Helen Hooke's Band plays live on Mother's Day, year and venue unknown. You Dream My...
Genre: American Women -- Music and musicians

Broadcast Date: KPFA, date unknown
PRA Archive #: AZ1659
Title: Interview with Margaret Shedd
Description:

Interview with local author and prison activist Margaret Shedd (interviewer not identified in...
Genre: American Women -- Authors and journalists

Broadcast Date: KPFA, January 28, 1974
PRA Archive #: AZ1660
Title: Those Who Were Prostitutes from Cuban Women Now / by Margaret Randall
Description:

A reading from the chapter "Those Who Were Prostitutes" from the oral history...
This may not be a complete list of all recordings associated with this subject. Search the entire catalog [here](#).

**Women poets reading at Cody's Bookstore (Part 1 only)**

Genre: American Women -- Authors and journalists, American Women -- International women
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 197-
PRA Archive #: AZ1661
Title: Women poets reading at Cody's Bookstore (Part 1 only)
Description:

Women's poetry reading sponsored by the Berkeley Poets Commune, at Cody's Bookstore on...

**Sharing feminism: empowerment or imperialism? / Mary E. Hunt**

Genre: American Women -- Poetry
Broadcast Date: KPFA, June 26, 1972
PRA Archive #: AZ1662
Title: Sharing feminism: empowerment or imperialism? / Mary E. Hunt
Description:

A discuss of feminist liberation theology in Latin America by Mary E. Hunt at the Graduate...

**The Woman and the Carpenter (Part 2 only)**

Genre: American Women -- Activists, American Women -- Feminism
Broadcast Date: KPFA, January 2, 1982.
PRA Archive #: AZ1663
Title: The Woman and the Carpenter (Part 2 only)
Description:

Linda Schiffman interviews four tradeswomen, all employed in non-traditional work and enrollees...

**Flying Lesbians**

Genre: American Women -- Work and unions
Broadcast Date: KPFA, October 28, 1974
PRA Archive #: AZ1664
Title: Flying Lesbians
Description:

A copy of the German band Flying Lesbians' self-titled album from 1975 (Frauen Offensive)....

**San Francisco Women's Music Festival, 1974**

Genre: American Women -- Music and musicians
Broadcast Date: KPFA, February 4, 1974
PRA Archive #: AZ1666.01
Title: San Francisco Women's Music Festival, 1974
Description:

Recordings from the 1974 San Francisco Women's Music Festival, recorded at the First...

**International League of Women Composers: String quartets (Episode 1 of 2)**

Genre: American Women -- Music and musicians
Broadcast Date: KPFA, August 16, 1980
PRA Archive #: AZ1666.02
Title: International League of Women Composers: String quartets (Episode 1 of 2)
Description:

First of two episodes of a series called "Expressions", produced by the International...
The Rubber Band performs "Falling Spaces" by Carolyn Brandy and "Wild Women Don...
Genre: American Women -- Music and musicians
Broadcast Date: KPFA, ca. November 1976
PRA Archive #: AZ1668
Title: The poetry of Joanna Brouk, Felicia Miller, and Lauren Pillsbury
Description:

The poetry of Joanna Brouk, Felicia Miller and Lauren Pillsbury, interspersed with music by...
Genre: American Women -- Poetry, American Women -- New age/Wicca
Broadcast Date: KPFA, December 25, 1972
PRA Archive #: AZ1669
Title: In Celebration of Black Womanhood / Aileen Hernandez
Description:

Aileen Hernandez, former President of the National Organization for Women, and founder of the...
Genre: American Women -- Activists, American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination
Broadcast Date: KPFA, February 13, 1982
PRA Archive #: AZ1670
Title: Jean Ritchie in concert (Part 1 only)
Description:

Jean Ritchie performs folk music in concert at Freight and Salvage in Berkeley, California,...
Genre: American Women -- Music and musicians
Broadcast Date: KPFA, June 14, 1972
PRA Archive #: AZ1671
Title: Teresa Trull live at the West Coast Women's Music Festival (year unknown)
Description:

Teresa Trull performing at the West Coast Women's Music Festival, September 13-16, 198?....
Genre: American Women -- Music and musicians
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 198-
PRA Archive #: AZ1672
Title: Poet Rosalie Moore reads her work
Description:

Bay Area poet Rosalie Moore (1910-2000) reads from her work and talks about her life. Poems read...
Genre: American Women -- Poetry
Broadcast Date: KPFA, ca. June 20, 1977.
PRA Archive #: AZ1673
Title: Three plays: What Have You Done For Me Lately, Pas De Deux, and Small Change
Description:

Three plays about women, produced by the Unlearning to Not Speak Collective. Play #1: "What...
Genre: American Women -- Theater
Broadcast Date: KPFA, March 11, 1975
PRA Archive #: AZ1674.01
Title: Lois Ann Thomas live at Bishop's Coffeehouse
Description:

Lois Ann Thomas singing and playing at the Bishop's Coffeehouse in Oakland, California...
Genre: American Women -- Music and musicians
Broadcast Date: KPFA, September 6, 1976
PRA Archive #: AZ1675.01
Title: Lesbian Express: Live music show
Description:
Genre: American Women -- Music and musicians
Broadcast Date: KPFA, September 17, 1973
PRA Archive #: AZ1675.02
Title: Lesbian Express: Self defense (Part 2 only)
Description:

Aircheck of Lesbian Express episode about self-defense, December 9, 1973. Women are both leading...
Genre: American Women -- Activists, American Women -- Violence against women
Broadcast Date: KPFA, December 9, 1973
PRA Archive #: AZ1675.03
Title: Lesbian Express: Sweet Chariot interview
Description:

Sweet Chariot is a women's rock band from the Bay Area who play funk, blues, rock and soul...
Genre: American Women -- Music and musicians
Broadcast Date: KPFA, March 23, 1975
PRA Archive #: AZ1675.05
Title: Lesbian Express: Therapy (Part 2 only)
Description:

Lesbian Express presents a program on Therapy. This is part 2, part 1 is missing. Note found in...
Genre: American Women -- Psychology and psychotherapy
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 197?
PRA Archive #: AZ1674.02
Title: The Berkeley Women's Music Collective
Description:

The Berkeley Women's Music Collective in concert, recorded Winter 1975. Members of the...
Genre: American Women -- Music and musicians
Broadcast Date: KPFA, November 22, 1976
PRA Archive #: AZ1678
Title: Everybody's Studying Us (Number 2)
Description:

Bea Frankel discusses San Francisco poet and playwright Irene Paull's book "Everybody...
Genre: American Women -- Aging
Broadcast Date: KPFA, November 18, 1976; June 12, 1977
PRA Archive #: AZ1679
Title: Joanna Brouk / Conch Shell: the Sea at Sunset (1973)
Description:

Joanna Brouk: Conch Shell: The Sea at Sunset (1973). Joanna Brouk was born in 1949 in St. Louis...
Genre: American Women -- Music and musicians, American Women -- New age/Wicca
Broadcast Date: KPFA, ca. August 8, 1973
PRA Archive #: AZ1680
Title: Phumzile Zulu interviewed by Laurie Garrett
Description:

Laurie Garrett interviews Phumzile Zulu at the 11th Annual People's World Banquet at...
Genre: American Women -- Activists, American Women -- International women
Broadcast Date: KPFA, November 15, 1980
PRA Archive #: AZ1682
Title: Activist Donna Allen and her experience with HUAC
This may not be a complete list of all recordings associated with this subject. Search the entire catalog [here](#).

**Description:**

Feminist and political organizer Donna Allen speaks on her experience with the House Un-American...

**Genre:** [American Women -- Activists](#)

**Broadcast Date:** KPFA, November 13, 1965

**PRA Archive #:** AZ1687

**Title:** Meg Christian performs at Inez Garcia benefit concert (Parts 1 and 3 of 3)

**Description:**

Meg Christian performs at a benefit concert on June 10, 1976 to raise money for Inez Garcia, who...

**Genre:** [American Women -- Music and musicians](#)

**Broadcast Date:** KPFA, ca. June 10, 1976

**PRA Archive #:** AZ1674.03

**Title:** Reactions to the Redstockings journal, "Feminist Revolution"

**Description:**

Local women discuss the strengths and weaknesses of the Redstockings journal, "Feminist...

**Genre:** [American Women -- Radical Feminism](#)

**Broadcast Date:** KPFA, May 31, 1976

**PRA Archive #:** AZ1689.01

**Title:** Women's News: September 11, 1975

**Description:**

Women's news and commentary for KPFA, September 11, 1975. Segments: 1. The radical feminist...

**Genre:** [American Women -- Radical Feminism](#)

**Broadcast Date:** KPFA, September 11, 1975

**PRA Archive #:** AZ1689.02

**Title:** Women's News: April 15, 1976

**Description:**

Raw outtakes and heads from an unidentified woman musician performing at KPFA. Box description...

**Genre:** [American Women -- Music and musicians](#)

**Broadcast Date:** KPFA, April 15, 1976

**PRA Archive #:** AZ1689.03

**Title:** Women's News: July 14, 1980

**Description:**

Women's News on KPFA with Helen Mickiewicz and Julia Randall, July 14, 1980. Contents: 1....

**Genre:** [American Women -- Equal Rights Amendment (ERA), American Women -- Reproductive rights](#)

**Broadcast Date:** KPFA, July 14, 1980

**PRA Archive #:** AZ1689.04

**Title:** Women's News: October 13, 1980

**Description:**

Women's News for KPFA, October 13, 1980. The anchors are Julia Randall and Helen Mickiewicz...

**Genre:** [American Women -- Feminism, American Women -- Reproductive rights, American Women -- Violence against women, American Women -- Equal Rights Amendment (ERA)](#)

**Broadcast Date:** KPFA, October 13, 1980

**PRA Archive #:** KZ4547

**Title:** Interview with attorney Susan McGreivy on the Norton Sound lesbian purges from the Navy

**Description:**

Susan McGreivy, attorney for the American Civil Liberties Union, discusses the present state of...

**Genre:** [American Women -- Lesbians, American Women -- Law](#)

**Broadcast Date:** KPFA, 1980?
This may not be a complete list of all recordings associated with this subject. Search the entire catalog [here](#).

PRA Archive #: AZ1691
Title: The music of Witchazel
Description:

The music of Witchazel, a Portland, Oregon women's band. Members are: Robin Flower, Mary...
Genre: American Women -- Music and musicians
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 1976
PRA Archive #: AZ1692
Title: Berkeley/Oakland Women's Chorus live at the Working Women's Conference
Description:

Excerpt from a Berkeley/Oakland Women's Chorus performance at the Working Women's...
Genre: American Women -- Music and musicians
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 1973?
PRA Archive #: AZ1693
Title: Meg Christian and Holly Near in concert (Part 5?)
Description:

Meg Christian and Holly Near in concert, venue unknown, November 6, 1976. Two songs are...
Genre: American Women -- Music and musicians
Broadcast Date: KPFA, ca. 1976
PRA Archive #: AZ1695
Title: Judy Grahn: Poetry and interview
Description:

Laura Knowles interviews poet, writer and author Judy Grahn (1940 - ). Grahn talks about her...
Genre: American Women -- Poetry
Broadcast Date: KPFA, May 3, 1980
PRA Archive #: AZ0631.03
Title: About Men / Phyllis Chesler
Description:

Phyllis Chesler (1940 - ), author and psychotherapist, is interviewed by Viv Sutherland of WBAI...
Genre: American Women -- Authors and journalists, American Women -- Psychology and psychotherapy
Broadcast Date: KPFA, May 29, 1978
PRA Archive #: AZ0631.04
Title: Pauline Bart interviewed by Paula Darte
Description:

Dr. Pauline Bart, feminist sociologist at Abraham Lincoln School of Medicine in Chicago, is...
Genre: American Women -- Authors and journalists, American Women -- Violence against women
Broadcast Date: KPFA, January 29, 1979
PRA Archive #: AZ1697
Title: The Berkeley Women's Music Collective, June 10, 1976
Description:

The Berkeley Women's Music Collective perform in San Francisco, June 10, 1976, venue...
Genre: American Women -- Music and musicians
Broadcast Date: KPFA, ca. June 10, 1976
PRA Archive #: AZ0631.05
Title: Nawal El Saadawi, Egyptian feminist
Description:

An interview with Egyptian feminist Dr. Nawal El Saadawi, conducted by Ines Rieder at the United...
This may not be a complete list of all recordings associated with this subject. Search the entire catalog here.

Genre: American Women -- International women, American Women -- Feminism
Broadcast Date: KPFA, September 22, 1980
PRA Archive #: IZ0180.02
Title: In the Maccabean Tradition: Miss Emma Lazarus
Description:

Jewish Currents presents a dramatic presentation of the life of American Sephardic Jewish poet...

Genre: American Women -- Theater, American Women -- Women's history
Broadcast Date: WBAI, June 29, 1981
PRA Archive #: IZ0180.03
Title: Hannah - A Jewish Feminist Opera
Description:

An interview with Dr. Leonard Lehrman, composer of the Jewish feminist opera Hannah, and Charles...

Genre: American Women -- Theater
Broadcast Date: WBAI, December 9, 1982
PRA Archive #: IZ0391.01
Title: Leonore Tiefer on rape prevention and awareness
Description:

Nancy Kramer, director of the Committee for Public Justice, interviews Dr. Leonore Tiefer, head...

Genre: American Women -- Violence against women
Broadcast Date: WBAI, August 31, 1981
PRA Archive #: IZ0391.02
Title: Post ERA: Denise Fuge and Gail Gabler
Description:

Nancy Kramer speaks with Denise Fuge, president of the National Organization for Women (NOW)-New...

Genre: American Women -- Equal Rights Amendment (ERA), American Women -- Feminism
Broadcast Date: WBAI, July 29, 1982
PRA Archive #: BC2196.21
Title: Women in India / Laura Shapiro; interviewed by Viv Sutherland.
Description:

Viv Sutherland interviews Laura Shapiro, feminist journalist, on the status of women in India....

Genre: American Women -- International women
Broadcast Date: WBAI, September 6, 1975
PRA Archive #: IZ0423.04
Title: Claude Goretta and Isabelle Huppert
Description:

Judith Kass interviews film director Claude Goretta and actor Isabelle Huppert, the star of his...

Genre: American Women -- Film and television
Broadcast Date: WBAI, October 20, 1977
PRA Archive #: IZ0423.05
Title: Interview with director John Badham / by Judith M. Kass
Description:

Judith M. Kass interviews John Badham, director of Dracula and Saturday Night Fever. Badham...

Genre: American Women -- Film and television
Broadcast Date: WBAI, August 10, 1979
PRA Archive #: IZ0449.23
Title: The Women Peacemakers: October 18, 1982
Description:
This may not be a complete list of all recordings associated with this subject. Search the entire catalog here.

This program is in three parts: 1. Cora Weiss interviews Kathy Jarvis of Advocates for Children...
Genre: American Women -- Peace and Antinuclear activism
Broadcast Date: WBAI, October 18, 1982
PRA Archive #: BC2196.22
Title: Women in France
Description:

Interview with French feminist Danielle Sabatier, member of the National Council of Working...
Genre: American Women -- International women
Broadcast Date: WBAI, circa 8 Mar. 1982
PRA Archive #: IZ0449.24
Title: The Women Peacemakers: November 8, 1982
Description:

Hosted by Cora Weiss. Guests are Liz Brando from Leicester, UK, of the Campaign for Nuclear...
Genre: American Women -- Peace and Antinuclear activism
Broadcast Date: WBAI, November 8, 1982
PRA Archive #: IZ0449.26
Title: Poetry reading to benefit Out & Out Books
Description:

Blanche Wiesen Cook hosts a poetry reading that took place May 11th of this year (1978) to...
Genre: American Women -- Poetry, American Women -- Lesbians
Broadcast Date: WBAI, October 2, 1978
PRA Archive #: BC2196.23
Title: Income taxes with Reva Calesky, feminist financial consultant / interviewed by Viv Sutherland
Description:

Viv Sutherland interviews feminist financial consultant Reva Calesky (1939-2012), owner of...
Genre: American Women -- Work and unions
Broadcast Date: WBAI, March 13, 1976
PRA Archive #: IZ0607
Title: Hot type / by Marjorie Lipsyte interviewed by Phyllis Kriegel
Description:

"Hot Type" is a novel about a woman working on a newspaper in the 1960's,...
Genre: American Women -- Work and unions, American Women -- Authors and journalists
Broadcast Date: WBAI, March 25, 1982
PRA Archive #: BC2196.24
Title: Midnight Baby: Dory Previn / interviewed by Viv Sutherland
Description:

INTRO: Dorothy "Dory" Previn (1925-2012) was born at midnight. Babies born at that...
Genre: American Women -- Autobiographies and Biographies, American Women -- Music and musicians
Broadcast Date: WBAI, November 21, 1976
PRA Archive #: IZ0622
Title: Angela Davis interviewed by Samori Marksman
Description:

Angela Davis is interviewed by Samori Marksman, on program "Brunch", Saturday July 19...
Genre: American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination, American Women -- Politicians and politics
Broadcast Date: WBAI, July 19, 1980
PRA Archive #: IZ0643
This may not be a complete list of all recordings associated with this subject. Search the entire catalog here.

Title: **Rukeyser Reading Series: Grace Paley and Allen Ginsberg interviewed by Dennis Bernstein**
Description:

Rukeyser Reading Program on the Air. Part one: [30 min.] Dennis Bernstein interviews Grace Paley...
Genre: American Women -- Poetry, American Women -- Peace and Antinuclear activism
Broadcast Date: WBAI, April 6, 1980
PRA Archive #: BC2196.25
Title: **Women in the workforce in Canada**
Description:

Kathy Ann Kersey interviews Margaret Catley-Carlson, Deputy Executive Director UNICEF about...
Genre: American Women -- Work and unions, American Women -- International women
Broadcast Date: WBAI, March 14, 1982
PRA Archive #: IZ0651
Title: **Kathleen Cleaver interviewed by Rob Crocker**
Description:

Rob Crocker, WBAI, interviews Kathleen Cleaver, wife of Eldridge Cleaver, and today representing...
Genre: American Women -- Relatives of notable men, American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination
Broadcast Date: WBAI, October 17, 1971
PRA Archive #: IZ0670.03
Title: **Carolyn Forche? reads from A Country Between Us**
Description:

Caroly Forche (b. 1950), poet and human rights activist, reads from her second book of poetry...
Genre: American Women -- Poetry
Broadcast Date: WBAI, December 26, 1982
PRA Archive #: IZ0683
Title: **Women and the Art of Motorcycle Racing / produced by Judith Ghinger**
Description:

Self-contained program produced for WBAI by Judith Ghinger. Five women motorcyclists were...
Genre: American Women -- Athletes
Broadcast Date: WBAI, September 19, 1977
PRA Archive #: IZ0705
Title: **Bernadette Devlin speaking at Barnard College (Part 1 only)**
Description:

Bernadette Devlin [McAliskey] speaks at Barnard College on November 20, 1976. This is Part 1 of...
Genre: American Women -- International women
Broadcast Date: WBAI, December 1, 1976
PRA Archive #: IZ0711
Title: **Bernice Johnson Reagon: Black Women's issues**
Description:

Speech by Bernice Johnson Reagon, given November 11, 1980 at Barnard College's Reid...
Genre: American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination, American Women -- Music and musicians
Broadcast Date: WBAI, April 8, 1981
PRA Archive #: IZ0723
Title: **Stop E.R.A.: Meg Katz interviewed by Bonnie Bellow**
Description:

Bonnie Bellow interviews Meg Katz of "Stop E.R.A.", one of the groups opposed to the...
This may not be a complete list of all recordings associated with this subject. Search the entire catalog [here](#).

**Genre:** [American Women -- Equal Rights Amendment (ERA)](#)
**Broadcast Date:** WBAI, November 2, 1975
**PRA Archive #:** IZ0724
**Title:** Erica Jong reads her poems / produced by Mimi Anderson
**Description:**

First of a series of readings of women's poetry produced by Mimi Anderson. Erica Jong reads...

**Genre:** [American Women -- Poetry](#)
**Broadcast Date:** WBAI, February 4, 1972
**PRA Archive #:** IZ0727
**Title:** Judy Chicago interviewed by Celeste Wesson
**Description:**

Judy Chicago, pioneering feminist artist who created the first women's art program in...

**Genre:** [American Women -- Art and artists](#)
**Broadcast Date:** WBAI, June 4, 1979
**PRA Archive #:** IZ0766
**Title:** Women composers / Judy Sherman
**Description:**

Women composers explore the question of why so many women composers have emerged of late, and...

**Genre:** [American Women -- Music and musicians](#)
**Broadcast Date:** WBAI, October 23, 1972
**PRA Archive #:** IZ0777
**Title:** Soundtrack: Liz Alexander interviewed about the film The Killing of Angel Street
**Description:**

Paul Wunder (not identified on tape) of WBAI's Soundtrack program interviews Australian...

**Genre:** [American Women -- Film and television](#)
**Broadcast Date:** WBAI, March 1981
**PRA Archive #:** IZ0778
**Title:** Marge Piercy reading her poems
**Description:**

Marge Piercy, poet and novelist, reads her poems at Goddard College, Plainfield, VT and talks...

**Genre:** [American Women -- Poetry](#)
**Broadcast Date:** WBAI, October 4, 1977
**PRA Archive #:** IZ0782
**Title:** Margaret Mead interviewed by Gil Jardine
**Description:**

Gil Jardine from WBAI's Drama and Literature Department interviews anthropologist Margaret...

**Genre:** [American Women -- Parenting and children](#), [American Women -- Sex](#)
**Broadcast Date:** WBAI, March 2, 1970
**PRA Archive #:** BC2793.01
**Title:** Well, the words have changed anyway (Part 1 of 4)
**Description:**

In this first program in the series "You must go home again: 1970," Marcia Tompkins...

**Genre:** [American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination](#)
**Broadcast Date:** WBAI, November 9, 1970 and KPFA, January 7, 1971
**PRA Archive #:** IZ0788
**Title:** Adrienne Rich: an interview and reading / interview by Susan Howe (Part 2 only)
**Description:**
Poet Adrienne Rich (1929 - 2012) is interviewed by Susan Howe and reads from her book of poetry...
Genre: **American Women -- Poetry**
Broadcast Date: WBAI, January 31, 1979
PRA Archive #: IZ0804
Title: **Vanessa Redgrave: candidate for Parliament / Paul McIsaac**
Description:

Vanessa Redgrave, campaigning for a seat in Parliament for the Worker's Revolutionary Party...
Genre: **American Women -- Activists, American Women -- Politicians and politics, American Women -- Film and television**
Broadcast Date: WBAI, February 21, 1974
PRA Archive #: IZ0809
Title: **Adrienne Rich, Audre Lorde, and Kate Millett**
Description:

Poetry readings by Adrienne Rich and Audre Lorde, recorded at St. Peter's Church in New...
Genre: **American Women -- Activists, American Women -- Poetry**
Broadcast Date: WBAI, May 14, 1979
PRA Archive #: BB3864.01
Title: **Some voices of the town (Episode 1 of 5)**
Description:

The first in a series of five parts produced in 1965 by then-folio editor of WBAI, Marcia...
Genre: **American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination**
Broadcast Date: WBAI, March 21, 1965 and Aug 2, 1970 and KPFA Dec 10, 1970
PRA Archive #: BB3864.02
Title: **The Klan (Episode 2 of 5)**
Description:

The second in a series of five parts produced in 1965 by Marcia Tompkins, about her hometown of...
Genre: **American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination**
PRA Archive #: AZ1071
Title: **Malvina Reynolds and Bill Schechner**
Description:

Malvina Reynolds, folksinger, plays her songs live in studio for Bill Schechner and audience....
Genre: **American Women -- Music and musicians**
Broadcast Date: WBAI, July 19, 1973
PRA Archive #: IZ0836
Title: **Malvina Reynolds sings El Cortito**
Description:

Malvina Reynolds, folk singer, sings different cuts of her song, "El Cortito" about...
Genre: **American Women -- Music and musicians**
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 197?
PRA Archive #: IZ0838
Title: **Joan Jara and Quilapayun interviewed by Kathy Jarvis**
Description:

Joan Jara, wife of Victor Jara, a Chilean folksinger who was executed during the September 11,...
Genre: **American Women -- Music and musicians, American Women -- Relatives of notable men**
Broadcast Date: WBAI, March 1, 1979
PRA Archive #: BB3864.03
Title: **The demonstrations (Episode 3 of 5)**
This may not be a complete list of all recordings associated with this subject. Search the entire catalog [here](#).

### Description:

The third in a series of five parts produced in 1965 by Marcia Tompkins, about her hometown of...

**Genre:** [American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination](#)

**Broadcast Date:** WBAI, Mar 1965 and Aug 16 1970 and KPFA Dec 24, 1970

**PRA Archive #:** BB3864.04

**Title:** The older white community (Episode 4 of 5)

### Description:

The fourth in a series of five programs produced in 1965 by Marcia Tompkins, about her hometown...

**Genre:** [American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination](#)


**PRA Archive #:** IZ0853

**Title:** Helen Caldicott on The Velvet Sledgehammer: June 25, 1978

### Description:

WBAI's Velvet Sledgehammer program for June 25, 1978. Opens with Judie Pasternak giving...

**Genre:** [American Women -- Peace and Antinuclear activism](#)

**Broadcast Date:** WBAI, June 25, 1978

**PRA Archive #:** BB3864.05

**Title:** The young people (Episode 5 of 5)

### Description:

The fifth in a series of five programs produced in 1965 by Marcia Tompkins, about her hometown...

**Genre:** [American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination](#)

**Broadcast Date:** WBAI, March 1965 and August 30, 1970 and KPFA Jan. 1, 1970.

**PRA Archive #:** BB3958.04

**Title:** New York Radical Feminists' talk about the 1971 Rape Speakout

### Description:

This is a February 1985 rebroadcast of a 1971 episode of Womankind, hosted by Nanette Rainone....

**Genre:** [American Women -- Radical Feminism](#), [American Women -- Violence against women](#)

**Broadcast Date:** WBAI, ca. January 20, 1971 and February 15, 1985

**PRA Archive #:** IZ0854

**Title:** Erica Jong reads her poetry

### Description:

Erica Jong reads her poems. Included are Mother, at 2:47 Paper Cuts, at 5:14 The Evidence, at 10...

**Genre:** [American Women -- Poetry](#)

**Broadcast Date:** WBAI, 1973?

**PRA Archive #:** IZ0865

**Title:** Florynce Kennedy speaks at Memorial Church in New York City

### Description:

Flo (Florynce) Kennedy (1916-2000) speech given at "Memorial Church [New York City]"...

**Genre:** [American Women -- Activists](#), [American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination](#)

**Broadcast Date:** WBAI, 198?

**PRA Archive #:** IZ0885

**Title:** Adrienne Rich reading her poetry at the Women's Experimental Theater

### Description:

Adrienne Rich (1929-2012) reads her poetry at Women's Experimental Theater in New York City...

**Genre:** [American Women -- Poetry](#)

**Broadcast Date:** WBAI, 1981

**PRA Archive #:** BC2793.02
This may not be a complete list of all recordings associated with this subject. Search the entire catalog here.

Title: An interview with Robert Shelton (Part 2 of 4)
Description:

This is the second of four programs produced by Marcia Tompkins in a series called "You...
Genre: American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination
Broadcast Date: WBAI, November 16 1970 and KPFA, January 14, 1971
PRA Archive #: BC2793.03
Title: Four people of the town (Part 3 of 4)
Description:

This is the third of four programs produced by Marcia Tompkins in a series called "You must...
Genre: American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination
Broadcast Date: WBAI, November 23, 1970 and KPFA January 21, 1971
PRA Archive #: BC2793.04
Title: Phone-in questions (Part 4 of 4)
Description:

This is the fourth and final program produced by Marcia Tompkins in a series called "You...
Genre: American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination
Broadcast Date: WBAI, November 30, 1970
PRA Archive #: IZ0895
Title: Gloria Naylor interviewed about her novel The Women of Brewster Place
Description:

Raw tape of Gloria Naylor, Black woman author, interviewed by Doris Austin[?] about her novel...
Genre: American Women -- Authors and journalists
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 1982
PRA Archive #: IZ0902
Title: 1981 Abortion Rally in New York City
Description:

Speakers at a rally in New York City on abortion and equal rights for women, circa June 1981....
Genre: American Women -- Reproductive rights, American Women -- Activists
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 1981?
PRA Archive #: IZ0904
Title: Women's International League for Peace and Freedom conference, 1981
Description:

Two speakers at the Women's International League for Peace and Freedom conference, recorded...
Genre: American Women -- Peace and Antinuclear activism
Broadcast Date: WBAI, May 27, 1981?
PRA Archive #: IZ0909
Title: Women's Pentagon Action Rally
Description:

Banded reel of actuality from the Women's Pentagon Action on November 17, 1980, held in...
Genre: American Women -- Peace and Antinuclear activism
Broadcast Date: WBAI, ca. November 17, 1980
PRA Archive #: IZ0919
Title: Mendola Report: Mary Mendola and Francis Clayton interviews
Description:

Interview with Mary Mendola, author of "The Mendola Report: A New Look At Gay Couples...
Genre: American Women -- Lesbians
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 1980?
This may not be a complete list of all recordings associated with this subject. Search the entire catalog [here](#).

PRA Archive #: IZ0921
Title: Karen Cosden interviewed by Eileen Zalisk: March 21, 1979
Description:

Eileen Zalisk interviews Karen Cosden about women and sex hormones. "Fighting the...
Genre: American Women -- Health
Broadcast Date: WBAI, ca. March 21, 1979
PRA Archive #: IZ1061.02
Title: The Lesbian Show: July 15, 1980 - Third World Lesbian Writers Conference (2nd annual)
Description:

The Lesbian Show, produced by Donna Allegra, features readings from the 2nd Annual Third World...
Genre: American Women -- Poetry, American Women -- Lesbians, American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination
Broadcast Date: WBAI, July 15, 1980
PRA Archive #: IZ1139.01
Title: Interview with Jean Stein, author of Edie: An American biography
Description:

David Rothenberg talks to Jean Stein (b. 1934), author of "Edie: An American Biography...
Genre: American Women -- Authors and journalists, American Women -- Autobiographies and Biographies
Broadcast Date: WBAI, September 30, 1982
PRA Archive #: IZ1347
Title: Washington Report: March 6, 1972
Description:

Washington Report: March 6, 1972. Interview with Dr. Rona Fields, an American psychologist who...
Genre: American Women -- Psychology and psychotherapy
Broadcast Date: WBAI, March 6, 1972
PRA Archive #: IZ1432
Title: Poetry reading: Barbara Holland and Paul Oppenheimer
Description:

Barbara Holland reads selections from her book "Crises of Rejuvenation:" Crises of...
Genre: American Women -- Poetry
Broadcast Date: WBAI, March 1, 1975
PRA Archive #: IZ1360
Title: Washington Report: December 22, 1976
Description:

Washington Report: December 22, 1976. Three segments: 1. Is the Supreme Court Against Pregnancy...
Genre: American Women -- Reproductive rights, American Women -- Politicians and politics
Broadcast Date: WBAI, December 22, 1976
PRA Archive #: IZ1433
Title: Sally George reads four short stories
Description:

Sally George reads four short stories: Dreaming; Hard Winter; Church Music; and Peter, Peter....
Genre: American Women -- Authors and journalists
Broadcast Date: WBAI, November 8, 1978
PRA Archive #: IZ1376
Title: Wild Women: poetry for the Joan Little case
Description:
This may not be a complete list of all recordings associated with this subject. Search the entire catalog [here](#).

Poetry reading: "Wild Women, Joan Little case". Notes: All women's audience, no...
Genre: [American Women -- Violence against women](#), [American Women -- Poetry](#)
Broadcast Date: WBAI, ca. 1977
PRA Archive #: IZ1434
Title: [The real Tibet](#)
Description:

Judith Murray speaks with Barbara Nimri Aziz, British-educated anthropologist, about the reality...
Genre: [American Women -- Anthropology and societal role](#)
Broadcast Date: WBAI, July 6, 1978
PRA Archive #: IZ1377.01
Title: [Sexuality and the family](#)
Description:

This week: Sexuality and the family with Lynne Zeavin, Howard Gatlin, and Muriel Dimen. No phone...
Genre: [American Women -- Psychology and psychotherapy](#), [American Women -- Sex](#)
Broadcast Date: WBAI, May 26, 1981
PRA Archive #: IZ1436
Title: [Report from Vietnam by Judy Coburn - August 7, 1970](#)
Description:

This is a special report broadcast the same day as it was recorded, from Pacifica's Saigon...
Genre: [American Women -- Vietnam conflict](#)
Broadcast Date: WBAI, August 7, 1970
PRA Archive #: IZ1437
Title: [International Women's Day: Algeria](#)
Description:

Annette Walker talks with writer Kathy Kersey about how women in Algeria have fared since the...
Genre: [American Women -- International women](#)
Broadcast Date: WBAI, January 20, 1980
PRA Archive #: IZ1456
Title: [Interview with Eleanor Cooper of the Women's Liberation Center](#)
Description:

Judy Pasternak interviews Eleanor Cooper of the Women's Liberation Center of New York about the...
Genre: [American Women -- Feminism](#)
Broadcast Date: WBAI, February 11, 1979
PRA Archive #: IZ1457
Title: [The American Place Theatre women's project](#)
Description:

Louise Thompson interviews Julia Miles, Kathleen Chalfant and Gayle Austin of the American Place...
Genre: [American Women -- Theater](#)
Broadcast Date: WBAI, Jan. 31, 1979
PRA Archive #: IZ1377.02
Title: [Femininism and therapy vs. Feminist therapy](#)
Description:

This week: Lynne Zeavin and Muriel Dimen discuss feminism and therapy versus feminist therapy....
Genre: [American Women -- Psychology and psychotherapy](#)
Broadcast Date: WBAI, December, 1981
PRA Archive #: IZ1377.03
Title: [Feminist psychoanalytic therapy](#)
Description:
This may not be a complete list of all recordings associated with this subject. Search the entire catalog here.

The topic is psychoanalytically-informed feminist therapy, with moderators Lynne Zeavin and...
Genre: American Women -- Psychology and psychotherapy
Broadcast Date: WBAI, April 5, 1982
PRA Archive #: IZ1378
Title: Radical History Radio: Feminism in the 1800s
Description:

Interview with Ellen DuBois, Associate Professor of History and American Studies at SUNY Buffalo...
Genre: American Women -- Women's history
Broadcast Date: WBAI, April 13, 1982
PRA Archive #: IZ1438
Title: History of women workers and women in the labor movement
Description:

Historian Dr. Blanche Wiesen Cook interviews historian Dr. Alice Kessler Harris about women and...
Genre: American Women -- Work and unions
Broadcast Date: WBAI, May 1, 1982
PRA Archive #: IZ1379
Title: Black Awareness: Ti-Grace Atkinson
Description:

Feminist author and activist Ti-Grace Atkinson discusses her involvement with the feminist...
Genre: American Women -- Activists, American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination
Broadcast Date: WBAI, February 12, 1971
PRA Archive #: IZ1380
Title: Janet Sternburg: Journal from a semi-private room
Description:

Janet Sternburg reads her autobiographical fiction, titled "Journal from a semi-private...
Genre: American Women -- Authors and journalists
Broadcast Date: WBAI, October 2, 1978
PRA Archive #: IZ1381
Title: Frieda Aaron reads her poetry
Description:

Frieda Aaron, Holocaust survivor, reads some of her poetry and some poetry of her sister,....
Genre: American Women -- Poetry
Broadcast Date: WBAI, April 14, 1978
PRA Archive #: IZ1458.01
Title: Hot flashes: women's news from Majority Report: June 17, 1977
Description:

Women's news and current events from Majority Report for June 17, 1977, hosted by Nancy Boreman....
Genre: American Women -- Feminism
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 20 Jun 1977.
PRA Archive #: IZ1458.02
Title: Hot flashes: women's news from Majority Report: September 7, 1977
Description:

Women's news and current events from the Majority Report for September 7, 1977. Hosted and....
Genre: American Women -- Feminism
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 7 Sep 1977
PRA Archive #: IZ1382
Title: Sex and art: scholarship and vulgarity
This may not be a complete list of all recordings associated with this subject. Search the entire catalog here.

Description:

A program on sex and art. Begins with a reading from Edward Albee's introduction to...
Genre: American Women -- Art and artists
Broadcast Date: WBAI, June 11, 1980
PRA Archive #: IZ1458.03
Title: Hot flashes: women's news from Majority Report: October 25, 1977
Description:

Women's news and current events from Majority Report for October 25, 1977. Hosted by Diane Torr...
Genre: American Women -- Feminism
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 25 Oct 1977
PRA Archive #: IZ1383.01
Title: Interview with a female apprentice plumber
Description:

Interview by Judy Sackoff with a woman in the construction trades, "Judy," a second-...
Genre: American Women -- Work and unions
Broadcast Date: WBAI, December 1, 1980
PRA Archive #: IZ1383.02
Title: Interview with Marsie Silvestro
Description:

Interview with Marsie Silvestro, campus minister at Manhattan College and member of the National...
Genre: American Women -- Work and unions, American Women -- Religion
Broadcast Date: WBAI, December 22, 1980
PRA Archive #: IZ1383.03
Title: Waitresses on strike
Description:

Judy Sackoff interviews Sophia Guthertz and Patty Gulino, two waitresses from Al Buon Gusto...
Genre: American Women -- Work and unions
Broadcast Date: WBAI, April 22, 1981
PRA Archive #: IZ1458.04
Title: Hot flashes: women's news from Majority Report: January 17, 1978
Description:

Women's news and current events from Majority Report for January 17, 1978. Produced by Nancy...
Genre: American Women -- Feminism
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 17 Jan 1978
PRA Archive #: IZ1383.04
Title: Louise Howe and Pink Collar Workers
Description:

Judy Sackoff interviews Louise Kapp Howe, author of "Pink Collar Workers," a book...
Genre: American Women -- Work and unions
Broadcast Date: WBAI, February 2, 1981
PRA Archive #: IZ1458.05
Title: Hot flashes: women's news from Majority Report: June 6, 1978
Description:

Women's news and current events from Majority Report for January 17, 1978. Produced by Nancy...
Genre: American Women -- Feminism
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 6 Jun 1978
PRA Archive #: IZ1383.05
This may not be a complete list of all recordings associated with this subject. Search the entire catalog here.

Title: Helen Rogan and women in the modern Army
Description:
Judy Sackoff speaks with Helen Rogan, author of "Mixed Company: Women in the Modern Army....
Genre: American Women -- Work and unions
Broadcast Date: WBAI, February 25, 1982
PRA Archive #: IZ1459.01

Title: Interview with members of NOW-New York Chapter
Description:
Judy Pasternak interviews two members of the New York chapter of the National Organization of...
Genre: American Women -- Feminism, American Women -- Activists
Broadcast Date: WBAI, ca. March 1979
PRA Archive #: IZ1459.02

Title: Interview with Brett Harvey of The Feminist Press
Description:
Eileen Zalisk interviews Brett Harvey of the Feminist Press, founded in 1970 in Baltimore, MD...
Genre: American Women -- Feminism, American Women -- Authors and journalists
Broadcast Date: WBAI, April 10, 1974.
PRA Archive #: IZ1441

Title: Aphra speaks - December 8, 1972
Description:
Aphra Speaks was a series on WBAI wherein the editors of Aphra: The Feminist Literary Magazine...
Genre: American Women -- Authors and journalists
Broadcast Date: WBAI, December 8, 1972
PRA Archive #: IZ1442

Title: The role of women, the family, and religion in the 1980s
Description:
On October 4, 1980, WBAI held a special day of programming, examining political trends and what...
Genre: American Women -- Reproductive rights
Broadcast Date: WBAI, October 4, 1980
PRA Archive #: IZ1443

Title: The extinction of Black women
Description:
An informal discussion by three Black women from the New York Black Feminist Counseling...
Genre: American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination
Broadcast Date: WBAI, April 22, 1974
PRA Archive #: BC0943.04

Title: Women and doctors
Description:
Know your body: Women and doctors. This lecture, part of the series "Know Your Body"...
Genre: American Women -- Health
Broadcast Date: WBAI, October 15, 1972
PRA Archive #: IZ1460

Title: ERA countdown
Description:
Actuality from a rally held on June 30, 1981 marking the 1-year countdown for ratification of...
Genre: American Women -- Equal Rights Amendment (ERA)
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 30 Jun. 1981
This may not be a complete list of all recordings associated with this subject. Search the entire catalog here.

PRA Archive #: BC0943.02
Title: Menstruation, puberty through menopause (Part One only)
Description:

Know your body: Menstruation, puberty through menopause. This lecture was part of the "Know...
Genre: American Women -- Health
Broadcast Date: WBAI, October 08, 1972
PRA Archive #: BC0709.34
Title: Local chamber music / featuring soprano Lucy Shelton (Part One only)
Description:

A program of local Chamber music, organized by and featuring vocalist Lucy Shelton, performed at...
Genre: American Women -- Music and musicians
Broadcast Date: 18 Dec. 1973
PRA Archive #: IZ1384
Title: Women's Antinuclear Rally (incomplete)
Description:

Recording of speeches from an anti-nuclear rally. No date or location is given but it may be...
Genre: American Women -- Peace and Antinuclear activism
Broadcast Date: WBAI, possibly 1979 (no broadcast info on tape)
PRA Archive #: IZ1385
Title: Interview with filmmaker Joan Harvey
Description:

Rich Schrader speaks with Joan Harvey, producer and director of the film "American: from...
Genre: American Women -- Peace and Antinuclear activism, American Women -- Film and television
Broadcast Date: WBAI, December 23, 1982
PRA Archive #: BC0709.35
Title: Women musicians night: May 1975 (Part One only)
Description:

Women Musicians Night at the WBAI Free Music Store, May 29, 1975. Part 1 of this program...
Genre: American Women -- Music and musicians
Broadcast Date: 5 July, 1975
PRA Archive #: BC0709.36
Title: A night of women musicians: ca. 1975 (Part One only)
Description:

A Night of Women Musicians at WBAI's Free Music Store, date unknown (ca. 1973). Host is Ms. Mark...
Genre: American Women -- Music and musicians
Broadcast Date: WBAI ca. 1975 (date unconfirmed)
PRA Archive #: BC0943.03
Title: Pregnancy
Description:

Know your body: Pregnancy. This is lecture is part of a course on women's health given at...
Genre: American Women -- Parenting and children, American Women -- Health
Broadcast Date: WBAI, October 22, 1972
PRA Archive #: IZ1386
Title: Betty Pilkington interviews U.N. Ambassador Medhi Vakil about Iran
Description:

U.N. Correspondent Betty Pilkington interviews United Nations Ambassador to Iran, Mehdi Vakil,...
Genre: American Women -- Authors and journalists
This may not be a complete list of all recordings associated with this subject. Search the entire catalog [here](#).

Broadcast Date: WBAI, October 25, 1966  
PRA Archive #: IZ1447  
Title: **Women reporting on women**  
Description:

Three feminist journalists who were all involved in coverage of the Houston Women's...  
Genre: [American Women -- Authors and journalists](#)  

Broadcast Date: WBAI, May 8, 1978  
PRA Archive #: IZ1450  
Title: **Battered women**  
Description:

Recordings from a conference on battered women sponsored by the American Friends Service...  
Genre: [American Women -- Violence against women](#)  

Broadcast Date: WBAI, June 7, 1977  
PRA Archive #: AZ1761  
Title: **Racism in the Women's movement (Part 1 only)**  
Description:

In this program, guests talk about the racism forum "Racism in the Women's movement:....  
Genre: [American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination](#), [American Women -- Authors and journalists](#)  

Broadcast Date: WBAI, December 6, 1980  
PRA Archive #: IZ1414.01  
Title: **Sojourner's Journal: November 19, 1981-Black women writers and artists**  
Description:

Sojourner's Journal, a series about Black women. Yasmin Pierre speaks with four Black women...  
Genre: [American Women -- Poetry](#), [American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination](#)  

Broadcast Date: WBAI, November 19, 1981  
PRA Archive #: IZ1451  
Title: **Women in Spain**  
Description:

In this program, panelists Linda Gould Levine, professor at Montclair State College, Gloria...  
Genre: [American Women -- International women](#)  

Broadcast Date: WBAI, November 15, 1977  
PRA Archive #: IZ1414.02  
Title: **Sojourner's Journal: Battered women**  
Description:

Sojourner's Journal hosted Yasmine Pierre. Today's episode is about battered women,...  
Genre: [American Women -- Violence against women](#)  

Broadcast Date: WBAI, ca. 1982 (date unknown)  
PRA Archive #: IZ1421  
Title: **The Future of Housework (Part 1 only)**  
Description:

Documentary about the future of housework, hosted by Celeste Wesson. Contains recordings from...  
Genre: [American Women -- Work and unions](#), [American Women -- Parenting and children](#)  

Broadcast Date: WBAI, December 20, 1977  
PRA Archive #: IZ1426  
Title: **Debate on the Equal Rights Amendment (E.R.A.)**  
Description:
This recording is of a debate on the Equal Rights Amendment held before a meeting of the American Women -- Equal Rights Amendment (ERA)

Broadcast Date: WBAI, April 6, 1975
PRA Archive #: IZ1427
Title: The Varied Voices of Black Women: an Olivia Records concert
Description:

This is a recording of the final concert from the Olivia Records tour "The Varied Voices of...

Broadcast Date: WBAI, December 10, 1978
PRA Archive #: IZ1428
Title: Science reporter Laurie Garrett speaks about the AIDS epidemic
Description:

Interview with science reporter for National Public Radio, Laurie Garrett, about the political...

Genre: American Women -- Health
Broadcast Date: WBAI, ca. 1988 (date unknown)
PRA Archive #: IZ1429
Title: A reading and interview with Diana Chang
Description:

A reading and interview with Chinese-American novelist and poet Diana Chang. Chang first reads...

Genre: American Women -- Poetry, American Women -- Authors and journalists
Broadcast Date: WBAI, November 5, 1978
PRA Archive #: IZ1430.01
Title: Anne Forer reads her work
Description:

Anne Forer reads from her work: an autobiographical piece (title not given on recording), "...

Genre: American Women -- Authors and journalists
Broadcast Date: WBAI, June 10, 1980
PRA Archive #: IZ1430.02
Title: Charlotte Carter reads her novel-in-progress
Description:

Charlotte Carter, author of "Sheltered Life" (United Artists, 1975) reads the first...

Genre: American Women -- Authors and journalists
Broadcast Date: WBAI, February 11, 1980
PRA Archive #: IZ1462
Title: Three women painters
Description:

Lucia Vernarelli, painter and editor of the feminist artist publication "Women and Art," speaks...

Genre: American Women -- Art and artists
Broadcast Date: WBAI, December 6, 1972
PRA Archive #: IZ1463
Title: Family in history: interview with Carl Degler
Description:

Eileen Zalisk interviews historian Dr. Carl Degler (1921 - 2014) author of "At Odds: Women and...

Genre: American Women -- Parenting and children
Broadcast Date: WBAI, March 8, 1981
PRA Archive #: IZ1449
Title: Rose at ninety
This may not be a complete list of all recordings associated with this subject. Search the entire catalog [here](#).

Description:

On her 90th birthday, a prosperous woman named Rose looks back and speaks of her life and family...
Genre: [American Women -- Autobiographies and Biographies](#)
Broadcast Date: WBAI, December 24, 1978
PRA Archive #: IZ1464
Title: *School of hard knocks or, mallets with forethought*

Description:

Jan Albert hosts his program about the resumed construction (after a 37-year of hiatus) of the...
Genre: [American Women -- Work and unions](#)
Broadcast Date: WBAI, June 18, 1980
PRA Archive #: IZ0528.04
Title: *Equal Rights Amendment*

Description:

Phil Steer and Lydia Braggar discuss the Equal Rights Amendment with Phyllis Segal, lawyer and...
Genre: [American Women -- Equal Rights Amendment (ERA)](#)
Broadcast Date: WBAI, March 1978
PRA Archive #: IZ0670.01
Title: *Linda Pastan and Melanie Kaye read their poetry*

Description:

Two women poets read their poetry. First is Linda Pastan (b. 1932) of Potomac Maryland, author...
Genre: [American Women -- Poetry](#)
Broadcast Date: WBAI, May 15, 1982
PRA Archive #: IZ1512
Title: *A celebration of Black womanhood: Black women in the health sciences (Tapes 5 and 7 only)*

Description:

Actualities from Barnard College's conference "Celebration of Black Womanhood" held February 4-5...
Genre: [American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination](#), [American Women -- Work and unions](#)
Broadcast Date: WBAI, April 5, 1978?
PRA Archive #: IZ0255.02
Title: *High Heeled Women: October 8, 1981*

Description:

High Heeled Women present the "Not for High Heeled Women Only" talk show. In this...
Genre: [American Women -- Comedians](#)
Broadcast Date: WBAI, October 8, 1981
PRA Archive #: IZ1466
Title: *Cooking with author Li Ling-Ai*

Description:

Nina Mende interviews Chinese-Hawaiian writer, lecturer and actor Li Ling-Ai (1908 - ?), author...
Genre: [American Women -- Authors and journalists](#), [American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination](#)
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 27 Dec. 1975
PRA Archive #: IZ0255.03
Title: *High Heeled Women: ca. 1982*

Description:

The High Heeled Women Show starring Mary Fulham, Cassandra Danz, and Tracy Berg. Mick played by...
Genre: [American Women -- Comedians](#)
This may not be a complete list of all recordings associated with this subject. Search the entire catalog [here](#).

Broadcast Date: WBAI, ca. 1982  
PRA Archive #: IZ0670.02  
Title: **Women's Poetry Reading to benefit Ikon Magazine**  
Description:

The second half of the excerpted version of the benefit reading held for Ikon Magazine on...

Genre: **American Women -- Poetry, American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination**  
Broadcast Date: WBAI, December 11, 1982  
PRA Archive #: IZ1468  
Title: **Reading and interview with novelist and artist Ursule Molinaro**  
Description:

Ursule Molinaro (1916 - 2000), Paris-born social-satirist, novelist, playwright, and artist...

Genre: **American Women -- Authors and journalists**  
Broadcast Date: WBAI, August 31, 1981  
PRA Archive #: IZ1469  
Title: **A reading with Marilyn Lowen**  
Description:

A reading by dancer, poet, teacher, and civil rights and women's rights activist Marilyn Norma...

Genre: **American Women -- Poetry**  
Broadcast Date: 13 Sep. 1978  
PRA Archive #: IZ1471  
Title: **Perspectives on criminal justice: Women in and after prison**  
Description:

Perspectives on Criminal Justice for August 19, 1981, likely the first episode. Guest is Sister...

Genre: **American Women -- Activists**  
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 29 Aug 1981  
PRA Archive #: IZ1455.01  
Title: **Lesbian sexuality**  
Description:

This episode of the Lesbian Radio Spectacular with a Cast of Millions, hosted by Judy Pasternak...

Genre: **American Women -- Lesbians, American Women -- Sex**  
Broadcast Date: WBAI, October 12, 1976  
PRA Archive #: IZ1472  
Title: **Educating for peace**  
Description:

Educating for Peace, a program about teaching peace in the schools. Hosts are Greg Haycock[sp?]...

Genre: **American Women -- Peace and Antinuclear activism**  
Broadcast Date: WBAI, June 24, 1983?  
PRA Archive #: KZ0454  
Title: **West Coast Women's Music Festival, 1980 (raw recordings)**  
Description:

These twelve reels are live raw recordings taken at the West Coast Women's festival in 1980,...

Genre: **American Women -- Music and musicians**  
Broadcast Date: KPFA, ca. October, 1980?  
PRA Archive #: IZ1474  
Title: **Sophie Cohen speaks on the 1913 Paterson, New Jersey silk strike**  
Description:

This program is a talk give by Sophie Cohen, IWW (Industrial Workers of the World) worker who...
This may not be a complete list of all recordings associated with this subject. Search the entire catalog [here](#).

Genre: **American Women -- Work and unions**
Broadcast Date: WBAI, November 27, 1976
PRA Archive #: IZ1476
Title: **The darker face of God**
Description:

The Darker Face of God features the music of French composer Marie-Juliette Olga "Lili"...

Genre: **American Women -- Radio, American Women -- Poetry, American Women -- Music and musicians**
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 5 Feb 1976
PRA Archive #: IZ1477
Title: **Puerto Rican protest theater / Cafe Teatro de Protesta**
Description:

Music, poetry and performance from the Puerto Rican Independent Movement's new nightclub, Cafe...

Genre: **American Women -- Music and musicians, American Women -- Poetry, American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination**
Broadcast Date: WBAI, January 14, 1972
PRA Archive #: IZ1478
Title: **Author Fanny Howe reads from her novel Holy Smoke**
Description:

American poet, novelist and short story writer Fanny Howe (1940 - ) reads from her novel "Holy...

Genre: **American Women -- Authors and journalists**
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 15 Jul 1979
PRA Archive #: IZ1479
Title: **Speeches for the Abortion Rights Action Coalition (Part 1 only)**
Description:

Tape of speeches for the Abortion Rights Action Coalition, used for a program "Abortion and...

Genre: **American Women -- Reproductive rights**
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 21 Nov. 1979
PRA Archive #: IZ1480
Title: **Government surveillance and the control of women: Berkshire Conference on the History of Women**
Description:

This recording contains of excerpts (not complete) of the panel "Government Surveillance and the... 

Genre: **American Women -- Politicians and politics, American Women -- Women's history**
Broadcast Date: WBAI, ca. June 18, 1981?
PRA Archive #: IZ1482
Title: **The Velvet Sledgehammer: November 6, 1982 (Production reel)**
Description:

Production reel containing excerpts for the June 8, 1982 episode of The Velvet Sledgehammer....

Genre: **American Women -- Peace and Antinuclear activism**
Broadcast Date: WBAI, June 8, 1982
PRA Archive #: IZ1483
Title: **Physicist Freda Salzman interviewed by Eileen Zalisk**
Description:

On this episode of Women in Science, Eileen Zalisk interviews physicist Freda Salzman (1927 -... 

Genre: **American Women -- Science and scientists, American Women -- Work and unions**
Broadcast Date: WBAI, ca. 1979 (date unknown)
PRA Archive #: IZ1485
This may not be a complete list of all recordings associated with this subject. Search the entire catalog [here](#).

**Title:** The Velvet Sledgehammer: authors Adrienne Rich and Audre Lorde in conversation (Production reel)
**Description:**
Production reel (excerpts) from a conversation between Audre Lorde and Adrienne Rich and reading...
**Genre:** American Women -- Authors and journalists
**Broadcast Date:** WBAI, 14 Apr. 1982
**PRA Archive #:** IZ1486

**Title:** Radiation victim advocate Janet Gordon and victim Gloria Gregerson interviewed by Eileen Zalisk
**Description:**
Production reel for a program produced by Eileen Zalisk, possibly Velvet Sledgehammer. Includes...
**Genre:** American Women -- Peace and Antinuclear activism, American Women -- Health
**Broadcast Date:** WBAI, ca. 1980 (date unknown)
**PRA Archive #:** IZ1487

**Title:** The Velvet Sledgehammer: compilation of Sledgehammer Theater Review by Donna Allegra
**Description:**
A compilation of "Sledgehammer Theater Reports" by Donna Allegra. The reel contains the...
**Genre:** American Women -- Theater
**Broadcast Date:** WBAI, October 1980 through February 1981
**PRA Archive #:** KZ0455

**Title:** Woman words: poetry by women / hosted by Pat Millar
**Description:**
This is a one-hour program of poetry and prose hosted by Pat Millar. Guests are Helena Maria...
**Genre:** American Women -- Authors and journalists, American Women -- Poetry
**Broadcast Date:** KPFK, March 8, 1982
**PRA Archive #:** IZ1488

**Title:** The Velvet Sledgehammer: September 20, 1978 (Production reel)
**Description:**
Production reel containing excerpts for the September 20, 1978 episode of The Velvet Sledgehammer...
**Genre:** American Women -- Feminism
**Broadcast Date:** WBAI, 20 Sep 1978
**PRA Archive #:** TZ0080

**Title:** Jane Fonda and the Indochina Peace Campaign in Houston
**Description:**
Aircheck of an interview with Jane Fonda of the Indochina Peace Campaign, along with Bob...
**Genre:** American Women -- Vietnam conflict
**Broadcast Date:** KPFT, October 16, 1973
**PRA Archive #:** IZ1489

**Title:** The Velvet Sledgehammer: December 20, 1978
**Description:**
The Velvet Sledgehammer for December 20, 1978, produced by Adrienne Gantt. Contents: Interview...
**Genre:** American Women -- Health, American Women -- Art and artists
**Broadcast Date:** WBAI, 20 Dec 1978
**PRA Archive #:** IZ1490

**Title:** Abortion rights / produced by Eileen Zalisk (Production reel)
**Description:**
Production reel for a program hosted by Eileen Zalisk commemorating the 8th anniversary of the...
Broadcast Date: WBAI, January 22, 1981
PRA Archive #: TZ0083
Title: KPFT Special Women's Day program (1987)
Description:
This tape contains several clips of readings of women's literature or speeches to be used...
Genre: American Women -- Authors and journalists, American Women -- Feminism
Broadcast Date: KPFT, March 8, 1987
PRA Archive #: IZ1491
Title: Women's Equality Day in Central Park, August 27, 1977
Description:
Actuality from a march to support ratification of the Equal Rights Amendment (ERA) and...
Genre: American Women -- Equal Rights Amendment (ERA)
Broadcast Date: WBAI, August 27, 1977
PRA Archive #: WZ0256
Title: Clips of women's voices and issues
Description:
Tape labeled "Women's" and contains a list of clips related to the women's...
Genre: American Women -- Reproductive rights, American Women -- Activists
Broadcast Date: WPFW, ca. 1979-12-20/1983-01-22?
PRA Archive #: WZ0288
Title: We regret to inform you: a radio drama by Grace Cavalieri
Description:
This radio drama was written by Grace Cavalieri, directed by Dorothy Biondi [sp?], and consists...
Genre: American Women -- Theater
Broadcast Date: WPFW, 1978
PRA Archive #: IZ1492
Title: Women Against Pornography Conference (1979): Welcome and Speakout
Description:
These four reels contain actuality from the Women Against Pornography Conference, which took...
Genre: American Women -- Violence against women, American Women -- Sex
Broadcast Date: WBAI, ca. September 1979
PRA Archive #: WZ0255.02
Title: Black women of achievement: Stephanie Colbert Hopkins
Description:
Interview with Stephanie Colbert Hopkins, president of Star Step, Inc, a public relations firm....
Genre: American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination
Broadcast Date: WPFW, July 7, 1981
PRA Archive #: WZ0290
Title: Kids talk about drugs / produced by Pamela Brooks
Description:
A Washington D.C. Public Schools Radio Project with several children (mostly Black) from Savoy...
Genre: American Women -- Parenting and children
Broadcast Date: WPFW, January 21, 1972
PRA Archive #: WZ0255.04
Title: Miss Black America 1980
Description:
This episode of Upstream features Sharon Wright, Miss Black America 1980. Wright was the...
This may not be a complete list of all recordings associated with this subject. Search the entire catalog here.

Genre: American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination
Broadcast Date: WPFW, July 20, 1981
PRA Archive #: WZ0295.01
Title: Visions: sculptor Altina interviewed by Pam Peabody
Description:

WPFW's Visions, a series on visual arts, features an interview with Altina (Schinasi)....

Genre: American Women -- Art and artists
Broadcast Date: WPFW, November 4, 1978
PRA Archive #: WZ0255.05
Title: National Association of Colored Women's Clubs (Girls) Inc.
Description:

This episode of Upstream is on the National Association of Colored Women's (and Girls...

Genre: American Women -- Anthropology and societal role
Broadcast Date: WPFW, July 23, 1981
PRA Archive #: WZ0255.06
Title: Women in Washington, D.C.
Description:

This episode of Upstream is on women and dating in Washington, D.C. Topics covered include...

Genre: American Women -- Film and television, American Women -- Poetry
Broadcast Date: WPFW, October 8, 1981
PRA Archive #: WZ0255.08
Title: Michelle Parkerson
Description:

This episode of Upstream features filmmaker and poet Michelle Parkerson who talks about the...

Genre: American Women -- Authors and journalists
Broadcast Date: WPFW, November 11, 1981
PRA Archive #: IZ1494
Title: Dee Wells reminisces on her friendship with Bunny Lang
Description:

Alberta Constance "Dee" Wells (1925-2003), author and journalist speaks about her friendship...

Genre: American Women -- Authors and journalists, American Women -- Theater
Broadcast Date: WBAI, ca. 1975 (date unknown)
PRA Archive #: IZ1495
Title: Interview with Gerda Lerner on her book A Death of One's Own
Description:

Tricia Del Longo interviews Dr. Gerda Lerner (1920 - 2013), an historian and pioneer in the...

Genre: American Women -- Authors and journalists, American Women -- Health
Broadcast Date: WBAI, December 25, 1978
PRA Archive #: AZ1762
Title: Interview with cellist Eva Heinitz / by Will Ogdon
Description:
This may not be a complete list of all recordings associated with this subject. Search the entire catalog [here](#).

**Cellist Eva Heinitz (1907-2000) is interviewed by Will Ogdon of KPFA about playing the cello and...**

**Genre:** [American Women -- Music and musicians](#)

**Broadcast Date:** KPFA, between 1963-1968 (date unknown)

**PRA Archive #:** IZ1498

**Title:** [Caribbean and Latin American Report: December 17, 1982-Women in Grenada](#)

**Description:**

Caribbean and Latin American Report for December 17, 1982. Hosted by Annette Walker. First is a...

**Genre:** [American Women -- International women](#)

**Broadcast Date:** 17 Dec. 1982

**PRA Archive #:** IZ1499

**Title:** [A Crime To Fit The Punishment: an interview with the filmmakers](#)

**Description:**

Mimi Rosenberg speaks with Barbara A. Moss and Stephen Mack on their new film, "A Crime to Fit...

**Genre:** [American Women -- Film and television](#)

**Broadcast Date:** WBAI, October 7, 1982

**PRA Archive #:** IZ1504.01

**Title:** [Jeriann Hilderly](#)

**Description:**

Episode of Songs of Sappho's Daughters, featuring Jeriann Hilderly performing music....

**Genre:** [American Women -- Music and musicians](#)

**Broadcast Date:** WBAI, July 16, 1974

**PRA Archive #:** WZ0258

**Title:** [Caribbean poets festival: Gail Nichols](#)

**Description:**

This is a recording of poetry by Gail Nichols from the Caribbean Poets Festival. Poems read...

**Genre:** [American Women -- Poetry](#)

**Broadcast Date:** WBAI?, 197?

**PRA Archive #:** WZ0002.02

**Title:** [Labor fights for the ERA](#)

**Description:**

This episode of "Them and Us" is asking "Should labor unions support ERA (Equal...

**Genre:** [American Women -- Equal Rights Amendment (ERA), American Women -- Work and unions](#)

**Broadcast Date:** WPFW, January 19, 1978

**PRA Archive #:** WZ0299

**Title:** [Coal country women / produced by Mary Kasamatsu](#)

**Description:**

This is a three-part series on women in Appalachia in the 1970s: mining disasters, their lives...

**Genre:** [American Women -- Work and unions](#)

**Broadcast Date:** WPFW, 1982; KPFA, June 5, 19, 26, 1982

**PRA Archive #:** IZ0893

**Title:** [Our city, our lives: Women's work, women's health- Jeanne Stellman interviewed by Celeste Wesson](#)

**Description:**

Jeanne Stellman interviewed by Celeste Wesson for the Public Affairs Department. of WBAI, NY....

**Genre:** [American Women -- Work and unions](#)

**Broadcast Date:** WBAI, March 6, 1978

**PRA Archive #:** BB3863.90

**Title:** [Whatever became of Hazel Scott / interviewed by Richard Lamparski](#)
This may not be a complete list of all recordings associated with this subject. Search the entire catalog [here](#).

Description:

Richard Lamparski elicits stories from African American jazz and classical pianist and singer...

Genre: American Women -- Music and musicians, American Women -- Film and television, American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination

Broadcast Date: WBAI, September 21, 1971.
PRA Archive #: BB5338G
Title: Bury My Heart at Wounded Knee / by Dee Alexander Brown ; read by Mifaunwy Shunatona (Part 7 of 32)
Description:

Mifaunwy Shunatona reads pages 79-90 from Dee Brown's historical novel "Bury My Heart...

Genre: American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination

Broadcast Date: WBAI, Dec. 1971.
PRA Archive #: BB5338H
Title: Bury My Heart at Wounded Knee / by Dee Alexander Brown ; read by Mifaunwy Shunatona (Part 8 of 32)
Description:

Mifaunwy Shunatona reads pages 90-102 from Dee Brown's historical novel "Bury My Heart...

Genre: American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination

Broadcast Date: WBAI, Dec. 1971.
PRA Archive #: IZ0449.27
Title: Women's legal clinic: February 3, 1980
Description:

Everywomanspace: Women's legal clinic. Reproductive Hazards in the Workplace. February 3,...

Genre: American Women -- Work and unions, American Women -- Health

Broadcast Date: WBAI, February 3, 1980.
PRA Archive #: IZ1505
Title: The Velvet Sledgehammer: April 7, 1980- Leith Mullings on sex roles
Description:

Today's program features a talk by Dr. Leith Patricia Mullings, professor of anthropology at...

Genre: American Women -- Anthropology and societal role

Broadcast Date: WBAI, April 7, 1980
PRA Archive #: IZ1506
Title: The Velvet Sledgehammer: April 4, 1980- Eleanor Munro on women artists
Description:

Today's program is an interview with art critic Eleanor Munro about her book "Originals:....

Genre: American Women -- Art and artists

Broadcast Date: WBAI, April 4, 1980
PRA Archive #: IZ1507
Title: The Velvet Sledgehammer: March 5, 1978
Description:

The Velvet Sledgehammer, March 5, 1978, hosted by Rose Jordan. Begins with a song Cassie Culver...

Genre: American Women -- Work and unions, American Women -- Feminism

Broadcast Date: WBAI, March 5, 1978
PRA Archive #: KZ4500
Title: Lesbian sisters: October 5, 1976
Description:
This may not be a complete list of all recordings associated with this subject. Search the entire catalog here.

This is Helene Rosenbluth's first episode of the series "Lesbian Sisters" on KPFK...
Genre: American Women -- Authors and journalists, American Women -- Music and musicians
Broadcast Date: KPFK, October 5, 1976
PRA Archive #: AZ1114
Title: A tribute to Madame Florence Foster Jenkins
Description:

A tribute to the satirical singing and recording art of Madame Florence Foster Jenkins (1868 -... Genre: American Women -- Music and musicians
Broadcast Date: KPFA, December 9, 1973
PRA Archive #: IZ0927
Title: The Velvet Sledgehammer: June 19, 1977 (Part 1 and 3 only)
Description:

A Women's Magazine of the Air, produced by the WBAI Women's Department, featuring:...
Genre: American Women -- Feminism
Broadcast Date: WBAI, June 19, 1977
PRA Archive #: AZ1674.04
Title: Rape: Susan Brownmiller, Diana Russell and Martha Shelley (Part 1 only)
Description:

Susan Brownmiller, author of Against Our Will: Men, Women and Rape, and Diana Russell, author of...
Genre: American Women -- Violence against women
Broadcast Date: KPFA, ca. June 1977?
PRA Archive #: IZ1509
Title: Lesbian Pride Concert 1978
Description:

Actuality from the 1978 Lesbian Pride Concert held during Lesbian Pride Week '78, organized...
Genre: American Women -- Music and musicians, American Women -- Lesbians
Broadcast Date: WBAI, ca. June 1978?
PRA Archive #: IZ1510
Title: The Velvet Sledgehammer: July 2, 1980: WREE Seminar on Racism
Description:

Production reel for the July 2, 1980 episode of the Velvet Sledgehammer. Contains excerpts from...
Genre: American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination, American Women -- Work and unions
Broadcast Date: WBAI, July 2, 1980
PRA Archive #: IZ1455.02
Title: Lesbian parenthood: Nancy Johnson and Diana Utah
Description:

This episode of Lesbian Radio Spectacular with a Cast of Millions, hosted by Judy Pasternak is...
Genre: American Women -- Lesbians, American Women -- Parenting and children
Broadcast Date: WBAI, October 5, 1976
PRA Archive #: AZ1675.06
Title: Lesbian Express: Lesbian mothers (Part 2 only)
Description:

Lesbian Express presents a program on lesbian mothers. Issues concerning child-rearing, child...
Genre: American Women -- Parenting and children, American Women -- Lesbians
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 1977
PRA Archive #: IZ1511
Title: Lesbian Pride Week, 1977 (Part 2 only): Coming Out Proud and A Personal Politic
Description:
This may not be a complete list of all recordings associated with this subject. Search the entire catalog here.

Actuality from the panel "Coming Out Proud" and the beginning of the panel "A..."
Genre: American Women -- Lesbians
Broadcast Date: WBAI, July 23, 1977
PRA Archive #: IZ1513
Title: Alice Childress interview and reading (Part 2 only)
Description:

Alice Childress reads from her novel "A Short Walk" (Coward, McCann and Geoghegan,...
Genre: American Women -- Authors and journalists
Broadcast Date: WBAI, April 7, 1980
PRA Archive #: WZ0293
Title: Black women and liberation movements conference (Part 2 only)
Description:

Listening Post: Highlights from the "Black Women and Liberation Movements" Conference...
Genre: American Women -- Authors and journalists
Broadcast Date: WPFW, November 26, 1979
PRA Archive #: BB3958.01
Title: Report on the Congress to Unite Women
Description:

This is a February 1985 rebroadcast of a November 1969 Womankind episode, hosted by Nannette...
Genre: American Women -- Radical Feminism, American Women -- Feminism
Broadcast Date: WBAI, ca. November 23, 1969 and February 12, 1985?
PRA Archive #: BC0721
Title: Letters of a woman homesteader (Series title)
Description:

Readings of letters written by a woman homesteader, Elinore Pruitt Stewart (1876-1933) in...
Genre: American Women -- Autobiographies and Biographies, American Women -- Women's history
Broadcast Date: WBAI, March 1972, 1982; KPFA, 1974
PRA Archive #: BC0981.01
Title: Women's liberation and Black civil rights / Catharine R. Stimpson (Episode 1)
Description:

Catharine R. Stimpson speaks on 'Women's liberation and Black Civil Rights."
Genre: American Women -- Feminism, American Women -- Women of Color and discrimination
Broadcast Date: WBAI, 19 Sept. 1972.
PRA Archive #: AZ1105
Title: Nuclear disarmament: moving forward / Charlene Spretnak, Willis Harman and Bill Wahpepah
Description:

An excerpt from the "Nuclear Disarmament: Moving Forward" conference sponsored by Meeting of the...
Genre: American Women -- Politicians and politics, American Women -- Peace and Antinuclear activism
Broadcast Date: KPFA, 1983?.
PRA Archive #: BC0943
Title: Know your body (Series record)
Description:

This is the program record for the series "Know Your Body," a series of eight lectures...
Genre:
Broadcast Date: WBAI, June and October, 1972
PRA Archive #: IZ1458
This may not be a complete list of all recordings associated with this subject. Search the entire catalog [here](#).

**Title:** Hot flashes: women's news from Majority Report (Series record)
**Description:**

This is the series record "Hot Flashes," women's news from the Majority Report, broadcast on...

**Genre:** American Women -- Feminism
**Broadcast Date:** WBAI, 1977-1978
**PRA Archive #:** AZ1072

**Title:** Feminist Perspectives on Pornography Conference (1978): Kathleen Barry and Susan Griffin
**Description:**

Lilia Medina opens the first session of the Feminist Perspectives on Pornography Conference,...

**Genre:** American Women -- Violence against women, American Women -- Sex, American Women -- Poetry
**Broadcast Date:** KPFA, ca. November, 1978?
**PRA Archive #:** AZ1764

**Title:** Mom's a dyke: interview with Gloria Wilson by Chana (Karen) Wilson
**Description:**

KPFA's Chana (Karen) Wilson's interviews her mother, Gloria Wilson. The two women are...

**Genre:** American Women -- Psychology and psychotherapy, American Women -- Lesbians
**Broadcast Date:** KPFA, 1974 (day unknown)
**PRA Archive #:** AZ1765

**Title:** The lesbian in literature and other poems
**Description:**

Dramatic reading: "The Lesbian in Literature," and other poems. Recorded at WBAI-FM in...

**Genre:** American Women -- Lesbians, American Women -- Authors and journalists
**Broadcast Date:** KPFA, 1975 (day unknown)
**PRA Archive #:** BC0312.02

**Title:** Sensuality in marriage: question-and-answer session / Maxine Serett. (Episode 2 of 4)
**Description:**

Maxine Serett, author of the book "The Housewife's handbook on selective promiscuity" (under the...

**Genre:** American Women -- Marriage and divorce, American Women -- Sex
**Broadcast Date:** KPFK, 27 Jan. 1965.